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Foreword
St. Edward's University: A Centennial History is the story of a pioneering
educational institution-one that reflects in its history the development
of a region of the southwestern United States as also the development
of a congregation of prominent Catholic educators, the Congregation of
Holy Cross. Brother William Dunn, himself a teacher at St. Edward's
University for many years, traces the story with clarity, detail and affection.
St. Edward's University has grown up with Central Texas and has
shared its struggles. Yet, it has been from its beginnings an institution
whose vision was larger than Central Texas. Looking across the pioneer
southwest into Mexico and beyond, and under the tutelage of an international congregation of educators, the Congregation of Holy Cross, St.
Edward's University naturally developed a home-rooted, nation-wide
and international perspective which became part of the heritage handed
on to its students.
St. Edward's has always been close to the people it served, and along
with them it fought for survival and growth. It learned and taught the
virtue of doing well with limited resources. Confronting scarcity, it learned
to trust in God. It coped, and taught others to cope, with change-in
Texas, in the church, and in the Congregation of Holy Cross.
The development of St. Edward's University has been the work of
devoted and persevering educators. Until recent times the majority of its
teachers were brothers and priests of the Congregation of Holy Crossand those with whom they shared their responsibility generally shared
their dedication to God and students. These religious shared with their
students the values that were part of their own relationship to God.
They gave their lives to the growth of St. Edward's and its students.
The modest, uniform grave stones in the Holy Cross section of AssumpVl
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tion Cemetery, not far from the university buildings, are a quiet memorial
to many of these men.
St. Edward's University: A Centennial History is not about a long-dead
past. Rather, it recounts the roots of a living institution, still characterized
by an ever-widening circle of Christian influence. Those who know and
love St. Edward's University expect it will continue to serve and guide
its evolving community for many years to come. Read its past so that
you may understand its future.
Brother Romard Barthel, C.S.C.

Preface
Some years ago my colleague, Mr. Richard Hughes, wrote the president of St. Edward's University to the effect that, since the centennial
year of the school was approaching, thought should be given to writing
its history. The narrative is now before us. It includes antecedents which
go back to more than fifty years before the institution was chartered as
a university in 1925. The original1885 charter was issued for St. Edward's
College, a designation which, in present-day American usage indicates
an institution of higher education. In fact this college, like many others
of its day, taught its scholars at the levels-whether elementary, intermediate or higher-where they were. Then, in 1921, it drew a clear line
for the first time between high school and college work. For almost half
a century after that St. Edward's High School shared the campus, and
so it figures in the present history.
In important ways this history is a part of wider histories. Founded
and long conducted by the Congregation of Holy Cross, St. Edward's
is part of that congregation's history. It has its place in the history of
Austin and Travis County, where it has been a conspicuous presence for
a century. It belongs to the story of private and religiously oriented
education in Texas. And it has a place in the lives of those who have
worked and studied here.
The author presents this study in the hope that it will be instructive
to all its readers and, for many of them, a souvenir.
William Dunn, C.S.C.
Austin, October 13, 1986
The Feast of St. Edward, King and Confessor
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Austin Is
My Benjamin

On a spring day in 1872 three men stood upon a hill south of the
Colorado River in Travis County, Texas, and surveyed the pleasant scene
around them. On the north bank of the river barely three miles distant
lay the little town of Austin, the capital of the state. To the west beyond
the Balcones Fault was the cedared hill country, not long since in the
range of Apache and Comanche Indians. To the east and south gently
rolling plains stretched away to the Gulf of Mexico and to the Mexican
border. In the immediate vicinity handsome groves of live oaks and
bright patches of bluebonnets delighted the eye. Presiding over the whole
display was a great live oak which had spread its shade for hundreds of
springs while the flowers blossomed and faded. Altogether this hilltop
seemed prepared by God and nature for some special destiny .1
The three men, as one of them wrote later, were "the Very Reverend
Father General, Colonel Robbards [sic], the recent owner of the beautiful
hill, and he who pens these lines." 2 The Father General was the
Reverend Edward Sorin, superior general of the Congregation of Holy
Cross, from Notre Dame, Indiana, who was acquiring this site for the
Catholic school, which is now St. Edward's University. Colonel Willis
L. Robards was a partner in the Austin law firm of Robards and
Blackburn, and of course a Confederate veteran. The identity of him
"who writes these lines" must be the subject of later speculation. We
may refer to him as the chronicler.
Like most Catholic colleges in America, St. Edward's was founded
and long conducted by a religious community, in this case the
Congregation of Holy Cross. It was a community which had its origins
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and his fellow religious established a university for male students which
they called Notre Dame Du Lac- Our Lady of the Lake. Sorin was its
first president, remaining in the office untill865. 5
Notre Dame and its somewhat younger sister college nearby, St.
Mary's of the Lake, conducted by the Sisters of the Holy Cross for girls
and young ladies, were always dear to Father Sorin. For him he said,
they stood "above all other places," including the schools of the
congregation in France. 6 But his vision for the service of Holy Cross in
America was not limited to Notre Dame and St. Mary's. The expansive
spirit of the country he adopted so thoroughly was also his own. This
spirit, the distance of the mission from France, and his own strongmindedness impelled him often to make decisions on new foundations
independently of Father Moreau in France, who remained superior
general until 1866. In 1866 the Indiana Province of the congregation
was established for the United States with Sorin as its provincial superior.
Two years later he was elected superior general, an office he held, keeping
his headquarters at Notre Dame, until his death in 1893.
During the fifty-two years of his career in the New World, Sorin
became one of the most influential churchmen in America. As Thomas
J. Schlereth ofNotre Dame notes:
Sorin's impact was felt far beyond the University. Perhaps more than
any other member of the Congregation of Holy Cross, he made that
community a viable and expansive force in North America. Even today
no one knows exactly how many missions, schools, orphanages, parishes,
academies, farms and manual labor schools Sorin started in this country
and abroad. 7

Sorin himself, after fire destroyed the old Main Building at Notre
Dame in 1879, observed that he had founded forty-one houses in the
New World since his arrival there in 1841. This, he thought, was enough
notice to the public that the congregation deserved support. A recent
count shows that just from the end of the Civil War until1881, the year
St. Edward's was named, his undertakings in the United States included
twenty-five parish and mission schools, seven parish churches, one
orphanage, the Ave Maria Press at Notre Dame, four farms and six
colleges or academies.'
Perhaps, as Father Moreau in his day must have thought, Father
Sorin was too much of a plunger. In 1872 there were only 164 brothers
and thirty-six priests of Holy Cross in the United States. 9 Many of the
local communities were small, to be sure, but even so manpower was
stretched very thin. And there was never enough money for all that was
being attempted. Help in any form was welcome, and sometimes it
came in the form ofland.
A gift of land was one of the reasons Sorin eventually committed
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Galveston

Holy Cross to Texas. 10 Another was his desire to rebuild in former
French domains of the New World the Church which was beset by
difficulties in France itself. France had long prided itself on being called
the eldest daughter of the Church. Now a hostile atmosphere stemming
from Rationalism, the Great Revolution of 1789, and other sources
seemed to be threatening the existence of Catholicism there and elsewhere
in Europe. The response of Pope Pius IX was to call the bishops of the
world into an ecumenical or general council which would open at Rome
on December 8, 1869. That gathering is now known as the First Vatican
Council, or Vatican Council I, to distinguish it from the Second Vatican
Council or Vatican Council II, held in the 1960s.
Sin~e the superiors general of religious communities were invited
to be present at the council, Father Sorin embarked for Europ~ on a
vessel called the Peirera about the first of November. The story IS told
over and over, even in the official bulletins of the institution, that St.
Edward's University grew out of a meeting-some say a chance
meeting- he had on that voyage with the second bishop of Galveston,
Claude-Marie Dubuis. It very well could be that both were on the vessel,
but the bishop's office had been in touch with Notre Dame earlier ~bout
taking St. Mary's College in Galveston. The college had been established
in the early 1850s when Jean-Marie Odin was bishop. It was first staffed
by the Oblate Fathers of Mary Immaculate, and later by others, including
the Christian Brothers, who withdrew from it during the Civil War. It
had languished since for want of teachers. Thus it was that the chancellor
of the diocese, at the wish of the bishop, wrote Sorin a letter, dated
August 26, 1869, inviting him to send Holy Cross religious to the school
and revive it. It would do well, the chancellor was sure, under good
teachers such as those of "the society which has done so well at Notre
Dame!" Holy Cross could have the grounds, the buildings and a free
hand in running the school.''
But Sorin already had too many irons in the fire and was not able
to send religious to Galveston that fall. Whether or not ~e and. the b~sh~p
discussed the matter further on shipboard, they certamly did while m
Rome for the Council. The bishop was willing to give the congregation
more than the college if it came to Texas where there were so many
needs. He would give it other properties, including a large tract of la~d
in Bee County and the old Spanish mission of San Jose in San Antomo.
With that the way was prepared for actionY
The next step was to put the matter before the provincial chapter
of 1870 at Notre Dame. The chapter report stated: "It was decided to
accept the proposition of the bishop of Galveston and establish a
commercial college in Galveston." Father Daniel J. Spillard was to go
there as superior with four brothers. 13 A change was made later,
however, and Brother Boniface Muher was appointed leader of the

en~erprise.

5

Born and educated for the teaching profession in
this forty-two year old religious was, as a confrere said,
md~~d a g~od man." He traveled to Texas via New Orleans, where
he VISit~d bnefly at a house of Holy Cross. Arriving in Galveston alone
on a Fnday, he received charge of the school and began teaching there
on. r-:ron.day, September 12, 1870. Later several other religious arrived
to JOm him in the work. 14
The ind~c~tions ar~ that the early weeks at St. Mary's went generally
well. The rehgwus received a good impression of the college and the cit .
Father John Toohey, C.S.C., who made a visit there in September fro:
New Orleans dec~ared: :'The place in Galveston is really delightful."
And Brother Bomface himself wrote: "The climate is really delightful
here ~nd .su~fasses my ~xpe.ctations:" There was no sickness at the time,
he said, m our. beauuful Island City," and his own health was good.
H.e saw no real difficulty in the new venture. Galveston boys were a little
wild, to be su~e, but not wicked. Success was on the horizon, and a broad
field was openmg up for the congregation in Texas. 15
As t~e autumn ~dvanced, Brother Boniface had the opportunity to
talk to Bishop Dubms, now back from the Vatican Council in Rome
about other works that the congregation might undertake in the diocese'
which ~he? included ~lmost a~l of Texas. There was another college, St:
~ os~ph s m Brownsville, V:h1Ch Holy Cross might have, the bishop
mdicated. He also wanted lt to take a parish and a school in Houston
and a. school in Laredo, as well as the mission of San Jose in Sa~
Antomo. In fact, he urged that Father Sorin bring as many religious
from France ~s he could. They would ~nd a home in Texas, he promised.
Brot~er Bomface duly relayed the bishop's invitation to Father Sorin.
Austm was not mentioned at this time.
As for Brother Boniface, he was exultant over being in Texas. "This
seems reall_Y our country," he wrote, "where we can do much good."
Before Chnstmas there were eighty-four boys, ten of them boarders at
St. Mary's. A seminarian was teaching Latin and French. Gerrr:an
e~rolling eighteen students, was probably taught by Brother Bonifac~
himself. He expected the school's enrollment to double by January 1 and
wanted another brother to teach the little boys."
Wi:h the outlook in Texas so promising, Sorin and at least one
compamon- also .a ch~onicler. and probably the one previously referred
to who accompamed him agam in l872-1eft Notre Dame in March
18?1: t? g? .there. They took the steamboat "Susie Silver" down th~
Mississippi nver to New Orleans and crossed the Gulf of Mexico on the
"Josephine" to Galveston. Arriving at St. Mary's College, the travelers
were welcomed by Brother Boniface and his colleagues. The chronicler
reported that :h.e college was then flourishing and well filled with
students. The V1Sltors had a meeting with the bishop and his staff at his
~ermany,
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residence. Other priests and seminarians shared the house-all missionaries, it was observed, "from the bright shores of France." The bishop
had just returned from a long trip on horseback to the Comanche country
in the southwestern part of the diocese. He spoke much now of the needs
at San Antonio, whose fame as a health resort was attracting large
numbers of people from all over. Again he indicated that Mission San
Jose was available. It would make a splendid place to put a sanitorium.
Whatever else was said of Austin, the capital city, the chronicler
noted that the bishop had given the congregation a city block near the
capitol building for an academy. It is not recorded that the travelers
went to Austin at this time, although they did go to Houston. But the
Austin matter would grow. 17
On February 6, 1872, Father Nicolas Feltin, pastor of St. Mary's
Church 18 in the capital city, called on Father A. G. Bernier, who had
then replaced Brother Boniface as the director of St. Mary's College in
Galveston. Feltin, a priest of the Galveston diocese, said that there was
a Catholic lady in Austin who might donate a farm she owned there to
the Congregation of Holy Cross if it would establish a Catholic college
at Austin. The people of Austin definitely wanted the school, Feltin said.
He had no doubt that Holy Cross would do wonders with it. Two days
later, the bishop himself spoke to Bernier about the idea. It was, he
thought, providential, both for the congregation and the young people
whom the school would serve. He wanted to discuss it with Father
SorinY
The Catholic lady of Austin was Mrs. Mary Doyle, the widow of
James Doyle. The Doyles had come to Texas in about 1835, settling first
in the Bastrop area and moving later to Austin. Mr. Doyle was involved
in the construction of the old capitol which went up in Austin in the
early 1850s. Then in 1853 he acquired two tracts of land totaling 498
acres about three miles to the southeast of the capitol. Both were out of
the ten-league grant made by the Mexican government in 1832 to
Santiago Del Valle. At the death of James Doyle in 1866, the land passed
to his widow. Being as her contemporaries said, a woman of· "noble
generosity," Mrs. Doyle toward the end of her own life considered how
she might dispose of the property for benevolent purposes. She had no
surviving children. A grandchild, Mary McArthur Sneed, and her
husband William Sneed were to get 100 acres of the 498 in the Doyle
farm. In the fall of 1871 she mentioned to the Bishop of Galveston that
she had made up her mind to give the remaining 398 acres to the Church.
Although it is not recorded that she said at the time that she wanted the
gift used for the benefit of Catholic education at Austin, she certainly
did, for that was an interest dear to her heart. 20
The prospect of a college backed by a large piece of land near the
capital city appealed to Sorin. But he would not undertake the founding
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of a college there unless Holy Cross could have the city's only Catholic
Church, St. Mary's. He also wanted to bring in the Sisters of the Holy
Cross to teach in the parish school. Hence he and the mother general
of the sisters, Mother Angela Gillespie at St. Mary's of the Lake, decided
to visit Texas and make some decisions about it.
For this trip in the spring of 1872 Mother Angela chose as her
traveling companion Sister Mary Raymond Sullivan, who later wrote
her blood sister a letter which preserves some details of the episode.
Father Sorin took with him his nephew, Father Auguste Lemonnier, who
was then president of Notre Dame, and the chronicler (assuming he was
not Lemonnier) referred to earlier. All may have traveled together
although that is uncertain. They surely were together in Texas at least
part of the time. The sources for the story of the trip and the business
involved are Sister Mary Raymond's letter, the impressionistic account
of the chronicler, and the correspondence of Father Sorin with Father
Feltin and Bishop Dubuis.
Sister Mary Raymond's letter, written on the way home, touches
on the trip down as well as on events in Texas. Those in her party went
fr?m St. Mary's by rail to Cairo, Illinois, and thence on the Mississippi
River to New Orleans. After a stop there, they proceeded by rail to
Brashears and then'ce by steamer across the Gulf of Mexico to Galveston
where they remained a few days. Then they went by rail to Austin:
where they also stayed a while and visited some of the "surrounding
places." One of these was San Antonio, to which they traveled by
stagecoach. They visited its missions and talked about possibilities for
establishing sanatoriums for consumptives in this health belt location.
Returning to Austin, they became involved in discussions about
what Holy Cross might undertake there. This, it was hoped, would
include "a second St. Mary's." The hope would later be realized with
the opening, not far from the church, of St. Mary's Academy for girls
and young ladies. 21
The chronicler's account is done from a different perspective and
in a different style. It is much longer than the sister's and quite florid.
Although a primary source, it does not give the reader a great deal of
information about the business at hand. According to the chronicler,
Father Sorin's party stopped in Galveston. Nothing is said of conversations with the bishop at this time, but other sources make it clear that
he understood Sorin's terms and had promised to give the care of the
church in Austin to the Congregation of Holy Cross if it started a college
the~e. Then the travelers set out for Austin. Again it is not clear who,
bes1des Father Sorin and the chronicler, were in the party. There is no
mention of Father Lemonnier, the bishop or the sisters in the narrative
of the trip.
The first leg of the way was via the Houston and Galveston Railroad.
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A transfer was made in Hempstead to the Texas Central Railroad which
had only recently reached Austin, "the city of a thousand hills." It w~s
a "fast-growing city" with a population, the chronicler guessed, of SlX
or seven thousar).d. (Actually, the federal census of 1870 made it four
thousand.) It bade fair to grow, however. It was already the hub of a
system of stage coaches going to San Antonio, Fredericksburg, Waco
and other points, and was the western terminus of the Texas Central.
It would soon be served by the International Railroad running from
Cairo to San Antonio, people said. Its hills were covered with cottages
and mansions, which made a varied and picturesque scene.
About the Colorado River, on which the city was situated, the
chronicler commented: "We have no ill-will towards that river, but yet
we mean to be truthful. The Colorado is a river and it is not a river:
sometimes it is too much of it, and sometimes too little of it .... " Thus
it was sometimes navigable and sometimes not. But there was always
enough water in it for swimming and even a little boating.
The state buildings of Austin were judged to be more remarkable
for the views they commanded than for their architecture. The country
in all directions was beautiful, but to the visitors, as their business
unfolded in the city, it was the southern horizon that especially beckoned.
The chronicler wrote:
Directly in front of the capital, at a distance of some three miles, the
eye of the beholder rests on the finest hills in the vicinity of Austin.
These hills, so graceful in their appearance ... could not fail to attract
the steps of inquisitive travellers. Thither we went-we, that is to say
very Rev. Father General, Colonel Robbards [sic], the owner of the
beautiful hills, and he who pens these lines. What a magnificent view
extended before us from those lofty heights .... It was then truly a
remarkable spot, one which Providence seemed to have marked ... for
some great purpose; for there will one day arise the halls of a University
which we hope will be called Notre Dame, Notre Dame of the Hills,
the counterpart of Notre Dame duLac. One hundred and twenty three
acres on the summit of the hills were purchased for that purpose from
Col. Robbards, who generously contributed twenty acres for his share
to the promotion of the undertaking. Four hundred other acres adjoining
... , were given by an excellent lady, Mrs. X - - - , for the same
purpose. And now that so much has been done to ... fill a great want
in Texas, viz., that of a College or University, let us hope that the dew
ofHeaven will fall upon these fertile hills and make them fructify."
Who wrote these lines remains the subject of speculation. He
obviously had a Notre Dame connection, and Father Lemonnier meets
that description. But Lemonnier, a Frenchman, would not have written
such elegant English. Someone could, of course, have done it from his
notes. But there is another objection to assuming that he was the penman
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or even that he made the trip to Austin. He fell sick in Galveston and
this very probably happened before the trip to Austin. It was late in
May before he got back to Notre Dame. So the identity of the third man
on the hilltop, the chronicler, is still not established. 23
A complaint about the good man's narrative, in any case-and
that goes for other sources-is that it does not reveal how Father Sorin
happened to enter into negotiations with Colonel Robards for his
property. Doubtless its proximity to the Doyle place was a consideration.
And once Sorin learned that the land was available, he would have seen
that it afforded the perfect site for a school- a hilltop charmingly
bucolic but within sight of the capital city. Moreover, it had a great live
oak which would be a landmark of the future campus.
Why Robards was so well disposed, helping the Catholic school
project with a donation of part of the property, is another question. A
hint of an answer is found in something Mrs. Doyle mentioned. In a
letter to Sorin she spoke of having given "the lawyer" a pamphlet from
the Ave Maria Press at Notre Dame. The item was instrumental in
bringing about the man's conversion to Catholicism. It is a good
possibility that the lawyer in question was Robards. 24
One reason suggested by the chronicler himself for the deficiencies
in his report is that he had a faulty memory. He began by saying:
We have often quarreled with our memory for its careless, wanton
squandering of sundry little treasures very pointedly and positively
intrusted to its care. It is after just such a quarrel that with a vexed
and bothered brain we attempt to recall and write down what we have
seen and heard in this wonderful part of the world. 25
However, from the later correspondence of Father Sorin, especially
with Bishop Dubuis and Father Feltin, the rest of the story about the
memorable visit to Austin can be fairly well filled in. When Sorin and
Dubuis arrived in the city, they talked to Mrs. Doyle and to Feltin.
Mrs. Doyle was hesitant about changing her will in favor of Sorin's
congregation. Probably she told Sorin that he ought to talk to Robards
and then waited to see what would come of that. In any case, Sorin acted
decisively to acquire the 123 acre Robards tract, part of the old Isaac
Decker League. Accepting twenty acres of it as a donation, he bought
the remainder for fifty dollars per acre. He gave Robards a first note for
$1,000 payable a month from its date of April 6, and a second for $4,189
payable in a year.
When Sorin had thus demonstrated his seriousness, Mrs. Doyle
agreed to change her will so that the farm and certain city lots would
go to the Congregation of Holy Cross rather than to the diocese of
Galveston. After all, they would still be going to the church for the
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benefit of Catholic education, and that was what she wanted. By her
agreement with Sorin she was to receive 995 dollars, a nominal sum, for
398 acres. Sorin gave her a note payable in five years for that amount,
with the understanding that she was to have the use of the land during
her lifetime. The transaction was completed on April 9, as Sorin was
winding up his visit to Austin. He now had a total of 521 acres for with
which to found a college, almost as many as he had received in Indiana
thirty years earlier to found the University ofNotre Dame. 26
In the meantime Sorin had spoken to the pastor, Father Feltin,
about the bishop's promise to give Holy Cross the care of the church
and its school. But Sorin assured Feltin that he did not have to leave
St. Mary's at once. He could stay there until the bishop could find a
new post for him. Thus the news was softened, and Feltin, as Sorin
thought, took it "rather well." 27
When Sorin got back to Galveston, on the night of April 10, he sat
down and wrote out for the bishop, who had left Austin before he did,
a report of what had been done. He said that in his opinion the Austin
affair was one of the most important of the bishop's episcopate. It was
indeed a magnificent project. The longer he worked at it, the greater it
looked. And he was undertaking it, he assured the bishop, for "the sole
desire of procuring the greater glory of God." 28
Nevertheless, there was delay in following up on this start. The first
obstacle was Father Feltin. He was very much involved at St. Mary's.
He was laying the foundations of a new church, he had built a school,
and he had bought lots for the future use of the parish. Moreover, he
claimed to have put money of his own into what he was doing. The
bishop had a right to change the pastor, Feltin admitted, but he should
be compensated for his personal expenditures first. Besides, he told
Sorin, it was not the bishop's intention that the Holy Cross people
should have the parish before they had opened the college. 29 The bishop
seemed reluctant to put any pressure on Feltin. In fact, he asked Brother
Boniface in Galveston to caution Sorin against trying to get Feltin to
move right away. He could be of great assistance, with his connections
in Austin, to Sorin's undertakings there. 30
Thus it was that two years passed before Holy Cross religious came
to Austin, years of increasingly recriminatory correspondence between
the imperious Sorin and the resolute Feltin. Good Mrs. Doyle saw the
beginning of the standoff and was disturbed. In November 1872, less
than three months before her death, she wrote Father Sorin to ask why
the college was not yet started. (She called it the College of the Sacred
Heart, a name which was in fact the name of the congregation's new
school at Watertown, Wisconsin.) She had been hoping to see the college
open that fall, but she had not heard a word about it. She continued:
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I hope Rev. Father you have not abandon [sic] the idea of erecting
the colledge [sic] in our midst as it is most earnestly wish [sic] for-I
beg Rev. Father you will be kind enough to write me a few lines & let
me know your full intentions as I am growing quite old and feeble with
it,- I much fear I will not live to see the commencement of so great
a work-which my desire is great to see-for our growing state.

In the same letter Mrs. Doyle mentioned that the Catholic
congregation at Austin had outgrown its old church. Now Father Feltin
was building a new one with his own hands. It was located where the
parish school formerly stood. He had built a new school- "a very
handsome one for [this] part of the country"- on the cross street. He
had also, in accordance with the bishop's wishes, bought two more lots.
Mrs. Doyle expressed concern about the indebtedness of the parish.
She did not see how, with Austin in the grip of a "money crisis," the
congregation would be able to continue with construction. For a time it
had looked as though the capital would be moved away from Austin.
That had caused business here to come to a standstill. But now a
referendum had determined that the capital would stay, and so things
ought to pick up. 31
Mrs. Doyle's presentiments about death were valid. Colonel Robards
died in mid-December, 1872,S2 and she was soon to follow. At the end
of January Father Feltin informed Father Sorin that she was dying of
typhoid fever. On February 5, the end came. Father Feltin, who knew
her goodness as well as anyone, must have said something more
appropriate to parishoners, but his telegram to Sorin was gratingly
practical: "Mrs. Doyle died. Come and see to your business." 33 It was
left to the Austin Statesman of February 7, 1873, to put her eulogy on record:
Yesterday morning a large crowd followed the remains of Mrs. Mary
Doyle to their last resting place. The funeral services took place at the
Catholic Church, of which she had for a long lifetime been a devoted
member. Mrs. Doyle was the widow of James Doyle a name familiar
to the older settlers of Texas. She and her husband came to the state
in 1835 and settled first in Bastrop County, and afterwards moving to
Travis where she has remained since. Her home was upon the heights
on the other side of the Colorado, just opposite Austin, where she owned
a very valuable and beautiful tract of land of some three-hundred acres.
Some time last year she presented two hundred [sic] acres of land,
splendidly located, to the Catholic Church, as a site for a branch of the
celebrated school of Notre Dame. This act was only one instance in a
great many of her noble generosity. She has at all times been
distinguished for such conduct. A friend to the poor and a kind supporter
of the orphan, she has left many behind her who would mourn her loss
as if it were their mother. At the time of her death, she was over seventy
years old.
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The terms of Mrs. Doyle's will revealed further instances of her
generosity. She had cancelled the note for 995 dollars which Father Sorin
had given her, making her farm a pure gift for the school project. She
had also left property in Austin for the education of poor pupils in the
parish school. Finally, she had left 1,714 acres of the Doyle headright
near Bastrop to the freedmen living there. The tract was later given the
name St. Mary's colony in her honor."
The death of Mrs. Doyle increased the demands which Father
Sorin's interests in Austin were making upon him. A lawyer named John
T. Allan, who was acting for him, asked him in the fall for some
instruction about the farm. It had yielded some cotton and corn this
year. How was this produce to be disposed of? And how did Father Sorin
propose to run the farm in the coming year? Did he mean to rent it or
what? And Mr. William Sneed was offering 100 acres of adjoining
property, formerly part of the Doyle farm, for sale at $6,000. No one
else would pay over $4,100 for it, Allan thought. For one thing another
owner would have no entrance to it from "this" side, but would have
to go a mile and a half around Mr. Blocker's property to get to it. That
hurt its value on the market. Sorin replied that Allan should sell the
crops and rent the farm for next year. As to Mr. Sneed's offer, the
"scarcity of money," (historians call this recession the "panic of '73"),
made the purchase out of the question just then. 35
It was becoming clear that Holy Cross must soon send some of its
people to Austin. Brother Charles in Galveston reported in September
1873 that Father Feltin had been over there a few weeks before, asking
what the community's timetable and plans for the capital city were. And
at the end of the year the chancellor of the diocese, Father Chambodut,
urged Father Sorin, "Hurry up and take Austin." 36
But the impasse between Feltin and Sorin carried over to the next
year. In one of his last letters to Sorin, Feltin even raised a question
about Sorin's sincerity. During the latter's talks with Mrs. Doyle, he had
left the impression that he would start a college without delay, Feltin
recalled, but he had either not meant that or he had gone back on his
word. Two years had gone by now and there were no signs that the
school would be built, as Mrs. Doyle's will required. Until that and
other conditions were met, F eltin would not be satisfied. 37
Sorin, for whom the transfer of the parish came first, decided to
press the matter with the bishop. Pinning him down to that one point,
he asked him whether, aside from all other questions, he was going to
let Holy Cross have the parish in Austin or not. It had been the first
condition Sorin had insisted upon two years ago, he reminded Dubuis,
even before going to Austin to see Mrs. Doyle about the property for a
college. A condition like this was not a novelty, but the usual requirement
of the congregation in such a situation. If the bishop had not promised
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to give him the parish, Sorin would not have gone to Austin even on the
promise of being given the farm.
He then made several other points directed chiefly against Feltin.
The college would have been established by this time if Feltin had not
refused to leave the parish. He accused Sarin of doing nothing when it
was he himself who was obstructing action. He knew that his bishop
had promised two years ago to transfer the care of the parish to Holy
Cross. Why would he try to thwart an arrangement made by his superior?
The bishop had done what every bishop did in a case of this kind, and
Sorin had required what all religious orders in educational work required.
Feltin's opposition was unjust to the Congregation of Holy Cross and
hurtful to the Catholics of Austin. Finally, it was painful to have to fight
for what the congregation was entitled to. 38
Then, rather suddenly, the issue was resolved. The details of how
this was done are not entirely clear. However, on February 16, 1874,
the bishop wrote Sorin, instructing him to buy the pastor's schoolhouse.
Dubuis added that he had a gift of $8,000 from Mrs. Doyle's legacy in
favor of the school. Probably he meant that Sorin could draw on the
money to meet Feltin's claims. At any rate, both the bishop and Sorin
apparently came to Austin in April 1874 to formalize the transfer of the
parish. Bishop Dubuis signed a document dated April2l, 1874, conveying
to Father Sorin the lots on which the church and school stood. For these
Sorin was to pay five dollars, to continue building the new church and
to "establish a College of Learning within a few miles of the city of
Austin." 39
Father Feltin officiated at St. Mary's for the last time on May 3.
He tarried a while in Austin and then was given the pastorate of the
German Church of St. Joseph in San Antonio, where he served until his
death some five years later. It was the end of a long missionary career.
He had sailed from Europe in 1852 with a band of missionaries which
included John C. Neraz, who was later to become the bishop of San
Antonio. Feltin and Neraz were from the borderland of Alsace and knew
both French and German. They of course had to acquire English. Thus
they were especially valuable to Texas with its French missionaries
sizable German settlements, and dominantly English-speaking popula~
tion. Feltin had served at the old parish of St. Vincent de Paul in Houston
from 1853 to 1861, before coming to Austin. His sister, Mother St.
Andrew, was once superior general of the Sisters of Divine Providence
who founded Our Lady of the Lake College (now University) in San
Antonio and who had taught at St. Mary's school in Austin before the
Holy Cross sisters came there. 40
The man appointed to be the first Holy Cross pastor of St. Mary's
was Father Daniel A. Spillard, 35, who once had been prefect of discipline
at Notre Dame and more recently pastor of St. Patrick's Church in South
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Bend. A native of Ireland, he was one of the many Irish and Irish
Americans who were by this time replacing the French as the largest
ethnic group in the American branch of the community and moving into
•
•
leadership roles.' 1
Holy Cross sisters also came to Austm early m 1874, to take .char~e
of the parish school. The first to come were Mother .Angela Gillespie
and Sister Mary Austin Barnard. Mother Angela remamed only to help
cret the new mission started. As more sisters arrived the work went on
"'under localleadership. 42
Holy Cross religious were still serving at the college. in Galvest?n.
Two seminarians had even been at St. Joseph's College m Brownsv1lle
for the school year 1873-74. Nothing had materialized in San Antonio
for the congregation. But none of these places seemed as interesting ~o
Father Sorin as did Austin, where things were falling into place. He still
had to put some brothers out on t~e farm and the~ to ~ee that .the s~hool
was established in accordance with Mrs. Doyle s will and mtentwns.
But so far, so good. "Among all our foundations," he observed fondly,
"that of Austin is my Benjamin." 43

CHAPTER TWO

''To Make
a Beginning"

When Father Spillard was installed as pastor at St. Mary's Church,
he became the leader of the whole Holy Cross mission at Austin. So in
the late summer of 1874 he reminded Sorin of the need for attention to
both the school and the farm. Sorin promised to send brothers right
away-one teacher and two farmers-for Austin. Another one,· Brother
John of the Cross, already in Austin but not yet living at the farm, would
also be going to the farm, giving it three brother farmers. One of them,
Brother Maximus, who was already on his way to Austin, would be the
director of the work. Father Spillard, though living at St. Mary's, would
be superior of the farm community. The teaching brother designated
and supposed also to be on his way was Brother Philip, who had been
at the school in Galveston. Father Sorin directed that he should help
on the farm until "you have a school house and some boys in attendance."
But there is no evidence that he ever got to Austin. 1
Brother Maxim us arrived in Austin about the middle of September.
A few days later, on Monday September 21, 1874, he and Brother John
of the Cross moved out to the farm "to make a beginning," as Father
Spillard put it. 2 These two brother farmers were the pioneers of the
enterprise that grew into St. Edward's University. In 1974, the centennial
year of their arrival, the Texas State Historical Commission set up an
appropriate marker near Brother Maximus's grave in the community
section of Assumption Cemetery. The marker is only a few hundred feet
from the site of the Doyle buildings and the old college campus on the
other side of the Interstate Highway from where St. Edward's is today.
15
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Brother Maximus Petit, who was 53 years old when he came to
Austin, was probably from France, as his surname and a few other data
indicate. He spent the rest of his life on the farm and at the college which
came later, dying at the age of 75 in 1896. 3 Brother John of the Cross
Hanratty, 59, was probably a native of Ireland. He had been stationed
the year before at the community's school, which also had a farm attached
to it, at New Iberia, Louisiana. He had not liked it there and wanted a
change. He asked the southern vicar, Father Marine, about going back
to Notre Dame, "because i am too old to work in the hot sun", but was
told that Father Sorin would not allow it. He said he would pray for
Father Sorin anyway, although "alas the prayers of an old sinner will
not avail much." Texas he found no great improvement over Louisiana.
After a time there he observed that Texas was a good place to be if a
man wanted to do penance for his sins. But Brother John did not have
to stay there long, and he did get back to Notre Dame. The third farmer,
Brother Ubaldus Brady, arrived later in the fall. He did not remain long
either!
The site where the Doyle buildings were and where the first campus
of St. Edward's was located is just east of the present Interstate Highway
35, near the Southwestern Regional Center of the United States Internal
Revenue Service. The scene is urban now. The South Plaza Hotel has
recently gone up across from the IRS at the corner of I35 and Woodward
St. An apartment complex, Mabel Davis Park and swimming pool, and
other recent developments are on or near the old campus. To the south
at the intersection of I35 and Ben White Boulevard the new Wyndham
Hotel and Southpark Building rise high on the old Doyle property. To
the northeast one sees the changing skyline of Austin, now a city of half
a million. But when the brothers went out to the farm in 1874, the
neighborhood was entirely rural and the city which has now engulfed it
was three miles away. So at the time the college was started and for
decades afterward, its location was not in Austin, but well out in Travis
County. It was in that rustic setting of the 1870s that the brothers farmed
and the college began to take shape.
It is a question what stock, buildings, tools and machinery the
brothers had to begin with. Doubtless they lived in the Doyle house,
which probably was the house that stood out on the farm until the early
1960s. Carlos E. Castaneda in Our Catholic Heritage in Texas speaks of
that as the large building, and says that there was also a small one with
kitchen and living quarters for domestics. He adds that the brothers set
about renovating these and that they received from Notre Dame an
advance of $1,000, a team of mules, a few cows and a wagon. The
chattels were not sent from Notre Dame, surely, but they were bought
with the money from there. At the same time Brother Maximus was
warned that money to help the farm was scarce.'
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Since Father Sorin expected to be kept informed and would complain
if he was not, there are three or four letters from Austin with some
details about the farm that first autumn and early winter. Although the
place was to become known locally later as the Catholic Farm, the
name which the brothers themselves used for it in the beginning was
Mount Saint Austin. (Austin is an old English form of Augustine.) It
appears in the heading of an early letter which the brothers wrote the
superior general assuring him that they were all "in good health, except
Father Spillard who seems to be delicate." In the later 1870s the
community for a while called the place the Sacred Heart Farm. 6
There was little news from the farm in early 1875, but in June the
crops looked good. Later it was reported that they had not turned out
as well as expected. The next year the corn crop was fairly good, but its
price was low. The cotton was both poor and low priced. Spillard
estimated that the yield of the Catholic Farm had "not beenY>for these
two years." Brother Maximus was about ready to throw in the towel
on crop farming. It might be better to raise cattle in this part of Texas,
he suggested. Indeed, that is just what many Texans were doing in those
cattle-driving days. 7
The year 1879 illustrates well the ups and downs of the farm. Notre
Dame had recently authorized for it a loan of $2,500. Improvements
made with that included a partially completed fence on the north side
of the property, a newly opened and planted garden, and the setting out
of some grapevines. More improvements like these would have been
desirable but could not be afforded just then. The farm so far had not
been very profitable, Spillard admitted, nor would it be until there was
more help on it. But the Holy Cross farmers were doing as well as their
neighbors, and that was something.
The crop season that year began auspiciously, but unfortunately
the summer was dry. As Spillard put it in late July: "Prospects this year
are very gloomy, dry, hot weather and short crops." Texas summers are
always more or less hot, but some summers have more rain than others.
That year the little rain that fell was too late to help the corn or the
cotton, and the farm staff had to drive the cattle to the Colorado River
for water. Father Sorin's response to the news was, "I am glad you had
even a little rain. Why do you not pray for more? Oh ye of little faith!"
Perhaps the farm community did as he said. At any rate a report in late
October contained some good news. While it had not been a good season
for crops generally, the weather recently had been better, and the late
cotton crop was promising. 8
In spite of the disappointments of the farm, Father Sorin did not
lose his faith in land. In 1879 he was thinking again that the piece of
land which William Sneed had offered to sell earlier would make a nice
addition to the Sacred Heart Farm, as the Holy Cross people were now
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calling their spread. Would Father Spillard inquire as to Mr. Sneed's
price? Thus negotiations got under way and in 1881 the 100 acres were
acquired for the farm making it a total of 621 acres. 9
For some reason when Sorin was asking about the price of the Sneed
tract, he also wanted to know what the acreages would be if the farm
were divided at Blunn Creek (which runs through the valley just over
the hill behind Teresa Hall today). "How many acres would then remain
to the farm proper," he asked, " and how many to the Umbrella?" An
interesting point here is the use of the great live oak, "the Umbrella,"
at the northeast corner of the Main Building today, as a point of reference.
Also, in the late summer of 1877 when the community at the farm was
expecting a visit from Sorin, a religious there wrote him: "We are already
watching in the direction of your big umbrella tree for your coming."
Clearly, it is appropriately called the Sorin Oak now. 10
•
People, both visitors and regular staff members, came and went at
the farm. Visitors found it a relaxing place to be. Father Joseph-Celestin
of St. Mary's College in Galveston spent at least the summer of 1875
there serving as chaplain to the brothers. He loved it and would go in
to Austin only for confession or special occasions. When he dropped by
St. Mary's Church for a short visit on August 15, the feast of the
Assumption, people there thought he looked great. That fall Father John
Lauth, who had recently been assigned to St. Mary's, was transferred
to the farm. He acted as chaplain to the brothers and went to some
trouble to make improvements in the chapel. There was even a bishop
visitor. He was the Most Reverend Pierre Dufal, coadjutor bishop of
Galveston, 1878-81, and, by chance, a former superior general of Holy
Cross. (He had served in the latter office between Fathers Moreau and
Sorin in 1866-68.) He spent the Christmas season of 1878 and a couple
of weeks again the next September at the farm. 11
Among early transfers away from the staff were, as already noted,
Brothers John of the Cross and Ubaldus. Arrivals included three
candidates for the brothers- Isidore, Anthelme and Peter. The first did
not stay long, but the other two were there for some time. Brother Peter,
considered an exceptionally good farmer, may have remained straight
through until his death in 1900. The 1878 provincial report states that
the farm was "conducted by four brothers." Brother Maximus was the
director, and there was one priest living there. The priest is not named
in the report but other sources show that it was Father Guillaume
Demers. He was chaplain to the brothers, director of the candidates,
and, as will be seen, a part-time teacher. A Father J. J. Shea was also
there for a while, a little later, and did some teaching. 12
There is some question about the identities of the three brothers
other than Maximus counted in the 1878 report. Apparently the two
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candidates, Anthelme and Peter, were counted. The other may have
been Brother Brendan Kent who arrived at about this time.
In early 1879 Father Spillard made some comments about the
religious at the farm. Brother Brendan who had been sent there with
Father Sarin's recommendation as "One of our most efficient farmers "
was not living up to his billing. Spillard guessed that Sarin's standards
for farmers were quite different from Austin's. "To be sure," he conceded,
"Brother B. is a good devoted little man and we would be very glad to
have another one like him ... , but he is far from being our most efficient
farmer." Brother Peter was, as indicated, very good. In fact, Spillard
said, "every Brother and Sister at the farm is a good religious, industrious
and economical, not one eating the bread ofidleness." 13
The last comment calls attention to the religious sisters who had
been on the farm for some time. In 1875 Sorin had told Spillard that
he was planning to organize a community of religious women for
housekeeping and that he meant to send some to Texas. The college to
be started there would be a boarding school and would, like Notre
Dame and other houses, require residential services. He followed .through
on the idea, keeping the new group under his own direction. A few of its
members were assigned to the farm before the end of 1875. The
community was there until 1896, when it merged with the Holy Cross
Sisters whose motherhouse was at St. Mary's of the Lake in Indiana."
Most people have some sense of the importance of religious sisters
to the work of the Church. But in twentieth-century America they have
been especially known for their work as teachers and hospital sisters.
Hence, it may not be fully appreciated how much sisters contributed in
an earlier day to the material operation of Catholic boarding schools of
both sexes. The history of Holy Cross residential schools at Notre Dame
Austin, Watertown, New Orleans and Portland bears witness to this. I~
was 1938, for example, before St. Edward's finally lost the services of a
community of sisters for cooking, laundering and mending.
_Little is found about relations between Father Sarin's community
of s1sters and the sisters at St. Mary's parochial school in Austin.
However, in 1877, Sister Rose came out from the parish to the farm to
recover her health. Her stay with the sisters out there seemed to benefit
her. Observing this, Sister Mildred, the superior at St. Mary's, reflected
that the farm would be the perfect place-so much healthier than the
city- to put a boarding school for girls when the time came for that. 15
And it was a possibility. In fact, when Sisters Angela and Mary
Raymond had been in Austin in 1872, they received the impression that
the girls' and the boys' schools were both to be located on the hill which
had caught Sarin's fancy. Judge John Costa later recalled that Mrs.
Doyle had wanted "to have if possible both a college and an academy
on or near the place." And in 1879 Sorin and Spillard discussed a plan
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to build the girls' academy on the college grounds. Yet when St. Mary's
Academy for "young ladies and little girls" opened in 1885, it was located
not there but in the city. 16
All this while the college project remained on the back burner. But
this was not because Spillard and Sorin intended to delay it. When he
first went to St. Mary's, Spillard, while avoiding any public announcements about when the college would open, indicated that he was in favor
of a prompt start. By May of 1874 he had a state senator named Dwyer
looking into the possibility of getting a charter for it. Shortly afterward
Sorin sent Spillard what he called "the photograph of your future
college." He added that specifications for it could be obtained from a
Father Lefebvre. (This was probably Camille Lefebvre, a Holy Cross
leader in Canada.) Yet it was 1879 before a college building was put
up on the farm south of Austin. The main reason it was long coming
seems to have been simply a lack of personnel to spare for it. On the
other hand, the terms of Mrs. Doyle's will and expectations of her heirs
were constant pressures to either start a school or give up the Doyle
tract. 17
In the summer of 1875, the signs were promising. Spillard was
asking for a "first-class" teaching brother for the boys at St. Mary's
parish. Such a teacher would not only set the tone for the parochial
school, he said. He would also sell people on the college to be opened
later, for an excellent school at St. Mary's would lead them to expect
that Holy Cross would also run an excellent college. But the brother
was not sent then. A little later Sorin told Spillard that he would soon
be receiving $2,000 in gold from Brother John Chrysostom in Galveston.
Acting on instructions from Sorin, Brother John had sold the land in
Bee County which Bishop Dubuis had given the community. Spillard
was to use the money to begin, in the coming winter, the construction
of the first story of the college building. Brother John of the Cross could
start working on the foundations in December. But Spillard was to keep
this use of the money secret, Sorin ordered. The Bee County land was
in the diocese of Galveston and Bishop Dubuis might be upset if he knew
that its proceeds were being used outside of the diocese. The point was
that the prospective college site was in the new diocese of San Antonio,
created in 1874 and extending to the south bank of the Colorado River
at Austin. "Therefore," counseled Sorin, "be sharp with such sharpers
and keep your thoughts to yourself." 18
Almost certainly related to these directions about getting started
on the College is an undated and unsigned paper with building plans
and notes. In Sorin's hand are a design and description of a two-story
building which would accomodate fifty boarders. A sketch of the first
floor shows two classrooms on one side of a corridor, and a dining room,
kitchen and pantry on the other. On the second floor were two
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dormitories separated by a corridor. Annexed to this building was a
chapel twenty-five feet long and twelve wide.
In the letter Sorin said that the college building should be put up
"on the spot marked therfor [sic]." In a note interspersed with illegible
words he says,"I [want?] a beginning in the [rear?] of the site selected
for the college." 19 He does not mention the umbrella oak. Yet if he
meant the hilltop on the Robards tract, where the ancient oak stood, it
would have made good sense to put the frame building in the rear, leaving
the choice spot out in front for an impressive main building which he
was already contemplating and which did go up there in 1888-89.
In the meantime the question arose again whether the Congregation
of Holy Cross had forfeited its right to the Doyle property by not opening
a school within a reasonable time. Judge Costa of Austin, who was a
good friend of the community, told Father Spillard at this time that a
grandson of Mrs. Doyle's, one of the McArthur boys, was talking to a
lawyer about that possibility. Thus the heirs might bring suit for the
reversion to themselves of the farm, "alleging that the 'reasonable time'
had elapsed and there had been no move toward the erection of the
college." Relaying the news to Sorin, Spillard commented that he had
heard this kind of thing before. But now that it was so threatening he
thought notice of it should be passed along. 20
Sorin's response was, let us say, shrewd. The community should
begin at once to haul stones to the building site. It should also publish
in the papers notice that the superior general would be coming soon to
bless the cornerstone "on the hill." In accordance with Sorin's
instructions Father Spillard, Brother Maximus and Mr. Cavanaugh, a
veteran builder, contractor and stoneworker, went "over to the College
ground" on Saturday, September 25, to "prospect" for building stone
and found some that was suitable. Two days later Spillard made a second
inspection with Cavanaugh, who satisfied himself that there was plenty
of good stone within fifty rods of the spot which Father Sorin had chose
earlier for the building. Spillard immediately put two men at work getting
out the stone. God willing, he said, by St. Edward's Day (Oct. 13) he
would have some of it hauled "to the site for the future great Catholic
College ofTexas ... " 21
It seemed as though Spillard meant business about the college.
Hence Father Sorin told him to start organizing an administration for
it. "Pray retain yourself the Presidency of your university," he wrote,"&
call Bro. Fidelis 1st or 2nd asst .... " But then, he joked, "of course I
intend heading myself the new Academy." Indeed it is often said that
Sorin centralized too much authority in himself. Thus a few days after
making his joke about taking the presidency of the college in Austin, he
heard from Father Peter Cooney then at Sacred Heart College in
Watertown: "The general complaint is that you try to discharge the
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duty of all the officers under you, as if they did not ~xist-~nd .that you
say and do things that tend to bring their auth~nty (wh1c~ lS yours)
into contempt."22 Be that as it may, t~e supen?r generals let.ter of
October 5, 1875 gives Father Daniel Sp1llard a nght to be cons1dered
the first President of St. Edward's Academy.
.
After the flurry in 1875 about building the college, htt~e :vas done
for some time, except the gathering of some stone. T~e provmc~al repor:
of 1878 stated that the congregation had two estabhshm~nts m Tex.as.
St. Mary's parish, and the farm over the river. 23 There .1s no mentwn
of a college at Austin or Galveston, for the one at Austm had not yet
been built and the community had left St. Mary's in Galveston.
Schooling did begin later that year on the Doyle place, but there
was no schoolhouse there yet nor on the hilltop of the Robards pl~ce. The
Chronicles oflhe Congregation, published in 1895 at Notre Dame,. wh1c~ sa:,
that before 1883 the school at the farm was a "minor cons1derat10n,
offer this version of its beginnings:
The new settlement across the river received very little patronage from
the City of Austin, and the Brothers . . . :nore ~han once found
themselves in narrow circumstances. The ne1ghbonng farmers were
kind enough, but it took some time before that confidence so necessary
to a school was obtained. These good farmers were also the first to
show that confidence, and three boys were sent to school during the
winter of 1878."
Better information is found in an invaluable memoir by one of. the
first students. He was Joseph ("Joe") P. Byrne who wrote an art1cle,
"Early Days at St. Edward's," for the April 1926 issue of the school
paper, the St.Edward's Echo. He said:
My earliest recollections of St. Edward's ~o back to about 1878, at a
time when it was not even an academy, bemg merely a day school, the
entire membership consisting of Bib Stovall, Felix Smith, Ed and Joe
Johnson and four members of the tribe of Byrne."
The Byrne family with its numerous boys then lived on a farm
nearby. Today St. Peter the Apostle Church on East Ben White Drive
is located on the Byrne tract. The other boys were also neighbo~s. Byrne
said that their first teacher was Father Demers, "a pious and kmdly old
French priest, with a disposition entirely too mild to cope with 0e bunch
of young savages who fell under his charge." He was soon reheved by
Father Shea. "The location of the school then and for several yea~s
thereafter was at the farm," Byrne said. And Spillard reported m
February, 1878, that Shea had six boys coming to class on the ~a~m· ~
It is Father Guillaume Demers, then, who has the d1stmct10n of
being the first teacher at the proto-St. Edward's College. The first
students were, more or less, the "young savages" listed by Joe Byrne.
2
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One must say "more or less" because the sources give three different
figures for the numbers of that first student body. Most likely the
enrollment did in fact fluctuate.
Father Shea was a transient figure at the farm. Joe Byrne says that
his "tenure was a brief year, or perhaps two would cover the period of
his stay at the school." He was not in good health, and he may not
have been easy to get along with. "A change would be beneficial to him
and very deisirable to others," observed Spillard to Sarin in the summer
of 1879. Shortly afterward Shea was reassigned. He is not mentioned in
the 1895 Chronicles. 27
Early in 1879 Father Sorin again returned to the matter of building
a school. "I would advise you," he wrote Spillard, "to have the stone
you dug up from a career [quarry?] near by three years ago [hauled?]
to the building spot west of the Umbrella." That is exactly where the
Main Building stands today, although the tree is more likely to be referred
to now as the Sorin Oak than as the Umbrella. Sarin also remarked
that the Doyle heirs might still go to court over the property which
Mrs. Doyle had left to the congregation. Hauling the stone would "at
least show signs of intentions and prevent any suit for this year." 28
But it was time to stop dodging the law and to start construction.
Accordingly, Sorin gave Spillard the permission he had r~quested to
build a schoolhouse costing no more than $500. This would "fulfill Mrs.
Doyle's will," he said, "and save us all from fear of trouble." 29 The
construction of this first college building took place in the spring and
summer of 1879. Spillard described it as a frame structure, "two stories
high and near enough to the farm house to be very useful." Together
with its furnishings it would come, he expected, within the $500 cost
limit that had been set. He called it " 'St. Aloysius' preparatory school
for University of Holy Cross'." 30 In another letter, dated July 22, 1879,
he wrote: " 'St. Aloysius' is nearly built-forming a very neat two story
building, and to be used as a day school for the present, the brothers
occupying the second story as a dormitory." On August 14, Spillard
updated the superior general's information:
Our school house is nearly finished, and will be ready for September
l. If it does not pay a teacher, it will at least prevent miserable lawsuits.
But we have reason to expect from 15 to 20 pupils from $30 to $40 per
month. Our school house 24' by 36' two stories high will cost us a
little more than we expected, but in addition to a school room, we
have two rooms for a priest and a large dormitory for the Brothers.
St Aloysius College at Austin has left but a faint trail for the historian
during the two years, 1879-81, that it presumably existed under that
name. The Chronicles of 1895 say that it had nine day scholars in the
second year. That source does not call it St. Aloysius, however, and
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CHAPTER THREE

A Name and
a Charter

St. Edward's people, looking back at the misty dawn of their school,
have often ignored what happened before 1881 and have settled on that
year as the date of its founding. Thus in 1931 they celebrated its Golden
Jubilee. In fact, certain developments of 1881 give color to its claim to
be the year the school was started. That fall a second schoolhouse was
built on the Doyle place. This site "near the farm house,"as Father
Spillard said, was more convenient for the time being than the hilltop
on the Robards place where a permanent college was eventually built.
The schoolhouse was, according to plans, a two-story building, eighty-six
feet long and twenty-four wide, with a small annex. The additional space
now available made possible the acceptance for the first time of boarding
students. Also a new president was appointed, who would reside at the
school. Until then Father Spillard, living in Austin, had had the
responsibility for it as well as for St. Mary's parish. Finally, in this
memorable year, the name St. Edward's Academy was adopted for the
school. 1
The man chosen as the new president was Father John Lauth, 40,
a native of Luxembourg. He had three brothers- Peter, Jacob and
Michael-who also were priests of Holy Cross. They all saw service
in Texas during this era. Peter was already an assistant at St. Mary's
parish in Austin. In 1884 he would be appointed pastor there. Michael
was then his assistant at the parish for some years. Jacob served at
more than one Texas mission. John, whose health was poor, had lived
at the farm for a while in the mid 1870s seeking recovery. 2
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The traditional "letter of obedience," which Lauth received from
the new provincial superior, Father Louis L'Etourneau, named him
"Superior of St. Edward's Academy near Austin & of the farm." It was
dated, November 11, 1881. In a covering letter, not fully legible, the
provincial called attention to the enclosed obedience.
It appoints you Superior and President of the new Academy of St.
Edward & of the farm with Father Robinson to assist you ....
It is only the beginning, so that it is easy for you to grow with it and
develop it, [leaving?] you with the satisfaction of being the founder of
the future great University of Texas. God bless you & all & grant you
all success .... 3
These documents contain the earliest references found to the name
St. Edward's for the school. The name is next seen again a year later,
when it appears on a letterhead for "St. Edward's Academy." This was
the first institution founded by Father Sorin to be named after his patron
saint, Edward the Confessor, King of England.' Since Sorin seemed to
have a certain partiality for his Austin project-Austin was his
Benjamin- the distinction is appropriate.
Faeher L'Etourneau's expansive reference to "The future great
University of Texas" must be taken in context. He meant of course St.
Edward's. He did not know, up in Indiana, that the Texas State
Legislature that same year had authorized the establishment of a State
University of Texas. Incidentally, St. Edward's, with its proto-history
o£1878-81, is older than the institution across the river
The first boarding students at St. Edward's were two area boys,
Harry McCarty and Thomas Smith. Harry probably belonged to the
McCarty family which owned a farm southwest of Austin. Thomas was
the son of Peter Smith who ran a dry-goods and grocery store at 815
Congress Avenue. Although neither lived far from the campus, it was
easier to board at school than to commute to it in those horse and buggy
days. Perhaps it was along in the term before the two boys enrolled, for
the new building was not finished until November. Other boarders soon
followed. The school had ten of them by the end of the month and was
expecting more to come after Christmas.'
In its early years the academy had a very small staff. When President
Lauth asked for more help, the provincial told him there was no one to
send at that time. "Try to sail along with the few sails that you have,"
he advised, " & I hope no storm will overtake you till help reaches
you." 6 Gradually, however, the situation improved. Two teachers who
came to St. Edward's in the early years and remained there a long time
were Brothers Sixtus McGrath and Kilian Flanagan.
Building up a student body was a challenge also. It was slow, uphill
going in those early days, the 1895 Chronicles said in retrospect, and
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school." The old families of the neighborhood were well represented.
Today they are commemorated in South Austin and South Travis county
in street and road names like Todd Lane, Brodie Lane, and Blocker Lane.
Byrne also had a clear recollection of the mischief that we~t on at
school. Pete Baker, it seems, was a real imp, giving Father Robmson a
great deal of trouble. A few years before, Indian~ ~ad. attacke? ~he Bak~r
family out west of Austin in San Saba County, mJunng or klllmg Pe:e s
sister. Byrne was sure that those Indians "would have earned the und~mg
gratitude of Father Robinson if they had scalped Pe:e and about ~Ig~~
or ten of his fellow students before they had been wished off on him.
It was the practice in those days and later, Byrne commented, "when .a
boy was too hard-boiled for any other school, to send him to a Cathohc
institution."
In these passages, Byrne is under the impression that Father
Robinson was then president. Although at St. Edward's earlier, Robins~n
did not assume the presidency until 1883, when Byrne moved to Austm
and went to school elsewhere. The confusion appears again at the
beginning of the following anecdote concerning Brother Maximus (and
possibly Baker):
Brother Max was prefect of discipline during the presidency, or part
of it of Father Robinson. He was a simple, goodhearted old soul, a
farrr:er by training and profession, and as ill-fitted to fill the position
to which he was called as it is possible to imagine. As a side-line he
planted a vegetable garden, and among other things that seemed to
thrive therein ... was a patch of carrots, in which he took great pride.
Some one of the students, with more time on his hands than he needed
for his lessons ... , loosened one of the pickets, so that an old sow and
a bunch of shoats got in, and when they retired the carrots went with
them.
Brother Max, being unequal to his task, was relieved of his duties as
prefect by Brother Sixtus. The boys then discovered how foolish th?Y
had been, and what a mistake it had been to force Brother Max to qmt;
for Brother Sixtus would take no nonsense from them, and he made them
understand that the office of prefect of discipline was not instituted for
their amusement.
Like most old students, Byrne was readier with stories of pranks
than with information about the educational work at the old school. His
own writing, however, bespeaks a good education, much of which he
got at St. Edward's. Though he lost touch with the college for several
years, he came back to it in 1889 when it was moved to the Robards
tract.U
As helpful as Byrne's recollections are, they do not explain the
changes which took place in the school's leadership in the early 1880s.
There is no reference in them to the presidencies of either Lauth or-
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Spillard. Being silent about Lauth, they leave unanswered the question
of why he dropped out of office early. Poor health was perhaps the main
reason. And he may not have liked educational work-the sisters at
St. Mary's had remarked earlier that he did not help Spillard teach at
the boys' school there. Also he may have preferred pastoral work in the
small-town and rural missions of the diocese, for that is the work he
went into from St. Edward's. 12
. Father Robinson's tenure as president was likewise brief. Thirtyeight years old when he took office, he had come to Austin from New
Orleans three years before. In the latter city he had been director of St.
I~idore's ~n~ustrial School and Farm, and had served for a time as acting
vice-provmcial of the congregation's Louisiana district. At Austin he had
served on the local council first as secretary and then as assistant
superior. He impressed Joe Byrne "as a scholarly man of magnetic and
lovable personality." Nevertheless, a measure of self doubt is detectible
in Robinson's correspondence. "We hope so to act," he told Sorin after
receiving the appointment, "as not to cause you to regret the confidence
you ~ave placed in us." But he later told Sorin that it would be agreeable
to him to be replaced by someone with more administrative talent.
"And," he added, "I believe it would as agreeable to the greater part
of the community here as to myself. My appointment was as much
unlooked for by them as by myself." 13
The school year started off smoothly enough under the new
leadership. The initial enrollment was very small, about fifteen at the
end of September. Almost all of them, with the Byrne boys absent from
their number, were Protestants. But they came from "respectable
parents," and could, Robinson thought, be made a good advertisement
fo~ the next year. Everything considered, however, he was not impressed
with the prospects for growth. There were already so many schools in
the area, including the University ofTexas, to compete with. 14
It was a positive consideration that the sisters were on the boarding
department staff, doing, no doubt, a generally good job. But even they
were not perfect as a very human little incident showed. Late one
afte:noon the. sister superior opened a letter which she could have opened
earher. It sa1d that two new sisters were in Austin ready to come out
to St. Edward's, so she wanted someone to go for them. It was vexing
enough that one of the academy's vehicles had just come from the city
and could have brought them. But to make it worse when Father
Robinson had Brother Alpheus hitch up the team and st~rted to Austin
with. him, they had not gone more than a mile before they met the sisters
commg out in a hired carriage. Whatever Robinson said to the sisters
he was vexed. So he reviewed the matter in a letter to Father Sorin and
raised a question or two about it. If the new sisters were to have come
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in a hired carriage, why had the superior asked him to get them? What
15
was her thinking? He did not like it, anyway.
Late in October of 1883, Father Peter Franciscus, the vice-provincial
for the south, came to St. Edward's from New Orleans. He had been
sick and was seeking to recover his health in Texas. Obviously though
he was also there to see how the congregation was doing in that area
and to help it as much as he could. He noted that all the religious were
well except Brother Maximus, who was a little under the weather at the
time. 16
In the spring of 1884, Franciscus was looking into the question
whether Mrs. Doyle's will required the academy to be located on her
farm. As noted before, the site Father Sarin had his eye on for future
development was just west of the umbrella oak on the old Robards place.
But now an adviser, Judge A. Peeler, suspected that there might be legal
complications about moving off the Doyle land. He would do some
research, he indicated, into the law and legal precedents related to the
matter. His findings are not known, but it seems that the Doyle heirs
17
were involved in the issue.
There is little about the students and the regular activities of the
school year 1883-84, but there is something about the weather in the
first part of 1884. On February 12, a severe storm struck. It lasted from
two until eleven A.M. Lightning hit the new building of the University
of Texas at Austin, doing considerable damage. It also struck a number
of other buildings in the area. Out at St. Edward's the storm awakened
the boarding students and frightened them badly. It broke off a tree top
and flattened a fence on the academy grounds. The school authorities
18
thereupon resolved to put lightning rods on their buildings.
It rained a great deal at Austin that spring. On the night of April
30th there was a storm which lasted all night and left a fair amount of
damage behind. It was too wet to work in the fields the next day, so the
farm brothers went out to buy heifers. A week later the roads were
reported to be in bad shape. The two railroads into Austin had washouts
along their lines; trains were running over twenty-four hours late. Around
19
the academy the grounds were very muddy.
An event in the city which was of great interest to people on the
hilltop that spring was the dedication by the bishop of the new St.
Mary's Church on the Sunday after Easter. Designed by architect
Nicholas J. Clayton of Galveston, it was a beautiful building. It was
what Father Sarin meant when he said in 1872 that he wanted in Austin20
a church worthy of a capital city, of which everyone would be proud.
St. Mary's still, more than a hundred years later, meets that standard.
It may be seen at East Tenth and Brazos streets.
On June 22, the academy held its closing exercises. The boys
involved were few, but they seemed well satisfied. Four of them were
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to stay on in the vacation periodY When school opened again
Robinson was not back and Father F ranciscus
·
m the fall, Father
.
was
the new president. Stealing the show, however, was a new arrival, Father
Peter Hurth, ?ne of the notables of St. Edward's history. He appeared
on the scene m October. He had recently been president at a young
age, of the congregation's St Joseph's College in Cincin~ati. German
born, he was a natural choice for that Teutonic city.
He was still only 27 years old when he came to St. Edward's. The
1895 Chronicles are eulogistic about him. With his arrival, they say, "a
new era seemed to dawn upon St. Edward's." Within less than a month
he had,_ as Peter Lauth put it, "ingratiated himself with the favor and
good will of the boys." They liked and yet respected him. He was
superb
host of teachers"- and an energetic leader
many campus activities. In short, as the' Chronicles noted, he "became
at once, the soul of the institution." Seeing this, the president 'judicious!'
left the management of the school to [him]."22
y
The sources do not yield much information about the student bod
of 1884-85, except that it responded well to Father Hurth and that
was the largest in the history of the young school. As many as sixty
students were enrolled. Be_cause of this growth, there was during the
ye~r _some new constructwn, probably the enlargement of existing
bmldmgs. The theme of "enlargement" appears in the Chronicles-unfortunately without specifics-where they speak of this era. Also a
contemporary catalogue of the school says: "The buildinas rece~tl
enlarged, are now sufficiently spacious to accomodate a
of students. "23
Perhaps because its administrators were from the north and unaware
at first how fierce Texas heat could be, St. Edward's was scheduled in
those early years for late June closings. In June 1885 temperatures beo-an
~~ run up past 100, however, and the administration threw in the to~el.
We close~ school June_ 18th ... ," Father Franciscus wrote, "as the
w:ather did not permit [us] to continue." At closing there were
thirty-three boarders present .. (There is a tendency not to give a figure
for day students.) Some famihes had taken their sons home in early
June when a case of smallpox showed up in Texas. 24
_Shortly after graduation Franciscus went away to take up some
outside ,summer assignments and left Father Hurth in charge at St.
Edward s. ?ne of the large matters the acting president had to deal with
was financ~al. The school had "floating debts" amounting to $2,000.
Father Sonn suggested that it should get a loan of $1,000 from Father
Peter Lauth at St. Mary's to meet its most urgent obligations. But, as
Hurth ~ound out, Father Peter needed all his money to put his own
school m shape for the coming year. Hurth was left to handle financial
pressures as best he could. 25
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His great achievement that summer was to get the school chartered
under the laws of Texas as an educational corporation "formed for
general educational purposes." With a contemplated existence of fifty
years, St. Edward's College, Incorporated, had a board for its first year
of five directors, viz., Edward Sorin, Peter Lauth, John Lauth, Peter J.
Hurth and P. J. Franciscus. Subscribing at Austin on July 27, 1885, as
witnesses to the charter of incorporation were Hurth and the two Lauths.
It was notarized the same day at Austin by Judge A. J. Peeler for Travis
County and onJ uly 30 at Galveston by William R. Johnson for Galveston
County. Final endorsement was by Texas Secretary of State J. W. Baines
in Austin on August l, 1885. "According to your wish," Hurth wrote
the superior general on the same day, "I got the college chartered. Our
charter was filed in the office of the Secretary of State Aug. lst." 26
There were also some personnel matters of interest for that summer.
Brother Kilian, who had been doing good work at the school for three
years, wanted to go to Notre Dame to study telegraphy and get some
vacation with the community there. This made sense, his superiors
agreed. A teacher of telegraphy would be needed at St. Edward's that
fall. Kilian was later listed in the college catalogues as a professor of
telegraphy as well as of commercial law and bookkeeping.'' Decisions
needed to be made about two brothers in the candidate program. One
of them, Brother Meinrad, had left the community from the farm a few
years before. While "in the world" he had worked hard and made a
success of himself. Now he wanted to come back to the religious life.
Impressedby his sincerity and knowing that he was a good worker, Father
Franciscus favored accepting him and the higher superiors gave
permission for it. The brother did noyteceive the habit immediately, and
in August Hurth sought further instructions about the next step. At the
same time there was a novice named Brother Agatho working on the
farm. He was, Hurth reported, "a good and faithful man." He had been
promised that he might make his profession of vows and was in fact
expecting to do~o. 28
Another question was what to do about a saintly brother, Robert
Wagner, who had been sent to Texas for his health. Probably a
consumptive, he was showing marked improvement in the spring, though
still coughing a great deal. The question was, should he be sent back
to Notre Dame or should he be left in Texas? Being such a good soul,
he was himself quite indifferent in the matter. As Father Franciscus put
it, " ... he edifies everywhere and brings the blessing of God upon the
place where he stays." The decision was to leave him where he was. 29
Another ailing man, Brother Liborius, was asking that summer to
be allowed to come to Texas for his health. Liborius was a carpenter.
Hence, if he was well enough to work, Hurth said, he would be a
"God-send." There was hardly any furniture in the house, and he would
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save the expense of hiring carpenters to do that kind of work I c:
h d"d
. n 1act,
e I not com~ to St. Edward's then, but he did several years later. 3o
'_fwo physical problems of his own cost Hurth some working time
late . m the summer. He had an accident, a fall of some kind_ the
~articulars are lacking-, but it was a bad one. Franciscus later said
He had a narrow escape." There was considerable loss of blood, and
some surgery was needed. Then while still in a weakened condition he
contr~cted the_ dengue fever, which kept him in bed for a week at' St.
Marys. (Possibly the accident had occurred in the city.) By midSeptem?er he was back on the job at college, on his way to full recovery
and trymg to catch up with his correspondence and other business. "I
wor~ every day," he wrote, "until a dizziness of the head (which yet
remmds me of t~e fall) admonishes me to stop." A month later he was
reported to be qmte well again. 31
In the meantime President Franciscus had returned from his
summer work, bu: had not gotten back into the work of the college. On
th~ ;ery day of his arrival, in fact, he left for a sick call at one of the
misswns. It was ~e~rly a week before he got back from that, and then
he was away agam mto October attending to the neglected missions of
the a:ea. It _may be wondered when he began his administrative and
teac~mg duties, but the catalogue of the 1885-86 year does list him as
president and as a teacher. For all practical purposes Hurth h
· h
, owever,
was m c arge of the college, and may as well have been its president.3'
Enrollment that fall was below expectations. Thirty-three students
were present on September 24 and forty-one (thirty-eight boarders and
three "day s~hola~s") a week later. "No great prospects," commented
Hurth, meamng, We can't expect a large enrollment this year." But,
he a?ded, t~e faculty agreed that the "condition of the establishment"
was Ir:nprovmg. He attributed the slow start to the prevalence of dengue
fever m the state that season and to his own absence from the J. ob fo
while.33
r a
. F~the~ Hurth's health problems and the fever epidemic seemed to
be mdicativ_e ?f the n~w school year, for sickness is prominent in its
records. This IS a remmder not only of the state of the medical art a
century ago, bu_t also of the fact that many sickly people came to the
southwest then m hopes of getting well, and often did. Hence, boosters
often :xaggerated the salubrious qualities of the reo-ion. One of th
wrote m 1870:
'='
em
I never sat in a south or west bound train in Texas that I did not t
s
·
h .
no e
crome consumptive w _o ~ourn_eyed toward the dry plains with hope and
"ood prospect of regammg his lost heritage of health. The ranches are
full of brow_n and bearded men, in full possession of glorious strength
who came hither under such conditions.'•
'
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One St. Edward's student of the period, visiting San Antonio, observed
that it had a climate like Austin's, dry and mild, which had given it
fame as a health resort. In fact he heard people there quote an old
. h e mus.t l eave Bexar. " 35
Spanish proverb: "If a man wants to die
St. Edward's also claimed a great deal, If not the power to confer
immortality, for the Austin air. An early catalogue of t~e col~eg~ said,
"The health of the institution corresponds with the salubnous, mvigora.ting climate of this locality, which ... we believe to be unsurpassed ~n
the United States." But such claims did not always stand up. They did
not in the school year of 1885-86. In early October already Franciscus
noted that there was "a great deal of sickness yet in Austin and around
36
called the dengue, a mild kind of yellow fever."
•
One of the sick persons at the college was its former president, Father
John Lauth. He came to St. Edward's in the late summer or early fall
to recuperate. Seeing him barely able to "drag himself about," Father
Franciscus concluded that he was not long for this world. It seems to
have been something that had troubled him before. One :nay speculate
that it was not the dengue fever, but perhaps consumptwn. Whatever
it was he threw it off and lived forty-four years longer. His death
'
•h
ldTI
occurred at Notre Dame in 1929 when he was eighty-eig t years o ·
Good care at St. Edward's and residence in the health belt may have
been factors in his recovery and longevity.
But not everyone recovered. Early in 1886 a twenty-four year ?ld
novice Brother Benedict Baumgartner, weakened by consumptwn, died
a beau,tiful Christian death. Father Franciscus described it:
He was with us at recreation the evening before .... Next morning at
7:30 he received the last sacraments sitting in bed and then died without
pain, without a struggle. St. Joseph had closed his ~yes to this world.
The smile on his face indicated that he beheld somethmg grander- God
himself very likely. His appearance in the coffin was such that ev~n the
Protestant students, who naturally abhor the sight of a corpse, de~1ghted
in gazing upon him. Ut vita, ita mors [as you live so shall you die]! He
lived a saint and he died a saint. He was a model novice."
Another member of the St. Edward's community, Sister Mary of
the Five Wounds Mahoney, C.S.C., died later that same month. A cook
at the institution, she suffered on February 4 what Franciscus called an
attack of paralysis which left her feeling very weak. It soon became clear
that she had had a stroke. She was paralyzed on one side and had a
persistent headache. By February 25, however, she was up and helping
a little in the refectory. Everyone thought then that she was on the road
to recovery. She had even asked to go back to her work in the kitch:n,
but Father Franciscus had refused to let her do that. The next mormng
after breakfast the sisters saw that she had taken a turn for the worse
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and was slipping fast. They called Father Franciscus to anoint her. By
then she appeared. to be dead, and so he anointed her conditionally.
Thus the commumty lost another member and, it was remarked, the
best cook in the place. 39
Another religious, the saintly Brother Robert, was beginning to look
better. Between the two deaths at St. Edward's in February, he was
reported to have made a miraculous recovery after being given up by
the doctor. The only explanation the doctor could give for this dramatic
t~r~ was the patient:s holy indifference. "He was perfectly willing to
die and apparently his peace of mind was a tonic for his health. 40
But Brother Robert died a couple of years later. His grave as well
as those of Brother Benedict and Sister Mary of the Five Wounds are
still. to be seen in Assumption Cemetery, which has grown out of the old
bunal plot, on the farm of the the Holy Cross community. 41
Ex~ep.t for sickness and death, the week by week happenings at St.
E~ward s m the 1885-86 school year are not recorded in much detail.
Witho~t the infor~ation collected at the end of the year, posterity would
know httle about It. Two matters, however, were under consideration.
There -:as talk of using some spare money that had accumulated to buy
over thirty-three acres of land lying between the western end of the
Robards tract and the San Antonio Road. That would save crossing
someone else's property to get to the road. Besides the city was becrinnincr
to expand to the south side of the river and in time the land in q~estio~
would be valuable. For the present the tolls at the privately owned
Congress Avenue Bridge were a barrier, but it looked as though the
county would buy the bridge, eliminating the tolls. That would mean a
boom south of the river. 42 The college did not acquire the land in
question then, but it did eventually. It is today the west end of the
campus, along Congress Avenue.
" . ~her,~ was also talk of opening a dep~rtment for small boys- or
:n1mms, as they were called from the Latm minimi,- the littlest ones.
Sister Aloysius was the prospective teacher for any minim department
b~t she -:as not then at St. Ed's. In early February, however, Franciscu~
said that It would not be opened even if she were available. 43
A report dated May l, 1886, supplies some details about the college
and farm. There were only forty-three students in attendance all
boarders but one. During the year the "general average" was fift;-one
students. Of these, twenty-nine were Catholic and the rest of other
persuasions . All the. students were in the commercial course; only a few
were ~tudymg Latm, French, German or Spanish. "A commercial
educatwn seems to be the requirement of the day," observed the author
of the report. "The study of ancient languages is rapidly declining. "44
~~e ca~alogue for 1985-86 lists sixty-one students and their places
of ongm. Fifteen were from Austin and six from elsewhere in Travis
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County. Among them were Edward Jones and Elton Parker after whose
family Jones Road in South Austin and Parker Lane may be named.
About twenty were from small towns in Central Texas like Taylor,
Lampasas, Hearne (Lorenzo and Willeam Hearne were from there), San
Saba (John Baker, whose brother Pete had given Father Robinson so
much trouble a few years earlier, was from there), and Georgetown. Six
came from San Antonio. More remote Texas cities like Laredo,
Galveston, Texarkana and Fort Stockton were represented by one or two
students each. There were no Americans from out of state. Three
Mexicans, from Veracruz and Saltillo, joined a fourth international
student, John Pinnel, from Germany. Pinnel later served on the St.
Edward's faculty. 45
The report, again, is valuable for the specific information it contains
about the religious faculty and staff. It lists three priests- Fathers
Franciscus, Hurth, and John Lauth-and ten brothers. Of the latter,
four were definitely teachers- Kilian, Sixtus, Remigius, and Hubert.
Robert was sick and incapacitated. The other brothers- Maxim us,
Damian, Alpheus, Nicholas and Athanasius-were on the college farm
or maintenance staff. The three hired men who were noted were probably
on the farm also.
There were eleven sisters on the staff. They were Sisters Isabella,
Margaret, Egypt, Marcella, Emidius, Flaviana, Sylvinia, Marciana,
Cesaria, Eustelle and Monica (a relative of Father Franciscus). There
is no breakdown for their jobs in the report, but they were presumably
all doing kitchen, laundry, infirmary, and similar work for the college.
A few may have been novices.
Of interest also is the part of the report that deals with the assets
and prospects of the college and farm. The land, reckoned here as 623
acres, was valued at $30 per acre. The livestock- ten horses, thirty
cows, sixty heifers and fifty hogs- was also inventoried. Dollar values
per head were $60 for the horses, $40 for the cows, $20 for the heifers
and $6 for the hogs. To the statistics some comments were added. The
property might in time be worth much more, since it was only three
miles from the Capitol and the city was growing southward. South of
the river some land had risen 500 percent in value and seven new houses
had been built within a year. True, the high toll charged for crossing
the Congress Avenue bridge was holding up development on the south
side, but there was agitation to make the bridge toll-free. 46
Scarlet fever was around that May. Austin was reporting fifteen or
twenty cases a day early in the month. Naturally this was alarming to
parents as well as students, but so far there had been no cases at school
nor any withdrawals because of the scare. Later in the month the disease
was still spreading, but only slowlyY
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On June 16, 18_86, St. Edward's College held closing exercises. The
pro~rar:n opened wlth a performance on an unnamed instrument by
mu_sic mstructor A.F. Schaedler. Student Frank McCarthy of Austin
deh~ered the salutatory address. Other students followed with recitations
:nusical performances and dialogue, with pieces by Professor Schoedle;
mte~spersed. Only one degree, the "Master of Accounts," was conferred.
David J,oseph Shall of San Antonio, the first recorded graduate of St.
Edward s. "There were many other distinctions, however. The Gold
Medal for gentlemanly deportment and an entire observance of College
rule~". went to S_an:~s Benav~~es of _Laredo, and that for "proficiency in
Chnstran
Doctnne
to Emiho Puig of San Diego , Texas . A specia
· 1
.
r
"
premm-:n 10r e~cellence in orthography" was awarded to Robert Hamby
of Austm. _Premi~ms were given to others for good work in a variety of
field~- a~Ithmetic, ~lgebr~, ?rammar, foreign languages, commercial
studies, history, m_usic, Chnstia~ doctrine, orthography and more. There
were other deservmg students, It was noted, but they were not eligible
for awards because they had left school early. The program closed with
Professor Schoedl~r's performance of the "Second Hungarian Rhapsody." 48
St. Ed;var~ s .College was still only a few years old, but it had
bec~me an I~Stitutwn that c_ould show the public some fine things in its
closmg_ exerci~es. N_ext fall It would open with the redoubtable Father
H_urth Its president m name as well as fact and would resume its upward
chmb.

CHAPTER FOUR

The Last Years
of
Old College

After St. Edward's moved to the Robards tract, the school on ~he
Doyle place was sometimes referred to as "Old. College." 1 ~nfo:matw~
about its last three years, 1886-89, is uneven. It IS scarce until mid-1888,
after that it is abundant mostly because of the wonderfully newsy _school
paper, The College Echo, which began publication then. For an Idea of
the college in the obscure biennium before that, the early catalogues and
the 1895 Chronicles are helpful.
The first extant catalogue, coming out in the summer of 1886,
contained a prospectus which outlined the philosophy, system and
advantages of the school. St. Edward's College, the prosp~ctus stated,
was conducted by priests and brothers of the Congregation ~f H~ly
Cross. Its system was modeled after that ~f the cele~rated Umversity
of Notre Dame. Its location south of Austm overlookmg t~e Colorado
Valley and the State Capitol was most picturesque. The chmate of ~he
region was salubrious, one of the best in the United State:. !he e~t~ns~ve
grounds afforded plenty of space for healthful outdoor activi~. DI~Ciplme
was emphasized; scholars were expected to keep all ~he r:side~ual a~d
academic rules. Parents were welcome to describe their children s habits
and preferences when they brought them to St. Edward's, but should
not interfere with the running of the school. Its system wa~ based on
long experience; it could not be changed "to suit the fancies o_f ~,v~r
indulgent parents." While the school was "thoroughly. Cathohc, It
welcomed non-Catholics. It would not attempt to proselytize them. The
domestic department- "kitchen, laundry, infirmar:r, etc · · ·"-was
in the charge of dedicated sisters who strove to provide all the comforts
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of home. The school year, from September to June, was divided into two
sessions of five months each. Parents received bulletins at the end of
every month on the academic progress of their sons, and there were final
examinations at the end of each sessinn. 2
The catalogue also provided information about financial matters,
clothing, and school regulations. The charge for board and tuition together for each session was $100. In addition there were fees of ten to
thirty dollars for instruction in foreign languages, piano, violin, and
telegraphy. Boarders were to bring with them specified items and amounts
of clothing, napkins, towels, tableware, combs and brushes. Regulations
were strict. Students were to be respectful, gentlemanly and refined, and
to behave decourously at public worship. Liquor was banned absolutely.
The use of tobacco was forbidden also, except that older students might
use it, in a regulated way, with parental permission. Students were not
to leave the grounds nor to bring books and newspapers on campus
without permission. Even their letters were subject to inspection by
school authorities. Th~y were not to keep money in their own possession.
Parents were to deposit with the treasurer the pocket money they wished
their sons to have " ... and in this we would advise them to be as
economical as possible. " 3
Courses and curricula are not listed in this catalogue, but they are
found in others issued later in the 1880s. There was a classical course
which students could enter if they had had sufficient preparatory work,
especially in Latin, English and mathematics. If not, the school offered
a preparatory course of three years which presupposed a mastery of only
elementary subjects. There was also a commercial course, which required
two years of study for graduation. It included "Orthography, Reading,
Penmanship, Arithmetic, Grammar, Letter-writing, Geography, United
States History, Book-keeping, and Commercial Law-that is, all the
branches of a complete business education." The college was proud of
the quality of its students in this area. As the catalogue said, " ... we
think our commercial Diploma will always be found a satisfactory
introduction to the business public." The Chronicles add that the college
was principally a commercial school, with only a few students in the
classical program.+
People of a later generation often ask what levels of education St.
Edward's College offered in its earlier days. In fact, studies there formed
a continuum ranging from elementary to higher education. The word
"college" came out of European tradition where it was not limited to
post-secondary education. At old St. Edward's there were, for the various
levels of students, minim, junior and senior departments. 5
The minim department, it w9-s announced in 1888, was for boys
under the age of thirteen and gave instruction in all primary branches.
Parents were assured that they did not have to worry about enrolling
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such young children because they would be constantly under the
supervision of prefects. 6 The classifications of juniors and seniors were
not one-year levels as they are today. They were primarily age groupings,
but with a fair relationship certainly to degrees of advancement in
studies. One judges that in general the juniors and seniors were doing
work at the modern high school, or vocational school level, but probably
doing it better than average students do it today. And on the basis of
work exhibited in the school paper and at closing exercises, it seems fair
to say that some of the older students were up to today's college level.
So, in your historian's opinion, it is not accurate to say that there was
no higher education at St. Edward's until a reform in 1921.
The administration and faculty were growing slowly. The Chronicles
say that Father John Lauth was appointed vice-president in 1886, the
same year Hurth became president. In view of Lauth's departure the
spring before, as an ailing man, this is hard to credit. The same source
says that Brother Stanislaus Clark "came south that year for his health."
They add with great justice that he was a valuable addition to the
faculty. One of the successes of the health frontier, he remained at St.
Edward's for many years. 7
The next year brought to the faculty three other stalwarts who
would have long tenures. One was Father John B. Scheier, who was
vice-president as well as a teacher for most of a decade. Another was
William Ollmert, then a seminarian, who began as director of studies
and remained on the faculty until 1905. The third was Brother Flavian
Volini, who served mostly in the Minim Department, with only three
years elsewhere, until 1925. Others who began shorter tenures at this
time were Brother Vincent Hartmann, a veteran teacher of German;
Brother Albert (last name unknown), a teacher of art and drawing; and
a music teacher, Mr. Charles Felton. 8
Enrollment, climbing steeply now, topped eighty in the 1887-88
school year. Students came from over twenty-five counties of Texas.
Twenty-two were from Travis county, fifteen of these from the city of
Austin. None came from any other of the United States than Texas. Six
students listed places of origin in Mexico and one listed Germany. Of
those from Mexico, the three Horton brothers may have belonged to an
American family living in Mexico. 9
The record of happenings for the years of the present chapter begins
to improve with news of the dedication of the new state Capitol in Austin
in May of 1888. The ceremonies lasted a week and involved President
Hurth of St. Edward's. Friday, May 18, was German Day with Roman
clubs and delegations from around the state in town for it. A parade
planned for the morning was rained out, and had to be held in the
afternoon. Then the crowd gathered on the Capitol grounds, where Judge
Julius Schuetze, chairman of the central committee for the occasion,
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welcomed it. He was followed by Governor Lawrence Sullivan Ross,
who spoke at somewhat greater length, noting the Texas contributions
of the German pioneers and their descendants. Chairman Schuetze then
introduced the main speaker of the day, Father P. J. Hurth, President
of St. Edward's College in Travis county, who like everybody else that
day except Governor Ross spoke in German. Hurth dwelt at length
upon the contributions of the Germans to the state. As he spoke he was
frequently interrupted by prolonged applause. The following is a sample
of what he said:
The participation of the Germans as Germans in this public celebration
has often been criticized, yet nothing could be more justified. The newly
opened Capitol is an object of pride for every Texan, because it is a
standing proof of the wealth and general prosperity of the state. Who
could deny that the German immigrants and settlers have contributed
significantly to this prosperity? 10

Austin now had a Capitol taller than the national Capitol in
Washington. In other ways too Austin was making advances. One of
which was the introduction of the telephone. A note in the catalogue for
1887-88 says, "St. Edward's College is connected with Austin and other
cities by telephone." 11
But the college also had good old things, such as a tradition of giving
final examinations, and the examinations were no joke. That spring of
1888 it took six days to examine the sixty students who sat for them.
(The number of students is below the eighty-some listed elsewhere.
Perhaps the minims did not take finals, and perhaps some of the older
students with drew early for ranch or farm work.) But, challenging as
the examinations were, "the students were equal to the task." When
they finished the grades were averaged. All averages above fifty were
later published. The families of Robert Hamby with 98 and of John
Pinnel and John Zwesper, both with 92, must have been proud ofthemY
The commencement, billed as the seventh annual one of the school,
was held on June 15 at Millet's Opera House downtown. After ten
months of hard study and final examinations, a reporter wrote, it was
"a red-letter day for the students." Now their friends and relatives were
gathered for the presentations they had prepared and the honors they
would receive. Several former students were seen in the audience. General
Hamby, editor of the Austin Statesman, was present to see his son Robert,
who was one of the students in the program, and to get an account of
the affair for the paper.
Honors were numerous. James Whalen of Houston was salutatorian
and Tobias R. Wood of Rockport, valedictorian. Five students, including
Wood and Hamby, received the Master of Accounts degree. All the
graduates and many others were awarded prize medals and premiums
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of various kinds. The Gold Medal for Christian Doctrine donated by
Father Peter Lauth went ex aequo (because they were tied) to Hamby
and Herman Kraus. Wood, Lewis Fisher and Joseph Macatee, in a
three-way tie, received the Grand Gold Medal "For exceptional
Deportment." Students winning more than their share of premiums
included Santos Benavides of Laredo, Anthony Cuneo, Lewis Fisher,
Hamby and Oscar Johnson of Austin, Herman J. Kraus of Galveston
andJohn Zwesper ofFayette County.
A number of students participated in the accompanying program,
which included musical pieces, recitations, essays and one "personation." 13 David Shall recited a Latin poem "Carmen Ad Capitolium" in
honor of the new Capitol in Austin and Robert Hamby one in German
entitled "Ferienzeit" hailing vacation time. Hamby's was billed as an
original composition and undoubtedly it was, but probably by the
German instructor, Mr. Ollmert. Hamby also read his substantial essay
on "The Wonders and Harmony of Nature." This and other pieces were
so long that Father Hurth cut the last two of them off. The weather was
threatening and it looked like a storm might break over the scene.
Fortunately it did not, after all. As for the essays, the president promised
that they would be published in the new paper which the school would
be starting soon. Tobias Wood then gave the Valedictory, Father John
O'Keefe, C.S.C., made the closing remarks, and a violin ensemble of
four students played "Home, Sweet Home." Thus ended the long and
pleasant evening. 14
Home, family and vacation were now uppermost in the minds of
the students. One of them, Santos Benavides, later wrote a.n essay, "How
I Spent my Vacation. " He began with an ancient schoolboy refrain: "I
need not tell you how anxiously the days were counted as commencement
time and the dreaded examinations drew near, and how glad we were
when classes came to an end on the 15th." It was an exciting moment
when his father came to the college parlor to see him. After Commencement "there was general handshaking and a rush for the carriages."
The next morning Santos, his parents, and his sister Carlota from St.
Mary's Academy took the train to San Antonio, a trip that lasted from
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. As his mother was staying in the Alamo City for
a week, Santos, who liked the old town, chose to stay with her . He had
been there before as a tiny boy with his uncle, he recalled, a member
of the legislature then on the way to Austin. That uncle, also named
Santos Benavides, had been a Confederate military leader in the Texas
theater during the Civil War.
After a week of perceptive tourism in San Antonio, Santos and his
mother went on to their home in Laredo. Of the remaining episodes he
relates, perhaps the cutest is the following:
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?n. th~ 16th of August I was invited to a party, and accepted the
mv1tatwn. The dance began with the "7th of April March." I could
dance a little, and liked to dance; but I was bashful, and had never
danced with any one but my sisters, at home. When the march was
over I had ~ chat wit~ one of the young ladies, a friend of our family,
and of my s1sters particularly. We had been playmates from childhood.
(That is not so very long ago.) "After a while," she said, "Santos you
h~ve to d:~ce!" "But", I returned, "I cannot dance." "Oh, well: you
w1lllearn. A young gentleman just then came up and asked the favor
of her h~nd for,the next set, b~t she said "No; she was engaged to
dance wlth me! That settled 1t, although I felt like a clam in the
presence of danger, that wished to draw into his shell. "Come on " she
said, "you must go;" and I went like a lamb to the slaughter. When it
was over, she .complimented me for dancing so well, but I suppose she
would have sa1d that to save my feelings, even if! had made a miserable
failure."
For members of the Congregation of Holy Cross one of the season's
red-letter days was .August 15, when the 74-year-old superior General,
Father Edward Sonn, celebrated the Golden Jubilee of his ordination
to the priesthood. To the celebration at Notre Dame came "an immense
concourse of distinguished prelates and laymen," the Echo reported.
Fro~ Texas ca~e Father Hurth who, busy as he was, took a few days
off to convey m person the congratulations and good wishes of the
Faculty of St: Edward's." An exhibition of works of art and poetry at
~ otre ~ame m hon.or of the venerable patriarch included a framed poem
m Latm, another m German and an oil picture of the Madonna all
done by "busy professors at St. Edward's." 16
'
Following a custom of the day, Hurth asked Sorin for a souvenir
of the Jubilee, apparently expecting something like an article for the
chapel. }nstead he must have. r:eceived a gift of money, for he wrote
Sorm: Your known generos1ty, and your wide experience in the
hardships of building without money were your guide in dealino- with
me." When Sorin received the letter, he wrote on the back of it~ "Try
to send him something more, for his chapel ... " Later that year the
community received a beautiful surplice which it accepted as a token of
Father Sorin's "special interest in his spiritual children at St. Edward's
· · · " At about the same time an oil portrait of Father Sorin done by
the local art teacher, Brother Albert, was put up in the chapel in honor
of the subject's Golden J ubileeY
Ample, perhaps excessive, quotation from the Echo in the followi~o
pages will give the reader the flavor of campus journalism circa 1890~
The school pa~er promised at Commencement did indeed appear in the
summer, bearmg the name, The College Echo. Its chief mover and
m.oderator w~s Brother Stanislaus. The first issue, in July 1888, began
w1th a charmmg "Salutatory," given here in part:
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Ladies and Gentlemen- (some wisacres say it should be "Gentlemen
and Ladies," as man was created first and woman afterward; but we
take the benefit of the doubt, and give the Ladies,-God bless
them!- the first place in our salutation.)- Ladies and Gentlemen- We make our bow and announce ourselves
"THE ST. EDWARD'S COLLEGE ECHO"
We are an invited guest. We hope our company will prove not altogether
disagreeable, if not captivating, and that you will bear with our foibles,
for we are very young and wish to profit by experience. Like David
Copperfield, we were born on a Friday, but we do not augur any evil
consequences from that. The world was redeemed on Friday, and
Columbus discovered America on Friday,-happy events for the whole
human race, and especially for those whose lot is cast under the
Star-spangled banner of "the land of the free and the home of the
brave." '8

This first issue ran in full six weighty pieces prepared for
Commencement, beginning with Shall's aforementioned Latin poem, and
closing with Hamby's essay, "The Wonders and Harmony of Nature."
All were remarkably good, with a style and learning that graduates today
might envy. Undoubtedly they benefited from the help of faculty
members.
Among other things found in this first issue of the Echo is a section
on "optional studies" (electives). In these, the paper said, St. Edward's
could look back upon 1887-88 as a good year. Although the music classes
started late, the students in them made rapid progress under Professor
Felton's direction. The college was indeed fortunate to have added him
to its faculty, for he was "in all respects an amiable gentleman, as well
as a first-rate teacher." The drawing classes, under the direction of
Brother Albert, had a good year. Their exhibit at the end of the year
was a wonder. Leonard Macatee, for example, who had studied art for
only six months, showed "a delicately shaded and finely colored portrait
of Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia." Willie Wood exhibited "four
specimens of ideal heads, and an unfinished but promising sketch of a
soldier and his horse." Others in the classes proudly displayed works
ranging from landscapes to architectural drawings. All in all, the drawing
students reflected great credit upon their teacher.
There was praise also for the classes in telegraphy and phonography." Students who distinguished themselves in these areas included
Tobias R. Wood, David J. Shall, James Whalen, Stillwell Russell and
Santos Benavides. The teachers of these subjects were also lauded.
Brother Stanislaus, "the Principal of the Shorthand Department" was
himself a veteran stenographer, well-known to shorthand writers of the
leading systems "on both sides of the Atlantic." Brother Kilian, the
director of the telegraphy department was also a seasoned man in his
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field. He had been trained by an experienced Western Union operator
and knew his work well. 20
The new Echo was fortunate to have for its first issue the
announcement, apparently not made at Commencement, that St.
Edward's College, "after a series of vexatious delays," was at last
beginning work on the central part of a new college building on College
Hill over on the Robards tract. The site was "in the heart of one of the
most beautiful and picturesque localities in the whole environs of Austin."
The unit being started now would be 110 feet long by fifty wide. Wings,
eighty by forty feet, were to be added later at each end. The new building,
in modern Gothic style, would be four stories high, with a slate roof.
The material chosen for the walls was white limestone like that used for
St. Mary's Academy. To fill in the picture for its subscribers, the Echo
ran an advertisement for the college with a sketch of the new Main
Building with its wings. Above that is a sketch of the "Old College,
Main Building." Since no photograph of the old building is to be found,
this sketch of it, though probably idealized, is precious. 21
The design and plans for the new building were the work of the
famed Galveston architect, Nicholas J. Clayton. He was the architect
of St. Mary's Church in Austin, the Ursuline Academy in Galveston,
and of many other buildings. One of them which particularly enhanced
his reputation was the stunning Gresham Mansion (the Bishop's Palace)
in Galveston.
The names of the two principal contractors for St. Edward's are
also known. The contract for the masonry was awarded to Mr. Charles
Gough. He had done the stonework for St. Mary's Academy in Austin
and, with Mr. Hart, had built the walls of the new St. Mary's Church
in Austin. The contractor for the carpentry and roofing was Mr. Charles
Shurr. Both were Austin men and well known for the quality of their
work. 22
Behind all this were long months of deliberation and decision on
the part of the Holy Cross leadership. With the jump in enrollment from
the year before, it had become clear that something had to be done soon
to provide more space. Father Hurth had pondered the choice of adding
to the frame buildings or of constructing a solid and impressive
new one. Making up his mind for the latter, he considered and rejected
a plan that had been drawn up some years before. In February, the
provincial, now Father William Corby, made a three-day visitation of
the college which gave him an opportunity to discuss with its president
the new building project. According to the Chronicles, the provincial was
impressed with the outlook for the college and promised to do what he
could for its development. He probably encouraged Hurth to work up
a formal proposal with his local council and send it to Notre Dame. 23
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The minutes of the provincial council at Notre Dame show that the
subject of building at Austin came up at least three time_s i~ 1888 befor.e
the middle of July. At a meeting of April 10 the council discussed and
granted the request from Austin for permission to put up a new college
building. It authorized an expenditure of twelve thousand dollars for the
project and forwarded the matter to the superior gen~ral _for approval.
In the meantime Hurth wrote again. His letter, which IS not foun~,
probably insisted that the money was not e~ou?~· The provincial council
meeting on June 9 then arrived at the opmwn that no more_ t~an
twenty thousand dollars should be expended for erecting an~ fi~ushmg
the building at present." A month later, on July 9, the provmCial told
another meeting of his council that "Father Hurth had the approval of
Ve Rev. F. General to expend [not] more than twenty thousand dollars
, 2•
ry
. T
for a centre building of a new college at Austm exas .. · .
The Chronicles speculate that, "Negotiations with reg~rd to the
expenses, proposals of changing the plans and other vexatwus delays
must have been very trying to Father Hurth." And when these _were
pretty well worked through, the question of the site had to be decided.
Should the new building be put up near the old ones on the Doyle ~r~ct
or "on 'College Hill' near the famous 'Lone Tree'?" That the decisiOn
was for College Hill can hardly be doubted by anyone who knows of
Father Sorin's predilection for the hill and its umbrella ~ree. Or as the
Chronicles put it, the choice was made "for reasons obvwus to anyone
who has seen the place .... " 25
On July 16, 1888, the feast of Our Lady of Mount Carmel, ~rou~d
was broken for the new building on the Robards tract. The Austzn Dazly
Dispatch of that date ran a notice of the event and said in conclusion:
The Dispatch congratulates the people of this section on the great
educational institute thus secured to Austin. Our city- already the
seat of the State University, St. Mary's Academy, St.Edward's College,
and numerous other first-class private academies and schools-may
well claim to be the Athens of the South, and in the new and
commodious halls of learning about to be erected, no city in all :he
land will be endowed with finer educational facilities for the educat10n
of the rising generation."

The 1887-1888 catalogue coming out shortly thereafter referred to
the building project. The old buildings, though recently enlarged, would
no lono-er accommodate the growing number of students and had to be
replac:d. The new one when completed with "':in?s as well as center
structure would "take rank with the finest bmldmgs that adorn the
suburbs of the Capitol." The same points were made in an advertisement
21
placed in a German-language weekly of Austin, the Texas VorwaertS.
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With word around that the college was putting up a fine new
building, enrollment was up sharply again that fall. Father Hurth,
watching applications as the opening of classes approached, lamented
that the building was not ready then. It could have been filled this year,
he said. In fact 112 students, a gain of thirty over the year before, are
listed for 1888-89. 28
One of the first and biggest events of the new school year was the
solemn blessing of the cornerstone of the new building on Sunday,
September 16. The stone, a gift to the college from an unnamed donor,
was of polished Texas granite with cubic dimensions of three by two by
two feet. A printed program was sent out to those invited. At four in the
afternoon the ceremonies began on College Hill, where the new structure,
already rising to the second story, was located. The fine weather for the
event helped to fulfill Hurth's prediction that the "city will take some
interest in it." The Texas Vorwaerts declared that "half of Austin" made
the pilgrimage out to the suburbs for it, and thatJ ews, (surely Protestants
too), as well as Catholics thronged the campus. 29
According to the report of the Austin Daily Statesman the crowd came
to "almost a thousand strong, from among the fairest and bravest of
Austin's favored and highly-gifted people .... " Herzog's orchestra was
on hand to play music at convenient intervals. So was the Austin
Saengerrunde, "twenty-six well-trained voices," led by Professor Besserer, which rendered several selections "with splendid effect." 30
Civic notables on the platform included Texas Governor Lawrence
Sullivan Ross, Secretary of State John M. Moore, and a Mr. Butts,
apparently representing the State Department of Education. The Diocese
of San Antonio was to have been represented by Bishop John C. Neraz,
who had been scheduled to bless the memorial stone or cornerstone, but
he was kept away by pressing duties elsewhere. Provincial Corby was
not there either, but he was represented by Father Timothy Maher,
C.S.C. from Notre Dame.
The memorial document, written in Latin, was headed (in translation):
IN PERPETUAL MEMORY
IN THE YEAR OF THE SALVATION OF THE WORLD, 1888.
This was followed by a list of contemporary ecclesiastical and civil
leaders: Leo XIII, John Claudius Neraz, Edward Sorin, William Corby,
Grover Cleveland, Lawrence Sullivan Ross and Joseph Nalle, "Mayor
of the City of Austin." The document noted that St. Edward's College
had originated from Mrs. Mary Doyle's gift of land and was conducted
by the religious of Holy Cross "for the purpose of educating youth in
Christian virtue, and infusing into their minds a knowledge of arts and
science." In the place of the bishop Father Hurth blessed the memorial
document. An interval between the blessing and the speeches was taken
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up by the orchestra and vocalists. The president then st.e~ped forward
and said that, although St. Edward's had a specifically rehgwus purpose,
it also cooperated with the state in the training of good citizens. He had
wanted the state, therefore, to be represented on the program. Thanking
Governor Ross and the other civil dignitaries present, he then introduced
31
the main speaker of the day, Secretary of State John M. Moore.
After some generous remarks about the Catholic Church as teacher
and custodian of culture and about the missionary work of the
Franciscans in Texas, Mr. Moore reviewed the educational work of the
Congregation of Holy Cross. Ir: the cour~e of ~is remarks about
Edward's in particular, he pa1d a movmg tnbute to the school s
benefactress, Mrs. Mary Doyle:

s;.

But at this time of rejoicing we should not forget the dead, without
whose munificence this college would probably never have been
founded. I mean Mrs. Mary Doyle, who donated to the Congregation
of Holy Cross, for educational purposes, her beautiful homestead,
consisting of three hundred acres of! and, which donation is the nucleus
out of which the splendid results I have in part described have grown.
Let us cherish her memory and honor her name. In life she was loved
by all who knew her. The good she did lives after her, and multiplies
with time. Of few is it given to say so much, and of none can more be
said."
In his peroration the speaker congratulated the various co~
stituencies who had a special interest in the college. "I congratulate th1s
community on being chosen as the site of this splendid institution," he
said. The state, the founders and faculty of the college, and the students
all also received his congratulations. He closed wishing the college
"God-speed onward in an unbroken career of usefulness and glory, and
may no future historian of St. Edward's ever write Finis to the golden
pages of its history." 33
•
After the speech, which the Texas Vorwaerts called a masterp1ece of
oratory, the crowd traveled the half mile to the old colleg~ campus,
where the guests spent a short time enjoying the hospitahty of the
president and the faculty. The sun by then was moving toward the
34
horizon, bringing to an end a memorable day.
•
Althourrh no other special event of the school year was as magmficent
as the corn~rstone ceremony, several others were of particular interest.
One of these was the ordination just before Christmas of faculty member,
William Ollmert. Since he was in his middle thirties and still a seminarian
when he came to St. Edward's, he probably had considerable education
before he entered the community. Minutes show that he and Brother
35
Flavian were approved for religious profession in the summer of 1888.
The following December Father Sorin received from Father Hurth
a suggestion that Ollmert be presented soon for ordination. Bishop N eraz
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as well as Hurth considered him prepared for it. The bishop would be
glad to ordain him during the Christmas holidays if the superior general
wished to present him for it then. Accompanying Hurth's letter was a
formal statement of the local council at St.Edward's that it considered
Mr. Ollmert "deserving of being promoted to the Sacred Ministry" and
requesting Sorin to "grant him dimissorials so that he can be ordained
here." The communication was signed by J. B. Scheier, Brother Kilian
and Brother Sixtus, as well as by Father Hurth-all members of the
local council. 36
Father Sorin acceded to the request, and Bishop Neraz came for the
ordination. Early Friday and Saturday mornings, December 21 and 22,
he conferred the minor orders and the major ones of subdiaconate and
diaconate upon the candidate in the chapel at St. Edward's. The Catholic
students and most of the non-Catholic ones attended the impressive
ceremonies, which were quite new to almost all of them. Many of the
Catholic students also attended the ceremony of ordination to the
priesthood which the bishop conducted Sunday morning at St. Mary's
Church in Austin. At the High Mass offered on the occasion, the bishop
was the celebrant, with Father Hurth assistant priest, Father Peter Lauth
deacon and Father Scheier subdeacon. Father Lauth the pastor
preached the sermon, while his assistant and younger b;other, Fathe;
Michael Lauth, played the organ and directed the choir. The large
congregation included many visitors as well as regular parishioners. It
was, as the Austin Statesman had announced to the public, the first
Catholic ordination in the history of Austin, and people did not want
to miss it. The date was December 23, 1888.37
On Christmas day the newly ordained Father Ollmert celebrated
solemn High Mass at St. Mary's. On that occasion Father Hurth
preached the sermon, touching upon the Nativity and the priesthood. 38
Along with the experience of having one of their own ordained that
season, the St. Edward's community had the pleasure of Bishop Neraz's
company, for he stayed at the college a few days previous to the holidays.
During that time he became, as the Echo recounted: "very popular with
the students, young and old, Catholic and non-Catholic. It could hardly
be otherwise. The venerable bishop is one of the most simple and
unaffected of men, sociable and urbane, with a pleasant word and a
kindly smile for everyone." 39
Being at the college on Friday evening, December 21, the bishop
got to attend the Christmas program which the students and faculty
presented just before taking their holiday break. Classes were called off
that afternoon so preparations could be completed for the entertainment.
Father Hurth directed the oratorical and dramatic parts, and Professor
Felton the musical part of the program. It opened with a piano duet and
was followed by a short address to the bishop by James J. Lawrence.
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Thomas Crosson then offered some "Christmas Musings." After another
musical selection and a declamation came the main presentation, the
first act of Sheridan's drama "Pizarro," which "was given with marked
effect." 40
The audience itself deserved praise, according to the Austin Statesman.

a class composition. Prefacing the letter, the Echo observed that "a
~tudent goes to a college or boarding school to study, and study in itself
Is by no means agreeable at all times." A student living at home might
find excuses for occasionally putting books or classes aside. No so in a
boarding school:

Everybody was for the nonce in excellent spirits, free from cankering
care and the odious worriment and drudgery of the textbooks. Those
who did not take part in the entertainment seemed to consider it their
special duty to applaud heartily those who did, and the affair passed
off very pleasantly!'

With the exception of holidays, one is kept constantly at the tread 7 mill;
books, books, from morn till night, day in and day out, from September
till June; and this is hard, very hard ... but can't be helped .... And
no one pities the poor student, in case offailure. Harder still!

At the end Bishop Neraz got up and thanked the students for the
well-done entertainment. He hoped they would do as well in life. They
could see that nothing worthwhile was achieved without effort, and that
talents had to be developed. He was so pleased with them that he
expected to be coming up oftener when the new college was built. 42
Some of the boys went home for the holidays. Others could not, for
the railroads did not yet reach all parts of the state. A large number of
those who stayed at the college went with Brother Flavian to see the
Christmas tree at the Texas School for the Deaf south of the Capitol.
They also visited the School for the Blind and the asylum for the
mentally ill. At all these places they met with courteous receptions and
came back praising the kindness of the "chief officers" who had showed
them around. 43
But the holidays passed and it was back to the old grind, rising at
5:30 and starting the day with an hour of study between 6:00 and 7:00
a.m. Breakfast was followed by classes or study beginning at 7:45 and
continuing, with breaks, until retiring at 8:30 p.m. "All rise at the same
hour in the morning," said the catalogue, "and retire at the same hour
at night." Actually, the breaks made the regime less Spartan than it
seems. An hour and a half was allowed for dinner and recreation at
noon, and two hours for supper and recreation at night. In addition
there was a half hour recreation period at mid-morning and an hour
from 4:00 to 5:00 in the afternoon. Thursday was a free day, but Saturday
was not.44
The January issue of the Echo ran an avuncular admonition that
the holidays were over and it was time to buckle down for the "Semis,"
the semi-annual examinations at the end of the month. Some students
attached little importance to these, but their results as a rule were good
indicators of how the General Examination would go in June. "So look
out and prepare for the examination at the end of the month, boys,"
warned the Echo. "It takes in a review of the whole session's work." 45
The same issue of the Echo captured grass-roots sentiment about
school, by printing a letter which a student had written, apparently as

The following letter which came to our hands through a kind friend
and associate scribe is, we think, worth publishing.
The letter which follows purports to be a candid reply to a friend who
asked about the writer's experience at school. His first point is that one
surely does, as he had been warned, meet different characters there. "In
fact, I think that he who wishes to study the various dispositions of
man, can not find a better opportunity for this than at a College."
But some uniformities could be observed. Boys commonly would
like to avoid classes, but neither could they bear sitting in the study
hall all day. For the writer's part, he liked to go to some classes, hated
to go to others, and didn't care much either way about still others. Also
he _thought ~ife at college rather monotonous. (Our times would say
bonng.) Hohdays helped, and special half days off. Besides school boys
are generally a merry bunch and will manage to stir up some excitement
for themselves. There were even boys-he knew several himself-who
seemed to find study a pleasure, within limits.
I doubt, though, that you could today find a boy who for the mere

pl~asure of goin~ to school would imitate that disciple of the old Cynic

ph1losopher Antlsthenes, who would even have submitted to blows in
order to receive instruction from that great disciple of the wise Socrates.
However true that may be, it must be said, perhaps to our shame, that
times have changed, and we have changed with them. And, really, I
do not see how you could blame a boy for it."
This old St. Ed's teacher, your historian, has often told students
~hat college work_ wouldn't seem so bad to them if they first had to put
m a year breakmg stones on the road. Something like that nearly
happened to some of the older ones here in 1888. It was the law in those
days for the local men to give a certain amount of time to work on the
county roads. There was shock when the rumor reached campus that
the Travis County commissioners were going to force students over
18-years-old, even if they were from outside the county, to do the same.
Presently it was learned that the commissioners did indeed intend to
do that or to collect five dollars for the five days of the corvee from each
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one. And before long the roadmaster did call at the college to tell the
students over 18 and under 45 that they would have to pay-three
dollars, he said-for neglecting "pick and shovel on the highway." He
47
was told to take it up with their parents.
In fact, St. Edward's considered that it was doing the county a favor
already in regard to roads. The winter and spring were very rainy,
making some of the roads in the neighborhood impassable for farmers.
Accordingly, some living to the south and east started cutting across St.
Edward's land on their way to the city. Wagons hauling milk, cotton,
wood, lumber, corn and hay kept passing through for weeks, beating
out two roads the whole length of the property. Although this was quite
unpleasant, the college authorities, recognizing the necessity, made no
objection. But in spite of this service to the people ofTravis County, the
county still threatened some of the St. Edward's inmates with prosecution
48
.
for "refusing to do their duty to the county roads."
While the big boys were being threatened with road work, the
minims enjoyed the first picnic of the season. They were fortunate in
finding a spot on Onion Creek which, as they believed, no other party
from the college had ever visited. The fishing and swimming there were
great. The little fellows came back to the college boasting about the
good time they had, leaving the impression that this was the most
successful picnic ever. They gave their prefect, Brother Simon, a vote
of thanks for taking them on it. 49
Austin was decked out for celebration April 22-25, 1889, when it
hosted a reunion of the Texan Veterans and of the Seventeenth Texas
German Saengerfest. A major feature of the occasion was a "grand
triumphal arch, handsomely decorated and bearing suitable inscriptions
of welcome." It was erected on Congress Avenue by the musical societies
of Austin. The Saengerfest included concerts in Millet's Opera House
and was a great success. There is no indication otherwise that St.
Edward's people attended any of the events, but they were noticed in
the Echo. 5°
April 30, 1889, marked the centennial anniversary of George
Washington's first Presidential Inauguration. The day at St. Edward's
was observed as a full holiday. After Mass in the morning Father Hurth
gave the students and faculty a talk "glowing . . . with patriotic
sentiments and seasoned with wholesome advice on the duties and
responsibilities of American citizenship." A splendid dinner at midday
was followed by an afternoon of field sports on campus. At nightfall
everybody went to the new college for a festive bonfire ("illumination,"
they called it). Upon arrival they found the windows of the new building
lighted up. Near it on C9llege Hill facing the new Capitol across the
river was a huge pile of materials ready for burning. When it was ignited,
flames leaped high, lighting up the building and other objects around it.
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Of course there were speeches, several of them by boys and one by Father
Hurth. James C. Doyle and Santos Benavides in particular "opened the
floodgates of their pent-up eloquence." In the meantime a rain storm
was building up north of Austin adding some flashes of its own to the
scene. And so the day which had begun appropriately with thanksgiving
was closed appropriately with "festivity and rejoicing." 51
Now such events as the centennial celebration were being well
recor~ed by the Co.llege Echo, which thus early in its career was winning
acclaim from all Sides. Secretary of State Moore had seen it when he
spoke at the dedication of the cornerstone and he said that "it would
do credit to a much older institution." The editor of the Texas Vorwaerts
receiving a copy of the second issue, was impressed by the quality of th~
article~ appearing in it. The Notre Dame Scholastic concluded, after seeing
three Issues of the publication, that it had "taken a leading position
among the papers of the college world." The Ave Maria, also published
at Notre Dame, called it "an unpretentious but excellent little paper."
The Echo itself, looking back at its first year recognized that, "Few College
?apers could have met with a more cordial reception." With a regular
~ssue of 75~ and a commencement issue of 1,000 copies, it thought that
It could claim to have the largest circulation of all the college papers in
Texas. Moreover, as the catalogue for 1888-89 pointed out, the Echo
furthered St. Edward's goal of training students to write well, providin()'
them with "an accessible medium for their better efforts." There is no~
the slightest doubt, finally, that the old College Echo was so excellent a
publication chiefly because of the talents and interest of its founder and
moderator, Brother Stanislaus. 52
The progress of the new college building over on Colle()'e Hill was
a matt:r of great interest to everybody that year. Making a "'good start,
the bmlders had completed the second story of the white limestone
structure by the time of the cornerstone ceremonies on October 10. In
January, however, the Echo had a discouraging report:
Work on the new college has been greatly retarded by the long spell
of wet sloppy weather; but the stone-work of the building is nearly
completed, and the carpenters have begun to put on the roof. Mr.
Shurr has all the timber and slate ready on the premises, and is prepared
for the roofing as soon as the masons have finished their part of the
work. Had the weather not been so bad, making the roads impassable
and out-door work impossible, the new college would now be completely
roofed and much of the interior work done."

This delay put an end to the hopes that the building would be ready
for classes after the Christmas holidays. The next objective set was to
have it ready for Commencement by June. Even in its unfinished state
that winter, the white limestone structure rising on College Hill was
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attracting attention. People spoke of seeing it from incredible distances-sixteen to twenty miles, some said. One traveler even claimed
to have glimpsed it from out at Burnet, but he was not believed. Many
residents of Austin, of course, could easily see it. Ex-governor Francis
Lubbock often stood on the Capitol steps, he said later, and looked at
4
the building rising on the hill across the river. 5
On the residential side, the year would have gone better if the new
building could have been used. Although it is not known how many of
the students at school that year were boarders, certainly most of them
were. Father Hurth mentioned the difficulties of overcrowding and
inadequate accommodations. Besides, the long-time prefect of discipline,
Brother Sixtus, fell sick early in the fall and was unable to do his work
for at least two months. During much of this time, matters were made
5
worse by cases of mumps among the students. 5
One of the incentives that helped keep students on their good
behavior was the Roll of Honor. Every week the names of the students
whose conduct had been unexceptionable all around were "publicly read
in the study-hall and posted in the parlor." The numbers fluctuated from
week to week. For example, there were thirty-three names on the Roll
for the first week in March. But then spring fever must have struck, for
there were only eighteen the first week of April. Those who were
consistent, however, could look forward to receiving first-honor medals
at the end of the year. 56
As the year came to an end, the curtain went down on Old College.
The commencement exercises of 1889 opened at 3:30 on a June afternoon
in a large hall of the new building on College Hill. Although it had
rained heavily that morning, the hill was "literally covered with
vehicles." The crowd included visitors from all over the state, but there
was plenty of room for them in the spacious hall. Among old students
seen in the audience were Edward and Bernard Byrne of '84, whose
brother Joe was on the program. Robert Hamby, now covering the event
for the Austin Statesman, and James Smith, both of '88, were also there.
Parents from out of town included Mr. Cristobal Benavides of Laredo,
and Mrs. J. J. Kraus of Galveston. Fathers Peter and Michael Lauth
from St. Mary's Church were on hand. Other Austin and Travis County
visitors were Major Rhodes Fisher, Mr. Raymond Renz, Mrs. A. Raggio,
and close neighbors Mr. and Mrs. Gillis, the family after which the
street and a park across Congress Avenue from St. Edward's are named.
The Echo took care to point out that the exercises of commencement
were really only part of the annual examinations which had occupied
the whole past week. This last day was devoted to literature, oratory
and music along with the conferring of awards for the past year. The
salutatorian of the day was Henry J. Zdaril of Fayette County, while the
valedictorian was Santos Benavides. Benavides's valedictory had extraor-
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dinary literary merit and was delivered with such eloquence that it won
for him the ?rand gold medal for elocution that year. Jubilee pieces
co~memoratmg the centennial of the Republic under the new Constitut~~n made up ~ sign!~~ant part of the program. David Shall recited
an ode to ~ashm~ton m Latin, and Joseph Byrne a piece in German,
the compositwns ~emg by Fathers Scheier and Ollmert respectively. Shall
man~ged}he Latm well, while Byrne, "whose nationality we need not
mentwn, commented the Austin Dispatch, delivered his piece with "an
eloquence and pathos that would do no discredit to a worthy son of the
Fat~erland." Herman Kraus gave a good account of himself in the
dehvery. of an essay of his own entitled "Our Republic" A fl. ·
e f tl d "P
·
·
re ectwn
n I. e
ensamie~tos al fin del Aiio Escolastico" reminded the
audi:nce that Spamsh was very much alive in a great part of the
hemisp~ere. The presenter in this instance was Rafael Francisco Cabada
of Mexi,:o·. The m~sical part of the program was directed by Professor
F~lton
With credit both to himself and his pupils." For those who
Wished. t.o see what Brother Albert's art students could do, there was
an exhibit of selected pieces in the parlor.
The .awarding of honors, of special interest certainly to proud parents
and relatives, was a. large p~rt of the program. Nine pages of the 1888-89
catalogue are reqmred to hst and describe, with mention of recipients
~he m~dals and class premiums awarded. As the catalogue says of th~
mcenti:'e system: "Few, excepting those who have had experience in the
ed:rcatwn .of youth, can form an idea of the good results effected by these
pnzes, which are valued more because well earned
"
His Excellen~y Gov:ernor Ross was expected. ~~ make the closing
~emarks, but official busmess prevented his attendance. Not wanting to
Impose upon anyone else, Father Hurth himself handled that part of the
program ..Afterwards he saw Major John J. Lane, correspondent of the
San
St. Louis
Globe Democrat' and New 0 r1eans ,..,...
D Antomo Express,
.
·
~ zmes
emocrat, and said he would have called upon him if he had known that
~e was in the audi:nce. Major Lane, who had given an eloquent
Impromptu talk the mght before at a ~niversity ofTexas banquet, smiled
and
allowed
·
L
"
1 that
d d he would have "said something · " "Lo ng rIve M aJOr
ane, app au e the Echo. "May his shadow never grow less."
.All I~ all St. Edward's closed "auspiciously" for the year, as the
Austzn Dazly J?ispatch expressed it. And the Viirwaerts, after commenting
on the exercises, concluded that St. Edward's, under the leadership of
Fathe~ Hurth ~nd an outstanding faculty, had won for itself a reputation
?f which the City as well as the college could be proud. The Colle"e Echo
Itself took an even broader view:
"'
With the State University, St. Edward's College, St. Mary's Academy
the ~tewart Female Seminary, the Hood Female Seminary, the Tillotso~
Instrtute for colored people, the Deaf Mute and Blind Asylum Schools,
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rcial colleges, besides the High School, St.
and two prosperous comme d h
blic schools- all prosperous and
Mary's Parochial School, an t e_ puE l" h the livest weekly German
daily papers m ng lS '
d" al
well attended- two
f J dge Schuetze· two me lC
paper in Texas, under the m;;.ge~}::;al uand the Southern Journal of
monthlies-Daniel's Texas
e zca thly ma~azines), Austin may well be
Homeopathy, (the two last ar,: ,:non
called "the Athens of Texas.

CHAPTER FIVE

New College

The summer and fall of 1889 were busy with the transition from
the Old College to, as people for a while said, the New College. Mter
school was out the community made its annual retreat. Father Peter
Lauth was the retreat master. Sometime later Hurth made a trip to
Notre Dame, but did not tarry there. He was in a hurry to get back to
Texas, where he had much to see to. Brother Robert- "that precious
soul," Hurth called him-was so sick that he might die anytime. (And
he did die soon, on August 23rd.) There were some Old College buildings
which had to be moved over to College Hill, and much there was else
to be made ready for the coming school year in the new location.'
On September 3 school opened. The new building, although only
the central unit of architect Clayton's design, was impressive. Standing
four stories high, it was far more commodious than its predecessors on
the Doyle place. Its ground level basement contained the dining rooms
and other facilities. The next floor was occupied mostly by classrooms.
Private rooms on the third floor and dormitories and a chapel on the
fourth, took up much of the remaining space. 2
This first Main Buildinl! on cne Robards place was for decades
usually not called the Main Building, but the College or, as indicated
above, New College. It may, nevertheless, be convenient to refer to it
at times in this narrative, anachronistically, as the Main Building, for
there were other buildings on the campus.
Even with its fine new structure, College Hill needed some finishing
touches. As the Echo observed, "the fitting up of a new college is no
small matter." Many improvements were needed, the paper added, and
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they were being made as fast as possible. But it would take a little time
for things to fall into place. The new furniture for the classrooms was
late in coming. President Hurth wanted a style of bench which Texas
manufacturers did not make, and so he had to order it from out of state.
But it was on hand by early October and looked very handsome. The
classroom benches with combined arm rests and notebook ledges,
unknown elsewhere in Texas, were both handsome and convenient. The
desks for the commercial room were "splendid." For the library, located
in the southwest corner of the building, there were new book cases and
now books were needed for the cases. The first book donation, consisting
of fifty-four volumes, came from a lady of Austin. The faculty and
students owed her thanks, the Echo said, and it hoped other friends
would follow her example. It also hoped that the boys would now make
good use of the library and reminded them of Bacon's saying: "Reading
maketh a full man." For the art classes, Brother Albert had fitted out a
studio on the second floor. The space was too small really, but it was
the best available and looked very neat.
There was a well-appointed college parlor where students would
be meeting their parents and other visitors. To reach it a caller took the
steps leading up to the entrance on the north side of the building. On
his way up he would surely notice the smart tile walk that ran underneath
the porch. In the parlor there was a new set of furniture, the gift of the
Kreisle Furnishing Company on Congress Avenue in Austin. Adorning
the walls were three art works, gifts from a friend of Father Hurth in
Cincinnati. Two of the pieces portrayed scenes from the life of Mary
Stuart, Queen of the Scots. The third represented the Atoning Sacrifice.
On the way out the visitor might stand for a few minutes on the porch
to admire the view of the city and especially of the new State Capitol
across the river.
South of the Main Building were a recreation hall (a "play-hall"
they called it) and a study hall, both probably among the buildings that
had been moved from the site of the Old College during the summer.
A large lamp ("a good thing of its time and place," the Echo remarked)
lighted the way to the recreation hall at night. That hall was a well used
facility, which some thought grew smaller with time. Others realized
that rather the number of students at school was getting larger. As the
school paper went to press with its October issue, asphalt walks were
being built between the Main Building and the study hall. A few more
benches around the campus would, the Echo suggested, be a "desirable
luxury," especially for the many visitors who came to see baseball games.
Many visitors-parents, former students and others-came to the
campus that season. Among them were Walter Tips of Austin and Dr.
G.B. Combe of Brownsville who were enrolling their sons in the college.
Accompanying Dr. Combes was Dr. Swearingen of Austin, former Texas
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The present building, he added, rising "boldly against the southern
sky" was a challenge to those who, wanting to separate education and
reiigion entirely, were hostile to religious schools. But it would be a
dwelling place also for that enlightened spirit which guaranteed liberty
of conscience in the American Republic. At times since the speaker had
been at St. Edward's, the school had had more non-Catholic than
Catholic students. But differences of religion had never caused any
trouble. A religious school in fact should be the best exponent of the
Christian teaching, "peace on earth to men of good will." The future
would pass a favorable judgment upon such schools.
There were, the president went on to say, "many institutions of
learning and religion" on the hills of this Athens of Texas, Austin, and
in the countryside around it. There were schools for both sexes, for every
"class, color and condition," including schools for the deaf and the blind.
St. Edward's was proud of them all, felt cordially toward them, and
sought friendly relations with them all. The speaker then called attention
to the splendid view from College Hill of the city and its institutions and
public buildings. One could see on other hills the University of Texas,
St. Mary's Academy, the Tillotson Institute, and the new Capitol of
Texas, "the pride of the State."
In his peroration the president looked to the future. The autumnal
hues seen in the valley of the Colorado below were a reminder that the
years would pass away and this generation with them leaving its record
behind. But when time had aged the building now being dedicated:
... the men that come after us will speak of this day's celebration; they
will speak of that society and the peopk who raised this educational
institute which, like the widow's mite, increased as time rolled on; they
will speak of its benefactors; they will speak of the lady who, by the
generous donation of a plot of land gave the first 'Tllpetus to the
foundation; they will speak of those who, in state and c. -ch, so held
the reins of government that peace and liberty and prosperity were
secure and institutions like this were made possible. In that future,
when we shall have gone to our eternal reward, may the past history
of St. Edward's College be even more brilliant than its present prospects
are bright, and may it always remain a bearer of knowledge and peace
and justice to the people.'
The next speaker was Mr. Clarence H. Miller, whose previous
connection with the college is not clear, but whose philosophy was
definitely compatible with it. He was, the Echo said, "a gifted young
orator" who had "distinguished himself at the bar in various matters of
importance" and had recently taken up residence in Austin. The theme
of his remarks on this occasion was that true education has a moral
dimension; it addresses itself to the heart as well as to the mind. Socrates
was mistaken in believing that good conduct was simply a matter of
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knowing. The truth is that it requires the moral virtues. Hence the
complete education blends virtue and knowledge.
When Mr. Miller finished, Father Hurth got up again and, with a
smile, asked Governor Lubbock to speak. That aging dignitary responded
that it was a surprise to him to be called on. He had come chiefly to see
his old friend of many years, Bishop Neraz. But it was gratifying to
have the opportunity to introduce the bishop to people in the Austin
area and especially to the younger generation, who did not know him
as welL He was an old timer who had come to Texas nearly forty years
before. Missionaries were few in those days, and the means of travel
limited. He had "tramped from one end of the state to another on his
mission of Christian charity."
But Texas had changed greatly since then. It now had a good system
of schools and offered as fine an education as was to be found anywhere.
And for his part, the Governor felt a certain partiality for Catholic
teaching. His wife had been educated in a convent schooL She was a
Catholic and he was a Protestant, but they had had forty-eight years of
happy marriage. During that time he had gained an appreciation of
Catholics and their beliefs, and he always called for tolerance when
others criticized them.
He had often stood on the steps of the Capitol this past year, he
said, and looked at St. Edward's New College rising on a hill across the
river. His feelings then were of gratitude. Religious institutions like this,
in spite of their differences, all teach "us to be good men, good citizens,
good Christians .... " Austin should be proud of them all and rejoice
that they were flourishing. They would add to "the prestige of our city,
and the honor of the state."
He added that "you will always find these Catholics doing things
on a grand scale." They had everywhere their fine "churches, schools,
and charitable institutions." They were not limited to small projects or
areas. There were students at St. Edward's, both Catholics and
non-Catholics, from other states and countries. He himself had Protestant
relatives who had attended Catholic schools and he could testify that
Father H urth was right- those schools had respected differing religious
views. Coming to an end, the Governor said that it was an honor for him
to have been asked to speak.
After the speeches were over, the Musical Union Quartette closed
the program with the hymn, "Lord God Almighty." Then the crowd
broke up into small groups for conversation until the dinner hour, when
all moved to the refectories for a substantial repast. When the company
left, the students had the afternoon free for· sports, their favorite being
as usual "the American game" of basebalL The day closed with
Vespers
9
and Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament at 7:30 in the chapeL
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After the students were finished, he praised them, exhorted them
to keep up the good work and congratulated their professors. He closed
with sayings in various tongues, which "made a profound impression
upon the students."
O'Sullivan's article went on to praise Father Hurth for what he had
accomplished at St. Edward's, and noted that he was highly regarded
by state leaders and by the people of Austin generally. It appeared to
the reporter that the college was destined to occupy a leading position
in the Southwest, as Notre Dame did in the Midwest (he said
"Northwest"). It bade fair to become an educational center also for
Mexico and beyond in Latin America. With increasing relations among
the people of the hemisphere, it would provide a congenial setting for
young Hispanics to learn English. There were already many students
from Mexico studying there, he noted. 10
Late in 1890 President Hurth urged Father Sorin to come to Austin
and see the new college. He wrote:
Remember that you are the founder and sponsor of St. Edward's, that
on the spot where I am now writing you said many years ago, that
here would be a second Notre Dame and that this second Notre Dame
is now gradually developing but very appropriately named St. Edward's.''
But there is no evidence that the aging superior general ever did get to
Texas to see the new building on College Hill. He was 75 years old
when it was completed, and would leave the visiting now to others.
Certainly Sorin would have had no quarrel with O'Sullivan's feeling
that the college had a bright future in the Southwest and in serving
students from Mexico and other Latin American countries. But for the
time being the enrollment of the school was largely Texan. Of 232
students in the 1891-92 school year forty-five were from Travis County
and 170 from other Texas counties. Of these others, Dallas and Harris
with twenty and seventeen respectively sent the largest numbers. There
were eight domestic students from out of state, representing Louisiana,
New Mexico and Illinois. Of eight international students only six were
from Mexico; one was from Cuba and one was from Luxembourg. 12
The student lists in the catalogues for the years 1888 to 1895 include
interesting ethnic, familial and local clusters." Austin and Travis
County were represented by well-known local names such as Byrne,
Tips, Cuneo, Hamby, Todd and Hasse. South Texas counties like Webb,
Duval, Starr and Cameron were sending boys named Benavides, Barrera,
Garcia and Ramirez. East Texas had a few Cajun names like Blanchette,
LeBlanc, Hebert and Riviere. The Germans had Kraus of Galveston,
along with Tips and Cuneo of Austin, Oberkamp from New Braunfels,
and many others. The ubiquitous Irish had such worthy representatives
as the Byrne boys of Travis County and four O'Connors from Victoria.
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Dame, a post he held for years.) There is evidence that Greek and
Latin- the modern languages and rhetoric as well- were flourishing
at St. Ed's long before Walsh ever saw the place. And the catalogue for
the year after his visit listed the requirements of a four-year classical
course. 3
Still it is true that the college from the beginning had sought to
meet a widely felt need for "useful" education, and prided itself on the
quality of its commercial training, "the best in the South or anywhere
else . . . ," which included business English, shorthand, telegraphy,
typing, bookkeeping, commercial law and still other studies. If a student
needed basics like reading, arithmetic and spelling, he could get these
too. As a catalogue statement put it: "the aim of the institution from the
start was simple and practical,- to give its students a thorough business
and moral training, to form their character, to develop a well-balanced
mind in a sound body,- in a word, to prepare them for success in life,
and to make them Christian gentlemen." 4
Science too was receiving some attention as the college moved to its
new building. At that time the authorities expressed hope that a museum
of natural history could be set up in it for minerals, fossils, shells, Indian
artifacts and other objects of scientific interest. Before 1890 courses in
physiology, botany, chemistry, physics and astronomy were listed. By
the mid 1890's "physical" and "chemical" laboratories were in existence.
They were, it was said, "supplied with all the various apparatus and
equipment necessary for experiments and the illustration of lectures." 5
The weakness in the picture was that faculty training in the sciences
was scanty.
A school needs good teachers, of course, to have good academic
programs. There were weaknesses in faculty preparation at St. Edward's,
no doubt, but, as Joe Byrnes testified, it "always had a corps of able,
scholarly teachers." 6 They have been forgotten these many years.
"There is no remembrance of the men of old," laments Ecclesiastes.'
But some reparation may be made here to the old faculty. 8
Several who served as music teachers and directors were by all
indications accomplished and capable. These included Professors A. W
Schaedler, Jacob Bickler, Charles Felton, Julian Becker, Lucien Becker,
Alexander de Czeke, Edward McTeigue and Albert Schuh. Editor Julius
Schuetze of the Texas Vorwaerts recalled meeting Professor Schuh when
the latter first joined the faculty in the fall of 1890. At Christmas time
the next year the editor was on campus and made it his business to visit
the Music Department. Speaking of Professor Schuh again, he observed
that the college could not have gotten a more talented man. And not
only was he a master of music-he was also an excellent painter and
draftsman. 9
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Schuh was a key figure at St. Edward's for several years. Growing
up in Germany, he early displayed great talent in music and art. As a
youth he went to England to continue his education in these fields. Later
he taught and performed with an orchestra in Glasgow. A brilliant care~r
lay before him there, but work and the severe climate told upon his
health. So he came to America "and found in the genial climate of Texas
just what he needed." His health was soon restored, and he was able
to do excellent work at the college.
Art and drawing were perhaps not as strong among the electives
of the college as was music. On occasion, however, there would be a
student exhibit with some fine pieces of work in it. Brother Albert was
the principal art teacher during these years. Others beside Albert Schuh,
were Emile Lochon and Brother Elias.
Besides Father Hurth, four priests were at the college for considerable periods in these years. Father Scheier was here from_ ~887 to 18:5,
except for the 1893-94 school year inN ew Orleans. In additiOn to servmg
as vice-president, he taught rhetoric as well as ancient languages. !ndeed,
he was a factotum, organizing field days, growing strawbernes and
mellons, serving for a time as prefect of discipline, and being a pillar of
strength generally to the institution. Two other priests ~ho were
long-time faculty members were William Ollmert and Francis Molloy.
Ollmert who came as a seminarian, in about 1887, remained after
ordinati~n until his death in 1905. He was, the Echo observed, "a typical
German University man, a hard digger, and expects his students to toe
the mark." 11 He had a flair for writing German poetry, some of which
Joe Byrne remembered reciting. Father Molloy came to St. Edward's
before the end of the Hurth regime. He was at the school in the years
1893-99 and again 1904-1905, chiefly teaching Latin. On the faculty
for a shorter time, first as a seminarian and then as a priest, was Albert
Petry, who taught languages, mathematics and science.
Four brothers-Si:x,tus McGrath, Kilian Flanagan, Stanislaus Clark
and Flavian Volini-were building long tenures at this time. Brother
Sixtus came to the school in about 1880 and served at one time or another
as council member, prefect of discipline and steward. He taught chiefly
in the "preparatory branches." He was transferred away from St.
Edward's about 1900. Brother Kilian taught various subjects, especially
bookkeeping and telegraphy, in the commercial program. Joe Byrne
remembered him as all business in the classroom and somewhat gruff
exteriorly. Underneath, however, he was kindly, fun to go hunting with,
and "a great field shot." A visitor in 1890 heard of Kilian's re~utation
as the leading Nimrod on campus. In 1894 his health was saggmg and
Dr. Matthews, the school physician, wanted him to go away for some
rest. It took a positive order from the provincial, however, on the
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sug?estion of Father Hurth, to get him to do so. He was at St. Edward's
unti11906.
.
Brother Sta~islaus, the fou_n~er of St. Edward's Echo, taught English
hterat~re, rhetonc and compositiOn, penmanship and shorthand. Using
~e Pitman system of shorthand as a foundation, he made such
Improvements upon it, Joe Byrne said, that it might as well have been
called the Stanislaus system. Byrne paid him a further tribute:
His method. of teaching was one of moral suasion, rather than force,
and was ~mmently successful. Being guileless himself, he suspected no
wrong-domg or evil intention in others .... He took great pride in his
old students, constantly referring to some one or other of them who
had attained prominence in the world.

Brother Stanislaus left the college about 1906. When he died at Notre
Dame. some _yea_rs later, Father Daniel Hudson, editor of Ave Maria
magazme, paid him a generous tribute:
Brother Stanislaus, C.S.C. Uohn A. Clarke) besides being a model
of every Christian and religious virtue, was a man of varied talents all
of which were faithfully employed in the service of God for nearly a
half century. He w~s on~ of the pioneers of shorthand in this country,
and collab?rated w1th S1r Isaac Pitman, who adopted into his system
numerous Improvements suggested by the Brother whom he recognized
as an expert and cherished as a friend.
An efficient teacher also of English, Spanish etc. a ready writer
a sk~llful printer and pressman, a competent 'proofreader, Brothe;
Stamslaus rendered service no less important than devoted wherever
he was stationed. In a sense he was one of the founders of the 'Ave
Mari~', in whose welfare he never ceased to take the deepest interest.
He w1ll be remembered by all who were in any way associated with him
as one of the best of men and most exemplary of religious. 10
las~ of th~ ~ruly long timers among the early brothers was
Flavian. Vohm, who came to the college in 1887 and remained
until his death m 1925, except for three years away in the mid "90's.
He started as librarian and assistant prefect and later specialized in
telegraphy. He was also a perennial prefect.
~ veteran educator who was at St. Edward's briefly, c. 1887-90,
te~chmg German and English in the preparatory branches, was Brother
Vmcent de Paul Hartmann. Stationed in Cincinnati for many years
before this, he was considered one of the best German teachers in the
Community. Enlivening the campus from 1889 to 1892 were two energetic
Holy Cross seminarians, the Rever:nd Messrs. Bernard Lee and James
H. Black. Black taught mathematics and the sciences moderated the
Sanctuary Society, organized picnics and was a live wir~ generally. Lee
after whom a campus military unit, the Lee Cadets, was named, is no~
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listed as a teacher. But he was reported to have been an excellent prefect,
sparing no pains to promote the welfare of the students. He helped Father
Scheier organize the field events of Founder's Day, 1890, and was ~lso
a good hand at picnics. Neither Black nor Lee stayed in the Congregatwn
of Holy Cross, but became diocesan priests in Texas.
A young man from Fort Stockton, named Lino Torres, who_ was _a
student at St. Edward's in 1885-86, later became the first Hispamc
faculty member here. Another young man, John Pinnell from Germany,
who was listed both as a student and faculty member from 1885, also
went on to the diocesan priesthood in Texas. At one time he was pastor
of St, Joseph's, the German church in San Antonio now enfolded by
Joske's Department store, where Father Feltin had been.
In addition to havinO'0 an attractive program of studies and a capable
faculty, New College pus hed ahead with the development of its physical
facilities. Something has been said already of buildings probably moved
from the old campus and located south of the Main Building in its first
year. Father O'Sullivan, who was here with the provin~ia~ a f:w months
after the New College opened, saw "a large frame bmldmg m the rear
.... " He identified it as "the main edifice of the Old College," and said,
perhaps mistakenly, that it contained classrooms. and dorm~tories ~or the
juniors and minims. 11 It is not easy to square his observatwns with the
campus plan shown in the campus catalogue. Contemporary photographs, such as those in the 1894-95 catalogue, do not show ~ll ~hat
we want to see. They do show a tantalizing glimpse of two small bmldmgs
at the east ofthe new Main Building. Crowding in the first year of New
College was so great that the need to add one of the two projec~ed wings
of the completed central unit of Main was urgent. Accordmgly, on
September 8, 1890, ground was broken for a west wing, designed
Nicholas J. Clayton, and work on it started promptly. The rock for Its
first story was quarried from a stone formation found in a grove on ~he
college grounds. The rest of it was taken from a source along Omon
Creek. The contractor was Michael Gough, who had built St. Mary's
Academy as well as the central unit of St. Edward's. For the woodwork
the contractor was Alexander Gardiner and the supervisor a South Austin
neighbor and builder, Ronald Gillis. Although some hope was entertained
that the wing would be ready for the second session, it was not. A
shortage of craftsmen able to do the ashlar stone work delayed progress,
and it was summer before all was completed. The 1891 commencement
exercises were held, nevertheless, in the senior study hall of the new
wing.12
The Echo described the wing as "a very handsome structure of cut
stone ... five stories high." It contained a dining room on the ground
floor, a senior study hall on the next floor above, and student dormito~es
on the third and fourth floors. The top floor was to be used for the time
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being as a music room. The dining rooms in the central unit were now
to . be converted into classrooms. Brother Liborius, a carpenter and
pamter from Notre Dame, was at St. Ed's that season, making furniture
for both study halls and classrooms. He apparently remained at least
untill894, although he may have been recalled to Notre Dame for periods
of :vork the_re in the meantime. With the new wing now ready, Hurth
mailed Sorm a copy of the 1890-91 catalogue, which contained a
reference to the wing and a detailed description of the central part. "[It]
~hows," he remarked, "that your god-child in Texas is gradually growing
mto manhood." 13
Development, of course, required money, and the Echo took a look
at t_hat matter as the new wing was being completed. Many people locally
seem~ the ?rogress ~f St. Edward's seemed to think, the paper said,
that It received fundmg from an outside source-from the Church or
from Notre Dame. That was not true. Its only resources were the
contributed services of its religious teachers. It had no endowment except
the land donated by Mrs. Doyle. Neither the capitalists of Austin nor
~he wea~t~y Catholics of Texas had given the school anything more. To
Its credit It had been self-reliant; it had not "gone a-begging." But it
woul~ need money for additional buildings, care of the grounds, an
artesia~ well, steam heating and electric lighting. Any help that people
could giVe would be for a good cause, the cause of Christian education.
After all, the Methodist Conference had adopted a recommendation
recently that on Christmas Day every Methodist family should contribute
to a collection for Southwestern University at Georgetown. 14
Whatever the response to its appeal, the college moved ahead with
its pr~gra_m of improvements. In the spring of 1892 it requested
authonzatwn of the provincial council to spend 6,000 dollars for the
drilling of an artesian well on the grounds. The request was evidently
granted, although the contractor for the job asked 9,000 for drilling to
a depth of 2,000 feet. Fortunately, President Hurth had some surplus
money_ on har>d. At ~he time ?f Father Walsh's visit in January 1893,
the dnllers were hopmg to stnke water soon. Actually, they reached it
at 2,035 feet. Two years later an indoor natatorium, for which the well
supplied water, was constructed. 15
In 1893, a gymnasium-forty by one hundred feet-was also
con_structed. Since it had two stories, it was probably designed for a
vanety of table games and other small-scale recreations as well as for
gymnastics. Basketball, of course, had not yet been invented. The 1897
plan of the campus shows a structure which is probably the gymnasium
south of the west wing of Main. It had a "chemical" laboratory on it~
east end. The rest of the space was divided into senior and junior "play
halls," plus a small candy store on the south side. 16
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In the fall of 1893 the installation of a steam heating system for the
Main Building, gym and bathhouse was begun. It was a busy season _for
Father Hurth, since there was also much sickness at the college. Needmg
some expert help to supervise the steam contractors, he asked Father
Provincial Corby to send Brother Sylverius from Notre Dame for t~o
or three weeks to see that the work was done properly. T_h: brother ~Id
come, though late, and was kept a little longer than anticipated seemg
the plant into operation. Hurth commented to Corb~ that Bro~her
Sylverius was a great help, for it was difficult to get thmgs done n~ht
in Texas." It appears that the bathro_oms (showers a~d two tubs) with
hot and cold running water were bmlt at the same time. The plan of
1897 shows them annexed to the steam hol,lse located off the southwest
corner of the Main Building-where parts of it stood unti~ a~out_ 1972.
No particulars are found about the introduction of electnc hghtmg to
18
the college, but it seems to have been _done in the s~hool year 1894- 9?· •
Late in his administration President Hurth mformed the provme1al
council that thirty-two acres, which the authorities at St. Edward's had
been eyeing for some time, between the west end of the campus and the
"main road" (the San Antonio Road, now Congress Avenue) could be
bought for about $200 per acre. But then Hurth learned that five acres
between the campus and the rest of the thirty-two were, f~r some
mysterious reason, not included in the proposed sale. So he notified the
9
,
council that the purchase should not be made.'
At about this time on October 31, 1893, the founder of St. Edwards,
Father Edward Sorin, died at Notre Dame. He was then in his ei?htieth
year, his fifty-third on the American mission, and his. twenty-sixth as
superior general of the Congregation of Holy Cross. His successor was
20
Father Gilbert Fran<;ais, who would hold the office until 19~6. _But
there would never be another Father Sorin. He occupies a special mche
among the men of old.

CHAPTER SEVEN

It Was Not
All Study

College Hill in these early years was alive with extracurricular
activities. Many were athletic, but in this history athletics will be included
in a larger time frame. The narrative here focuses on such matters as
campus societies, the school paper, military units, outings, holidays, and
special programs in the first years on the new campus. Liberal quotation
from the sources may help to bring back the flavor of the times.
Among the earliest extracurricular groups organized were three-the
Philomathean, Philopatrian and Brownson societies-which had a
literary character. The first of them was advertised in the fall of 1888,
back at Old College, under the title the Philomathean Literary Society.
Evolving no doubt from the earlier St. Edward's Literary Society, it had
added the modifier "Philomathean". Its stated object was "the general
improvement of its members in literature and oratory." Its weekly
meetings were said to have been "pleasingly diversified 1-vith declamations, essays, debates, etc." Occasionally it presented programs for the
college or some other audience. The 1889 Christmas entertainment which
it co-sponsored with the Philharmonic Society was a gratifying success,
widely reported in the newspapers. The following May it performed a
play in Millett's Opera House downtown. On one occasion at least the
Philomatheans were momentarily in danger of overreaching themselves.
Their treasurer, "elated by the healtllful condition of the finances" moved
for the construction of an opera house "for the private use of the society."
But a report showed just $1.65 in the treasury "and the motion was
lost." 1
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Next, the Philopatrian Society for students of the junior Department
came into existence, with twenty-two members. "Its object is the
improvement of its members by debates, declamations, and dramatic
exercises," the Echo stated, "and from the character of its leading spirits
we have no doubt that this object will be fulfilled in a satisfactory
manner." Father Hurth who took a keen interest in all the campus
societies was present at the first meeting. It was agreed to meet once a
week, on Saturday, taking up business for a few minutes first and then
going on to literary exercises. The Philopatrians, characterized as the
elite of the juniors, had a good first year. After many meetings featuring
"choice recitations," they decided to have a debate on April 4 and invite
a few visitors to it. The question argued was "Whether the Crusades
were beneficial or detrimental to civilization." The participants were so
well prepared that they "deserved the undivided attention of all present."
At the end Father Hurth expressed his pleasure in their performance.
He wished to see the juniors undertake a public debate soon, he said.
There followed refreshments, to which the company did full justice. 2
The next fall the society reorganized with enthusiasm for the
1891-92 school year. It then numbered twenty active members. (It did
not tolerate drones, according to report.) Again, this year the Philopatrians
were impressive. "Recitations, original essays and timely debates made
their meetings varied and interesting." In the spring they held a debate
on a resolution "That the State of Texas should defray the expenses of
the Texas exhibit at the World's Fair" (the Columbian Exposition of
1893 in Chicago). After all, as one member found from a personal visit
to the state treasurer, the state had some two million dollars lying in the
vaults. 3
On December 8, 1890 a third body, the Brownson Literary Society
was organized by advanced seniors and a few postgraduates under the
presidency of Henry D. Hanigan. Named in honor of the distinguished
man of letters, Orestes A. Brownson, the society sought to improve and
entertain its members w~th a variety of literary exercises. Thus at its
meeting ofFebruary 21, 1891, it debated the resolution "That the Indian
has a better right to America than the White Man." This was of special
interest because of the massacre of Indians by U.S. troops at Wounded
Knee less than two months previously. Although both sides made telling
points, the faculty censor judged the affirmative victorious.'
Organizing for a second year in September of 1891, the Brownsons
chose J. F. Hervey president and Professor E. R. Adelsperger censor.
By Christmas time it had already held two more debates. "This society,"
commented the Echo, "though the youngest in the College, is the most
prominent, and, owing to the exertions of its members, is making rapid
progress." Shortly before Christmas 1891 the Brownsons presented an
entertainment complimentary to President Hurth. The first half of the
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show consisted of pieces played by the college orchestra, and of gags,
songs and recitations. The second half was filled with a farce in two
acts entitled "Handy Andy." The program closed with a rendition of
the "St. Edward's College March" by the orchestra. 5
For variety the Brownson Society organized a mock Congress in the
spring term of 1892 and elected F. H. Crain its speaker. In its second
session its members debated the Free Wool bill. Mr. Carroll of Victoria
spoke strongly for the bill and others against it. Apparently it was finally
killed by a filibuster. In 1895 the Society debated the resolution that
government ownership of railroads would prove beneficial to the
American people. Only three years before the Populist Party had included
this objective in its party platform. In the debate at St. Edward's both
sides presented persuasive arguments. The evils caused by the greed of
the railroads, declared the affirmative, left no choice but government
purchase and control of them. The negative conceded that there might
be abuses, but held that it was better to correct the abuses than to
change the system for a worse one.S
On October l, 1888, also on the old campus, a pious association,
the Sanctuary Society was founded. Its purpose was to train altar servers
for Mass and other liturgical functions from among the younger boys.
About twenty-five boys were on hand for the first meeting. By
commencement day the next spring members had received their badges,
which they wore for the occasion. Although the servers did not get much
attention from the press for their work, they did have fine picnics. That
of May 19, 1891, under the leadership of Mr. Black seems to have been
particularly memorable. That morning the boys piled onto a wagon
bound for Barton Springs and laden with picnic eatables. After arrival
"some fished, others started games or strolled, ... taking in the beauty
... with which nature has surrounded this sylvan resort." Dinner was
served at 12:45, and "after every one had satisfied the inner boy to
repletion, the call for a speech fell to the lot of a bright-eyed youth of
scarce fourteen summers ... " His "brief but witty response was heartily
applauded." Other then were called upon and made their response each
in his own way. Later there were fishing, a game, and a swim "in the
most beautiful bathing place" around the capital city. The picnic was
closed with a lunch and a vote of thanks to its sponsor, Mr. Black. Then
"amid deafening cheers all departed on their homeward drive," and "to
awake on the following morning to the stern realities of a school boy's
daily life." 7
The College Echo gave students an outlet for their compositions, and
so made them available to their parents and friends to read. It served a
further literary purpose by running book reviews. But its editors, in
offering to review any book sent to them, laid down limits: they wanted
no novels "which young girls may not read." The paper also contained
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editorial comment upon issues of the day, notes about former students,
exchanges from other papers publications, and good coverage of campus
personalities and affairs. One will find no criticism of the administration
in it. Nevertheless, its value to the historian, is immense, as foretold by
a prescient writer in its December 1891 issue. "If you have not already
done so, now is the time to subscribe for the College Echo. We advise
students and their parents to preserve the numbers for binding. In after
years, ... the Echo will prove an interesting memento of days 'lang syne'
at St. Edward's." Many people followed this advice, at least in part.
The 750 copies of the October 1891 issue, for example, "disappeared
like hot cakes before a hungry hunting party." 8
The impression of quality which the Echo makes upon the reader
today seems to have been shared by its contemporaries. "It has won
many golden opinions," a catalogue of the college stated in 1893, "and
... has been favorably noticed ... , not only by the leading papers in
Texas, ... but also by many Northern periodicals, and by the college
press generally." Its sister publication in Austin, Texas University,
smoothed over a little spat between the two with these kind words:
The fact is we like your paper; your editorials are excellent; the literary
department is sustained by meritorious contributions; the athletic and
social local columns are full, but not too full; in short, you have a
well-rounded and well-proportioned paper, and one that does you
credit. The University of Texas has learned, by experience, that St.
Edward's can play ball, and the Texas University is quite as ready to
admit that her magazine staff know how to wield the pen, and get up
a creditable paper.'

One would like to know more about how the paper was gotten up.
There are many references to editors, but none is ever listed. The Echo
defended its policy of "impersonal journalism" as the preference of its
"editorial assistants." Nevertheless, most of its writers had always been
well known on campus,. it claimed, and it had been "a School of
Journalism ... open to aspirants of every grade who could at all yield
a pen .... "Then it listed some of its past student contributors-Kraus,
Zadril, Wood, Hamby, Shall, Benavides, Sinaigo, Byrne, Long, Harriss
and others. But obviously a strong faculty hand, that of its moderator,
Brother Stanislaus, was involved with the paper. The printer was Eugene
Von Boeckmann, one of the great names in Austin printing, whose shop
was at 913 Congress Avenue. 10
Unfortunately, the old Echo was published regularly for only about
three years. For the next decade only two or three scattered numbers
are found. Then it stopped entirely, awaiting life in a new series begun
in 1919. It seems that Brother Stanislaus was too busy to continue
working with it.
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In the early 1890's perhaps none of the campus societies was more
p~ominent than the military companies. The first of these, the Hurth
Rifles, or Company A, was formed by members of the Senior Department
in the fall of 1890 with Walker C. Connor, Jr. as captain and
quartermaster. The Rifles, initially twenty-seven in number, adopted a
uniform and sent in a requisition for muskets. General W R. Hamby of
Austin donated them colors and Captain Houx of the Austin Greys took
them through their drills during recreation periods. By the end of a few
weeks Captain Connor had taken his boys through several parades and
inspections with credit. 11
Following the example of the seniors, some boys from the Junior
Department then organized a cadet corps. They named it Lee's Rifles
after the prefect of discipline, the Rev. Mr. Bernard Lee, C.S.C.-not
after General Lee. They chose William Hearne captain and received
their drills from the same Captain Houx who was workin<T with the
Seniors. With colors from Father Hurth, a drum from Captain Hearne,
and a ten-dollar donation from their drum major, the Lees quickly picked
up an enrollment of nearly thirty and acquired considerable facility and
precision in field movements. By October, Captain Hearne felt that they
had att~ine~ a degree. ~f dis~ipline that would enable them to challenge
the Semors m compet1t1ve dnlls. And there would be other occasions for
the military to come out. 12
St. Edward's Day 1890-Founder's Day, it was already being
called, for Father Edward Sarin, -dawned bright and glorious after a
rain sto~m the day before, and provided an opportunity for the military
compan~es to :how themselves off. Immediately after the Solemn High
Mass w1th wh1ch the celebration started, they held a dress parade and
revi~w. Under. Captain Connor acting as commander-in-chief they
earned out the1r field movements "with a precision that reflected credit
on both the officers and men." 13
On the following Thursday, (the traditional free weekday), the long
roll was called and the two companies marched to one of the college
groves for a daytime bivouac-really an outing. Father Hurth had
kindly provided refreshments for the occasion. He also addressed those
present briefly, assuring them of his interest and support. It was all in
all a nice day for the military. 14
Father Hurth's promise of support was genuine. Within a short
time the Rifles and Cadets were fully uniformed and equipped with dark
blue coats and gray trousers, on the West Point model. Some observers
thought it the handsomest uniform. that they have seen. Moreover both
companies were "pretty well drilled in the manual of arms and military
evolutions." 15 Unfortunately, there was a little dissension in the Rifles
that ~eason. Differences arose over certain matters of discipline, and a
meetmg was called at which Captain Connor turned in his resignation.
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It was not accepted, and the dispute seemed to be on its way to resolution.
Difficulties involving one or two members broke out again, however, and
Captain Connor this time insisted his resignation be accepted. It was
accepted, but as an honorable retirement, and the captain was thanked
for all he had done to form the company and bring it to a state of
efficiency. The Rifles then elected Amzy B. Kelly captain and continued
their program. It was reported in January that they had thirty
members. 16 The Lee Cadets continued for a time under the leadership
of Captain Hearne. Twenty-four in number now, they had their rifles
and accounted themselves fully equipped. Sometime in the spring term
they replaced Hearne with Clarence S. Hamilton, elevating the latter
from first lieutenant of the company. They continued to drill faithfully
17
and got along famously under the new leader.
Two events of the second term (1891) gave scope to the military
skills of the Cadets. One was St. Patrick's Day, on which they carried
out a drill brilliantly. It drew the praise of Captain Houx and of the
large crowd present to see it. Shortly thereafter came Arbor Day, and
the junior military, carrying the needed implements, went out "to scour
the woods" for trees to transplant to the campus. The choice was difficult,
for "where there are many heads there are many opinions." At last
Captain Hamilton and two of his· lieutenants settled on a live oak (which
some know-it-alls of the company said would never live), and two
hackberry trees. They were carefully dug out and replanted. Speeches
followed. Hamilton's showed maturity, Lieutenant Walsh's was spiced
with "good sarcasm" and second Lieutenant Clay's dwelt upon the
future of both the trees and the planters. First Sergeant Anthony Ghio
moved that the trees be named the "Triple Alliance," and his motion
was adopted with loud cheers. A reporter later wrote "Long live the
1
Triple Alliance and the brave Junior Military Company." 8
As the 1891-92 school year got underway, the Hurth Rifles
reorganized, retaining Amzy Kelly as captain. Fully officered and with
twenty members, the company felt confident. It made a good showing
in the field day exercises on St. Edward's Day. Captain Kelly put the
boys in their "natty uniforms of blue and gray, and white gloves,"
through a dazzling series of movements. In spite of the little time they
had had to practice, they executed them "with a click ... which reflected
great credit on the competence and patience of the commander." By
Christmas time the Rifles numbered thirty and were, Captain Kelly
thought, approaching the level of excellence which they had attained the
year before. 19 A campus observer commented that they were indeed
progressing in their skills and assuming a more dignified military bearing
every day. Most of the new members had gotten their uniforms by that
time. Main credit for the efficiency of the company was, the observer
agreed, due to Captain Kelly, but his able fellow officers also deserved
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credit. An off-campus assessment appeared in a State Guard paper, The

Texas Volunteer.
The boys at St. Edward's College, in Austin, have one of the best drilled
m.ilitary companies in the state. They drill an hour a day, and they
Wlll make the name of the 'Hurth Rifles' known all over the state.
Captain A. B. Kelly is an excellent drill-master ...."
On December 8, 1891, a school holiday, the Rifles gave an exhibition
and competitive drill at the Deaf and Dumb asylum. But field movements
on ~hat occasion were limited since the grounds were wet. In the following
sprmg of 1892 St. Ed's military program was enlarged when Zouave
drills were added to it. At the same time, the Echo introduced a
department entitled "Military Notes" which specialized in observations
about indi_viduals ~n the companies. It was not above banter. It joked
that the girls admired Stone's "manly figure" and that First Sergeant
Carroll was "probably the smallest man in Texas that leads a company
the size of the Hurth Rifles .... " 21
The companies also made a number of public appearances that
seas?~· The first of them took place on March 19, the feast of St. Joseph,
traditwnally observed as a holiday at St. Edward's. That afternoon on
college hill there were a military drill and a dress parade before a thronoswol~e~ by visitors, i~cluding many of the fair sex, from off campus~
PartiCipatmg along with companies A and B of the Hurth Rifles were
the Capital City Cavalry Company led by Captain Wilson and the
Governor's Guard under Captain Roberdeau. The cavalrymen took full
advantage of the wide campus for their exhibition. In fact they went too
far on~e, and Captain Kelly had to run over and tell them they were
tramplmg on Father Scheier's watermelon patch.
Although the drill was scheduled to open at 3:00 p.m. with the
Governor's Guard, that body did not arrive until almost 4:00. There
was some irreverent speculation on campus that the horses could not
carry the fat guardsmen up the steep hill below Fairview Park. But
whe~ :hey did arrive, they went through their movements with snap and
preCISIOn.
As the Hurth Rifles took their turn, Captain Kelly put Company
A through both the old and new tactics and finally through the Zouave
drills to great applause from the visitors including now the members of
the visiting military. Then it was the turn of Company B "the kid
) plaudits
company )) of th e college, whose demonstration "captured the
of the ladies."
Among the visitors that day, two watched with trained eyes. One
of these was State Adjutant-General Mabry, will known and well liked
by St. Ed's military boys. He in turn remarked how well drilled they
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were. The other was their first drill master, Captain Houx, now living
in Hempstead.
.
When the exhibition was over and the visiting compames were
leaving for town, "they gave three rousing cheers for St. Edw~rd's and
the Hurth Rifles, and these were returned with hearty good Will by the
students." 2 2
On March 25 a squad of eight Hurth Rifles performed at the Austin
Opera House. The appearance was made "at the request of the lady
managers of the entertainment for the "World's Fair." (Presumably ~he
object was to raise money for the Texas exhibit at the World Columbia~
Exposition in Chicago.) Responding gallantly, Captain Kelly had his
men on post at the appointed time and in splendid condition. They
went through the exercises of the manual of arms and the Zouave
movements without a command and with precision. "The click and slap
of the guns was as simultaneous as if performed automatically, and
arms were grounded at one thud .... " The demonstration evoked
"thunders of applause." Some gentlemen in the audience stood up to
see better. At times the whole audience rose cheering, the ladies waving
their handkerchiefs. Although only fifteen minutes long, the drill was
hi<Thly successful and a matter of pride for Captain Kelly. Less than a
m~nth later, on San Jacinto Day, the Rifles gave an exhibition at San
Marcos. They delighted the large crowd gathered for the occasion and
drew from it tumultuous applause. 23
That spring also it occurred to the Rifles that they ought to have a
"fair sponsor." Their choice was Miss Maud Moore-a choice, observed
the, Austin Daily Statesman, for which they deserved compliments. The
Texas Volunteer ran a picture of Miss Moore and commented that the
Rifles had done themselves honor in choosing her. 24
One of the most touching demonstrations in the history of the
military units took place on Memorial Day, May 30, 1893. This was
already an official national holiday, and the graves of the Blue and the
Gray were both supposed to be decorated. But apparently many in t~e
South still could not always bring themselves to do that. At any rate m
ceremonies at Austin that year only Union veterans turned out to march,
and not all of them, since it was not fashionable there to have belonged
to the Union Army. And of course, the old soldiers at the Confederate
Veterans' Home in the city studiously ignored the event. But marching
along with the Union men anyway were the Hurth Rifles. After all_ who
had gathered for the observance had listened to an address by President
Hurth in the Chamber of Representatives at the Capitol, the military
units formed a procession which visited all three of the city's cemeteries.
At these the graves of both Union and Confederate veterans were
decorated with flowers. 25
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Music, while part of the academic program, was also an extracurricular activity and an embellishment to many a special occasion. On
Easter Sunday of 1890 the Junior Choir sang "in good style" a new
four-part Mass at the college in a festive setting. That May the students
presented a lovely program of classical and popular pieces. A month
later the closing exercises of the school year included vocal and
instrumental selections done under the direction of Professor Wendels.
!fe was, the San Antonio Express remarked at the time, an accomplished
mstructor. Among outstanding participants were three Austin boys:
Eugene Tips, Andrew Raggio and Andrew Cuneo. That fall the school
year opened with music as the orchestra assembled in what was called
College Grove on the first evening of the session to provide a
"diversion." 26
The influence of the new music director, Professor Albert Schuh,
was seen in the rising activity in his area this season. Over twenty pupils
were taking the instrumental course, some of them doing very well.
Eugene Tips for example, was making "excellent progress on the violin,"
and William Groos, taking violin and guitar lessons, bade fair to become
"a first-class musician." The Choral Union, the old singing group, was
reorganized in October 1890. There was to be choir practice two nights
a week. "Verily, we live in a musical atmosphere," observed the Echo
as sounds of practices came from all sides. 27
On Christmas Eve 1890, even though some of the student musicians
had already gone home, a farewell concert which Professor Schuh
conducted at the college went off well. It opened with a military selection
from "Faust," which the director had arranged for violin and piano.
Another high point of the program was "Moonlight on the Lake," sung
by Professor Schuh, Brother Julian, and Frank Flanagan. 2s
The commencement exercises of June 1891 were held in a hall of
the barely completed new wing of the college. Breezy and comfortable
eve_n on a hot afternoon, it was, in the judgement of one reporter,
"Without doubt the most pleasant auditorium in or about the city." The
program that day was greatly enhanced by its musical component, which
mcluded an excellent violin performance by Eugene Tips. It all reflected
well on young Professor Schuh. 29
When Father Walsh visited St. Edward's in 1893, the entertainment
held for him included musical performances under the direction of
another music teacher, Professor Becker. Participating were the college
orchestra, the Choral Union, several student soloists- both vocal and
instrumental- Professor Becker himself and a faculty colleague, Professor A. von Czeke. The violin performance of the last name was "simply
superb." How long von Czeke, known in Austin as an artist of exceptional
accomplishment, was with the college music department is not known. 30
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Drama too had its place at the college in the early 1890's. On May
21, 1890, the members of the Philomathean Society performed a play
called "The Recognition" at Millet's Opera House for delegates to the
annual state convention in Austin of the Catholic Knights of America.
Presented in full costume, the play was a critical success, praised by
newspapers in Galveston, Dallas and Austin. The Austin Daily Statesman
particularly admired the way Andrew Raggio, Odus W Wittenburg and
Anthony Cuneo handled their roles. 31
Almost a year later, the college players did another performance
at the Opera House. The play, given on a Thursday evening, was "The
Malediction", set in the Spain of the Reconquest. It was a great hit with
the audience, even though the critic of The Statesman found it short of
"that ultimate finish" which more practice might have given it. At any
rate, many of those present signed a petition, which Father Hurth
granted, for another presentation on the coming Saturday afternoon.
This matinee turned out to be an even greater success. The Statesman
judged it "equal to any amateur performance ever presented on the
Austin stage." The critic was particularly taken with Frank Flanagan
as the stern lieutenant of the Caliph. The reviewers for the Echo and the
Texas VOrwaerts expatiated upon the playing of David Shall, Anthony
Cuneo and others. President Hurth and his faculty, it was remarked,
might well be proud of the elocutionary training they had given their
pupils. 32
The open country around the college and the proximity of
Williamson, Onion and Barton creeks offered many possibilities for
off-campus recreation, from picnics to hunting. Outings were made to
scenic points in the area. The seniors used their free day on Thursday,
May 29, 1890, for a picnic at Mount Bonnell on the Colorado River.
There was good weather for the occasion, plenty to eat and, since Eugene
Tips had brought his violin, music in the air. When the time came for
speeches, a tradition of the day, one young man after another got upon
a handy stump to vent his patriotism and eloquence. They all returned
to the college happier for the outing.''
That fall, on November 20, also a Thursday, the seniors picnicked
on "beautiful, limpid" Williamson Creek, about two miles south of the
college. Although the autumn was coming to an end, the day was perfect
for strolling, enjoying the ripeness of nature, playing games, or just
lounging about. In due course a first-rate luncheon was laid out under
the supervision of student E. P. Combe assisted by Brother Julian and
"several minor attendants." Summoned to the picnic tables at 1:00 p.m.,
the seniors gave a good account of themselves there, and were just
finishing when President Hurth and Vice-President Scheier drove up.
They were greeted with a loud cheer, and then served their viands. After
a couple of enjoyable hours with the company, the two left for home.
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At 4:00 there was another repast, after which loud thanks were given
to the man~gers of the occasion, to wit, the seminarians Black and Lee,
Brother Juhan and several students, including Combe. Among the guests
that day were Professor T. A. Flanagan and Mr. Gillis the contractor
who lived near campus. 34
The environs of the college were also good hunting grounds. Brother
Kilian, as already indicated, had a reputation as a Nimrod. Some of the
students too liked hunting. Boarders could bring guns to school and store
them in the campus armory. Any who were around in such free times
as Chr~stmas vacatiol_l and any local boys could get up hunting parties
and go mto the field w1th Brother Kilian. 35
Holidays and special programs enlivened the campus at fairly
fr_equent intervals in the era around 1890 as throughout St. Edward's
h1story. Founder's Day, the eve of Christmas holidays, St. Patrick's
Day, and the feast of St. Joseph are among the times for which observances were most likely to be recorded.
It is worth a special note that even with its French roots and with
its German lead:rship in these years, St. Edward's had a holiday on the
. feast of St. Patnck. There would be a sermon at the morning Mass by
a German preacher- Hurth, Scheier or Ollmert- but it would be a
"literary treat." The St. Patrick's Day celebration in 1892 included an
afternoon with military drills and a baseball game between the first and
second senior nines. A great part of the fun was that the young ladies
from St. Mary's Academy came out to watch. 36
At least once the students managed to get themselves an extra half
day from President Hurth. Having found out from a book entitled 1jpes
if Su~cesiful_Me~ qf Texas that his thirty-fifth birthday and the anniversary
of h1s_ ordmatwn were both on March 30, 1892, they appointed a
com~:mttee to speak to him for them. He tried to shrug it off, but they
pers1sted and handed him a gift after dinner. Then they got their free
half day plus an especially fine meal that evening. 37
There were sometimes visitors also for such religious events as the
Corpus Christi procession in 1891. Father Peter Lauth had announced
it to his peop~e at St. Mary's Church and they came out in large
nu~bers. S_tartmg at the chapel the long procession moved through a
senes of tnumphal arches along a route strewn with flowers. Father
Lauth, with two assistant priests and a corps of acolytes, carried the
Blessed Sacrament under a canopy. Stops for Benediction were made
at two beautifully decorated altars. At each of these points the Rifles
and the Cadets, acting as an honor guard, discharged three volleys of
musketry in salute to the Body of Christ. It was a memorable day, and
everyone present was moved and delighted with the sacred pageantry.'a
On May 20-22, 1890, the Texas State Council of the Catholic
Knights of America was in Austin for its annual meeting, and the college
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played a notable part in the hospitality provided for the visitors. After
participating in the welcome on the first day, a Tuesday, and presenting
a play for the delegates the next evening at Millett's Opera House, the
college had them and many people from Austin out to the campus on
Thursday for a picnic, which neighbors, Mr. and Mrs. Gillis, helped to
prepare. Arriving on this cool and pleasant day, the guests were
enchanted to see the long tables set out under the magnificent live oak
trees and to hear the student musicians performing a concert in the shade
of the grove. After what turned out to be a banquet rather than a mere
picnic luncheon, visitors watched St. Edward's nine trounce a team of
"superior players" from the city. All in all it was a glorious day. No
wonder the Knights went home feeling that they had had a most
enjoyable meeting "in the beautiful and hospitable city of Austin." 39
St. Edward's may have been out in the country, but it was not so
far off the beaten track that it did not feel the pulse of the New South
to which Texas belonged. In the winter of 1889-90 Senator John T.
Brady of Houston stopped by on his way to an important meeting of
northern capitalists at Denison, where he was to be one of the Welcoming
Texans. Addressing the St. Edward's students in the study hall, he
remarked that he was "surprised to find here such an advanced
educational institute," where Texas boys could get a fine education in
their own state. He hoped they would take advantage of their
opportunities and make a good record later in life.'0
The growth of Texas and of the Catholic Church in Texas was
brought into relief by a visit to St. Edward's on April 20, 1892, by the
Right Reverend Thomas F. Brennan, the first bishop of the newly
established diocese of Dallas. Visiting Austin to deliver a lecture at St.
Mary's Church that evening at the request of the local Catholic Knights
of America, he came out to the college also and spoke to the students
in the study hall. Having received a musical salute by the orchestra
under the direction of Professor McTeigue, he listened to addresses of
welcome delivered in English, Latin and Volapuk by the students. He
himself then spoke, reminding the boys that they enjoyed much greater
educational advantages than had earlier generations. He hoped they
would make good use of them. He went on to contrast Texas in the day
of the pioneers with the modern Texas, where great public buildings and
educational institutions were so numerous. He hoped the rising generation would profit by all this and be a credit to their parents and to the
state.
The students were well pleased with the talk, we are told, and some
of them obtained permission to go to St. Mary's for the lecture that
night. But they may have regretted it, for the bishop reviewed the whole
history of Texas, and that took a long time. At last, "After predicting
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for. Texas a future greater than her most glorious past, he bade his
dehghted [and weary] audience adieu." 41
But the overlong disquisition had been an excuse for the students
to get off campus and go to town. Austin was still some distance away
and vi~its there were not an everyday matter. And yet St. Edward's wa~
becommg more a part of the Austin community.

CHAPTER EIGHT

Old Austin
And a Farewell
To President
Hurth
A student at St. Edward's ca. 1890 would probably not have read
the daily newspaper, but he would have had the Echo, some library or
reading room periodicals and occasional visitors as sources of l~cal and
larger news. Austin, a city of fourteen thousand, was expandm? and
spilling over to the south bank of the river. A visitor wrote ~hat ;; was
"built on seven hills, which slope gently to the Colorado River. The
city, he perceived, possessed not only a picturesque setting, but also
many governmental, educational and religious structures.'.
.
The advertising in the pages of the Echo gave an Impresswn of a
busy city where almost any need could be met. There were the Avenue
Hotel for a comfortable stay, John C. Bremond's store for dry goods,
G. A. Bahn's for jewelry, Charles A. Shurr for carpenter work, Eggleston
& Goldbeck for real estate, C. D. Smith for footwear and R. Renz for
tailoring. Lundberg's New Orleans Bakery would furnish breads, cakes
and confections for a party on short notice, while Osburn and Terry
who had just opened a new livery stable would drive visitors out to St.
Edward's for two dollars, half the old hack rate. It was hoped that t?e
railroads would also give visitors and students of A~stin sc~o~ls special
consideration. And the Texas Central did make special provlSlon for the
transportation of St. Edward's students to Austin in Septem~er of 1891.
Seminarian James Black and a Mr. Clay broug_ht two partl~s. of them
from Houston that season via the Central. In mid 1894 Austimtes were
2
expecting the "Katy" to reach the city soon.
•
•
•
In the spring and summer of 1891 the City, came ~h:'e w1th
conventions, including those of the Texas Bankers Assoc1at10n, the
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National Protective Travelers' Association, the State Teachers' Association and the Music Teachers of Texas. The Travelers' Association
wondered if Austin was not the healthiest place it could find for a
sanatorium which it proposed to build. This reminded local citizens
that their town was right in the center of the southwestern health belt
and ought to be exploiting that selling point. The advantages of Austin's
climate had long been recognized, many said, but they had never been
properly advertised. 3
Of course if anyone who read German had gotten his hands on the
Texas Vorwaerts of February 13, 1891, he might have had questions about
how conducive to health Austin's winter weather was. Everybody in the
city had the flu at the time, including Editor Julius Schuetze, who was
moved to some dyspeptic observations about why:
Last Sunday, after a heavy rain, we had the most magnificent spring
weather and the thermometer had climbed into the seventies. In the
evening the breezes had begun to blow from the north, and on Monday
morning the quicksilver had fallen to forty degrees, and was almost at
the freezing point. It fell below that by three degrees the following
night, and remained cool until Wednesday evening. Then the weather
turned, it rained some, and the thermometer was in the seventies again.
And with all that one is supposed to stay healthy!•

Regardless of the weather, Austin was growing. It was time, the
Austin Statesman argued, to build a dam on the Colorado River. It would
provide water and hydroelectricity, attract manufacturing, and make
possible a real sewer system which would add to the city's fame as a
health resort. The Echo cited the Statesman's editorial with approval, and
added that the dam would "attract refinement and wealth from ... the
North and East, where the climate is severe." A year later, work on the
dam, for which Austinites had voted a bond issue of $1,400,000, was
underway. In its 1893-94 Catalogue the College was able to publish a
picture of the completed "Great Granite Dam." 5
South Austin too was touched by the growth of those years. One
of its promoters was Mr. Charles Neuning, "an enterprising Northern
man," who bought a tract south of the river and began to develop it for
recreational and residential purposes under the name of Fairfield Park.
Father O'Sullivan spoke of coming through it on his way to St. Edward's
with Father Corby in the early spring of 1890. "This embryonic
pleasure-ground," he stated, "runs for a mile or more along a plateau
diversified with small hills and comprises a large residence tract for the
wealthy classes." 6 It may have overlapped some of the area now
included in Stacy Park.
Development on the south bank meant that that section now had
to be taken more seriously. One Saturday in September 1890 someone
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counted "1146 vehicles, 312 horsemen, and 215 pedestrians" crossing
the Cono-ress Avenue bridge between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. These
figures s~ggested that it was time to build a new bridge since :he old
one was not intended for that volume of traffic. The next spnng the
Echo reported that South Austin ha~ been given a. city charter and had
formed its own city government With Mr. Neumng a~ :nayor. There
were plans also for an electric railway from Austin to Williamson Creek.
It would skirt St. Edward's campus and would, of course, make property
south of the river more valuable.' It seems, however, that this project
was never carried through.
Likewise, an independent city of South Austin was mostly talk. Th.e
area remained part of Austin, though dissatisfied with the treatment It
was receiving. The Vorwaerts took up the cudgels for it in an outspoken
editorial run in the St. Patrick's Day issue of1893:
The residents of South Austin on the right bank of the Colorado
complain bitterly, and rightly so, that they are ignored outright in
respect to streets, police and fire protection, postal. service and other
municipal privileges, although they have to pay the1r taxes as well as
do the residents of the left bank. The minority over there on the south
side is simply robbed by the majority on the north side., and are quite
justified in kicking about this with all their might. If only 1t helps.'

The University of Texas was not yet an overwhelming presence in
Austin. It opened for classes of September 24, 1890, its seventh year,
with a faculty of nineteen and a student body of 260. People at St.
Edward's noted that Texas was now requiring applicants to pass an
examination in English and mathematics. It had introduc.ed oth:r
requirements also which showed that it was "ad~ancin~ With rapid
strides, and which, if insisted upon a few years earher, might have left
the University Hall nearly empty." So, clearly, the general level of
9
education in Texas was rising, observed the Echo.
•
In some respects the State University may have been advar:cmg
toward its goal of being "a university of the firs~ class:" ?ut President
Leslie Waggener's opening address that fall was disappomtmg ar:d offefnsive in the view of the Echo. Taking as his theme "The Real obJect o a
University," Dr. Waggener managed to say a numb.er ~f th~ngs t?at
seemed to contain an anti-Catholic animus. He was qmte nght m saymg
that the object of a university is "the discovery. and dissemination ?f
truth." But he showed bigotry in adding that this was an argu~ent m
favor of state universities, as other institutions "are often handicapped
by creeds," which restrict the search for truth. "But wit_h ~nstitutions
like the University of Texas the case is different .... If lt IS true that
the earth moves, we will teach it though torture is threatened . · · · If
theory of evolution prove to be true, we will teach it, though the Pope
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d:clare it heresy." Such remarks were consistent, the Echo observed
With the prejudice a?ain~t t~e Catholic Church which Dr. Waggene;
was known to show m his history classes. But this public display of it
was unexpected. 10
Happily: th: Echo .was able to praise the University's magazine, The
Texas Unzverszty, If not Its president. The magazine was a good or better
than the publications of elite schools in the east, the Echo allowed and
had a pleasing variety of features. It was a credit to the Universit; and
deserved "liberal patronage." 11
. ~nother neighboring institution with which St. Ed's boys were
famihar was the Texas School for the Deaf, a short distance north on
Congress Avenue. The Echo received exchange copies of its publications,
The Texas Mute Ranger and The Juvenile, and spoke warmly of them and
of the pupils, "our near neighbors and excellent friends," who published
them. Anybody from their school would always be a welcome visitor at
St. Ed's, the Echo stated.' 2
A third institution, and one that held particular charm for St. Ed's
boys, was St. Mary's Academy for girls downtown. The Echo was
generous with its notices of the Academy, carrying advertisements and
news. notes .~bout it ~n many issues. An 1892 article remarked that many
~ustm famihes ,;ontmued to s:nd their daughters there' even though the
City now had the best pubhc school system in the state." Boarders
kept coming there in increasing numbers. Indeed; nobody ever said a
bad word about St. Mary's, so excellent was its work in forming character
and intellect."
One of the most popular figures in and around the Austin area was
President Hurth of St. E~ward's. Eloquence in two languages was only
one of the reasons for th1s. The sketch of him which appeared in L E
Daniell's Tjpes of SuccessfUl Men of Texas noted that he was one of thos~
men "whose ~uperior t~lents, culture and administrative ability have
pushed them I~to prommence very early in life." Though only thirtythree year~ old m 189?, he had already "filled many responsible positions,
and estabhshed for himself an enviable reputation as a pulpit orator and
educator." 14 When the Reverend President of Notre Dame, Thomas
Walsh, made the provincial visit to Texas, he observed that "Father
Hurth seems to enjo~ the respect and confidence of the public in a
m.arked d.egree. I notiCe that no great function seems to be complete
Without him. His high standing in Texas must be of great benefit to the
College." 15
In January 1891, ju~t befo~e Governor-elect James S. Hogg took
office, Hurth gave the mvocatwn at the opening of the House of
Repres:ntatives of the Texas State Legislature. He was called upon
many times to preach, not only at St. Mary's Church in Austin but also
at churches in San Antonio and Galveston. He gave the 1892 St.' Patrick's
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Day "panegyric" at St. Patrick's Church in Galveston. Th~ next year
he was at St. Joseph's Church in San Antonio to preach for 1ts patronal
day, March 19. He spoke in German on this occasion, and the comment
was made that you did not have to understand German to know that
16

his discourse was eloquent.
He had, as noted earlier, been the main speaker for German Day
at the dedication of the new Capitol in 1888, and his popularity with
the local German community continued to grow in the years after that.
On a beautiful October day in 1892, he delivered another German Day
address, at Pressler's Garden in Austin. His talk, rated by those present
as even more impressive than the fireworks of the occasion, stressed the
good citizenship of the German Americans. And since it was the four
hundredth anniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus, he
threw out the suggestion that the Germans may have made it several
centuries earlier. The following month Hurth was present and spoke at
the sixteenth anniversary celebration of the Austin Verein Germania.
The next spring he gave a talk at the installation ceremonies for the new
17
officers of the two Austin Lodges of the Sons ofHerman.
Although President Hurth had a reputation as a disciplinarian, he
seems to have been held in high esteem by faculty and students as well
as by the public. On New Year's Day of 1891 the faculty called on him
in a body to wish him a Happy New Year, choosing as their spokesman
their oldest member, Colonel T. A. Flanagan, professor of elocution and
letter-writing. In his graceful remarks the Colonel expressed the
appreciation of the faculty for Hurth's services to the institution ~nd
their desire to do all they could to assist him. During the Easter vacatiOn
of 1893 the students put on a splendid surprise party in honor of the
president's thirty-sixth birthday on March 30. In reporting the event,
the local German paper observed that there were not many educators
in the country who could be so well liked and yet such firm disciplinarians
as he. And the same paper remarked upon the warm and affectionate
farewells with which students parted from him after the commencement
exercises in 1893_18
But the responsibilities of his office, with many added demands from
outside, were wearing upon Hurth. He felt that there was no one on the
faculty who could really share with him the extraordinary stresses which
sometimes came along. By the Christmas holidays of 1893 he felt that
he could not continue to the end of the school year. He managed to get
through the year, though hard pressed to the end as he worried about
how the closing exercises would come off. Then, when school was out,
one of the boys who were staying over the summer accidentally drowned,
19
a tragedy which was, of course, very painful and unsettling.
In the meantime commencement had come and had passed off very
well. The weather was beautiful, and with the reputation the school had
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for _strong programs, helped to draw a large crowd. The college was
festively de~orated with bunting and flags on the outside. Inside its large
hall were_ d1splay:d the school colors of blue and gold, while the stage
;vas prett1l~ set w1th flowers. "A liberal sprinkling of stylish young ladies
m the aud1e~ce made the hearts of the young men beat faster, and
presented a ~I~ture as pretty as an infant's dream." In tile assembly too
were mar:-y nsmg young men who had entered the College as boys and
h~d contmued on to graduation. The College band of eighteen pieces
directed by P~ofessor Becker set the standards for the program with it
superb rendenng of the
March" for the entrance. Every
tha~ followed was of a quahty that reflected credit upon the students and
the1r teachers_. A local newspaper gave the event highly complimentary
coverage, saymg that St. Edward's was the best Catholic school in the
south and that these exercises "were in every respect a fitting finale t
°
the year's excellent schoolincr
o· "20
The ~ccasion also was an unwitting farewell for President Hurth
whose penod of service to the school was then coming to an end. H~
w~s to learn a month or two later that he had been nominated to the
episc_op_acy. He was being assigned to the see of Dacca in East Bengal
ah m1sswnh field of
d theh" Congregation of Holy Cross. That summer,'
owever, e staye at 1s post in Texas to help the Collecre get ready for
the next year. 21
"'
. When he ;vas leaving Austin in September one of the warmest
t~Ibu_tes he received was a party which the German community held for
h1m m the Scholz Garten in early September. The Austin Saengerrunde
was on ~and and sang for the departing friend a few pretty songs. Civic
leaders hke Messr:. A. J. Zilker, Julius Schutze and Walter Jacoby, as
well as St. Edward s own Professors Jacob Bickler and William Besserer
spoke word~ of farewell, to which Father Hurth responded feelingly. A~
an hour wh1ch had grown late and with cordial good wishes, the company
finally took leave of the celebrated guest. 22 Afterward the local German
weekly commented on the place Hurth had won in the hearts .of the
German Americans during his years at St. Edward's by his work for
German language and literature. It added that he would be missed by
the. I_Uany_ form_er students of the College who now held responsible
p~sltwns m s?Ciety. Although no one from the Vorwaerts was present at
B1shop Hurth s episcopal consecration, which took place in Sacred Heart
Church at Notr~ Dame on September 16, the paper later ran an account
of ~he ceremo~1es taken from Die Illinois Staats-Zeitung. Leaving the
Um~ed States d1rectly, Hurth made a visit to his native town in Germany
on h1s w~y to_Bengal. He took possession ofhis see on December 18.2'
h1stonan of the Bengal mission observes that "Hurth was a great
admm~strator and a hard worker who never believed in puttincr anything
off until the afternoon." 24 Students of his work in Texas will agr;e.
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Toward the
End of the
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Father Hurth was at St. Edward's for a decade and president for
eight years of that time. In the next five years th~ college ha~ t~o
presidents: Fathers Edward Murphy and Peter Klem. The pro~mcial
council considered Father Spillard as a replacement for Hurth m the
summer of 1894, but settled on Father Murphy, who had served in the
schools of the Congregation at Notre Dame, Cincinnati, an_d, m~st
recently, as vice-rector at Watertown. The Southern Messenger hailed. him
as "one of the ablest men of his Order in the United States" and predicted
that he would be a "worthy successor of Bishop Hurth." The new
president arrived at the college on September 8, four days after classes
had started. Fortunately, there were people in the administration who
knew the ground well and could help him get his orientation. Father
Scheier, after an absence of a year as president of St. Isidore's College
in New Orleans, was back to serve as vice-president and prefect of
discipline. Father Ollmert was director of studies, Father Molloy
1
secretary of the faculty, and Brother Kilian treasu:er.
•
•
For the fall of 1894 little campus history IS found, but It 1s ~lear
that Father Murphy participated in church affairs off-campus. He and
Father Scheier, along with Father Peter Lauth and Denis Hagerty_ of St.
Mary's parish in Austin, were invited to cornerston: ceremomes on
October 21 for the new church in Taylor. Father Scheier was celebrant
of the solemn High Mass at 10:00 a.m. that day. The next month
Murphy, Scheier and Lauth went to San Anton~o for the funeral ,of
Bishop Neraz, the pioneer missionary and an old fnend of St. Edwards.
The next spring the church at Taylor was dedicated and Murphy was
present again."
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One of the highlights of the year was the visit of the new superior
general of the Congregation, Father Gilbert Fran<;:ais, to the college on
Feb~uary 13, 1895. Accompanying him were an assistant general, Father
Patnck Condon of Watertown, and the provincial, Father William
Corby. After, most likely, calling at the parish, they started up the hill
from the city in the afternoon and were met about a mile irom the college
by the Hurth Rifles and the college band. The band played, and the
cadets formed a double line and saluted as Father General's carriage
passed through. Cadets and band then fell in behind the carriage for the
procession t~ t~e front of the Main Building. After greetings, all went
mto the bmldmg, where a student from Louisiana, Henry Remy
delivered a "cordial address of welcome" in French.
'
The superior general, responding in the same language, complimen:ed Mr. Remy on his excellence in it. Having been for some years
president of a college like St. Edward's in the suburbs of Paris the
general felt right at home, he said. He had met former President Hurth
and he admired him. He even felt that he knew the students, having
often seen their names in materials sent him and having learned about
the good work they did. He hoped they would go on to be "good men,
good citizens and good Christians."
The students were given the rest of the afternoon free. That evening
at 8:00 they went to the study hall where the chairs had been arranged
in a semicircle around a small stage. After the students were seated, the
honored visitor and the faculty entered as the band played a march.
There followed a program which included songs, instrumental pieces,
addresses in several languages, and declamations. After the entertainment, the General gave a sincere and complimentary speech in French
which Father Condon translated. Father Corby then said a few words.
Finally, and most pleasing, there was Father Condon's statement: "The
Superior General bids me tell you that your President, Rev. Father
Murphy, must give you a day's recreation, and that you may choose the
day." 3
.
It has been noted that a west wing was added to the college building
m 1891. A major issue in the spring and summer of 1895 was the
completion of architect Nicholas J. Clayton's design for the building by
the addition of an east wing. Requesting permission of the Provincial to
go ahead with this, the local council stated that additional room was
needed and that the good crops in prospect for the year would increase
enrollment and the demand for space. The Echo at the same time noted
that better accommodations were needed for the physics and chemistry
classes in particular.•
Early in April President Murphy wrote Provincial Corby about the
new wing. He was expecting Clayton to come soon and look things over.
When the architect's plans were drafted they would be sent for review
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to Corby. When, Murphy wanted to know, should he open for bid~ from
constructors? He hoped soon. Clayton had said this was a good time of
year to start, for labor was cheap.'
In due course Clayton's plans were drawn up and sent on to Corby.
When he delayed returning them, Murphy wrote again, urging a p~ompt
start on the building project and estimating a cost of $20,000 for lt. He
had sold two lots which the college owned in the city, and expected
the
6
money from them to just about pay for the building stone needed.
But there was difficulty and misunderstanding ahead. Trouble. arose
from the secretive, unbusinesslike, and even illegal way, accordmg to
members of the local council, in which the president managed school
affairs. The sale of the Austin lots brought things to a head. The lots
were out of some property which a prominent Austinite, Mr. John
Bremond, had divided up among St. Mary's parish, St: ~ary's Academy,
and St.Edward's College. Murphy claimed that Provme1al Corby at ~he
time of his visit had authorized the sale of the lots and that everythmg
was being properly done. He was furious, therefore, when he learned of
complaints about his proceedings. 7 It is not clear what t:w~e early
complaints were nor who made them, but letters to the provmc1al fr?~
Father Scheier and Brother Kilian in the summer months were exphClt
about later complications.
.
.
Scheier granted that Murphy had consulted with h1m about selhng
the lots and buying stone with the proceeds. Scheier ha~ agreed that ~he
idea was a good one, but noted that action was taken w1thout consult~ng
the local council. Murphy said he had sold the lots for a $1,000, wh1.ch
was good but admitted that he had taken a note for $500 of that. Sche1er
wondered how much the note was actually worth. And the stone, which
Murphy said he had bought for 90 cents a per~h- tha~ was cheap, a
local builder said,-was already being hauled m and d1d not seem. to
be very good. The treasurer, Brother Kilian, suspicious of what was gomg
on tried to find out more. Not satisfied with what he could get out of
th~ president, he went to the notary's offi~e ~nd read}he details. of th,~
transaction concerning the lots. He saw m 1t some sharp busmess,
8
Scheier said and would be in touch with the provincial about it.
On the' evening of the day, June 27, that Scheier wrote about these
matters (though he held the letter until July 1 so as ~?t to act
impulsively), the local council met and decided that the add1t10~ to the
building should be an extension on the east end of the ce~t~al umt rather
than the east wing which would have completed the ongmal E-shaped
design of the architect. The extension would p:o~ide ample cl.assroom
space and separate living quarters for the rehgwus c?mmumty .. ~he
disadvantage of the wing was that it would not provide thos~ hvmg
quarters; a separate faculty house would theri ~ave to be. bmlt. The
council was unanimously in favor of the extenswn, but did not have
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time in that meetin? to decide on its size. Father Murphy said he would
be. o~t of town unt1l June 30th. In the meantime the council should be
thmkmg about the question; it could meet to make a decision when he
got back. He did not get back until July 5, _and then he did not call a
cou~cil meeting or say anything about the building project. But in the
Austzn Sta:esma~ of July 6 the surprised community saw a notice inviting
constructwn b1ds. Whether these were for a wing or an extension was
not clear.
~his was the ~ast straw. Father Murphy had simply bypassed the
counciL The councilors apparently held a hasty consultation at once for
th.ey sent a t~legram that same day to the provincial, requesting hi~ to
w1re the pres1dent and head off this business because of its irregularity
.
A letter of explanation would follow.
~~e letter, writt:n by Father Scheier, went off the same day. After
expl~mmg what. had JUSt happened, Scheier said he did not see how the
pres1dent could 1gno.re his council like this. And that was the way it had
been all year, he sa1d. Although the councilors were convened, nothing
of substance was presented to them. They learned about the important
matters of th; co 1;~ge from the newspapers. This was treating them "as
mere too 1s or 100 s and it was wrong. 9
. Brother Kilian had addi~ional grievances. Father Murphy, who had
dec1ded t? le.ave the commumty, departed from Austin sometime in July.
Up to th1s t1m: Brot~er Kilian had not had access to the college bank
account. On d1scovenng an unexplained deficit of over one thousand
d?l~ars, he wrote Mu.rphy for infor_mation about it. Murphy replied,
giVmg some accountmg, but leavmg nearly nine hundred dollars
unaccoun.ted for. Reporting this to the provincial, Kilian complained
that Presidents Hurth and Murphy both had kept their bank accounts
secret. The treasurer had only their word, which was sometimes
errone~us, to. go or: in keeping the books. Because of this secrecy and
othe: vexatwus Clrcumstances," Kilian asked to be "relieved of the
nommal office of treasurer" before the new president arrived. If that
'_"'~,s r:ot possi.ble, he would .lik;, the provincial to tell him what fulfilling
1t w1th exactitude and fidehty, as the rule required, meant. 10
It was a curious finale to what had started as a hustlino~dminis.tration. The commencement exercises in June had left th~
1mpresswn that all was going well. In reportino- them the Southern
M essenger sa1.d , "Th e progress made by this institution
"'
'
during
the past
year un~er the able leadership of its President, Rev. Edward P. Murphy,
C.S.S., 1s ample proof that the mantle of his illustrious predecessor
Fat~er Hurth ... has fallen upon worthy shoulders .... " After th~
closmg. exercises, t~e visitors were shown through the buildings,
nat.atonum, gymnasmm, armory, and other points of interest "to the
dehght of everyone." The college was then being wired for electric lights,

1
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there, nor did Brother Conrad come from St. Mary's until 1898. And
Brother Emilius was taken away in spite of Klein's special request. 15
The new president's first year proved to be a difficult one, and the
inadequacy of the faculty, he was sure, was the main reason for it. He
complained that the provincial expected him to build up the college with
a faculty which included too many members who, for lack of dedication,
competence or health, were of little help. One brother, though perfectly
healthy, was an utter failure at teaching and prefecting, and "more
trouble than good." Another was not 'a bad fellow, but was unable to
win the respect of students. Brother Stanislaus and one of the newer
brothers were sick for long periods in the fall. A lay professor was going
to quit unless his salary was doubled after Christmas to an impossible
$100 a month. In the weeks before the holidays there were a number of
disciplinary problems with the students in the dormitories, study hall
and recreation areas.
An agitated Father Klein deemed this the worst year in the history
of the college. Even competent people like Brothers Adolphus and Hilary
were inclined to throw up their hands. The prefect of discipline, Mr.
Petry, could not manage the situation. It would be a godsend, Klein
wrote, if the provincial would send Brother Romanus, known as a good
prefect and teacher, or someone like him, to bolster the faculty. St. Ed's
would be glad to exchange for him the two brothers who had been so
ineffective here, but might be useful elsewhere. 16
Although the situation was difficult, Father Klein may have been
overreacting. He was, after all, a rather young administrator. Kids are
going to be more difficult just before holidays. Colleges in those days
tended to overdo control, a practice which might provoke outbreaks in
the behavior of students. In any case the disorders probably consisted
mostly of such roughhousing as pillow and water fights. It is not clear
how much help the school got from Notre Dame at midyear, but it did
not get Brother Roman us at that time.
In spite of everything, the new construction went forward. Father
Klein, who seems to have thought the wing a good idea, yielded to the
faculty and architect, who strongly preferred the extension. The
provincial council which had given approval for the wing earlier in] une
then reversed itself and authorized the alternative. A contract was made
with an Austin builder named Hart, to do the work for $18,337. Hart
"was the lowest and I am informed the most honest bidder," Klein
reported. The college had $6,000 in the bank to start with and planned
to borrow $4,000 for paying wages, buying food and other operating
expenses. "We will just about keep our heads above water this year,"
concluded Father Klein. 17
By December contractor Hart had a large force of workmen and
quantities of materials on hand. Excavation was followed by work on
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the foundations, and on Saturday December 21 the Reverend President
himself laid the first stone, enclosing within a cavity of it memoranda,
documents and newspapers. 18 But without the Echo we have little or
no record of how construction proceeded in the following months.
Other news is scarce also, but one hopes that the school year
1895-96, taking up after a pleasant Christmas vacation, continued to its
end with reduced tension. At any rate the commencement, held on June
16 and 17, was impressive. The first two graduates of the classical
program, Peter J. Kieffer and Joseph A Pareti, received the. deg~ee,
bachelor of arts. The former was salutatorian and the latter valediCtonan.
A highlight of the first day's program was the rendition of the
"J aegerlied" by the college Glee Club directed by Father Klein. The
performance "took the house by storm" and received an encore. Another
highlight was a melodrama entitled "The Expi~tion," which w~s
presented twice, the first time especially to determme who played h1s
part best and should get the year's gold medal for elocution. To ~ake
this decision there was a panel of three judges: Professor Hamberhn of
the University of Texas, Judge Fulmore of the Austin bar, and the Rev.
Michael Lauth, assistant pastor at St. Mary's. Speaking for the panel
after the play, Professor Hamberlin praised it highly and then went on
to say how pleased he, a non-Catholic, was with the cordiality shown
at St. Edward's to all, regardless of faith. As for the thespians, they had
all done well, b~ t one had been picked as best; his name would be kept
in a sealed envelope until commencement time.
That came at 9:00 a.m. the next day. The exercises included the
awarding of diplomas, medals and certificates. Besides the two classical
diplomas, there were eight commercial ones and numerous other awards.
One of them was the gold medal for elocution given to John F. Harn of
Austin whose name was found in the sealed envelope given to Father
Klein. The commencement address was given by His Honor Lewis
·
Hancock, Mayor of Austin. 19
In its account of the day, the Texas Vorwaerts bestowed special praise
upon President Klein. It added that "the numerous German pa~ents
whose sons attend the institution are full of praise for the leadersh1p of
the College, while the boys themselves love and venerate their Alma
Mater." 20 German names like Billeisen, Frische, Eikel, Herth,
Heidenheimer, Neumann, Remschel and Sengelmann are in fact prominent in the student list of that year. Among them also are three
Hillenbrandts from Jefferson County. One sees why the Glee Club's
"J aegerlied" had gone over so well the day before. It helped also that
the German boys carried off a good share of the prizes,- not only the
gold medal for elocution, which went to John Harn, but also the gold
medal for general excellence, which went to Henry Sengelmann of
Schulenburg. 21
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Pre_sum~bly the addition to the Main Building was completed by
graduatwn_ t1me, for the retrospective 1895-96 Catalogue says, "a 65
foot ext~n:wn of the central building was added during the past year."
One stnkl_ng feature of it was an entrance with stairs like those that
already ex1sted on the central unit. 22
I~ the ~ollowing school year, 1896-97, another important constructwn project was carried through. Called Exhibition Hall ·t
act ll
d. .
h
' 1 was
_ua Y an au 1tonum-t eatre and was built entirely by donations.
Fnends of the College h~d enjoyed its commencements, plays, musical
performances ~r:d elocutwnary exercises so much that they wanted to
see a good fac1hty for them on campus. The name "Exhibition" was
chosen, no doubt,. becaus~ ?f the vogue of great international fairs like
the World Columb1an Exh1b1tion ofl892-93 in Chicago. Later Exhibition
Hall was renamed the Auditorium. One hundred feet long forty wide
an~ t':'enty high, the build~ng would seat an estimated 6oo persons.
W1th lts stage, orchestra p1t, dressing rooms and electric lighting it
served well for years. T~e _later history of the building includes ser~ice
as a s_hop for manual trammg, a shooting range (during World War II)
and smce a?out 1947 as the College Chapel, now called Queen ofPeac~
Chapel. It 1s thought now to be the oldest unreconstructed building on
campus. 23
F~ther K~ein's pr_esence at church affairs was frequently reported.
Sometlm_es h1s funcuon was pastoral and at other times merely
cererr:omaL_ Th_e first ~all ~e _was in Texas he preached a mission at St.
Mary s pansh m Austm, g1vmg the impression of a slow and deliberate
spea~er who made his points clearly and plainly. A few weeks later he
was m Sa~ Antonio preaching at the Sunday Mass in the presence of
the new b1shop, J?hn A. Forest, following ceremonies for the blessing
of the new St. Patnck's Church. These beginnings set the pace of Klein's
~ppearances around the state during most of his four-year administratwn.24
~ven as. the president kept the name of St. Edward's before the
pubhc by gomg on the road, he continued to have his responsibilities
on campus ~o_r faculty and staff. Brother Flavian and Dr. Matthews, the
school phys1c1an, returned to the listings in 1896 after periods of absence.
There were also newcomers, several of whom call for mention. Father
Bernard Ill came to serve for one year, 1896-97. He is the only faculty
member of St. Edward's before 1900 whom this writer ever saw. Father
Ill :a_ught German at Notre Dame for years. His blood brother, Brother
Em1hus Ill,_ had ?een at St. Ed's 1891-95 and was one of the people
whom the mcommg ~ather Klein had tried to keep. Brothers Serverin
and Herman were ass1gned to St. Ed's in August 1897, the former staying
there one year and the latter three. (Brother Herman may have returned
later.) Brother Conrad Heiser was called from St. Mary's parish school
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in February 1898 but returned to the school in March when Brother
Romanus came to St. Edward's. The latter stayed only until the next
February, however. Father Michael Lauth who had been assistant pastor
to his brother Peter at St. Mary's Church for some time also served at
the college in 1897-98, teaching theology. Professor Albert Schuh left
the faculty in 1896 and was succeeded that year as music director by
Adolph Heichelheim, who stayed through Klein's administration and
beyond to 1909. Heichelheim's brother, Louis, also served on the music
25
faculty in this era, but for a shorter time.
·
One night in October 1896 death took one of the old members of
St. Edward's staff, Brother Maximus Petit, who had pioneered on the
Doyle farm twenty-two years before. He was buried in the community
cemetery the following day. He was seventy-five and had been semiretired for some time. 26
Various faculty members had a hand in the activities program of
the College. Father Klein himself was much involved in music and
dramatics, which now had new Exhibition Hall for performances. He
helped to uphold the strong tradition of St. Edward's in both fields. A
dramatics club claiming in its infancy forty members was soon formed.
Klein himself was its first moderator, and Brother Stanislaus its first
censor. Plays with Victorian titles like "Innocence Avenged" continued
to be presented at commencement time. There were also shows on special
occasions like the dramatic and musical show of Thanksgiving 1898 in
the new hall, to which the public was invited. An elocution class taught
by Klein was doubtless helpful for training students in dramatics also.''
As a member of the music faculty Klein specialized in vocal work.
He directed the chapel choir, in which Brothers Stanislaus and Adolphus
sang along with the students, one of whom was Sam Mendel. Eighty
years later Mendel recalled being in Father Klein's choir and singing
two solos at every Sunday Mass. Klein also had the Glee Club, whose
performance enlivened many an occasion. 28
Other music groups at the college were the orchestra, the band, and
a mandolin club, "The Chronic Pickers." A photograph in the 1897-98
catalogue shows that the band was nattily uniformed. It had a welcome
outing one spring day in 1895, just before Klein took office, going along
on a picnic with members of St. Mary's parish. The party made an
excursion up the Colorado River on the steamer "Ben Hur," which had
to make two trips to take everybody. The band, of course, furnished
music for the occasion. 29
In the following summer a group of St. Ed's Austin students formed
a Vacation Minstrel and Musical Company under the leadership of
Professors Adolph and Louis Heichelheim. A minstrel show they gave
at Hyde Park on June 25 was said to have been "undoubtedly the best
ever presented in Austin." Nearly a thousand people were on hand to
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enj~Y the perforn:ance. S~me college societies-literary, religious,
military and athletic- remamed active and fairly stable. But two of the
old:st _lit_erary clubs, the Brownson and the Philopatrian societies, lost
their hs~mgs after 1896 and seem to have been absorbed in the Junior
and Semor Reading Room associations. 30
The thre~ r:ligious societies were traditional ones: the Sodality of
the Blessed VIrgm Mary, the Sanctuary Society, and th~ League of the
Sacred Heart. They accorded well with the Catholic piety of those days
but were probably not inviting to the large number of non-Catholic
students in the college. What they thought of them we can only guess.
Certainly the societies could put on what anyone would call a good show
when the occasion called for it. The reorganization of the sodality on the
feast of the Immaculate Conception, December 8, for example, was
repo~ted to ~ave. been grand and imposing. The Society's director,
President Klem himself, spoke so eloquently that all his listeners were
"_visibly affected." The candidates for membership then filed down the
aisle of the :hapel and knelt two by two to repeat and sign the formula
of consecratiOn. Afterwards Father Klein gave the socialists silver medals
and diplomas. Membership in the two branches-junior and senior-of
the sodality totaled forty-five at that time. Each branch had its set of
officers: prefect, secretary and two consultors. The senior prefect was
Angus McDonald. 31
The military program continued, and in 1895-96 was under the
captaincy of John Harn. He also was the leader of the special Zouave
Sq~ad that year. Although students were not required to be in the
military, the authorities were strongly in favor of it. Many students, on
the __othe_r hand, seemed not to care much for it until they were infected
by Jmg?Ism of the Spanish American War. Not impressed by their belated
enthusiasm, the authorities announced at commencement time 1898
that they were awarding neither the gold nor the silver medal for
excellence in military tactics that year, because the students had shown
no interest until the war broke out. 32
!n the fall ~f 1895 the feast of St. Edward fell on a Sunday. So to
provide the special free day, its celebration was moved to the followinoTuesday. Father Klein, seeking to "make the day a memorable one t~
the visitors and the students," planned for it on a "magnificent scale."
Events b:gan on Monday evening at 7:00 with a musical and literary
program m the large college hall, which was crowded with visitors from
Austin. Opening with the orchestra's rendition of Sousa's march
"Manhattan Beach," and continuing with a variety of musical and
elocutio_n~ry pieces, the evening program pleased the most discriminating
of the visitors and reflected credit upon the performers. Professors Schuh
and Becker, then still on the faculty, apparently were responsible for the
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music and Father Klein for the elocution. The latter spoke briefly at the
close, "after which all retired, evidently much pleased."
On Tuesday morning there was a Solemn High Mass with Father
Klein as celebrant, Father Michael Lauth as deacon, and the Reverend
Mr. Petry as subdeacon. Father Michael delivered the sermon, speaking
of St. Edward and of the lessons to ·be learned from his life. After Mass
the field sports began on the senior, junior and minim playgrounds and
continued through the rest of the day, except for two hours off at noon.
"The dinner," it is recorded, "was truly a regal feast, with the lordly
turkey at the head of the table, and luscious fruits, cake, ice cream, and
candles bringing up the rear." One of the stars of the day was Thomas
de Zavala of San Antonio (a grandson of the first vice-president of the
Texas Republic, Lorenzo de Zavala), who won the mile race. But it was
Joseph Hickman of San Antonio who took the gold medal for the b_est
record on the field, winning the 100 and 220 yard dashes, the standmg
high jump, and the baseball throw. 33
There was excitement at St. Edward's in the winter of 1896, when
faculty member and seminarian Albert Petry, C.S.C., was ordained to
the priesthood here. On that occasion the ordaining prelate, Bishop John
Forest made his first visit to Austin after thirty-two years on the Texas
missio~s, and received a warm reception. Going down the road with the
band to meet him, the Hurth Rifles fired three rounds of blanks in his
honor. The Rifles and the band then escorted him on toward the College,
with the faculty and the rest of the student body coming out to meet him
as he approached. That evening after supper there was a reception for
him, at which there were musical selections and addresses in several
languages.
On Sunday there was a goodly crowd from the neighborhood and
the city for the ordination. After all, this was only the second ordination
in the Austin area's history, and it had been about ten years since that
of Father Ollmert. (He was in the sanctuary on the present occasion.)
Father Klein served as Master of Ceremonies for the day, while a priest
from St. Laurent, Canada, Father Urge! Viau, C.S.C., was assisting
priest to the bishop.
In the late afternoon another musical and literary entertainment
was held in honor of the bishop and Father Petry. Addresses were given
in various languages again. The bishop responded briefly with compliments and good advice. Father Petry wanted to thank the students but
was so wearied by the events of the day that he left that to Father Klein.
The latter "delivered a ringing speech that stirred everyone, a fitting
climax to the series of happy events."
On Sunday morning, February 6, the new priest celebrated his first
Mass in the College Chapel. At 9:30 the students and a number of visitors
gathered in front of the Main Building, while the religious and the rest
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of the faculty formed a semicircle on the front steps. Father Petry and
the assisting clergy, vested for Mass, then emerged from the parlor,
preceded by an acolyte bearing a myrtle coronet on a cushion. By now
the students had formed ranks for the procession to the chapel, with the
college band at their head, and the various religious societies with their
banners. Brother Stanislaus then explained the ceremony of coronation
after which Father Klein placed the coronet on the head of the new levite:
Next came the procession to the chapel, with the band, under Professor
Becker's direction, alternating with the choir in appropriate selections.
At the Mass the choir sang with orchestral accompaniment. Again Father
Klein handled the speaking chores for the occasion. This special day
closed with benediction given by Father Petry. 34
A report made by Brother Stanislaus to the The Southern Messenger
records a number of events that kept the spring term of 1897 lively at
St. Edward's. Washington's birthday was observed on Sunday eveninoFebruary 21, with a splendid dramatic and musical entertainme~~
organized by Father Klein and Professor Becker. The only trouble was
that there was not enough room for the "large, refined, and appreciative
audience" that came from the city for it. The faculty gathered in the
parlor for a little party on February 28 when they learned that it was
the twelfth anniversary of Father Klein's ordination. On that same
evening ~evotions for March, the month of St. Joseph, were opened with
the blessmg of a statue of that Saint in the chapel by Father Klein. Klein
then gave a talk on the words of Pharaoh during the famine "Go to
Joseph." The speaker recalled that the Pope had named ~he New
Testamentjoseph Patron of the Universal Church in 1870, a time when
Italian nationalists were overrunning the Papal States and Bismarck
was waging his Kulturkampf against the Church. March 2 was now at
hand and that, the day of Texan independence, would be a free day,
largely devoted to sports on campus. 35
The spring term of 1898 had its highlights too, including the
outbreak of the Spanish-American War. At St. Edward's the new
pr_ovincial, Father John A. Zahm, arrived on April 2 for an official visit.
H1s predecessor, Father Corby, of Gettysburg fame, would die in the
coming fall, part of the passing generation of leadership which came out
of the Civil War. The reception for Father Zahm, a scientist and writer
of distinction, was held in the new Exhibition Hall on the first evening
he was on campus. Quite up to the high standards for such occasions
at St. Edw~rd's, it included addresses, as usual, in several languages.
~enry ~ ansmg of Westphalia spoke in Latin, John Gallagher of Wylie
m Enghsh, joseph Kelley of Shreveport in French, Henry Kellersberger
of Blanco County in German, and· Mercurio Martinez of Laredo in
Spanish. Gallagher's speech touched on the motives that made the
students glad to see this visitor. They had the natural curiosity of children
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of Eve, of course, and they liked the prospect of a free day ..But on this
occasion they had a "worthier motive, the pleasure of meetmg a world
renowned American, a countryman of our own, who by his well-earned
distinction as a scientist, a philosopher, and a theologian has brou~ht
honor to our country and our creed." The speaker went on to mentwn
fields, including evolution and the relationship between religion and
36
science, in which Zahm had published works.
•
Back at Notre Dame the provincial summarized his visit to Austm
for his council, saying that the spirit of the house was most satisfactory
37
and its financial condition not as bad as anticipated.
When San Jacinto day came in 1898, the war with Spain had ju~t
broken out and patriotism was the order of the day. St. Ed's boys, m
an "intensely patriotic" mood, played on campus in the morning and
joined a G.A.R. parade in the city that afternoon. How the G.!>-.R.
came to be parading in former Confederate territory is ~ot ex~lam~d,
but the colleae
band played well. After hearing one of their martial
airs,
b
•
•
a veteran said, "Boys, that is fine. I am an old man, but that musiC stirs
me up ... " Indeed, the newspaper said that St. Edward's band was
the best in the parade. Moreover, it was chosen over other city bands
to play at the presentation of a flag by the ladies of Austin to the
Governor's Guard at Camp Mabry. It is not known, incidentally, how
many St. Ed's boys served in the Spanish-American War. Father H~rth
later observed that the cadet program had paid off then, but that IS a
vague observation. Concretely, there is the case of Sam Mendel,
mentioned above. He was only a fourteen-year old student at the College
when the war broke out, but he later served in the campaign against the
Philippino Insurrection. In the high years of his life he was president of
the Illinois chapter of Spanish American War Veterans."
'
Closing exercises in 1898 were preceded by Confirmation, which
Bishop Forest administered to a large class of fifty stu~ents ~n~
parishioners. That evening, June 16, commencement opened m Exhibition Hall with an entertainment which drew a great crowd. "Seldom,"
commented the Austin Daily Tribune the next day, "has Austin society
been better represented at any public gathering than at St. Edward's
last night." As carriage after carriage rolled onto campus, members of
two adult off-campus societies, the Ancient Order of Hibernians and the
Catholic Kniahts
of America assembled in front of the main building
b
and were joined by the college clergy and faculty. All formed ar: esc~rt
for the bishop and, as the college band began to play, moved With him
in a file to the hall. Bishop Forest was well liked by the college boys,
who cheered him, with the crowd joining in, when he appeared at t~e
door. Of the musical selections on the program, the German favonte
''J aegerlied" was received with the most enthusiasm. "Men fairly howled,
women screamed, and children encored," our account notes. Afterwards
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the drama "Innocence Avenged" was performed, for the second year in
a row. A panel of judges consisting of Ambassador A.W Terrell, Judge
Schuetze of the JiOrwaerts, and Austin Mayor John McCall decided that
Hilmar Giesen, who had "endeared himself to the audience" as Claude
Roseblade, should again this year receive the Gold Medal for Elocution,
although closely followed by John Gallagher, Joseph Kelley and John
Clegg.
The awarding of degrees and honors took place the next morning
in ceremonies that began at 9:00 and followed familiar lines. The oration
of the day was delivered by Bishop Forest and the valedictory by John
Clegg."
Immediately after the close of school there was a community retreat
at the college, preached by the old Oblate missionary, Father Pierre
Parisot. Father Warken and Brother Justinian from St. Mary's joined
the fathers and brothers at St. Ed's for this. 40
The school year 1898-99, Father Klein's last one at St. Edward's,
was not without its interesting moments, though he himself seems to
have slowed down. That fall Bishop Hurth, back from the Bengal mission,
came to Texas to visit old friends and to raise money for his people.
One of his stops was at San Antonio where he and Father Klein, who
was accompanying him, were lodged at Bishop Forest's house. On the
Sunday morning he was in San Antonio, Bishop Hurth officiated at a
Pontifical High Mass in St. Joseph's Church, preaching in German on
the Rosary devotion. In the afternoon he spoke again at a solemn Vespers
in the same church on missionary work in the East and on the effects
of the earthquake the year before in Bengal. Afterward a collection was
taken up from the congregation. 41
At Austin the next Sunday he preached in the morning at St.
Mary's Church, and that evening gave a talk at Hancock's Opera House
on life in India. On Wednesday evening, the eve of the feast of St.
Edward's, the College presented an entertainment, complimentary to its
former President, which included selections by the band, orchestra, glee
club, and mandolin club, as well as a military drill and speeches. When
the bishop left Austin in the middle of October, The Southern Messenger
launched a subscription to raise more money for his mission!2
One Sunday morning in 1899, toward the end of the school year,
the college invited the public to a military Mass at an altar set up on
the porch of the Main Building. The ladies of the local Altar Society
and their friends saw to the decoration. Some lent their finest laces for
it, others sent wagon loads of palms and flowers, while still others did
the arranging. Marshalling themselves for the occasion were not only
the college societies, but also groups from Austin- Hibernians, Catholic
Knights in full regalia, and young lady socialists in costumes of blue and
gold.
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As hundreds of people waited on the lawn, a twenty-one gun salute
announced that the procession of clergy and society members was starting
from the chapel for the outside altar. The singing was done by the college
choir under the direction of Father Klein. At the elevation of the host
the Hurth Rifles fired three thirty-gun salutes and executed maneuvers.
All of this and the beautiful weather made a deep impression upon the
great crowd. At the end of the service the procession returned to the
chapel and people took their way home. Probably many of them were
back in the evening, however, for an open-air procession with the Blessed
Sacrament. The procession was estimated to have had over one thousand
people participating.
As one looks at the record of the closing exercises in 1899, one is
forced to ponder the effect that the bestowal of degrees and awards
must have had upon the students and their proud families. Five people,
one an Austin boy named Francis Renz, received the Master o 'Accounts.
The Hurth Gold Medal for General Excellence went to Gem·ge Burkitt
of Palestine, Texas, who also won the Kirwin Gold Medal for Elocution
and a First Honor Gold Medal for Conduct. Dozens of boys .von other
medals and premiums. Many also participated as band or orchestra
members, as vocalists or as actors, in the programs that were presented
on the eve and again on the day of graduation. The recognition and
involvement were certainly gratifying to all concerned, and good publicity
for the school to boot. 43
This was the end of Father Klein's administration at St. Edward's.
He asked to be relieved of his post and the Provincial Chapter "judged
his reasons sufficient to warrant a favorable answer .... " At the same
time it recognized the energy and devotion with which he had discharged
his duties. 44 As noted previously, he seems to have slowed down in his
last year, but he had worked very hard and had reason to be tired.
Possibly too he continued to think, as he definitely did early in office,
that he was not getting real support from Notre Dame.
Our account of the Murphy and Klein years may be overweighed
with information about what leaders did. With the campus newspaper
all but out of business then and other chronicles lacking, so much that
we would like to know, especially about the students, went unrecorded.
History, as Lord Acton said, stands or falls on documents.

Drawing of the first Main Building as it would have looked
an east wing had been built as originally planned.

if

Very Reverend Edward Sarin, founder of
St. Edward's, in his lateryears.

Statue of St. Edward, king
and confessor. Patron of St.
Edward's University.
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Rev. Daniel]. Spillard.

Very Reverend Basil Moreau, founder
ofthe Congregation ofHoly Cross.

Mrs. Mary Doyle

Rev. john B. Scheier.

Archbishop Peter]. Hurth, c. 1930.

The house on the Doyle place, where the first class was taught
in 1878.

Architect Nicholas]. Clayton.
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The Byrne family: seated l to r - john, Miles, sr., Mary,
William. Standing: joseph P. ("joe"), Patrick }., Charles,
Bernard, Miles, jr., Thomas.

Faculty c. 1883. Front row l tor-Brother Vincent Hartman, Rev. Peter
Hurth, Brother Marcian, Back row, l to r-Brothers Flavian Volini,
Stanislaus Clarke, Sixtus McGrath. (Brother Kilian dodged the camera.)

Rev. Peter Franciscus.

Rev. Peter Klein and chapel choir
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Artist's drawing of New College.

First issue iifThe College Echo

Junior baseball squad of 1896. A contemporary student, Leonard j. Schneider of
Austin, later identified those in the front row, apparently not including the
"mascot" behind the team sign, as, l to r- Mendell, Richelman, Frank
Scholosser, Hanna, Joe Horn, William Mitchell. Mr. Schneider said the soldier
in back holding the money was another of the Mendell brothers. The rest
unidentified.
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New College building, with extension completed in 1896
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Company A ofHurth Rifles about 1890

Exhibition Hall
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St. Edward's Old College.
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CHAPTER TEN

Mens Sana in
Corpore Sano

Anyone who considers the history of sports poor reading may want
to skip this and like chapters. Yet sports have a long association with
education, and concern about physical fitness and recreation belongs to
a holistic philosophy of education. Hence the ancient saying, mens sana
in corpore sana (a healthy mind in a healthy body), was subscri~ed to at
St. Edward's from the beginning. Indeed, the story of athlet1cs there
before 1900 will take up this chapter. A few preliminary observations
.
will help us with our orientation.
To be!!in
" with the record is uneven. For sports as for other thmgs.
the old Echo is a great source in the few years around 1890 that 1t
flourished. The only other source to amount to anything is Joe Byrne's
short memoir, "Early Days at St. Edward's." Austin newspaper reports,
abundant after about 1900, are scarce before that time. Also, the early
athletic program at the college was, to a high degree, ~pontaneous,. often
organized and directed by the students themselves. Fmally, attentwn to
the various sports was uneven. Old St. Edward's was a baseball school
and baseball in those days was, without challenge, "the American game."
Reports in the Echo about baseball go back to the 1889 season and
contain much information about games and players. In March of that
year the Fairview Team (named after the park laid out by Mr. Neuning
between St.Edward's and the river) came out to the campus and defeated
the college boys 11 to 10. Herman Kraus pitched and batted leadoff,
walking no one and going two for five. But this early loss did not d~press
the St. Ed's boys, for they knew that more attention to practice m the
future would change things. What really stung them was the way the
Austin Statesman reported one of their scores. The opposition was a
)
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professional team from the city called the Austins. They had beaten the
University of Texas and a "picked nine," also from Austin, both by
incredible margins. St. Edward's then played them at Athletic Park and
did much better, losing only 16 to 5. Yet the Statesman, instead of giving
that score as it did the others, said that St. Ed's was overwhelmingly
defeated. The Echo wanted to know why it was put that way. " ...
[W] e played the best game of the season," it groused, "and we want the
Statesman to give us credit for it."
Joe Byrne, who had moved out to the country again, was back in
school that spring. He played at more than one position in the game
with the Fairview boys, and at shortstop, his favorite position, against
the Austins. His recollection of Herman Kraus, the star pitcher of the
era is that he was gifted with great talent but hated to practice and did
not really care all that much about playing. Hence, "it was quite the
usual thing that he had to be hunted up and dragged on the field just
before the game started." Then he relied on his terrific speed, because
he had never taken the trouble to develop a curve ball. 1
In fact, Kraus was involved in many activities, especially music,
and did creditable work at school. It was he also who initiated a column
called "Diamond Dust" which preserved a good deal of St. Ed's early
baseball history. The first column appeared in the July 1889 Echo with
particulars for the past school year. Bud Tinsley, a fine player himself,
was president of the St. Edward's Baseball Association which served as
the umbrella organization for the campus teams. These were designated
as the first nine, the second nine, and so on, except for the minims, who
stayed in their own bracket. The second nine was particularly good that
year. A defeat by the Austin Alerts was the only one they suffered. They
played a series with the first nine and beat them in three straight games.
In minim play, it was reported, Anthony Ghio's nine on one occasion
beat a picked nine of minims 16 to 12. Brother Sixtus umpired the game
"to the satisfaction of both parties." It was with optimism that the boys
of St. Edward's viewed their baseball prospects for the next year. 2
The optimism was justified. Before the 1890 season was over seven
teams had been organized on campus. "Almost every student played,"
Joe Byrne recalled many years later, "and was the member of some team
or other." Whenever there was recreation day, the diamonds of the
seniors, juniors and minims were filled with activity. Sometimes three
games were being played at the same time. Many people came out from
Austin to enjoy the sport.
Early that season the first nine announced that it was thro~ing
down "the gauntlet to any amateur baseball team in Texas." 'As
indicated, St. Ed's in those days had no athletic department, no coach,
no conference membership, and no regular schedule of outside games.
The 1890 team, for example, was managed by its captain, student
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William T. Molloy. The players bought their own bats and balls. The
College administration, while lending the team enthusiastic support,
was not expected to furnish equipment for it.
.
.
In spite of all, the season quickly turned into a bnght one. R1?ht
off, St. Ed's (we are not told which nine) defeated the S~uth Austms,
an unnamed Austin team, and the famous lOth Ward mne. Her~an
Kraus went the whole of the 1Oth Ward game and struck out, incred1bly,
twenty-one men. Played on the college grounds, that game "held the
undivided attention of a large and enthusiastic crowd .... " ·
On the afternoon of May 22, during a picnic held at St. Ed's by the
visiting Catholic Knights of America, the college team took on a picked
nine from Austin captained by Fred Petmecky. Since the college boys
had been up late the night before, putting on an entertainment for the
same Knights at Millett's Opera House, St. Ed's fans had reason to fear
defeat. Moreover, it appeared that the Austin nine had come out "with
the intention of wiping up the ground with Molloy's boys." But, ?n the
contrary, the college team, cheered on by a partisan crowd, gamed a
12 to 10 victory that day. The stars of the game were Tinsley and Byrne
for St. Ed's, Petmecky, Kinney, and Lubbock for the visitors.
Looking back on the season, the July Echo declared, "Never did St.
Edward's in her history of baseball have such splendid material as that
comprising the first nine of 1890." Although the first nine of 1885 was
renowned, the 1890 team was even greater, and unquestionably the
champion amateur nine of Austin. It won twenty-four game.s an~ ~ost
none. A number of individual players were outstanding. Captam W1lham
T. Molloy, while guiding the team to a perfect season, played either first
base or outfield. He fielded for a 935 percentage and batted 311. Herman
Kraus whose fastball accounted for much of the team's success,
handc~ffed opposing batsmen. Joe Byrne was remarkably effective at
shortstop, handling twelve chances in one game and fielding 85~ for the
season. John Orfila, the center fielder, led the St. Ed's hitters w1th a 404
average, and right fielder Emile P. Combe, though he made on~y
twenty-four plays in the season, handled them all for a perfect 1000 m
the field. 3
Baseball in the 1890-91 year started with a match game played on
Founder's Day, October 13, between two campus nines chosen for the
occasion. One team, led by Combe, was designated the Blues; the other,
led by Byrne, was called the Whites. A notable absence was that of
Herman Kraus who was at the time not playing. Combe and Byrne
pitched, each f~r his own team. At the end of the ~ixth inning, with the
score tied 3 to 3, the game was suspended for dmner. It was a great
dinner-quite in the tradition of Founder's Day. At about 2:?0 _r.m.
the players, filled with turkey, cake and ice cream, resumed the1r tilt at
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a somewhat slower pace. Combe's boys had a good seventh inning at
bat and finally won 7 to 5.
Baseball activity dwindled to almost nothing by January of 1891
which was curious, the Echo remarked, considering all the good player~
around. Nevertheless, baseball men were beginning to think about the
shape the new lineups might take. The college team published a challenge
to amateur teams. Any team that wanted a game with St. Ed's was asked
to address the club's secretary pro tern, Joe P. Byrne. Later Byrne was
elected captain and manager of the 1891 team.
As usual St. Patrick's Day was a day of celebration on campus.
Events of the day included a military drill and a ball game, the first and
second teams playing one another. Among the spectators were the sisters
and girls from St. Mary's Academy downtown. Thomas Crosson with
his mother who was visiting from Marfa in the crowd, pitched th'e first
nine to a 7-3 victory.
The next month Manager Byrne and his players were surprised to
r~ad in the local paper that they were scheduled to play the Hyde Park
nme at Hyde Park on the afternoon of the 19th. Checking up on the item,
~yrne found that unauthorized challenges-pure forgeries-had been
1ssued, but he couldn't find out who did it. He would accept the game
anyway, he said, although he himself was out of action with an injured
leg, and catcher George Sinaigo had a sprained wrist. Some one observed
that Byrne would hop into the park on one leg rather than miss a game.
In the event, there was a two-game series with the Hyde Park nine
that spring. The first game, played at the park, was interrupted by a
shower and finished on wet grounds. Kraus and Combe were the starting
battery fo~ St. Ed's; Jones and Uhl for Hyde Park. Jones was also pitcher
and captam for the University, while Uhl was an all-around athlete and
professional baseball player. It hurt that St. Ed's had a player absent
and that the mistake was made of taking Kraus out after the rain. On
top of all this, the umpire favored Hyde Park. Not surprisinrrly
the collerre
b
'
b
boys.lost ll-6. Although the second game was played at home and fairly
umpired, the college lost again 13-9-chiefly due to Uhl's superior
batting and catching.
St. Ed's also had scheduled a series with the University of Texas
that season. Kraus, back pitching again, was in fine trim for it and had
an able battery mate in Emile P. Combe. In the meantime, a non-student
Mr. Fred Petmecky, had joined the team as second baseman. After all
why not? He was a good player and his father, who ran a sportsmen's
store at 507 Congress Avenue, had donated new blue uniforms for the
St. Ed's players. Although there was apparently no rule to cover the use
of ringers, the university did not take a broad view of it, and backed out
at the eleventh hour, disappointing the college boys.
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about the 1891 baseball season
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That spring the college first nine tangled three times with the
University of Texas and held its own. The first game, played on April
11 at the university, lasted a long time and ended in a 15-15 tie. Joe
Byrne was the sole St. Ed's pitcher. Lee started for the Universities, as
St. Ed's called the UT people, but had pitched only one inning when
their "Old Reliable", Jones, arrived "and took his place amid the
welcoming cheers ofhis side of the campus."
Although the playing was ragged that day, the atmosphere was
pleasant. The crowd was good natured, with the fans of the two sides
bantering merrily with one another. The umpire, Lewis Fisher, who had
once gone to St. Ed's and was now at UT, "gave perfect satisfaction to
both sides." There were no disputes, though the day was not without its
contretemps. On the way down, the horse-drawn bus carrying the college
boys broke down in Fairview Park, leaving them to finish the trip on
"Shank's mare." Then the scorekeeper, Alfred Rosenthal, forgot the
official score sheet on the homebound bus, forcing the Echo to copy the
Statesman's boxscore later. (Rosenthal, incidentally, was the son of the
editor of the Galveston Post, and would later edit that paper himself.)
Three days later the Universities came to St. Edward's to play and
lost 21 to 10 (ll is also given), perhaps because Jones wasn't pitching
that time. But Byrne, after only two days rest, was on the mound again
. for St. Ed's. He struck out fourteen men, in fact. The third game between
the two teams was played on neutral ground, at Hyde Park, on April
28. Although the college was ahead in other statistics, the Universities
got one more run, winning 4-3. A baseball man from Houston who
watched this game thought it was of professional quality.
Both the first and second senior nines played an outfit that spring
misnamed the Austin Invincibles. The seconds played their game first
and won behind pitcher Jack Hughes, who had fifteen strikeouts. The
firsts also won in an exciting contest which was decided by a cluster of
runs in the ninth. 5
Although baseball was the top sport at St. Edward's in the early
1890's, there were other athletic activities. Father O'Sullivan saw tennis
and football games going on when he visited campus in 1890. The first
tennis court was located in "Picnic Grove." (Just where on campus that
was is unclear.) Interest in the game was high among the seniors in
1891-92. They formed a tennis club and were sometimes seen trying to
play in bad weather that winter. Although evidence is lacking that the
interest continued strong in this era, or that there were any interscholastic
matches, the Groveland Tennis Club was in existence the next year.
And for those who liked something slower there was that same year the
Live Oak Grove Croquet Club. 6
Track and field activities had a considerable place on campus. The
feast of St. Edward, the patronal feast of the College, October 13, was
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always a free day, even before it became established as Founder's Day.
It was also a field day which included military parades, baseball, and
track and field events. The one in 1890, efficiently organized by Father
Scheier and the Reverend Mr. Lee, was fully reported in the Echo. In
the 100-yard dash, which had twenty entrants, Emile P. Combe was the
winner with Joe Byrne hard on his heels. Combe was clocked at 10
seconds, which the Echo, after considerable research, was inclined to
accept as a record. Other events included the high jump, three-legged
race, mile run, hurdles, and baseball throw.'
For St. Edward's Day in 1891 the military drills and baseball game
received good press coverage, but the races did not. Anyway, it was a
beautiful day, and activities continued until dark. Minims, juniors, and
seniors were all eager to show what they could do. Every race had plenty
of entrants and the "winners were invariably hard pressed." Combe's
time in the 100 was half a second slower than the year before. As long
as the day was, not everything could be gotten in, and some events had
to be postponed to the next Thursday."
Two popular modern sports, basketball and football, had not yet
come into their own. Basketball was not invented until 1891, and
American football was in its infancy. Nevertheless, a football association
was organized by the seniors of St. Edward's at a meeting on November
8, 1889. Under its auspices two evenly matched teams were formed at
once, with Andrew Raggio and William Molloy as respective captains.
Four days later they played one another, Raggio's team winning the
close and spirited contest. It is hard to say how much more football was
played that fall and winter, but there is no record of games with outside
teams, and the April Echo commented that "Football days are o'er." 9
In the fall and winter of 1890-91 football was again a popular
amusement on both the junior and senior sides of the campus. In fact a
Junior Football Association had now come into existence. It was
composed of two teams, the Morning Star and the Evening Star, which
engaged in a lively intramural series that season. As all this football
activity went on, the baseball players, while recognizing the priority of
the seasonal sport, watched for opportunities to get the fields and play
some more baseball. 10
So it is clear that the educational philosophy of old St. Edward's
was favorable to physical exercise and sports. The earliest catalogues of
the college call attention to its spacious campus and the room it provided
for the outdoor activity students needed after being confined in
classrooms and study halls. Dedication to sports did not hurt scholarship,
as student athletes at St. Edward's like Sam Eagon, Walter Long, William
Molloy and Joe Byrne demonstrated. 11
Student opinion was sampled and found to be strongly in favor also
of physical culture. Boys needed exercise and did better in their studies
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

ANew
Century
And aFire

At the turn of the century St. Edward's College had been in e~~stence
for a short generation and was on its way to buildi~g a trad1t10_n. It
possessed a good and improving physical plant on 1ts superb h1lltop
campus. Enrollment was moving up toward 200 .. The faculty, though
probably uneven, included some talented people. A number of the
teachers had been around long enough to have become somewhat
legendary themselves. A growing body of alumni and other ex-students
gave the school a strong recommendation. All in all, the prospects were
good, and certainly no one expected a calamity in the near future.
In July of 1899 a new president was na~ed. H~ was Fathe~ John
and d1rector
Bo1a nd ' 32 ' who had lately been serving as v1ce-pres1dent
.
. H
ld
of studies at Sacred Heart College in Watertown, W1sconsm. _e wou
hold office at St. Edward's until 1907 and would return as pres1dent for
the years 1909-1914. The assignments of religious which came out from
Notre Dame that summer were of interest to St.Edward's for other
reasons too. Fathers Francis Molloy and Nicholas Wark:~ were
transferred away from the College to pastoral work. Father W1lham A.
Moloney, recently head of the commercial department at Notre ~a:ne,
was assigned to St. Edward's, as was Father ~oseph Just, a mus1c1an.
One of the old faculty, Brother Kilian, was t1cketed for Fort Wayne,
Indiana, while St. Ed's was to get Brother Marcellinus from up nort~
to be prefect of discipline. Brother Conrad, who had been at St. Mary s
parochial school for boys in Austin for many years, was to come ~o the
college. Of him it was said at the time that, after twelve years m the
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city, he counted his friends there "by the score" and that as a teacher
he had "no equal." He would be missed at St. Mary's.'
In spite of the changes, the final faculty list for the year was
reassuringly stable. Brother Kilian was left at St. Edward's after all. Still
there also were such familiar figures as Brothers Stanislaus, Sixtus,
Flavian, Adolphus; Father Ollmert, and Professor Adolph Heichelheim.
Brother Adolph Klein, however, was not well. On the day before
Christmas, still a few weeks short of his thirtieth birthday, he died. On
Christmas morning funeral services were held for him in the College
Chapel. 2 He was buried in the community plot next to Brother Maximus
Petit. It has long fascinated this writer to see the two surnames, the one
German and the other French, both meaning "little," on markers side
by side.
Some other points about faculty and staff around the turn of the
century are of interest. For the school year 1899-1900 a faculty of four
priests, eleven brothers and two laymen is listed. Shortly later a layman
named William]. Disch joined the faculty, coming, as had Father Boland,
from the College at Watertown. 3 Disch would go on to win fame as a
baseball coach, first at St. Edward's and then at the University ofTexas.
Two deaths by falls occurred in close succession among the religious
conn~cted with the school. One was that of Brother Peter Schmelter, a
57-year-old farmer, who fell from the hayloft on the farm in 1900. He
had been there, it was reported, for twelve years. Possibly he had been
there earlier and was the Peter whom Father Spillard praised for his
farming skills in 1879.+
Brother Peter's death was clearly the result of a work-related
accident. That of Father Joseph just, who was found dead on the ground
the morning of March 4, 1901, was more mysterious. He evidently had
fallen the night before from a third-story window of the Main Building.
One supposition was that, with a norther suddenly blowing in, he had
reached out to close a window and lost his balance. Another was that
the wind started blowing sheets of music he was working on out the
window and that he fell while grabbing for them. Only 28 years old at
the time of his death, Father Just was remembered as "a man of unusual
gifts of intellect and character." 5
In the following June Professor John Devaney, who was at the
College for only one year, died also, after a long illness. He, like the two
religious, was interred in St. Edward's cemetery. 6
The annals of the time tell us little about the farm and college staffs.
There is almost nothing, except the report of Brother Peter's death,
about the brothers or other workers at the farm, and yet catalogues
boasted that the farm and dairy supplied the tables of the boarders with
better products than could be obtained on the market. The situation
with regard to the sisters is likewise unclear. Advertising for the school
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made the claim that the domestic departments (dining, laundry, and
infirmary services chiefly) were under the supervision of a d~voted
community of sisters. But the Holy Cross Sisters whom Father Sonn had
organized were merged with those of St. Mary'~ of the Lake and l_eft St.
Edward's in 1896· the Sisters of the Presentatwn from France d1d not
arrive until 1903. No information is found about any community of sisters
working at the College between the two dates.
There is rather little information anyway about the first part of
Boland's administration. The commencement of 1900 is the only event
that is recorded in any detail. (Commencements are too well recorded,
some readers may grumble.) Owen J. McNally of Johnson County was
valedictorian and the oration of the day was delivered by the Reverend
James M. Kirwin of Galveston. An Austin boy, Charles J. Schnei~er,
received the gold medal for the highest standing among the e1ght
graduates in the commercial course. Another Austinite, ThomasJ. Butler,
7
won the gold medal for elocution.
It appears that Father Boland ;vas out around the stat~ som~wh~t
less than his predecessor. But he d1d help out at St. Mary s pansh m
Austin and attend some major events outside of the city. It was he who
sang the Mass when Bishop Joseph Dunne of Dallas went to Marshall,
Texas in 1901 for Confirmation and for the dedication of St. Joseph's
Indus~rial School. In 1902 Boland went to San Antonio for Father
Parisot's golden jubilee and to Dallas for the dedication of the new
cathedral.'
Extracurricular activities remained a vital part of St. Edward's
College as the new century opened. Musical, dramati~ _and mi_lit~ry
organizations were prominent, as were the traditional rehgwus soCletles.
Any combination of these could produce a formidable program for a
special occasion.
. .
St. Edward's Day, 1900, is a good example. By th1s t1me the day
was firmly established as Founder's Day as well as Patronal Day.
Following custom, it opened this year with a Solemn High Mass,
celebrated by Father Boland, with Father O'Connor as de~con ~nd
Father Joseph Illig subdeacon. The choir, directed by Professor H~1chelhe1m,
had prepared a special Mass for the occasion and rendered 1t well. In
the sanctuary ablaze with candles, "a little army of altar boys . · .
'
1 ,
formed ... a guard of honor, in cassock and surplice, around the a tar.
Father O'Connor preached the sermon, dwelling on the saint of the
day. The dinner was quite up to the tradition of the feast day. As faculty
and students entered the refectory they saw a great platter of turkey and
accessories at the head of each table, faced by a variety of dishes on the
far end. To crown the feast the kitchen sent out tureens of ice cream for
which, of course, boys can always find room. In the afternoon all were
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entertained at a concert given by the cornet band and the orchestra in
Exhibition Hall. 9
.s~. Ed';'~rd'~ military program at the turn of the century benefited
b~ ns1_ng m1htansm and nationalism in the world generally. Particular
~t1muh ';ere the Spanish-American War and its sequel, the Filipino
msurrectwn. In the school year 1901-1902 the state ofTexas furnished
guns and bayonets to the College cadets. (The old names the Hurth
Rifles and the Lee Cadets were no longer used.) Studen~s were not
required to take military training, but the College authorities still believed
that the good outcomes of it were worth the "slight inconvenience" of
the drills and discipline. Parents who gave their sons permission for it
could have the uni~o.rms, gray with black stripes, ordered through the
Coll~ge. ~any fam1hes must have liked the idea for about fifty cadets
are hsted m t?e 1901-:-1902 Catalogue. Accompanying photographs show
two compames lookmg very much like U.S. troops of the SpanishAmerican War. 10
Change, growth, and stirring events characterized the period when
Father Boland became President of St. Edward's. Austin attained a
population of 22,000 in 1900, an increase of one third in a decade. The
C~pitol, "probably the finest in the U.S. next to that of Albany," and
sa1d. to be the sev~nt~ largest buildin¥. in the world, dominated the city's
skylme. The Dnsbll Hotel was perhaps the costliest and most
substantial in the Southwest." A splendid dam of granite with an electric
plant. ~ad just been built on the Colorado River, and was generating
electnClty for h~mes, offic~s, businesses and streetcars. Unfortunately
the dam broke m the spnng of 1900, causing loss of life and much
damage to property.
Any number of claims could be made for Austin by its boosters. It
ha? broad streets, handsome public buildings, and many fine homes.
Bemg :h_e ca~ital city it attracted, arguably, the best society of the state.
It exh1b1ted m a marked degree the warmth and hospitality for which
the South was _famous. Its climate was mild, "with just enough cold
weather to remmd one that winter is one of the four seasons." And of
course it was in the health belt. As far as St. Ed's was concerned the
city was close enough to provide many advantages, but still far en~ugh
away not to be distracting. And the view across the valley of the Colorado
to the Capitol was superb.
O_n: bad thing about Austin, many thought- although opinion
was _d:v1ded on this- was that it complied strictly with a state law
reqmnng saloons and most other businesses to close on Sundays. You
could get ice crea~ and milk sha~es on that day, but not soda or Vichy
water, and certamly not beer, hquor or cigars. Consequently many
people left town every weekend on excursion trains for places that were
less scrupulous about the law.
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snatched Huck from a smoke-filled room and brought him out to safety.
Another student, Clyde Wilcox, telephoned the Austin Police and Fire
departments for assistance. Fire Chief Will dispatched the South Austin
Hose Company, with its chemical tank, to the scene. He did not see any
use in sending more help, as he knew that little water was available on
campus. He came out himself, however, as did Associate Fire Chief
Julius Schuetze, Jr. (the son of Judge Julius Schuetze, editor of the Texas
Vorwaerts). In fact Schuetze and August Pressler were among the first to
reach the fire.
Everyone now-students, faculty, firemen and people who had
rushed to campus after seeing the fire-joined in the effort to save
what they could. Some entered the burning building to carry out, or to
throw out of the windows, furniture and other articles. A few persons,
including Schuetze, Pressler and student Earl Ray, joined so boldly in
the effort that they were overcome and had to be carried out.
But it soon became impossible to enter the buildings, and efforts
were concentrated on saving other structures nearby. Saving the kitchen
required a daring that verged on foolhardiness. Located a few yards to
the east of Main, the kitchen was connected with it by a covered
passageway which had to be pulled down to contain the fire. Just as
this work was completed a portion of the east wall of the burning building
came crashing down on the spot. There was a water tank in the tower
of the Main Building, and the college engineer, John Booth, kept pumping
water into it as long as he could. Using a hose to draw from this source,
the firefighters were able to cover Exhibition Hall, toward which the
wind was blowing, with wet quilts and so to save it. Before long,
however, the supports of the tank gave way and it crashed down into
the flames below.
Across the river in Austin the Schneider family, watching through
field glasses from their home on Baylor Street near the Treaty Oak, saw
the cross take fire and then fall flaming from its position on top of the
tower. Nettie Schneider, who was eight years old then, recalled the vivid
spectacle seventy-five years later for this history. Grover Kuempel, then
a boy in Pflugerville and later a student at St. Ed's, remembered that
the fire was visible out there nearly twenty miles away. Hundreds of
other people from the area had seen the conflagration and had come in
vehicles, on horseback and on foot to the college.
As the flames burned down, the college authorities began to think
of securing the rescued property lying around and of getting the 195
resident students placed for the night. Fortunately help was at hand.
Adjutant Scurry ordered two militia companies, the Scurry Huzzars and
the Governor's Cadets under the command of Captain John Brackenridge, to stand guard on the campus. In the meantime citizens of the
community made offers of housing and other assistance. Major Littlefield
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sent word that he could take up to fifty boys at the Driskill Hotel, and
Superintendent McNulty of the Deaf Institute offered to take a hundred
there. At the same time Judge Cothron, Mr. O'Reilly and Mr. Carl
Drake (later mayor of Austin) met and decided that they should speak
for the citizens of Austin in offering to take the boys in until they could
be sent home. O'Reilly and Drake came out to talk to Father Boland,
who expressed his gratitude, but said everybody was taken care of. About
one hundred boys were going to the school for the deaf. A state legislator,
Jim Wells of Brownsville, would take seventeen from his area, putting
them up at the Driskill. Still another legislator, Jake Walters of La
Grange, was taking charge of all the boys from his part of the state
and providing for them. The rest, along with the faculty, would have
enough room on campus, in the infirmary, gymnasium, and Exhibition
Hall. Some of the students too, it appears, left for home that night on
the International and Great Northern Railroad. Others boarded the
Houston and Texas Central on Friday. Only a few delayed more than
14
a day. For all the 1902-1903 school year was over.
The great fire of 1903 was a l().ndmark tragedy in the history of St.
Edward's. A magnificent building, valuable furnishings, a library of 3,000
volumes, numerous personal effects, and some personal money were
destroyed. Altogether, losses. were estimated at about $170,000 while
insurance amounted to only $33,000. But there was a bright side.
Everyone was alive. Students, faculty, firemen and friends had acted
heroically, saving many movables and the adjacent buildings. The Austin
and Travis County Community had shown neighborly kindness. Finally,
St. Edward's, though staggered, was not destroyed. Even as Father
Boland surveyed the ruins of the Main Building that night, he declared
that it would be rebuilt.
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as many as on the night of the fire, came out to the campus that morning
to look at the ruins. For security the Austin Rifles under the command
of Captain Joe Gilbert were on guard there until 5:00p.m. After Sunday
and Monday in conference with Father Boland, Clayton returned to
Galveston. On Thursday, Francis Fischer of Austin, who received the
contract to pull down the walls and ·clean up the debris, had his workmen
on thejob. 3
Back at Notre Dame the provincial council, in the absence of the
provincial, was cautious. At a meeting presided over by Father Andrew
Morrissey, President of the university, it decided to send Father Boland
a note expressing encouragement and authorizing him to make remote
preparations for rebuilding. Nevertheless, word appeared shortly in the
Texas press that the college authorities had approval for two buildings,
to be finished by September if possible. Official authorization was given
by the provincial council on April 28.4
The disaster of April 9 at St. Edward's and the declaration of
President Boland about making a new start drew many expressions of
sympathy and support from friends and well-wishers of the College. Two
days after the fire the Austin Statesman ran an editorial praising the
"example of firm purpose and high resolve" which the authorities of the
College were giving by planning to rebuild. An Austin business man,
L.N. Goldbeck, appealed through the newspapers to the public for
financial contributions to help them. After all, St. Edward's "was a part
of Austin," he said. Clearly visible from the city, it was pointed out to
every visitor. It helped make the city known and brought business to it.
It was one of the schools which had made Austin the center of education
in Texas. Now it needed more than good words; it needed help. It had
"no backing whatever." Out of gratitude for its past services and for the
good of Austin, citizens should come to its rescue. The writer would be
calling upon people tomorrow for this purpose, and he hoped they would
respond "in that liberal spirit for which our citizens are known .... " 5
Father Boland did not like the statement about no backing, and he
discouraged this "subscription movement." He was grateful for the kind
intentions behind it, he said, but he did not want to be obliged to private
contributors. He preferred to get his help from his congregation; reliance
on outside sources might give the impression that it was not able to
supply the needed funds. Accordingly, he asked Mr. Goldbeck to return
the money already collected and not to collect any more of it. 6 (The
example is not one that a modern president would follow.)
In the meantime Clayton had finished the plans for the two
buildings, one the present main building and the other a dormitory, the
present Holy Cross Hall. On May 7 the general contract for them was
let to the Austin construction firm of Fischer and Lambie. The agreement
called for the completion of the work by September, which would mean
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h~ste. In addition a contract for fireproofing was made with the Franklin
FI_r~proofing Company of Dallas, another for plumbing and electric

I'

wmng t? the Broden Plumbing and Electric Company of San Antonio,
and a third for steam fitting to Kinnison Brothers ofDallas.7
Under a tight deadline, the builders pushed the work forward
rapidly. By early June~ fore~ of 120 men was reported to be on the job.
They had the foundatiOn laid and were starting on the walls. It was
expected that the dormitory would be finished within six weeks. A month
late~, . the :wo buildings were two stories up, with fireproof floors and
par~Itwn_s m. place. Contractor Fischer said that both would be ready
m time If ram did not interfere. Almost all of the necessary materials
had been brought on to the grounds, and the work was beinrr done as
rapidly as possible. In fact, the dormitory was not far from c~mpletion
then. A recent study made by a firm of restoration consultants discusses
the construction of 1903 and concludes that "the buildinrrs at St.
Edward's were certainly rushed, and probably to their disadv~ntarre in
later years." 8
"'
It is not clear to this writer how much of the stone from the first
Main Building was reused. Apparently some and maybe most of the old
stone was not reusable. Bernard Byrne, an eyewitness, said that debris
left by the fire ":as_ used as filling for the road running out to the farm."
Surely that debns mcluded stone. Possibly the old quarry (now covered
by the lawn of St. Joseph Hall) which furnished at least some of the stone
for the first Main was a source of some of it again.
Notab_le inst~n~es of reuse from the ruined building are, according
to a plausible opmwn, the present porches of the Main Building and
Holy Cross Hall. A second porch had been added to Main with its
extension in 1896, it will be recalled.
In some ways the authorities of the collerre perceived the publicity
they received from their loss as harmful. Not o~ly were they embarrassed
by the subscription mo~ement, but they found most of the early press
reports ~nd commentanes exaggerated. Lurid headlines suggested total
destructwn, whereas the~e were still seven buildings left on campus,
even after the loss of Mam. And parents might wonder why fire safety
had not been better. Accordingly, part of the task for the next few
months was to reassure the public. An advertisement appearing in the
Souther:z Messenger of April 30, 1903 stated that the college was "rising
from Its ashes larger and more magnificent than ever." It would be
"absolutely fire proof' and the "most up to date" school in the South.
. In their Sunday Statesman of July 19 Austinites read encouraging
thmgs about St. Edward's. Work on the two buildings was progressinrr
so well that classes would unquestionably begin on time. Many feature~
of the new construction would enhance fire safety. School was to be
opened on September 8 and dedication of the new buildings was set for
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St. Edward's Day, October 13, with the Apostolic Delegate presiding.
(It is in this article that the name "main building," without capital
letter's, perhaps first appears in print. The former building, as previously
noted, had been usually referred to as "New College," the "college
building," or simply as "the College.") At about the same time the
Southern Messenger carried a lengthy article about the new buildings, as
well as about the philosophy and academic programs of the school.
Mention was made of such fire-safety features as cinder and concrete
floors, metal staircases and roofs, and numerous water plugs. More
intriguing yet was the "elegant" lavatory in the west wing of the Main
Building. 10
There was little news in August and September about the college.
It was supposed to open on September 8 and it may have. There are
indications, however, that classes began about the middle of the month.
It is recorded that Mrs. M. Fitzgerald of Palestine brought her son to
Austin at that time, 11 and an anonymous visitor who was there in late
September indicated that school had been open for scarcely two weeks.
The visitor, obviously someone who knew the school well, added
much more information. His first impression was of how much St.
Edward's had grown. Twenty years before it had been a little frame
building with five teachers and twenty-eight students. Now it had 217
students registered and they were still coming. While on campus, the
visitor met the architect, Mr. Clayton, and congratulated him on the
handsome buildings he had designed for the college. St. Edward's
students now enjoyed a beautiful and well-equipped campus. The older
ones had rooms in the dormitory, which would give them more privacy.
The Main Building provided general dormitories, lavatories and lockers
for the younger pupils. It contained a large chapel with a rose window
and vaulted ceiling, as well as classrooms, study halls and a dining room.
Yet these fine things did not entirely overshadow the attractions of the
new natatorium and bathhouse which in recent years had been built
adjoining the gymnasium south of the Main Building. The visitor did
not mention the steamhouse built that year. Some U.T. students whom
he happened to meet in the gym said they had never seen such an
attractive layout. Our visitor agreed: he would even go further and say
there was "no other such educational plant in the South." 12
Community members seeing the place for the first time also testified
to its impressiveness. One said that he had expected it to be like Sacred
Heart College in Watertown; instead it was "second only to Notre
Dame .... " Another, from Portland, observed that he "never thought
we had such a beautiful place in Texas." 13
The college catalogues spoke admiringly of the "New St. Edward's"
which came into being after the fire. They too made much of the
fire-proofing and other modern features of the new buildings. Special
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attention was called to the fine chapel with its rose window on the east
;ving of the Mail_l Building. Too much was made, perhaps, of the lavatory
m the west wmg. But visitors were "especially attracted" by its
"wonderful superiority." 14
With the opening of the new St. Edward's, an elaborate dedication
ceremony might have been expected. And the authorities had at one
time hoped to get the Apostolic Delegate, Archbishop Diomede Falconio,
who was the representative of the Holy See in the United States to
preside at the affair, scheduled for St. Edward's Day. They had ~lso
mtended to have there G?vernor Lanham, Mayor White, bishop and
clergy, parents and alumm. The commencement of 1903, which the fire
had delayed, would be held on the same dayY
As it turned out, the doings of the day were more modest than first
planne~. The new .chape~, not yet complete, was blessed by Bishop
Forest m the mormng, with some parents and other visitors present.
There followed a solemn High Mass at which Father Kirwin of Galveston
preached. The singing, done by former students of St. Edward's and of
St. Mary's Academy, was superb. Commencement ceremonies postponed
from the spring because of the fire, were held after Mass. Fred McCauley
of Wharton delivered the valedictory address. He began by observing
that "from all we are able to see just now, it seems that the world has
not suffered much by waiting so long for this class to graduate." He
went on to develop the theme that there was important work in the
world for each member of the class to do. "Let each of us go forth then,"
he exhor~ed, "resolved to do the work that is given into our hands, as
nobly, faithfully, grandly as we may, for then when life's fitful fever's
over, we may each feel that he has been a good and faithful servant."
In closing he reminded the graduates that their school was a bond that
united them. Diverse as their paths might be in the future, wherever
they met they would find "the same good fellowship for the old
classmates, the same respect and reverence for our common startinO'
b
g~ound, the same love for St. Edward's." A clergyman representing
Bishop Du~ne of Dallas, who was unable to be there, spoke a few words.
After the pnze medals were distributed, the ceremony closed.I6
The Southern Messenger, which reported the delayed commencement
had, .incidentally, given notice in the spring that it would again b~
devotmg a lot o.f space to co~mencements and would do it "in open
defiance of certam bachelor cntics of dyspeptic tendencies, who consider
such matter rather poor reading . . . . " There were good reasons for
having commencements and for newspaper reports on them. Parents
wanted c~mmencements. Tea.ch~rs and students worked hard to prepare
the exercises for them. Pubhshmg accounts of them gratified parents,
rewarded tho~e who prepared them, and showed the public what good
work was bemg done m the Catholic schools. 17 (This paragraph is
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introduced for the sake of any readers of this history, bachelors or not,
who may be tiring of commencements.)
The presidencies of Father Boland and Father Patrick Carroll
occupied the years to 1914. Boland, who loved fast horses, suffered a
fall during a runaway early in 1906. The lingering effects of this as well
as the exhausting job of rebuilding the College motivated him to resign
in 1907. Father Carroll, who then took office, came from the presidency
of Sacred Heart College at Watertown. Like the first president, Daniel
Spillard, he was a native of Ireland. When his second year in Texas was
up, Carroll resigned. It was not, he said, because the school was small;
he believed it would grow when the times got better. But after being in
charge at Watertown and Austin for several years, he needed to get
away from responsibility for a time. 18
Boland then returned to the president's office and occupied it until
1914. After finishing at St. Edward's, he was appointed to the presidency
of Columbia College in Portland. 19
The college in these years held to its traditional basic aim for its
students: "to prepare them for success in life as Christian gentlemen."
It still advertised itself as being "thoroughly and uncompromisingly
Catholic." As in the past it welcomed non-Catholic students, however,
and professed respect for their religious convictions. There was no
proselytism and non-Catholics did not have to take religious instruction.
But as a matter of good order they had to go to Sunday and holyday
services if they were resident students, and to "preserve at least outward
decorum" while they were there. Catholic students received religious
instruction daily, and were awarded gold medals and other premiums
for excellent work in Christian doctrine. Academic training in this area
was reinforced by participation in chapel services, feast day ceremonies,
and campus religious societies.
Discipline remained as strict as it had been before 1900. The
catalogues called it "mild but firm," while adding that "Perfect order
and regularity are insisted upon everywhere and at all times." Various
punishments might be visited upon misbehaving students. In extreme
cases they might be expelled. Rewards for good behavior, however-getting good weekly notes for conduct, seeing one's name on the
roll of h0nor or in the bi-monthly bulletins, or getting a gold or silver
medal at the end of the year-were more worthy incentives.
Along with other features of the moral training and discipline of the
collegf' went close supervision, like that "customary in all well regulated
families." The president, in loco parentis, claimed the right "to examine
and intercept all letters or packages sent or received." The same was
true of books, periodicals and the like. In fact parents were asked not
to send their sons parcels unnecessarily.
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Except for the minims, all students were to rise at the same time
(5:45 a.m. most days) and retire at the same time (8:45 p.m.). This
regularity was good for them, the Administration noted. Many had
come to school "puny and delicate" and while there had grown "robust
and strong." No one was to leave the grounds or use tobacco without
permission. All were expected to take baths regularly, and to write
home at least once a week. The rules were particularly emphatic about
students not keeping money in their possession. That was "a prolific
source of evil and disorder." Parents were supposed to leave spending
money with the treasurer, who would follow their instructions about
issuing it to their sons.
St. Edward's advertised itself as the largest boarding school in Texas.
No other was better known, it claimed, nor more popular. It enrolled
boys "from the East and the West, from the North and the South." Its
discipline was "mild but firm." It provided close supervision over the
morals, development, comfort, and habits of the students. The result
was that they were well mannered and studious to a degree that
impressed visitors. 20
Of course there were times when things went wrong. Once a
concerned brother wrote to the provincial to say that discipline around
the ~lace had gone to the dogs. He went on to illustrate his point. A
certam prefect had covered up for a boy caught drinking on campus.
Later two boys cut school and stayed in town for three days, and he had
covered up for them too. There had been roughhousing in the dorm on
another occasion, and four boys were expelled for it. But they were not
the real ringleaders, and that was another complaint-the way boys
were expelled. The president just gave orders to ship them off; they had
no chance to go and tell their side of the story. Of course they left angry.
There are other indications of problems. One religious was said to prefect
"on a system of his own," and it didn't work. Another was too abrasive.
Still another admitted that he did not get along well with the boys and
was not doing a goodjob. 21
Nevertheless, a real effort was made to have a good residence staff.
When Father Emiel DeWulf was prefect of discipline in 1909, he
represented strongly to the provincial the need for able prefects on the
campus, in the study hall, and in the dorms. Parents, he said, especially
of the non-Catholic boys, insisted on strict supervision, and it was not
"everyone with a habit [religious garb]" who could do thejob. 22
In addition to good supervision, the boarders needed a good table,
and the college claimed that it was doing as well at that as any college
in the country. For this and several other residential services it had Sisters
of the Presentation. They were exiles from France. Before the school
year opened in 1903, the Congregation of Holy Cross had made
arrangements with the Motherhouse of the Presentation at Bordeaux to
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place some of the sisters in American Holy Cross schools, including
Holy Cross College in New Orleans and St. Edward's College at Austin.
That summer the Holy Cross pioneer in Texas, Father Daniel Spillard,
and another Holy Cross priest met twelve of the French sisters arriving
in New Orleans and brought them to Austin. 23
A few French brothers-perhaps only two or three-(including,
it seems, Brother Louis Gazagne) also arrived around the same time.
Disoriented and lacking in English, they were not of much help at the
school for a while. Eventually Brother Louis did good work in music,
where the language mattered less. But even after several years, two of
them were rated as failures at prefecting, where colloquial English was
a consideration. 24
But at first things did not go smoothly for the expatriate sisters
either. They did not speak nor understand English. They were bored,
the weather was blistering hot and the milieu strange. Complaints
reached France, and word came back that the Americans should try to
help the "poor sisters" get used to Austin. They would be of great help
to the school when they got adjusted to that situation, Father General
said. The Presentation visitor to Austin in 1905 observed that they were
overcoming their ennui and were able to understand some English. She
was pleased to see, moreover, how much concern Father Boland showed
for them. "If there were difficulties in the past," she added, "it was
because people did not understand one another well enough." 25
There is no doubt that the contribution of the Presentation Sisters
to St. Edward's over the thirty-five years they were there was immense.
The catalogue of 1908-09 boasted:
The kitchen, the infirmary, and the linen room are in charge of a
sisterhood. The College authorities well understand that the secret
success of a boarding school lies in conducting first of all a good
boarding house: and for this reason they have spared no efforts in
securing the services of Sisters whose self-sacrificing spirit, loving care,
and faithful attention need no comment.
And it might have been added that they did all this for very small
compensati<tt,-probably less than $125 a year per sister (which went
to their community, of course) plus room and board-thus helping to
hold boarding costs down. In fact, the basic yearly charges for room and
board combined rose only from $225 to $250 until World War I, when
it reached $300. 26
For a decade after the completion of the two large buildings in 1903
the College met its boarding and other needs without major new
construction. In 1913, however, work was started on a convent for the
sisters. They had been doing their hard work up to then with the added
inconvenience of having to walk back and forth between the campus and
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a residence in one of the Old College buildings, one infers, out on the
Doyle farm. Now some of them were getting along in years and were in
need of more consideration. Indeed, their Mother General hinted in an
embarrassed way that her community might have to remove all the sisters
if conditions did not improve. 27
The gentle threat brought results. In April Mr.Charles Shurr, a
builder in Austin for almost forty years and one of the contractors
twenty-five years before for the first Main Building on the Robards
place, came out to talk about plans for a new convent. It would have
an infirmary for the students on one end, a chapel and its own heating
plant besides twelve small private rooms on the second floor. The cost
would be considerable, but the improvement would keep the sisters at
the college. 28
Construction started in July with the digging of the basement and
laying of the foundations. On the feast of the Assumption in mid-August
the cornerstone was laid. The inscription "Presentation Convent August
15 A.D. 1913" can be read on its northwest corner today, although the
building is now called Sorin Hall. As construction proceeded toward
completion in December, Mr. Shurr was taken to Seton Infirmary
grievously ill, and he died at Christmas time. The convent was finished
under the direction of a Mr. Miller who worked for the Calcasieu
Lumber Company of Austin. 29
Although plant development was limited, there was always minor
construction, maintenance, repair and remodeling to do. Much of it was
done, most likely, by John Booth, campus engineer from c.1900 to 1917,
who was sometimes assisted by his sons Willie and John. Both boys
attended the College. In 1908 the water tank in the yard collapsed while
the students were out for recreation after dinner. Those close by took
warning from the cracking of the timbers, fortunately, and got out of
harm's way. Presumably the tank had to be replaced. In 1910 the laundry
was rebuilt and a storage building put up. Other work within the next
couple of years included the installations of a new oven in the kitchen
and of a gasoline engine in the steam house to operate the steam pump.
In the winter of 1915-16 the chapel in the Main Building was
renovated. 30
A particularly distressing problem which required atte'iition was the
weakness apparent in some of the floor areas of the Main Building.
Although the building was still new, haste in construction and zeal for
fireproofing had, apparently, contributed to this sad result. During the
summer of 1914 considerable work was done, at a cost of $1200, to
strengthen the areas where sagging was most evident. Even so, the
remedy was not definitive. 3 '
The academic structures and programs of the college evolved in
modern directions as the twentieth century unfolded. Students varied a
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great deal in age as they always had, but the levels of academic standing
among them were being clarified. The three old departments- minim,
junior, and senior- continued to exist for a time, with ages specified
for the groups, respectively, as over sixteen, thirteen to sixteen, and
under thirteen. For a time four courses of study were defined: classical,
English-scientific, commercial, and preparatory. It was the opinion of
the college authorities that the classical course was the most valuable.
No other study, they asserted, "so molds and develops the mind as the
study of the Ancient Classics." "Dry and monotonous" though Latin
and Greek might be, they developed habits of accuracy, discrimination
and good taste. The knowledge of derivatives which they imparted greatly
strengthened the student's grasp of English. And English itself-spelling,
writing, and literature- was an important subject in the classical course.
So was history which "was held in such high esteem by the ancients
that the first of the nine muses was regarded as its special patroness."
The classical course also included work in the modem languages, logic,
mathematics and science.
For students who did not care to do work in the classics but who
wanted more than "mere" business studies, the English-scientific course
was warmly recommended. It included science, English, history, and
mathematics, in addition to book-keeping, commercial law and business
practice. Electives could be taken in modern languages, typing, telegraphy, and phonography. The endorsement of scientific studies was the
most novel aspect of the academic program as it evolved in the early
twentieth century. A knowledge of science, the catalogue stated, was
never more important than now, when so-called scientists were calling
God into question or were ignoring him. Yet the operation of nature
bore witness to "tl:le impress which he put upon creation at the
first .... "
Again, one wonders about the scientific background of those
responsible for the college. The faculty lists of the period do not suggest
that science was a strong field. Yet several science courses- zoology,
physiology, geology, botany, physics and chemistry-were supposed
to be taught. 32
Certainly Catholic intellectuals were then taking the challenges of
science seriously. In the fall of 1900 great numbers of them gathered in
the Bavarian city of Munich for the Fifth International Catholic Scientific
Congress. Present at opening ceremonies in the Kaimsaal were Crown
Prince Ludwig of Bavaria, the Apostolic Nuncio, and the Archbishop of
Munich. Holy Cross Provincial Zahm was himself, as we have seen, a
scientist of distinction. One of his fields of interest was evolution; he had
once gotten into trouble on that touchy subject. A book of his entitled
Evolution and Dogma had aroused the suspicions of the Holy See and had
been examined by an ecclesiastical commission of cardinals. Since they
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were "averse to the further distribution" of it, the author quietly
withdrew it from circulation. 33
For years the commercial course had been the forte of the colleae
b l
and to all indications it continued to be that in the new century. The
1906-07 faculty list indicates that several teachers were prepared in
that area: Father Boland himself in bookkeeping, Brother Conrad in
typing, Brother Prosper in shorthand, Brother Flavian in telegraphy,
and Mr. D. K. Woodward in commercial law. Business opportunities
were great in the United States, a catalogue statement said. The country
was developing at a rapid rate and needed many people well prepared
in the business area. Students would get a more rounded education at
St. Edward's than at a purely commercial college. Some of the public
seemed to agree, for fifteen students took the Master of Accounts degrees
in the 1907 commencement at St. Edward's.
A student had some latitude to take courses which he liked, or which
he wanted for the career he had in view, but there were limits. "Lest in
his inexperience he choose unwisely," the catalogue said, he was to
make his choices within what is called a modified elective system.
In 1913 descriptions of manual training and engineering courses
were added to the catalogue. The former provided work with both hand
and machine tools in wood, machine, and blacksmith shops. With the
help of builder Charles Shurr, Exhibition Hall was remodeled for the
shops, in which some smart new equipment was installed. Mr. V. Smith,
a manual arts instructor at Austin High School, was particularly helpful
as a consultant for this project, as was a Professor William Benitz of
Notre Dame University. When all was finished, Father DeWulf, the main
faculty member behind it and a future president, was well pleased and
cited expert local opinion to the effect that the shops compared well with
anything of the kind in the area. 34
As announced in the catalogue for 1913-14, the new engineering
courses were modest. They were "intended to develop well-skilled
mechanics and ... electricians." The first two years were "the same as
those of the ordinary high sch.ool." The third and fourth years included
only pre-engineering basics, and that was it. It should be added, however,
that St. Edward's continued for decades afterward to teach these to
students who would then transfer to other schools to complete their
engineering majors.
Probably the most significant development of the years from around
1910 was the adoption of the modem high school system. With that
came the requirement of high school graduation or its equivalent in test
results for admission to college. The old junior-senior-minim classification
began to be replaced by that of grammar school, high school, and college.
But these were thought of as departments rather than as separate entities.
As the catalogue began to use the term high school consistently, it began
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to speak of "units." At first fourteen and then fifteen were required for
graduation from the high school. Moreove~ t~e courses ~egan to_ look
like those the writer and many readers of th1s h1story took m later umes.
The freshman year, for example, consisted of Latin, English, hi~tory,
and algebra (along with elocution). Religion, not yet regularly hsted,
. .
was also taught to the Catholic students.
Below the high school level were the grammar school and mm1m
departments. Four years of work, including such basic studies as reading,
arithmetic and spelling, were listed for the grammar school by 1912.
The minims took similar subjects, had separate classrooms and other
facilities, and lived under a discipline "suited to children of tender
years." Those in a photo of their baseball team appear to be about ten
or eleven years old. 35
This leaves the question of how much collegiate work St. Edward's
was really doing. Student lists did not distinguish levels until after 1920.
Nevertheless the judgment offered earlier still seems valid. Some work
being done was comparable to college work today.
There were great hopes for future growth after the fire. Provincial
Zahm could even see the fire as, in a way, "like the fire at Notre Dame
in 79-a positive gain .... "The new buildings and other moderr:ization
it entailed would increase enrollment and revenue. In a short tlme, he
predicted, the debt would be paid off, and the congregation would ha~e
"the finest Catholic educational institution south of the Ohw
River .... " Zahm's study of evolution and the American ethos no doubt
influenced him in favor of growth. When the superior general expressed
· · concern that the province was going into debt too much in its efforts to
· make improvements, Zahm defended what was being done. To stay at
the top, he said, it was necessary to show clear signs of progress. The
.
36
public expecte d to see growt h an d t h at meant spend mg money.
St. Edward's certainly had shown vitality with its brave recovery
from disaster, and its handsome campus after rebuilding gave it a great
deal to talk about. Still it did not realize its vision of substantially greater
development within a short time. 37 Little more building was done for
years. Enrollment stayed above 200 until 1908, but it was usually below
150 thereafter throughout the war years. Financially the school managed
to get by because, as from the beginning, operating costs were. low,
people watched the pennies, and Notre Dame would help out m an
emergency. And with a few breaks, people thought, real growth could
come.

CHAPTER TIDRTEEN

Revolution
and
War

With its new building and modest costs, St. Edward's might seem
to have been quite competitive in the educational market of the early
twentieth century. Enrollment did not have to be large. Two hundred
students made a good school. But even that was hard to maintain. The
momentum in education was passing to the public schools, which were
becoming more numerous and accessible. This hurt the private schools
which had once been dominant in Texas. In addition the era brought
occurrences of historic magnitude-recession, revolution and war-whose
effects could not be escaped.
The Good Years, as the years before World War I have been called,
came and went at St. Edward's, bringing their own changes. Most of
the early faculty who remained until the turn of the century had departed
for Notre Dame or for heaven before the war. Their dean, Brother Sixtus,
who had arrived in 1880, left in 1901. Brothers Kilian and Stanislaus
went in 1906, after twenty-four and twenty years respectively, of service
to the school. It was in 1906 also that Fathers Ollmert and Molloy died.
Ollmert had been at the school since 1887 and Molloy in 1893-99 and
again since 1904. Professor Adolph Heichelheim, who had joined the
faculty in 1895, continued on it until his death in 1909.
Two old timers who stayed much longer were Brothers Flavian and
Conrad. Brother Flavian had first come to St. Edward's in 1886 and
was there until 1893. He returned in 1896 and remained until his death
in 1925. Brother Conrad did not come to St. Edward's until later,
but he had been in Austin, teaching at St. Mary's, since 1885. After his
transfer to St. Edward's, he remained at the school or on the farm until
1933.
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In the meantime a new generation of faculty members was making
its mark. Prominent in it, besides the presidents, were Fathers Edmund
O'Connor, George O'Connor, Thomas Corbett, William Moloney, and
George MacNamara; Brothers Louis, Linus and Tobias; Coaches William
J. Disch, William H. Reukauf and ] ames Sheffield; and the school
physician, Dr. ] oseph Wooten. Beginning long tenures toward the end
of these years were Fathers Peter Forrestal and] ames O'Brien. 1
Alfred ]. Brown, a member of the faculty for a shorter time,
(1913-1916) nearly half a century later composed a memoir which
includes recollections of his colleagues. They were in the habit, he
said, of gathering on the front porch of the Main Building at recreation
periods. Father Boland, the president, would always take a corner seat
on one of the benches. Fathers DeWulf, O'Connor, Moloney, and
Corbett, Brothers Flavian, Louis, Conrad, and others would also be
there. They would talk, Brown remembered, of many things: school, old
students, the elections, "cabbages and kings."
A native of Portland, Brown had attended school at Columbia
University there and at Notre Dame. Hired on recommendations, surely,
from C.S.C. people in those places, he arrived in Austin in early
September and took the street car as far as it went. "It was the year
1913," hewrote, "that I rode to the end of the carline, crossed La Prelle
Place and walked out the dusty road that had been trod by so many
students over the years." Once school opened he was not long in
demonstrating his worth. "He is the best teacher we have," the president
noted, "and always ready to do anything." For his part, Mr. Brown
nearly sixty years later looked back at the opportunity to work at St.
Ed's as a great privilege. One of its happy outcomes was that he met a
fine young lady in Austin. On the streetcar, going to the Notre
Dame-Texas football game in Austin in the fall of 1913 Father Boland
introduced Mr. Brown to Joe Byrne's niece, Margaret Byrne. Later
Father witnessed the marriage of the two in the College Chapel. 2
Former students have also recalled the faculty of those days. Tom
Byrne, who entered St. Ed's as a minim in 1902 and "quituated," as
he said, in 1907, recalled that Brothers Kilian and Conrad were among
his teachers. Mr. Disch he remembered as a fine coach and a good
man, coming to chapel every Sunday even though he wasn't a Catholic.
Oscar Kruhl who first came to the school in 1914 or 1915 as a boarding
student, remembered that Father George O'Connor and Brothers Flavian
and Thomas were prefects and that Brother Tobias, formerly a prefect,
had charge of the candy store out by the boiler house in 1915.
Father Emiel DeWulf, who replaced Boland as president in 1914,
had been on the faculty at St. Edward's since 1908. He had been an
instructor in mathematics and science, and had served as Director of
Studies and Prefect of Discipline. He accepted word of the presidential
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appointment calmly, Father Boland observed, and that was a good sign.
His willingness and interest also suggested that he would do well.
Actu~ll~ he did h_ave some misgivings, which he expressed to the
provmcial, ~bout his heal:h. And one faculty member, with a tendency
to be negative about presidents, expressed fears that he might be even
worse than his predecessor. 3
In truth, Father Boland had done much for the institution, and
Father DeWulf continued his energetic leadership. Both however met
adversities which limited their success in developing th; College. 'with
all that was happening in the larger world, the big challenge was to
keep enrollment up. The recession of 1907, for example, was reflected
that fall in a drop of over thirty students from 204 in the preceding year.
The spread of serious economic difficulties to Mexico contributed to a
further decline in the next year.•
Enrollment from Mexico is a story in itself. Of the students from
Mexico in the early years of the century quite a number were Americans
whose families resided and were in business there. This was the late
Porfiriato, or re~m~ of President Porfirio Diaz, which was highly
:~vora_ble. to foreign mvestme~t. As Mexican critics observed bitterly,
Mexico IS the mother of foreigners and stepmother of Mexicans." And
by 1911, one scholar says, the "value of the American investment was
three times that of other foreigners, twice that of Mexicans .... ";
However benign Americans may have found the business climate
~n Mexico,_ they often preferred to send their children to boarding schools
m the Umted States. Thus Mrs. B.F. Creech, a resident of San Luis
Potosi, brought six children-four of her own and two from other
families- to school in Austin in 1903. The boys, George and Ernest
Cr~ech, Sha_nnon O'Connor and Tillman Sharpton, entered St. Edward's,
while the girls, Nellie and Irene Creech, entered St. Mary's Academy
downtown. 6
Students coming from Mexico grew in numbers between 1900 and
1905 fr~m about fifteen to over seventy. From 1908 they dropped off,
fluctuatmg between ten and twenty five for the next decade. This first
sharp decline, as already noted, was caused by the economic hard times
that struck their country as well as the United States. 7
Revolution broke out in Mexico in 1910 and soon led to the
overthrow of President Diaz. A new start under President Madero did
not bring peace for long. In April of 1913 Father Boland noted that
communications with Mexico were cut off, "and everything indicates
another revolution .... The Mexican boys here are alarmed." And on
September 15 he commented on the apprehension in Texas:
Tomorr?w is the 16th of September and all Texas is in expectancy of
what w11l happen as a result of Mexican Independence Day. The state
militia has been called out and has been stationed at a point 20 miles
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south of the College. All this was done secretly. As you can see we are
getting near the war zone, so occasionally remember us in your prayers.

There were only ten Mexican students that fall. If it were not for that
low number, Boland observed, enrollment overall would have been
good. 8
In the fall of 1914, as Father Emiel De Wulf became president of
the college, World War I was in its opening stage, and its early impact
on the American economy was hurtful. The scarcity of money made it
hard for parents to send their children away to school, and St. Edward's
considered itself lucky, in view of the circumstances, to wind up with
some 130 students. It was noted there that registration at Southwest
State Normal College in San Marcos was away down too. And even the
University of Texas, whose enrollment had been increasing by leaps and
bounds, was overjoyed at holding even. 9
Things continued to be poor during the war years, with enrollments
small, collections of monies due the college lagging, and prospects
uncertain. "Instead of improving," DeWulf wrote the Provincial early
in 1916, the "financial condition in the state has become something
deplorable." In the school year 1915-16 enrollment sank to a low of
112. 10
In the summer of 191 7 a special effort was made to get more
students. Every faculty member was asked to do something to help.
Father George MacNamara, a great believer in the value of making the
community known to the bishops and clergy of the state, took the lead
in that effort. Thus he got himself chosen to preach and be master of
ceremonies at confirmations the bishop had in Austin that spring. At
that time also MacNamara and a confrere were invited to dinner with
the bishop at Seton Infirmary. Several faculty members were sent to
canvas for students in different parts of the state. Brother Flavian, who
once boasted that he had never travelled in Texas without bringing back
students, worked in. West Texas between San Antonio and El Paso. Father
Edgar Misch was assigned to the territory between San Antonio and
Brownsville, while Father James O'Brien took that between Granger and
Corsicana. Fathers Oscar Hentges, MacNamara and O'Connor first
canvassed around the parishes where they were helping out for the
summer and in August went on the road also. At the same time much
was being done from campus. An advertising budget of $800 helped a
great deal. So did an offer from Texas newspapers, of which the college
took advantage, to run free of charge limited articles submitted by schools
about themselves in the latter part of the summer. A handsome new
catalogue was prepared. The director of studies, vowing that the college
would get the students "if they are to be had," drafted a letter addressed
to applicants and former students which set forth the facilities, traditions
and discipline of the school. It called particular attention to work now
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being offered in manual training engineering and agriculture. There was
also a separate statement with more detail about the work in agriculture.
Several faculty members devoted considerable time to mailing out
catalogues and literature.u
But the intensive recruiting effort was not the whole answer, and
another strategy was tried. It grew out of Father George O'Connor's
interest in the farm, which at that time was being managed by Brother
Conrad. St. Edward's farm had long been a source of food for the college.
O'Connor dreamed of it as a laboratory where poor boys could combine
practice with theory. Why not, he wondered, offer some agricultural
courses which students could take while working on the farm? And the
farm, which had never been a great moneymaker, might do better if it
were operated scientificallyY
In the meantime war conditions were causing farm prices to go up,
and people began to inquire whether St. Edward's wanted to rent its
land. Instead, the administration began clearing some wooded acreao-e
and listening to Father O'Connor's ideas. Texas, it was noted, was still
a largely rural state, and its A&M College was a center of the rising
national interest in scientific farming. St. Edward's farm could, as Father
O'Connor had been saying, be used in connection with agricultural
studies, about which it was receiving inquiries also. Contact with A&M
brought encouragement from that institution for St. Edward's to offer
some preparatory work in agricultural education. When the provincial
came early in 1917 for his regular visit, he reviewed the matter with the
president and the house council. As a result the college was authorized
to go ahead with it.
In the following months Father DeWulf and Father George
O'Connor worked, sometimes at cross purposes, unfortunately, to get
the agricultural work started. The immediate questions were related to
leadership, expertise and the coordination of the program with the farm
operation. Early in the spring O'Connor wrote the provincial about
some things he did not like. He had understood from the planning done
at the time of the provincial visit
that he was to take over the mana0c-ement
.
of the farm from Brother Conrad and that a university-trained man
would be brought in for the course work. Now Father DeWulf was hiring
for the farm a young man whom O'Connor characterized as inexperienced and untrained. O'Connor was to have nothing to do with the farm;
he was only to supervise the agricultural course. Moreover, DeWulf was
not in favor of starting the course in the coming year. Deploring all this,
O'Connor complained to the provincial about the lack of integration
between farm and course work. He also argued that with farm prices
rising, this was the year to start the program. Families could now ·afford
to sent their sons to school. The provincial replied that he was writing
DeWulf and holding him to the full execution of what had been planned.
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De W ulf, of course, had his own perspective. The young man hired
was well qualified to be the farm manager, he said, and was doing good
work. He had been hired only after consultation with the provincial.
Brother Conrad, who was involved in all that was being done about the
farm, had agreed that the choice was a good one. As for the ag instructor,
Father O'Connor would have the opportunity to work with the A&M
faculty in recruiting him. And the course would be launched promptly.
It was to be announced at commencement, in fact, and a bulletin on it
would be out soon.
In August the college sent a circular to the pastors of small towns
in Texas asking them to pass the word around that St. Edward's was
now offering an agricultural course. The help of former students in
publicizing the program was also solicited. Other preparations that
summer included the attendance of O'Connor at an A&M summer
session and the hiring of an Aggie graduate for the faculty and farm at
St. Ed's.
The venture proved in the long run to be rather small potatoes. In
reality, only one agricultural course was taught. The Aggie did not work
out as well as had been hoped, and he left after one term. Father
O'Connor then took over the course. Finally, the boom in agriculture
subsided in the postwar years, making it a less attractive field. 13
Music at St. Ed's, however, was no fad, and a significant chapter
was added to its honorable history in this era. Several faculty
members- Professor Adolph Heichelheim, Father Alphonsus Just,
Brothers Tobias, Louis Gazagne and Linus Voigt-served in the Music
Department. As the others left the scene, Brother Louis, took up the
leadership of the music program and retained it until he left the school
in 1918.
Music, instrumental and vocal, was as always an important feature
of commencement ceremonies. In the spring of 1917 as details were being
worked out for the big day, Brother Louis ran into interference from
Father William Maloney about how the musical part of it should be
done. Maloney, a fine man otherwise and a minor musician himself, got
the idea that because he was director of studies he should have the say
about the music on the commencement program. The reasons he gave,
such as wanting to avoid repetition of things already played for the
Rotarians downtown, didn't seem convincing to Brother Louis. The
latter therefore complained to the president, and when the president did
not support him, he carried his complaints to the provincial. With that
Maloney backed off, leaving Louis a free hand, and everybody, as the
latter said, was satisfied. 14
The 1918 commencement was historic because it included three
violin solos by Silvestre Revueltas, one of Brother Louis' pupils, and an
authentic musical genius. Revueltas had come to St. Edward's from
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Mexico in the fall of 1917 with a deep interest in music, but little in any
other studies. Even in music he was not a model pupil. He was too gifted
and original to practice assigned exercises and would, as Brother Louis
later recalled, "spend all his time combining notes and discovering
sounds." But his teachers seemed to understand that he was someone
special and let him develop in his own way.
It was a rare experience for Brother Louis. On Thursdays, which
were still free days, he would go downtown and get Silvestre the music
he wanted. In no time the youth would have it mastered. After night
prayer he would come and say, "Hermano, I know the piece," and
would proceed to play it perfectly for his teacher. Many evenings the
two of them would play piano duets for two hours in the music room
on the fourth floor of the Main Building. Years afterward Brother Louis
remembered the power of the young musician's performances and felt
"proud to have been the sole partaker of those thrilling moments."
Of course when commencement day came, May 26, 1918, Silvestre
had to be featured in the musical part of the day's program. An inspired
violinist as well as pianist, he played three violin solos before the program
closed- with two patriotic hymns suitable to the wartime mood:
"America" and "The Star-Spangled Banner."
Brother Louis and his remarkable pupil then separated, the latter
going to Chicago for a period of study in music. Brother Louis also left
St. Edward's that year, and in 1920 fulfilled a long-time aspiration when
he went as a missionary to India. He was there for twenty years, returning
to the United States at the outbreak of World War II. One evening in
February 1942 he was listening to a radio broadcast of a concert by the
NBC Symphony Orchestra, when he was thrilled to hear the announcer
refer to Silvestre Revueltas, whose orchestral sketch "J anitzio" was to
be played. Later the program commentator talked at some length about
the composer, who had died in 1940.
Excited though saddened, Brother Louis contacted NBC after the
broadcast and got the address of Revueltas' sister, Rosaura Revueltas
de Bodenstedt, in Mexico Ci_ty. But four years passed before he wrote
her, introducing himself as Silvestre's teacher and asking for more
information about him. Replying in perfect English, she said how moved
she was to hear from someone who had been associated with her brother.
Unfortunately, she added, it was only now that her brother's works
were finally being published. Some things had been written about him,
however. One of them was a fine article in French dated June 30, 1945,
which she sent to Brother Louis. Its author, a French woman, had first
heard the music of Revueltas in 1943, when a piece of his entitled
"Redes" was played at the Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City. "I
was immediately struck," she wrote, "by the exceptional force, the
gripping intensity of this symphonic poem, about whose author I knew
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nothing." Investigating further, she learned a great deal about him. He
was born in 1899 at Papasquiaro, Durango, and early exhibited an
interest in music which his parents encouraged, sending him to the
United States in 1917. Later he worked in Chicago with the great Czech
violinist Otokar Sevcik and spent some time touring this country as a
violinist. In 1928 he was named sub-director and later director of the
National Orchestra of Mexico. His work as a composer did not begin
until 1930, when he was 31 years old. But his impressive production
during the next ten years would, it was the opinion of this critic in 1945,
eventually gain him a place "among the composers of the first
magnitude."
Further correspondence between Brother Louis and Senora de
Bodenstedt brought out a great deal about the circumstances in which
Silvestre had grown up, the sometimes tragic circumstances of his later
life, and his identification with the Mexican people, especially its poor.
"He fought always for the lower classes ... ," his sister said. "He used
to say that he wrote music for his Mexican people."
Since the 1940's Revueltas has received something of the recognition
he deserves. In the fall of 1974 the Chicago Symphony Orchestra led
by Guest Conductor Eduardo Mata of Mexico presented a concert which
included "Redes" by Revueltas. And on the night of December 15, 1978,
the Austin Symphony Orchestra presented a program "of Latin American
flavor" which closed with his "Sensemaya." Included in the printed
program that night were two of the letters exchanged between his sister
and Brother Louis in 1946.
Finally, the 1977 Enciclopedia de Mexico contains an entry for
Revueltas with a list of the works he produced from 1930, the year he
began composing, until his death in 1940. And just before his entry is
one for his sister Rosaura, a distinguished actress and participant in
social struggles, who in 1977 "was living in Cuernavaca, painting and
writing her memoirs.""
Silvestre Revueltas was an exceptional student, and his story is a
reminder that the college was not without diversity. Except for the larger
numbers from Mexico in the early years of the century, the composition
of the student body was much the same as it had been before 1900.
Most of the students were boarders and Texans, but ages differed greatly,
and there were quite a few non-Catholics. The number of Mexican
Americans was appreciable, and two languages were common on campus.
None of the students was black. In one cruel instance a boy left school
shortly after arrival when the other boys made fun of him because he
"looked like a Negro." 16
Alfred Brown, who taught them, characterized the students as "an
off assortment of youth." There was "the strapping six-foot cowboy"
who earlier in life had been kept at home to work, "learning ... the
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Three R's, and ... in the same class, a small, bright youngster ... ,"
perhaps a. problem whom his parents hoped the priests and brothers
could stra1ghten out. Then there were the "normal" students who 0
£1
·
.
, ne
e t, .were gomg to do JUSt fine later in life. And always there was "a
contmgent
of Latin-American students. St. Ed's was al mos t b·1·
11n_
,
gua.
1 17
?ince. neit~er a yearbook nor, after 1907, a school paper were
pubhshed m th1s era (a~d hardly any copies of the paper for the period
1900-1907 are found), mformatwn about school organizations is scarce
Yet m~ch can .be discovered about the recreational life of the student~
otherwise, ,';"~1ch included indoor table games providing "innocent
amusement m bad weather, country walks that "unbent" the mind of
the student on free days, swimming in the natatorium, gymnastics,
games, ~nd track events. Oscar Kruhl remembered that, as a boarding
stude~t m World War I, he was limited to a quarter a week from his
spe2d1~g a;;ount. ?n weekends he :vould walk downtown, go to a show
at Skmny Pryor s theater for a d1me, buy a nickel's worth of candy
spend another nickel to come back on the streetcar, and have a nickel
left for the week. Students could entertain themselves without money
~f course, b~t some recreation improvised by Ted Becker and his friend~
m t~e dormitory the evening before they were supposed to go home for
Chnstmas vaca:ion in ~918 pr.oved to be more costly than they expected.
·They were havmg a hvely p11low fight when the prefect of discipline
Father MacNamara, walked in and told them that now it would b;
ano~her day before they could go home. A heavy penalty, indeed! And
yet It was the kindness of the old faculty rather than their strictness that
Mr. Becker d"':elt upon when he told the story. 18
.
The chanty of the facult~ and staff was tested in a special way by
the war. Even before the L!mt~d. States entered it in April 1917, and
m~c.h mor~ so afterward, 1t d1v1ded Americans of different national
ongms. Th1s could eve~ happen among church people as it did at the
19
clergy
·
· retreat
· h. of 1917 m New Orleans. There could be na t.wna1·1st1c
tenswns w1t m a religio~s co~munity like that at St. Ed's. Shortly after
the war brok? .out, a~ 1mm1grant Polish brother, upset by reports of
German atroC1~1es agamst the Poles, had "no use" for two other religious,
an observer sa1d: because they were Germans. 20 But on the whole charity
~eems to ~ave nsen above nationality among the religious there. Such
IS the test1mony of lay faculty member Alfred Brown, who lived with
them from 1913 to 1916:
As the war clouds hovered over Europe ... it became difficult for men
of ;h~se [wa~ring] nationalities ... to meet without fisticuffs. At St.
Ed s 1t was d1fferent. At dinner table with me were seated a brother of
German descent, one born in France, also a brother with an Irish
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brogue .... In spite of traditional differences between
these men, I
1
never heard an un-Christian word spoken at that table.'

For the priests on the faculty, the question of serving as military
chaplains became important. Provincial Morrissey at Notre Dame, where
the motto Pro Deo et Patria (for God and country) is carved on one of the
entrances to Sacred Heart Church, wrote Father DeWulf in July 1917
that the province was committed to supplying as many chaplains as it
could. Irish-born Father James O'Brien of St. Ed's, not yet a naturalized
American citizen, had already made a patriotic offer to go. If accepted,
he said, he would be "pleased to report for duty ... wherever the
American flag flies, and God's work can be done." While waiting for
an answer, he predicted for the local community, to their considerable
amusement, that he would be another Father Corby and have a
monument erected to him. But almost a year later he was still waiting
for his naturalization papers and for the provincial's permission to
"submit his name to Washington." He did eventually become a military
chaplain, remaining in the Reserves for years. Indeed, he was often
22
referred to on campus as "the colonel."
Father George MacNamara tried hard, with the backing of Father
J.M. Kerwin of Galveston and Governor James Ferguson of Texas, to
get a chaplaincy. It was to be with a largely Catholic Texas regiment,
which, MacNamara opined, would bring Holy Cross lots of good will
in Texas Catholic community. For a time, his nomination seemed to be
sailing through the many clearances involved, but he was finally beaten
out by a Paulist. He accepted the defeat with fairly good grace and
prepared to return to teaching. His candidacy had given Holy Cross
good publicity while it lasted. As for the Paulists, he could not refrain
from sniffmg that they "made a big thing of what they were doing for
the Catholics of Texas." Father Edgar Misch, a history teacher, also
asked the provincial to consider him for services as a military chaplain.
It seems that nothing came ofthat.ZS
In November, 1918, the long agony of World War I ended, and in
1919 a peace of sorts was arranged. America was then in the threshold
of a new decade, and St. Edward's came under new leadership. Both the
country and the college hoped that better things lay ahead.

The
Billy Disch
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.
.
.
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that journal, even the most rabid fans of th.e blue and g.old (the scho~l's
colors) should have been satisfied with their record which to that poillt
involved only two losses. And the two games lost were played away from
home one at the University of Texas and the other at Georgetown. Both
oppo~ents had promised to play return g~~es at St. Ed's but failed. to
show up for them. Austin High School exhibited greater courage, turnmg
out for three defeats at the hands of the college boys. Three other loc~l
teams the "so-called Austin professionals, " the Austins and the Austill
stars 'also fell to St. Ed's. The professionals were a disappoi_ntment,
trailing 36 to 1 at the end of the fourth inning. "This was ~ httle too
one-sided to be a source of amusement to them, " the Echo said, and so
the game was called off. The stars, with p.1~yers from UT, the_ School for
the Deaf and the city were very competltlve, but lost 6-3 m the best
game of,the season. An out-of-town team, ~ou_ston H.igh Scho?l, also
showed class in losing a close one 7-6 and takmg their defeat m good
part." 3
•
Game reports indicate that three players stood out for St. Ed's: Billy
Disch himself who of course was not a student, Pat Gallagher, and
Johnny Klein~w. Disch led the :ea~ in batting wit~ an a"':esome 589
average, and was doing a great JOb m the field at either third b~se or
shortstop. Gallagher was runnerup in hitting, with 524. He and Klemow,
who managed to bat only 439, alternating positions, made up the battery.
Two years later Kleinow was hitting them over the fence for the Toledo
Mudhens and preparing to move to New York the next season to play
for Clark Griffith and the Yankees.•
By this time the Austin papers were giving some space to _St. Ed's
games, most of which were with other local teams. Opponents mclu?e,d
UT, the School for the Deaf, Austin High, the YMCA, St. Dav~d s
Church, Baylor College, and of course various picked nines from ~he City.
Rivalry with U.T. was keen, and the Universities could sometnr:es. be
poor sports. On March 31, 1902, they were behind in the s:v:nth I~~mg
of a game with St. Ed's and a dispute arose over an umpires ?ecis;on.
When St. Ed's refused to play if the umpire would not change his r_ulmg,
he awarded the game to UT 9-0. The Austin Daily Statesman, trymg to
be fair, printed accounts furnished by both sides.
The Texas version said that St. Ed's was ahead 9 to 5, and then
"went to sleep, " allowing Texas to tie th: sco~e. B~t _St. Ed's refu.sed
to play any more when the umpire, reversmg his deClswn, called fair ,a
UT drive over third which turned out to be a three-bagger. St. Ed s
account was strikingly different. The college was ahead 10 to 7 at the
beginning of the eighth. The umpire then lost track of the count on a
batter and left him up after three strikes. St. Ed's protest was of no
avail. The batter then hit one toward first which the umpire first calle,d
foul. He changed his decision, however, when UT protested. St. Ed s
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cited Rule 58 of the National Playing Code on judgment calls. When
that did n? g~od, St. Ed's boys regretfully quit, feeling cheated of victory.
Ac:ually; m Its own report carried in The Southern Messenger, St. Ed's
claimed It had won 10-7. 5
A few days later, nevertheless, the two clubs were back at it, St.
Ed's holding the lead until the last inning. UT then vvent ahead and
won 9-6. 6
The next year, in an encounter at the university field, St. Ed's
turned the tables, winning 9-4. But misfortune followed the elation over
that outcome when o~e of t~e college students was hurt on the way
hom:. The buses wePe JUSt gomg through the Capitol grounds and were
startmg down the slope toward Congress Avenue when the four-horse
team on .the front bus bolted and started to run away. The boys then
began to jump out, and one ofthem in doing so twisted his ankle. Fellow
students picked him up as the driver brought the horses back under
control. The injc:red boy was taken to the office, which was nearby, of
the college phy~Ican, Dr. WJ. Matthews. After being treated the boy
was se_nt home ill an ambulance. All of this did not keep St. Ed's from
trouncmg Baylor 4-2 a few days later, and claiming the mythical
Intercollegiate Championship of the state for 1903. 7
The University of Texas had an excellent opportunity to look Disch
~ver in those years. His baseball teams gave them all they could handle
m what was becoming a traditional crosstown rivalry. In 1905, for
example, the two te~ms played five times with St. Ed's winning twice.
In 190? a sportswnter noted that it had won eight of the seventeen
games lt had played UT since 1901. Moreover, most of them had been
played at UT's own Clark Field.s
.
.
St. Edward's also made a decent showing against other teams now
m the Southwest Conference. In 1908 when it was on a roll that enabled
it to defeat Texas three times, it also defeated Baylor handily, 18 to 8.
~f cour:~ in s~me years the li,~t~e college lost, as in 1911, when, although
1t had a crackmg good team, It managed to lose to the Aggies 2 to 0. 9
The School for the Deaf, down the Avenue, remained a favorite
opponent. In 1906 the two schools played each other at least four times
with St. Ed's winning thrice. The victories were not all shoo-ins, howeve/
In _the game o~ April 26 Disch's boys were on their way to losing when
their fans reahzed what was happening and began rooting them on to
bet~er efforts. (Incidentally, Disch himself played second base that
spnng.) In March 1911 St. Ed's won another squeaker from the deaf.
was a game worth going some distance to see, " as the opposing
r;tchers dueled. to the finish. St: Ed's hurler, Otto Peebles, finally won
his own game With a two-bagger m the ninth. 10
Another worthy adversary was the Austin Senators team of the Texas
League. Although professionals, the Senators were not above playing
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exhibition games with the college at Driving Park in the early spring.
Sometimes also they would play an aggregation called Disch's Professionals, which included Disch himself and some of his St. Ed's players. In
1906 the Senators were embarrassed by at least two losses in this
competition. Playing as St. Edward's one day, Disch's boys humiliated
the Senators 22 to 6, and came back as Disch's Professionals to win
again the next day. Of St. Edward's that season the paper said that it
11
had a "well rounded and well coached team .... "
At the end of Disch's decade St. Ed's claimed that its baseball
record was "unequalled in the South" and that with Mr. Disch coaching
it had often won the state championship. Loose talk perhaps, but who
had a better right to use it? Disch teams of 1901 to 1910 had posted a(l
overall record of 13-15-2 against U.T., and from 1906 into 1909, the
figures were 7- 1 - 1. 12
At least four men who played for Disch while he was at St. Ed's
eventually reached the major leagues. John Kleinow was with the
Yankees from 1904 into 1910. He went to the Red Sox during the 1910
season and remained there into 1911, but finished that season and his
major league career with the Philadelphia Phillies. John Warhop pitched
for the Yankees in the years 1908-15, winning 69 and losing 92. William
Killifer caught for the St. Louis Browns 1909- 10, for the Phillies 1911 - 17,
and for the Chicago Cubs 1918-21. He managed the Cubs 1921-25 and
the Browns 1930-33. (Killifer, who, according to Texas Longhorn Baseball,
had been a mascot for Disch's team in Watertown, is not listed anywhere
as a student at St. Edward's. He played for the school, but probably as
a ringer.) George Disch, the coach's brother, pitched for the Detroit
Tigers in 1905.' 3
In addition to molding athletes, Coach Disch did much for the tone
of the athletic program at the College. St. Edward's stood by its
philosophy that athletics were important and prided itself upon fielding
strong teams with players who met academic standards and were known
for their "gentlemanly behavior. " That behavior, of course, was owing
in part to the "athletic management" in which Disch, a true gentleman
himself, played the largest part. 14
It is not surprising that the University of Texas became interested
in hiring Disch. People there were disappointed in the showing the
university made in baseball during the 1909 and 1910 seasons and
wanted a good coach for that sport. They were also looking for someone
who could serve as trainer for the football team. Disch seemed a good
choice. For his part, Disch must have found the $1,500 salary offer
attractive. It is not known what St. Edward's paid him, but it was surely
less, and he supplemented it by playing professional baseball, some of
it at least in the Texas League, during the summer. He had married in
1909 and a better income was welcome. 15
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W~en he crossed the river in January, 1911, at the age of 36, Disch
had thlrty years of coaching across the river ahead of him and he did
very w~ll at it. After baseball became a Southwest Confer~nce sport in
1915, his teams won 20 out of a possible 26 Conference titles. For years
h~ was known as the "Grand Old Man" ofTexas baseball, "Uncle Billy"
Disch."
Although he became a rival of St. Edward's in athletics after he left
he did not forget it. His daughter remembered that he would take hi~
fami_ly back there to visit the French nuns. They had always been kind
t~ him, and h~d stayed in touch while he was still living nearby with
his young family. And when St. Ed's won a track meet in 1913 at UT
he led the students there in giving the winners an ovation. 17
'
Billy Disch died in 1953, but his .name has lived on in Austin
Baseball. For years the field south of the river used by the Austin
Senators and Pioneers was called Disch Field. And in 1975 when the
UT Longhorns left old Clark Field, they moved into a beautiful new
park across the highway named Disch-Falk Field after the old master
and the pupil who succeeded him at Texas, Bibb Falk. 1B
Other men who figured prominently in the "athletic management"
of St. Edward's College in this era were William Reukauf and James
Sheffield. Reukauf joined the faculty about 1907 and left it at the end
of 1911. Much of his work was in physical education and academic
subjects, but he coached the football team in 1911. Sheffield, at the
College from 1913 to . 1920, was the most stable figure in its sports
program of the post-Disch years. Although his success in baseball was
most notable, he was an all-purpose man. His contract in 1917- 18 for
exaJ_Upl_e, requ~red ?im to coach in all forms of athletics that year, 'and
to pve mstructwns m gymnastics. 19
.
Basketball was a latecomer to St. Ed's. Tom Byrne, who was there
m the very early 1900's said the students then had "never heard of
basketball. " It was 1910 before any reference was made to the sport in
the catalogue, and three years more before a picture of a basketball team
was shown. 20
Track, on the other hand, was an old activity. One of the boasts of
the school from away back was its quarter-mile track. By about 1910
track, as an organized sport, was going beyond the old field events on
fr_ee days. ~ow studen~s were putting on track togs and receiving gold
pms for their accomphshments. The minims, juniors and seniors each
had their _own track team and tested their abilities in a major field day
held late m the year. There was also some interscholastic competition.
A student of the day, Eck Prud'homme, remembered decades later that
he had defeated Clyde Littlefield in a race at a meet with the University
ofTexas. 21
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The tennis courts which St. Edward's had around 1890 had not
been maintained. The 1910-ll Catalogue indicates that the college did
not then have courts, though it had space for them. 22 Interest in the
game was growing, however, and they would come.
Gymnastics were a speciality of Coach Disch, and much emphasis
both in his time and later was pui:: on their benefits. They illustrated
clearly the classical saying, "a healthy mind in a healthy body, " for
they helped to form "a robust and virile boy capable of doing successful
intellectual work." Swimming was much the same. Boys were "full of
life and vigor" after a swim in the Natatorium. Hence they studied
better. 23
Football, at the turn of the century, was frowned upon by many as
too rough and dangerous. The Southern Messenger thought it no better
than "a wholesale prizefight. " The paper noted that in a recent game
out east some players had actually been knocked out, and it offered this
sample of another game report: "Hallowell was laid out by a bad knock
on the head; Daly had to take a crutch .... Savin's knee was wrenched;
Campbell got a bad bruise over his eye, ... and Bowditels was stunned
by a blow. " Yet the reporters said nothing serious had happened! No,
the Messenger insisted, football was not "a harmless pastime. " 24
But the colleges and American society were making a decision in
favor of the game. St. Ed's boys were playing it interscholastically as
well as intramurally before 1900. They beat Austin High School ll to
5 on the UT field in the fall of 1899. A picture of the St. Ed's team
appeared in Spalding's official football guide for 1902. Other teams which
they played in the early 1900's included the Deaf School, West Texas
Military Academy, the Houston Athletic Association, and San Marcos
Baptist Academy. 25
Accounts of some of those games are to be found in the Austin Daily
Statesman and the Echo. For example, the 1901 game with the UT scrubs,
a curtain raiser, was "a rattling good contest" which ended in a 6-6
tie. Entertaining though it was, however, there was no regret when it
came to a close, for people wanted to see the main event, a TexasOklahoma varsity game. In a late fall issue of 1903, the only issue we
have for that year the Echo gave play-by-play accounts of a home-andhome series with San Marcos. St. Ed's won both by the same score, 5-0.
In the second game, played at St. Ed's, San Marcos refused to play the
last ten minutes because it had used up its four substitutes and was
generally in a crippled condition. 26
As the new century advanced, football improved its position in the
athletic program of the college. A number of the catalogues carry pictures
of football teams in uniform with Coach Disch or one of his successors.
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A souvenir which Grover Kuempel of Pflugerville brought out to show
many years later was a photo of the 1910 team he played on under
Disch. And when Daniel Benchoff of Menard was back on campus for
an alumni reunion the 1960s, he was photographed sitting on the steps
of the Main Building where he had sat for a photo of the 1906 squad.
(That may have been the one which lost a game at Brownwood it should
have won. The reason, as Benchoff told it, was that some of the players
broke curfew the night before and lost their edge). 27
While the history of the old football program awaits fuller research,
samplings indicate that it was a modest one. In 1911 President Boland
considered that the team was having a good year because it had beaten
Peacock Academy, San Marcos Academy and two other run-of-the-mill
clubs by mid-November. One season, 1914 or 1915, instructor Al Brown
was pressed into service as football coach. His team, although not highly
regarded by preseason dopsters, opened the season with such a crushing
defeat of Southwestern University that other teams on the schedule
cancelled their games with St. Ed's. Most of the rest of the season
consisted of a series with the School for the Dea£28
Although St. Ed's insisted that its athletes were first of all gentlemen
and scholars, it evidently slipped at times below its ideals. Some five of
its football players in 1914 and 1915 were ringers, for sure. A member
of the 1918 squad confessed at a safe distance in time that he was a
ringer and so were some of the other players. The same deponent said
he later went to UT as a ringer also, when Theo Bellmont was athletic
director there. General though the practice of using ringers was, one still
had a sneaky feeling about the business. In 1917, on the other hand, it
was a matter of pride at St. Ed's to the whole school that a
team- baseball in this case-was doing well without any ringers at
all. 29
One of the most impressive football events of the era involved St.
Ed's indirectly. It was the game which Notre Dame and Texas played
in Austin on Thanksgiving Day of 1913. The undefeated Notre Dame
team arrived in Austin early that week, fresh from victories over Army
and Penn State, and was housed on the campus of St. Edward's. Thus
St. Ed's boys had the opportunity to see the Notre Dame coach, Jess
Harper, and to shake hands with such celebrated players as Rockne,
Dorais and Eichenlaub. Indeed all of Austin was agog for the great event
as trainloads of visitors poured into the city from other parts of the state
and beyond. The two teams held closed practices, Notre Dame using a
field at St. Ed's. The press often referred to Notre Dame as "the
Catholics, " but was happy to find that some Catholics in Austin,
including quite a few of the girls at St. Mary's Academy, were for the
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Longhorns. But for the Texas crowd it was Mudville all over again.
They left the stadium, after losing, Father Boland reported, in the silence
30

of a funeral procession.
For St. Edward's it was an example of how a good football team
could generate publicity-an example the little college did not forget
and which it dreamed for the next quarter of a century of following to
prominence.

Thurlow B. Weed, at left, of the Austin Rifles .
and an unidentified member of the same body on
guard after the fire of1903.

Main Building nearing completion,1903

Reconstruction starting, 1903
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Coach William Disch and baseball team.

The Natatorium, early 1900's

Coach William Disch and baseball team.

Class play, c. 1900

Gymnastics, early 1900's

College football team, about 1912
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

''A Greater
St. Edward's"

In the summer of 1919 Father Matthew A. Schumacher, 40, was
named president of St. Edward's. Father Schumacher was the most
professional educator ever appointed to the post up to that time. He had
earned a doctorate in philosophy from the Catholic University of America
in 1905. Since then he had been at the University of Notre Dame, where
he had served for twelve years as director of studies. In the meantime,
he was active in the Catholic Educational Association, becoming
chairman in 1917 of its committee on standards. His background enabled
him to see what needed to be done to move St. Edwards forward, and
he dedicated himself to that goal. Although he did not see realized his
vision of "a greater St. Edward's," he ranks high among the school's
leaders in virtue of what he did to rebuild, modernize, and promote it. 1
In the fall of 1920 he suggested to the provincial, now Father Charles
O'Donnell, that it might be a good idea to have a fund-raising campaign
for the college with the help of a professional firm. That would cost
money, but other schools were doing it and seemed to be getting results.
But the provincial was concerned that such a campaign at this time
might hurt the one that Notre Dame was opening. After all, he pointed
out, the interests of the province as a whole had to be considered. 2
Nevertheless, discussion of the idea continued through the winter,
and Schumacher began planning for a professionally conducted survey
of potential donors. By this time the provincial's attitude was becoming
more positive. Even though the postwar recession might 'seem to be a
poor time "to take soundings," he observed, they should show something
about prospects. But no construction should be initiated yet. During his
164
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provincial visit to Texas in March 1921, he discussed plans with St.
Ed's people and got them to downgrade their fund-raising effort from a
campaign to a drive. With that he authorized them to go ahead.
The kickoff statement gave two main reasons behind the decision
to initiate the drive. First, it was generally realized that the rising
demand for college education exceeded the capacity o1 existing institutions. Also, St. Edward's had been receiving offers of help from many
friends and former students who recognized that a greater St. Edward's
would require more equipment, buildings, scholarships, library materials,
and so on. President Schumacher had already received donations from
people like these around the state.
Serious effort went into launching the drive. The March St. Edward's
Echo, (the Echo been revived in 1919) focused on plans for a Greater St.
Edward's which would be second only to Notre Dame among Catholic
colleges. Achieving this goal would cost over a million dollars. Physical
plant needs, to start with, included another dormitory, an auditorium,
a dining hall, and a chapel. In addition to money for buildings, the college
was seeking funds for scientific equipment, library needs, furnishings,
and grounds.
'
The director of the drive, a professional from Dallas, planned a
strong appeal to ex-students, many of whom had already been contacted
in a preliminary survey. Along with the Echo, area newspapers publicized
the drive. There were nostalgic references to the old days of the College.
Schumacher would have liked to get Father John Scheier, who knew so
many former students, back to help on the drive, but did not succeed
in doing so. The Echo did a feature on Bishop Hurth, the former president,
which must have been evocative for many middle-aged ex-students. The
commencement of 1921 was advertised as an occasion for old students
to have a reunion and learn about plans for "a Greater St. Edward's"
and how they could help achieve it. And at commencement exercises,
there was a showing of "old boys" in the audience. After the program
Father Schumacher thanked friends of the school for their interest and
outlined plans for development.
But it quickly became clear that the drive was not going to succeed
in a big way. As early as May, the provincal wrote to ask what was
happening with it. He hoped the president would have some useful
information that summer to share with the president of Notre Dame,
whose problems were similar. But no record is found of talks at Notre
Dame nor of what the provincial found out about the drive when he
made his visit in October. It is hard to say exactly why it had been such
a disappointment. But undoubtedly it was affected by the recession of
1920-21. Farmers especially were having hard times, and in a rural state
like Texas that mattered a great deal. 3
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It might seem that a disaster like the tornado which struck the
college in the spring of 1922 would have rescued the development e~ort
from the doldrums, but it really did not. It did, however, focus attentwn
on St. Edwards with dramatic suddenness. It struck about four o'clock
in the afternoon of May 4. Classes were over and the students were at
recreation. The mimims were in the· natatorium. The older boys playing
outside could see a funnel-shaped cloud coming towards them across
Travis Heights to the northeast. Father Schumacher who had walked
out to the farm that afternoon saw the cloud from there and hurried
back to campus. The funnel he was watching passed by with?utdo~ng
harm, but then he saw another which had separated from 1t earher.
This one bore down on the campus as some of the faculty and students
watched it from in front of the Main Building. Before the tornado struck,
the observers dodged into the basement of the building.
In the meantime Father George MacNamara, the prefect of
discipline, ran to the natatorium and got the little boys out momen_ts
before the tornado struck it. Presently those who had taken shelter m
Main saw the roof of the gymnasium, which was next to the natatorium,
flying through the air toward them. Other boys who had been playing
ball outside ran for safety to Holy Cross Hall, where student Joseph
Kmiecik was busy closing windows. Among the boys in this group were
Ezequiel Salinas and his little brother, who reached the building just as
its top story was sheared off by the tornado. After a few moments of
terror and a following shower of hail, the storm was gone, leaving in its
wake material destruction but no one, by an early reckoning, hurt.
Within half an hour, however, as students were rounded up and
counted, one boy, Andrew McGrory, was found to be missing. He had
been playing baseball before the storm, that much was known, and
some thought they had seen him since it passed. Possibly he had been
so frightened, the faculty speculated, that he had left campus to take a
train home to Port Arthur.
Still worried about the missing boy, the school authorities sent
telegrams to the parents of the others that evening to tell them that their
sons were all right. A wire was sent to Notre Dame also. The message,
dispatched at 7:00 p.m., reported that while no one was hurt, and the
Main Building little damaged, the gymnasium, the natatorium, the steam
plant, and Holy Cross Hall were in ruins. The next morning t~e
president, seemingly relaxed, wired Notre Dame again. Classes w_ere m
session, he said, and repairs would soon be undertaken. "Prov1dence
saved faculty and students," he added.
Clearly, the fate of Andy McGrory was still unknown to Schumacher
when he sent that morning wire. But he did have some fear that the boy
might have been caught under the ruined wall of the gymnasium. Hence,
a wrecking crew had been called out from the city and was turning over
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the rubble. Ted Becker, a student then, saw the men at work when he
came to school that morning. A little later some of the boys found
Andy's bodyjust off campus, where it had been deposited by the deadly
winds of the day before. "He lay upon his side," a report said, "his right
hand under his cheek and clutching a half-cap of blue and gold, his left
hand covered with a ball glove, his baseball lying beside him." Ezequiel
Salinas, at third base in the game the afternoon before, remembered
that Andy had been next to him at shortstop. Andy's death saddened
the campus community far more than the material destructon had done.'
Nevertheless the damage was awesome. Student Joseph A. Menger
of San Antonio remembered it vividly more than fifty years later. He did
not see the tornado strike the campus for he had played hookey that
day, the only time in his life he ever did so. But later he went over to
his room on the partially demolished second floor of Holy Cross Hall
and looking up "could see the blue sky where the third floor and roof
formerly stood." Over at the gymnasium he saw the rocks of the walls
piled four feet deep on the floor and reflected that he might have been
under them. He thought too of the little boys who got out of the pool
just before its roof was lifted off. He noticed that the roofs of both the
pool and the gym had been hurled against the back of the Main Building
and had torn a great hole in the wall. After doing all this damage on
campus, the tornado moved on to hit the Woodward Furniture Factory
to the southwest.'
The disaster brought an outpouring of sympathy for St. Edward's.
Old students Leonard Schneider '98 and John Butler '95 of Austin, who
were members of a committee for a Greater St. Edward's appointed the
year before, sent out a letter to the public asking for help. The school
had started to expand and to strengthen its programs without much
help from its old students and friends, the letter said. Now it would
have the additional expense of reconstruction, and very much needed
their support. 6
The bishop of the diocese, the Most Reverend Arther]. Drossaerts,
who had come up from San Antonio to survey the damage, addressed
an appeal to his clergy. He spoke, with perhaps some exaggeration, of
the loss sustained by St. Edward's, which, he said, had been "doing
God's work nobly and well in southern Texas." Now in its hour of need
it had a right to expect help. So on the Sunday when the letter was read
in the churches, pastors might want to have young ladies at the doors
to collect contributions from people as they left. Also, the Southern
Messenger might "open a subscription list" for the school. 7
A few days after the tornado, the local council at St. Edward's met
to review the damage and to plan for reconstruction. Out of this meeting
came a report which Father Schumacher made to the Provincial under
date of May 12. It said that Holy Cross Hall had lost its roof and suffered
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damage to its upper walls and to its floors, especially the _third. The
council was strongly in favor of rebuilding it with a capacity for 150
students. The smokestack of the power plant and the housing of its boilers
were gone. The candy store beside it was in ruins. ~he co_un_cil favo~ed
rebuilding the boiler house off to one side. It was unsightly m I~S locatiOn
right behind the Main Building. The gymnasium was demolished and
the natatorium unroofed. Again, as after the fire, rebuilding offered an
opportunity for improvement. People at St. Edward's had been talking
before the storm about the need for a complex that would include a
social center, recreation rooms, and toilets as well as the gymnasium
and auditorium. The outside toilets then in use were poorly located and
offensive.
The Main Building, though not directly in the path of the storm,
had also sustained some damage when the roof of the gymnasium and
perhaps other objects were hurled against it. But it wa~ still u_sable and
classes were being held in it. The boys were resummg their normal
behavior and making a lot of noise. But that meant they were alive,thank God. The President recalled that their noise when he first heard
it after the storm was "very sweet music" to him.
Repairs and reconstruction would be expensive, but the administration was hopeful. Appeals had been made and the public had shown
sympathy. Perhaps something would come of it all. Insurance would
not go far. There had been non_e on Holy Cross or the M~i~ Bui},ding.
This, the President explained naively, was because those bmldmgs were
supposed to be wind-proof and tornados were considered an unknown
thing in Texas." Maximum insurance for other damage woul~ be under
$6,000. With this information Notre Dame had a pretty good Idea of the
situation in Texas.'
In the meantime obsequies had been held for the sixteen-year-old
McGrory boy. First there was a Requiem Mass for him at school. Then
his body, accompanied by Father Misch, was sent home to his grievin_g
parents in Port Arthur. The funeral there, Misch reported upon his
return, was the largest he had ever seen. 9
On the afternoon of May 28, the day before school closed, faculty
and students gathered for the ceremonial unveiling and blessing of a
student memorial to Andrew F. McGrory. The Vice-President, Father
Joseph Maguire, preached a sermon on that occasion recalling that
Andy was both a "real boy" and a "good boy," who might have done
much for the church in the future. "But his Creator decreed otherwise." 10
The next day, May 29, was closing day for the year. In his remarks
to a gathering of students, faculty and visitors, Father Schumacher
reflected sadness, but also pride and hope. He reaffirmed the goal of
such growth at the collegiate level that St. Edward's would become "The
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Notre Dame of the Southwest." St. Edward's had completed a year of
work with its first regular college class. Campus activities and organizations had had a memorable year. There had been "hardly a shadow in
the picture" during the eight months before the blow of May 4 struck,
dealing out death and destruction. But all could recognize with gratitude
that these might have been much worse. The many expressions of good
will which followed the storm were most encouraging. The bishops of
San Antonio and Galveston had both paid visits after the storm and
both had been very supportive generally. The Knights of Columbus and
other Catholic organizations had shown interest in helping St. Edward's
recover. Parishes and religious communities had been kind, and private
individuals generous. The campus community had reacted splendidly.
Not a day of school was missed, not even a single class, from May 4th
to the last day. At a meeting on the evening of May 21, the students
had declared their loyalty to St. Edward's and their confidence in its
future. And then they subscribed "a substantial amount" for the
reconstruction program. Thus St. Edward's would be ready for its
students again in the fall, feeling confident of wide support for realizing
the great work that was ahead."
After a visit from the provincial and with the help of a loan,
guaranteed by the province, from the Austin National Bank, St. Edward's
in June began its major reconstruction projects. Contracts just for Holy
Cross Hall and the power plant allowed for expenditures of$26,500.
As work began St. Ed's had on hand about $6,000 from its earlier
development drive and from gifts received after the tornado. It was also
signing a contract, with a new fund-raising company, Ward's of Chicago.
Mr. Ward himself came down for a meeting held in the President's office
at which he convinced "nine representative men" gathered there, friends
of the school, that now was the time for a real fund-raising effort. Ward
agreed to underwrite half of the expenses and the nine men the other
half. This drive would open on June 19 and run fourteen weeks.
Estimates, which Schumacher was inclined to accept, were that it would
bring in up to $90,000 by October 1 and total of over $150,000 finally.
Learning about this bold view, the provincial observed that he wished
he could share the President's confidence. Notre Dame's fund-raising
drive was not, he implied, raising big money so quickly. 12
As it turned out, the provincial's concern was well founded. The
firm in charge of the drive seems to have been systematic. The brochure
for the "Reconstruction Campaign" was well done, with clear statements
of needs and objectives and with impressive endorsements. Alumnus
John F. Butler of Austin was named executive chairman of the drive,
which was scheduled for September 11 to 21, 1922. Ward's sent their
"best man" to help. Austin was divided into districts, each one assigned
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for solicitation to an ex-student or friend of the school. Mailings and
advertisements carried the appeal to out-of-town places.
Many people did contribute, for sympathy and good will toward
St. Edward's was wide spread. One of the most touching gestures was
that of the girls at St. Mary's Academy who sent Father Schumacher
$200 which they had collected among themselves. But almost all of the
contributions were small, and the grand total of them plus pledges, was
less than $22,000-far under the goal. The provincial agreed that the
results were perhaps all that could have been expected "under the
climatic and, shall we say, psychological conditions in Texas." It would
be a long time before St. Edward's would launch a major fund-raising
effort again. 13
Along with the drive, the work of cleaning up, repair and
reconstruction was going on. Years later, Oscar Kruhl recalled for this
history that he helped clean up the wreckage of the old gym. The main
project was the rebuilding of Holy Cross Hall. When finished in
November, it was considered to be "better than the original." The other
damaged and ruined buildings were also repaired or replaced with such
good results that the physical plant as a whole was in better shape than
before the disaster. Workmen were on the job until the beginning of
1923 when the last building, the gym, was finished. 14
On January 13, 1923, Bishop Drossaerts was present to bless the
restored Holy Cross Hall. Adding to the occasion was a guard of honor
made up of local Knights of Columbus in full regalia. Fathers Thomas
Steiner and Leonard Carrico had arrived to join the faculty just in time
for the event, and many distinguished guests were present. The area
clergy made a good showing. St. Mary's and St. Louis colleges of San
Antonio were represented. Mr. William Menger, Joseph's father and
manager of the Southern Messenger was there. Some of the sisters and girls
from St. Mary's Academy of Austin graced the occasion. Present too
were Messrs. Francis Fischer and H. L. Lambie, the Austin contractors
who had built the hall in 1903 and had now rebuilt it. After the blessing
the bishop spoke, praising the appearance of the campus and observing
that the completion of Holy Cross Hall augured well for the future of
St. Edward's. 1'
It had all cost money, however, and rather more then anticipated.
With a cost overrun of several thousand dollars for repairs and rebuilding,
the College now had a total indebtedness of $68,000, and the authorities
at Notre Dame were worried. The provincial was prompt to let President
Schumacher know that he had a few things to answer for. This was
followed by a visit to St. Edward's from Father Joseph Gallagher,
representing the provincial. After that Father Schumacher penned a
reply to the charges against him. He had not, he insisted, exceeded his
authority. He had done what had to be done and as authorized. There
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were reasons, as the provincial himself had admitted, for the failure of
the drive. It had been impossible to estimate accurately the cost of
rebuilding Holy Cross Hall, and so the budget for it was exceeded.
That other reconstruction-of the natatorium, gymnasium, steam
house, power house, and pump house-had also to be done should not
have surprised the provincial, even though this had not been discussed
with him at his visit after the storm. Moreover, everything had been
done as economically as possible. There was nothing more to say. 16
If Father Schumacher had poor luck as a fund raiser, he was still
one of St. Edward's greatest presidents. He defined clearly the collegiate
and high school departments, modernized the curriculum, won various
accreditations, and obtained a university charter. In addition to this he
carried the case for Catholic education to the public and remained active
in national educational organizations. Signs of an academic revolution
at St. Edward's appeared soon after Schumacher took office. For years
the distinction between high school and college had been blurry.
Although the term "high school" began to be used in the catalogues
around 1900, the secondary level did not have the distinct existence that
postwar standards would require. In 1921, for the first time, a separate
preparatory school catalogue was published. The high school even then
did not have its own principal- the president held that title- nor did
it have a fully separate faculty. It was at times even referred to as the
"prep department." Still it possessed a real identity which had been
lacking before.
At the same time the college, with slogans like "a greater St.
Edward's," "the Notre Dame of t)le Southwest," and "the school that
educates," was being reorganized separately as an institution of higher
education. In making a new start, it took only freshman and sophomores
for the 1921- 1922 school year. Upper division work would begin in 1922
if numbers warranted, it was announced, but the first full four-year class
would not graduate until 1925. There were to be colleges of arts and
letters, of law, and of engineering, each with its own departments. New
course titles like "General Psychology" and "Principles of Economics"
gave the program a modern look. But there was still the old concern
about having a strong faculty. Weaknesses showed up more in a small
school like St. Edwards, Schumacher told the provincial. During these
critical years while St. Edward's was trying to rise to new levels it needed
to present a strong front. Faculty degrees were important. It would hurt,
Schumacher pointed out i.n one instance of a proposed change, to lose
a man with a master's degree. He was a department head, a role that
required at least that degree. 17
Schumacher was also keenly aware of the importance for the school
of accreditation by professional agencies and organizations. In 1924 and
1925 he obtained for the college from the Texas State Department of
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Education, and from the Texas Associ;tion of Colleges ratings as a senior
college. Apparently at this time also it was admitted as a standard senior
college to the Catholic Education Association. In 1925 the high school
department was admitted to the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools. Schumacher observed that St. Edward's would
continue to seek admission into bodies for which it was eligible.
Membership in the Southern Association, however, would elude the
college for many years more.
The next big mr)ve was to win university status. This would
legitimize the internal system of "colleges" which the catalogues
described. That the designation of university was presumptuous for so
small an institution seems not to have been much considered. The
prestige of the name and the possibility of offering graduate work counted
for more. Besides Texas had a tradition of small universities. Accordingly,
the president sought, and on March 10, 1925, obtained, from the state
of Texas a new charter as St. Edward's UniversityY Generations of
graduating students since then have heard at commencements that by
this charter St. Edward's:
shall have full powers to confer and grant, or cause to be conferred
and granted, such degrees, regular and honorary, upon its graduates
and upon such other persons as may be deemed worthy, in the liberal
arts and sciences, in law, medicine, and theology, as are usually
conferred and granted by other universities in the United States.

As Dr. Schumacher worked for the upgrading and recognition of
his institution, he took advantage of speaking engagements to press the
case for Catholic education generally. Early in his administration he
began telling audiences around the state how important and deserving
of support the Catholic schools were. Delivering a Columbus Day oration
in 1919 to a Knignts of Columbus gathering in Houston, he urged them
to give practical support to Catholic education. No cause would bring
greater returns, he said. The next spring, giving the baccalaureate
address at Our Lady of the Lake College in San Antonio, he stressed
the need to educate the Catholic laity for leadership. 19
Within the community of Holy Cross Schumacher argued for the
expansion of its work in Texas. In 1922 Bishop Byrne of Galveston asked
the provincial, Father O'Donnell, to staff Sacred Heart Parish and St.
Mary's University in Galveston (where Holy Cross had launched its
Texas mission in 1870). Byrne asked for Schumacher's support in this
matter, and so when the provincial asked the latter for his opinion, he
expressed it strongly. The community, he said, should take both the
parish and the school. It owed that to the bishop, who had been kind
to it and whose good will was important to it. St. Mary's, which the
Jesuits .were leaving, could be converted into a central Catholic high
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school for Galveston. As such it would be a feeder for St. Edward's. The
own conviction was that St. Edward's would soon drop its
own h1gh school and be an institution of higher education only. The way
to hasten that day was for the congregation to have high schools located
str~tegically around the state, especially where it could also get parishes,
as m Galveston. These would be excellent sources of students. And,
Schumacher asked, should not the congregation have a policy of growth
in Texas? It could not simply stand still. People were sometimes heard
to say that it had not grown as it should have in so many years. Failure
to take opportunities to expand and help meet needs might hurt it with
·
the churchmen of the state. 20
Although the provincial council and chapter apparently gave careful
consideration to the Galveston proposal, they did not accept it. Lack of
personnel to put there may have been a reason for that. But the Holy
Cross leaders may have wondered too why the Jesuits were leaving St.
Mary's if it was such a promising situation. 21
In 1925 the two terms allowed a superior by canon law were up for
Schumacher. He had done great service to St. Edwards. It was a
testimonial to his achievements that his successor, Father Joseph Burke,
wanted him to stay on. Allowed to do that for one year, he served as
head of the philosophy department and was a valued advisor and public
relations figure.
presid~nt's

CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Looking For
Ways to Grow

As the 1920s went by, St. Edward's, whether it took 1878 or 1881,
or even 1885, as its starting point, was rounding out fifty years of
existence. Yet it was still small and in need of development. Hence the
administration of Father Joseph Burke, which followed that of Father
Schumacher, continued the quest for growth and improvement. Healthy
trends included the personal commitment of strong faculty members to
the school and to Texas, and a growing linkage between the institution·
and a strong Catholic organization in the state. Not so evident were the
economic trends which would eventuate in the Great Depression.
Father Burke came, as had Father Schumacher, with a doctorate
from Catholic University and a record of service at Notre Dame. As he
settled in at his new post, he viewed the future optimistically. Although
SEU, as we may now abbreviate it, had only about 120 students when
he came there and was still under 200 when he left six years later, he
never gave up hopes for it. It was, he emphasized in 1926 for the new
provincial, Father George Finnegan, "the Catholic School of Texas" "There
is," he added, with some lack of originality, "a chance for a second
Notre Dame here." And a brochure issued in his administration and
advertising St. Ed's attractively made much of its links with that model.'
In the spring of 1927 Burke addressed a circular letter to the priests
of Texas in which he stated that Catholic higher education in Texas was
"not making any notable progress." Perhaps, he said, that was in part
because the public, including the clergy, did not know the difficulties
with which religious orders in that work had to contend. Financially,
the way things were at St. Edward's, the Congregation of Holy Cross
174
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would do better, he said, to close the school and use the religious at
other schools it operated. But there was the weightier consideration that
a Catholic University in Texas could do much good in training leaders
for the church in the state. The priests were asked for their prayers and
support. 2
From the province St. Ed's received encouragement, prayers
certainly, and as much material help and personnel perhaps, as was
possible. Yet it sometimes felt that it got the short end of the stick. That
was what Burke thought when in 1926 Schumacher was taken away from
St. Ed's to be director of studies at Notre Dame again. Complaining to
the provincial about the loss, Burke said that Schumacher had built the
modern St. Edward's and was well known throughout Texas. Letting him
stay had been a sign that the congregation was serious about the school.
His removal would hurt it with the public and would discourage the
faculty. If it had been done to make him president of Notre Dame, it
would have been different. But director of studies! Someone else could
just as well have filled that post. Taking him away for that would "not
help the 'Big Brother' very much, but it [would] hit the 'Little Brother'
an awful wallop."'
Unable to get the provincial to change his decision, Burke wrote
Father Matthew Walsh, the president of Notre Dame, accusing him, a
supposed friend, of underhandedly stealing Schumacher from Texas.
Stung by the charge, Walsh stated his side of the case. He had, he said,
wanted to be fair to St. Edward's and had given up Father Cornelius
Hagerty from his philosophy department to replace Schumacher at St.
Edward's. Thus Father Burke's insinuations were hard to take. Burke
soon became more philosophical about the matter, however, and
Finnegan for his part promised to "get behind" St. Edward's. Burke
said wryly he hoped it wasn't to give it another kick!
St. Edward's catalogue statement about new buildings it needed at
this time listed a dormitory-maybe more than one-an engineering
building, an auditorium, a mess hall (a term popularized by the war)
and a chapel. In 1926 Burke proposed to make a start with a first unit
of the engineering building at a cost of$70,000. Enrollment in engineering
would slump, he argued, unless better facilities were provided. Both the
provincial and general councils gave their approval to the project, but
before financing could be worked out a new provincial administration
vetoed it. 5
Student housing fared a little better. If a dormitory couldn't be
built at once, at least some small accomodations could be, Burke thought.
In the summer of 1928, therefore, he had four cottages put up, with only
the consent of his local council, at a total cost of $3,000. An expenditure
that large was supposed to have higher approval, but, as he told the
provincial after the buildings were up, "We got around that difficulty
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by approving one building at a time." The provincial doubted that they
had gotten around it; the procedure was a clear violation of canon law.
If requested, however, he would "regularize" the matter. And this was
how the row of cottages or cabins which stood on the campus into the
1960s got started. 6
When Burke wanted to build more cottages in the fall of 1929, the
provincial wanted the case for them to be carefully made, and other
options- including an extension of Holy Cross Hall- to be considered.
But he gave the requested permission, suggesting that the structures be
grouped artistically rather than lined up in a row. Utilities problems,
as it turned out, were in the way of the more imaginative arrangement,
and four more cottages were put on the line. 7
Although the president thought cottages a good provisional solution
to housing needs, his vice-president, Father Joseph Maguire, never liked
them, calling them "unsightly shacks." He had discouraged the building
of the second round of them in 1929 and probably helped to prevent any
more from being built after that. His idea was to put any building money
into a more dignified structure-an idea that had by 1931 captured the
minds of the powers that were. 8
Burke himself dreamed of another major dormitory building, and
even indicated, prematurely, in 1928 that it would soon be started. It
was not until the next year that the provincial was willing to speak
positively about going ahead, either with that or with an extension of
Holy Cross Hall. By the spring of 1931 the planning began for the latter.
After reviewing the architect's design for a $42,000 project, the provincial
council gave it an amber light while the question of financing was being
investigated. 9
But the difficulty of getting a loan with the Great Depression
gripping the country doomed it all. Burke found that he could obtain
$50,000, which would provide some extra money, from a St. Louis finance
company, but its schedule of maturities- $5,000 a year from 1933 to
1940 and $10,000 in 1941-was forbidding. Father James Burns, now
the provincial, after going over the proposal with his council, pointed
out that with interest and with obligations it already had St. Edward's
would have to come up with about $16,000 a year, beginning in 1933,
to swing this deal. Did the local council see a way to do that? he asked.
Burke then tried ·to get better terms from St. Louis, but could not. He
was looking for the money elsewhere when he left office, without the
expansion to the credit of his administration. to
If an exploration for oil on the property in 1928 had paid off, the
money for development might have been there. Oil was creating
millionaires in various parts of the state and the University of Texas had
struck it rich with its Santa Rita well in 1923. A struggling college could
hardly help dreaming that it might someday have a producing well. By
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early November, however, signs of failure were clear. There was no oil
at the SEU site. At that time also, hopes for the first Catholic president
of the United States were dashed as Al Smith went down to defeat. Texas
had deserted the Democrats to help bring this about, and the provincial
jokingly threatened to close St. Edward's as a punishment for the state.tt
Another business matter which fell within the Burke administration
was the acquisition of seven lots which, with the one Boland had bought
in 1913, made up a substantial addition to the west end of the campus,
along the San Antonio Road (now Congress Avenue). Three of the lots
lay north and four of them south of the entrance drive. When the local
council learned that the lots to the south were on sale for $500 an acre,
it recommended buying them and the ones to the north as well. With
the city moving out and improvements being made on the road, they
were not likely ever to be cheaper. And if development by other hands
took place on them, St. Edward's would be screened off from the street.
Father Burke himself did not immediately see the point of buying all of
the north side, and the provincial, as usual, was cautious about the
financial aspects of the proposal. He first suggested that the farm, which
wasn't making much money anyway, be sold to get the money for the
whole strip. But the local council was absolutely opposed to letting the
farm go and he dropped the idea.
In the meantime, the outspoken Father Maguire, heard about the
provincial policy of waiting and sent him a letter which reflects the
tensions built into the decision-making process. Maguire, who had been
at St. Ed's since 1920, had seen the college frustrated before by stupid
provincial decisions, he said, and he did not want to see another mistake
made now. It was as clear as day that South Austin was stirring; the
price for which the land in question could be had at this time would
seem small in the years to come. And maybe the provincial could have
his council look at it another way. The five men of the local council in
Austin were not dummies, at least not as a group, and they were close
to the issue. They favored the purchase but were reversed by five men
a thousand miles away, four of whom had never seen the place in
question. Father Provincial was entitled to his mistakes, Maguire
allowed. He was bound to make some. But he was begged not to make
them in Texas, where the mistakes of higher superiors had been "the
daily food of the place from the beginning."
Maguire made it too strong, of course, but he expressed a feeling
that other Holy Cross religious on this mission before and after him
sometimes had. In this case, the provincial, in a calm reply, said he
agreed entirely that St. Edward's should have the land. He just had not
yet found a way to finance the purchase.
The provincial council finally borrowed a considerable sum to make
up the price of the land and bought it in the summer of 1928 for St.
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Edward's. The council counted on selling off early some of the land north
of the entrance drive at advantageous prices so as to ease the financial
strain. Father Burke engaged a real estate agent for promotion, but the
latter's "For Sale" sign remained standing idly over the property as the
depression came on. 12
In the meantime a bold idea for the betterment of the school was
hanging fire. An inquiry had come from Dallas in 1927 as to whether
the Congregation of Holy Cross would be interested in relocating its
operation there. It was obvious from the beginning that the idea might
not be so good, but at least it had to be looked at. One possibility was
that the congregation would buy the property of the University of Dallas.
More discussed, however, was a possibility of relocating in Oak Cliff, a
Dallas suburb, whose Chamber of Commerce was trying to attract a
university. Oak Cliff wanted to have one, as Father Burke understood
it, so that they would not be overshadowed by the Highland Parks
suburb, which had Southern Methodist University. Local leaders held
out "splendid inducements" for the university that would come there,
he reported. He had talked the matter over with Bishop Lynch and other
diocesan authorities in Dallas, and found them much in favor of St.
Ed's taking this opportunity. With the encouragement of friends of St.
Edward's, Burke warmed up to the idea. The Oak Cliff Chamber of
Commerce first offered the Congregation $200,000 to come, but the
Congregation did not think it could afford to do so for less than a million.
By July the Chamber of Commerce was talking of $250,000 and a gift
of three hundred acres of land. That was impressive, but it still left
questions about the continuing support that the move would require."
In the meantime, in late April, word of the talks between St.
Edward's and Oak Cliff was leaked to the Dallas press, embarrassing
both parties. An Austin paper picked up the story and went to Father
Burke about it. Burke admitted that friends of St. Ed's in Dallas had
urged the relocation and that there had been "informal discussion of the
matter with individual members of the Dallas (sic) Chamber of
Commerce." But any decision about the relocation of St. Ed's or about
establishing a new college would have to be made by higher authorities,
he said. For now St. Edward's was trying to improve its plant in Austin. 14
Vice-President Maguire was an interested and opinionated observer
of the Dallas project. Former President Schumacher, now president of
St. Thomas College in St. Paul, had been asked by the provincial to
give his opinion about it and had sent a copy of his response to Maguire,
who had been with him for six years in Austin. Writing the provincial
in February 1929 about things that had been appearing in the San
Antonio and Dallas press, Maguire said he had received Schumacher's
letter. He added that for his part he didn't think much of the climate
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at Dallas, but he supposed the provincial was studying the location from
all angles to see if it would be a good territory.
Later publicity provoked a few more plain remarks from Maguire.
The only good thing he could see in it was that it underlined the fact
that St. Edward's had to make some progress or its claims would be
considered "hot air." And it was really the reputation of Holy Cross
that was at stake, he added. Look at the three quarters of a million
dollars that Notre Dame had just put into building a football stadium
when it was dormitory space that it as well as St. Edward's needed. If
that was provided, Notre Dame could build a Tower of Babel for all he
cared, Maguire said. It was his conviction, as he told the provincial
earlier, that "This year marks the rise or fall of our efforts in Texas." 15
As for the provincial, at mid-summer of 1929 he came out flatly
against the relocation project. Continuing publicity about it was likely
to hurt St. Edward's. It would look like a lack of confidence in its position
in Austin. Now there was this plan for a Dallas campaign to raise
$750,000 from wealthy people there, in addition to what the Chamber
of Commerce was offering. It could drag out a long time and would not
succeed anyway. So the whole thing should just be dropped."
While the administration struggled with such great issues as these,
the faculty and students managed with what they had to keep St. Ed's
an interesting place.
In the academic area, the Burke administration continued the
modernization begun by its predecessor, as the attractive university
bulletin of 1927 illustrates. The faculty list of the bulletin shows the
degrees, rank, and previous academic service of each member. General
education requirements included social sciences. And there was a notice
that a two-hour physical education requirement would go into effect the
next fall. Scholastic regulations covered attendance, deficiencies, probation, classification and the like in fairly modern style.
Most students were in no-nonsense fields. Of 152 students at the
University in 1927-28, for example, forty eight were in business. But St.
Edward's claimed, as in the past, to give them more than business
training; it sought to give them the broad education a university student
should have. There were thirty-five students in engineering the first fall,
1927, that a major was offered. John Quinn, a mathematician, and Frank
Skeeler, a physicist, constituted the nucleus of the engineering faculty.
Pre-law and pre-medicine were, of course, offered, and were better suited
to the capabilities of the institution. Agriculture, reduced to a single
poultry course in the late 1920's, had not lived up to earlier hopes for
its growth.
An area which was showing rapid growth was that of the social
sciences. Survey courses in European and United States history had
become the staples of general education that they are today. Offerings
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in the history of Mexico, of Texas, and of Latin America reflected a
growing awareness of St. Edward's regional context. Most remarkable
perhaps was the rise of sociology, promoted by Father Michael Quinlan
(but denounced by Father Cornelius Hagerty). There was even a course
on race relations, the first sign of interest in that area. Government
made a modest showing under the Aristotelian name "politics" which
it retained for years. Another subject begun in this era was journalism.
It was taught by Professor Albert J. Bieter, who also helped to put out
the school paper.
Perhaps the boldest (and most badly advised) academic innovation
of the time was the opening of a graduate school in 1924. Presently work
leading to the master's degree was announced for several fields. But it
did not catch on-only three graduate students were listed for 1926-27,
for example. At the 1931 commencement Father Bernard Lange received
what was probably the only earned doctorate SEU ever bestowed, and
he had done much of the work for it at Notre Dame. With that the
graduate school closed. 17
Summer school also came into being in 1924, with the odds against
it. For one thing, Texas summers are hot. Besides there were other calls
for the services of the religious in the summers. Notre Dame wanted
teachers for its summer session, as did Our Lady of the Lake College
in San Antonio. And pastors in and out of the state, seeking to get away
for vacations, were glad to have Holy Cross priests to help out at their
parishes.
Nevertheless efforts were made to have summer programs, two of
which are of particular note. In the summer of 1924 Father Vincent
Mooney, who was interested in youth work, offered a course called Boy
Guidance. Intended for adults working with youngsters, this field was
enjoying some vogue. Notre Dame, among no doubt other places, had
a summer course in it. The following spring Mooney, trying to improve
enrollment in the course, went before the state convention of the Knights
of Columbus to enlist support for it. But even so it did not do well in
the following summer. Thereafter Mooney was transferred away from
St. Edward's, the Knights decided to turn their efforts to the Boy Scout
movement, and Boy Guidance faded away. 18
The other experiment was with a summer coaching institute,
conducted in its first year, 1925, by Knute Rockne, the already legendary
football coach at Notre Dame, and Dr. Walter Meanwell, the basketball
coach at the University of Wisconsin. Scheduled for the first two weeks
of August, it was, a coach who attended it said, a serious business. The
coaches "were there to learn," and the work went on all day. Rockne
lectured on football from 7 to 10:30 in the morning. Then the
coach-students suited up for demonstrations until noon. Meanwell's
basketball course in the afternoon used the same format. Of course the
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name of Rockne attracted many people from Austin and the area to
watch.
All of this wasn't so bad in the first week, which was tolerably cool.
But the second week was hot, and Rockne, born in Norway, as well as
Meanwell from Wisconsin, must have suffered then. Neither ever came
back. When Rockne begged off the next year, it probably was not only,
as reported, that his doctor wanted him to get some rest. The coaching
school was not held that summer at all, but it was resumed in 1927 with
St. Ed's own Coach Jack Meagher as instructor. 19
As the Burke administration pursued the academic standards and
goals of its predecessor, the importance of full accreditation became
more and more evident. It was all very well for SEU to hold membership
in the Association of Texas Colleges, and to be recognized as a senior
college by the Texas State Department of Education and by the Catholic
Educational Association. But what the university really needed was
accreditation by the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of
the Southern States (usually referred to as the Southern Association).
At the end of Burke's administration, in 1931 Father Eda-ar
"' Misch the
dean of studies and registrar, asked the executive secretary of the
association for a preliminary view of the school's chances at that time
for accreditation. The response called attention to standards that were
formidable. First, there should be a complete separation of high school
and university. This meant separation as to faculty, plant and equipment.
Second, an institution seeking admission should be out of debt. It would
be a long time, at that rate, before St. Edward's would be accredited.
Faculty training would be a consideration, of course, but probably not
so hard to achieve. 20
The faculty of the 1920's displayed an interesting mix of people.
Laymen were becoming more numerous. Among those who served for
considerable periods at this time were Joseph Dubray, William Galligan,.
John Quinn, Albert Bieter, Frank Skeeler, and Coach John Meagher.
Among the priests of the day were Fathers James O'Brien, Peter
Forrestal, Alan and Leo Heiser, Michael Quinlan, James Ready, Paul
Foik and Cornelius Hagerty. Of the brothers-not all of them on the
college faculty-some like Brothers Ambrose, Conrad, Francis de Sales
and Flavian were old timers in Texas, having been at either the school
for boys of St. Mary's parish, or at St. Edward's. One new arrival,
Brother Lucian Blersch, would stay for nearly sixty years. 21
Something more may be said here of Fathers Hagerty and Foik.
Father Cornelius ("Con") Hagerty, who came to St. Ed's as Father
Schumacher's replacement in. 1926, is remembered for his outspoken
confidence in his own opinions and in the scholastic philosophy of St.
Thomas Aquinas. He liked St. Edward's so much from the beo-innino. he was afraid he would wake up and find it a "'dream."'
that he smd
)

)
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Nobody here knew any canon law. The community spirit was great.
And the open country was suitable for long walks. More than once
during Christmas vacations Hagerty went on hikes of several days which
took him to far away places like Fredericksburg and Kerrville. At the
latter place he could stay with a former Notre Dame student, Father
Henry Kemper, who had come to Texas for his health several _yea~s
before. (The church Father Kemper built and pastored at Kerrville Is
called Notre Dame.) 22
Trained in the Thomistic revival of the early century, Hagerty was
for years a pillar of Thomistic philosophy and theology in the community.
At St. Ed's he moved aggressively to strengthen them and got the general
education requirement in them raised to twenty-four hours. But presently
Father Quinlan and others were fighting to get them reduced by half so
that more work in history and the other social studies could be required.
When the issue came to a faculty vote, Hagerty lost. Then, declaring
that his opponents were not qualified to decide such a question, he
appealed to the provincial and, apparently with his support, got a
.
compromise that set the requirement at eighteen hoursY
Hagerty's influence on the young men with whom he worked m
philosophy was great. To supplement class work, he for~ed a ~t. Thoz-r:as
Philosophical Society, later renamed the Neo-ScholastiC SoC1ety, which
met twice a month to hear papers read by its own members. Some of
the best papers were published in special philosopher's issues of the
Echo and were creditable enough to draw praise from readers at Notre
Dame. On the feast of St. Thomas, March 7, Society members would
have a special Mass, a program with the presentation of original papers,
and a banquet. 24
Father Paul Foik came to St. Edward's in 1924 from the post of
head librarian at Notre Dame. Remaining at St. Ed's until his death in
1941 he was tireless as librarian, teacher, editor, and author. His great
field 'of interest, in which he published many articles, was history. It is
as editor of a Texas Catholic history project sponsored by the Texas
State Council of the Knights of Columbus that he is especially
remembered.
One of the most effective ways for the Holy Cross people, almost
none of them native Texans, to relate to Texas was through the Knights
of Columbus. Father Foik's work with the Knights is the most
outstandino- example of such relating. By the time of his arrival the
Catholic c~mmunity of the state had strong motives for seeing its own
history done. Authors and scholars like Willa Cather and Herbert Bolton
had stimulated interest in the Spanish and Mexican past of the southwest,
including its missions. Miss Adina de Zavala, grand-daughter of Lorenzo
de Zavala, first vice president of the Republic of Texas, had worked [or
years, with others, to get the Alamo restored. (Her brothers, Augustme
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and_ Thomas, were students at St. Edward's around 1900.) A second
motive for recalling the Catholic roots of the state was to respond to the
anti-Catholic bigotry of the decade. The Ku Klux Klan, in fact, had
b~rne~ a fiery c~oss a few rods to _the south of the SEU campus one
mght m 1922. Fmal:y, the centenmal of Texas independence, won in
1836, was approachmg, and the Catholics of the state wanted their
heritage commemorated in the celebration.
It _was the Knights of Columbus who took the lead in seeing that
som~thmg was ~one. O~e of their leaders, Judge William Blakesley of
Austm, was partlcularly mter_e:ted in the promotion of Catholic history.
Appa~ently It was the demohtwn of the old Spanish mission of Ysleta,
estabhshed about 1682 near El Paso, which moved them to action. In
accordance with a resolution taken at the 1923 convention in Victoria
State Deputy Joseph I. Driscoll formed the Texas Historical Commissio~
to :vork for the publication of a history of the Catholic Church in Texas
which would begin with the Spanish period. Father Foik who had been
responsible for the Catholic Archives of America when he was at Notre
Dame, became a member of the Commission during his first year in
Texas. On N?vem~er 23, 1926, the Commission meeting at St. Edward's
chose ~r. _F01k as Its permanent chairman and designated St. Edward's
the editonal headq~arters. and archiv~l center of the history project. It
set the goal of havmg a six-volume history finished by the time of the
Texas centennial year, 1836. On March 2, Texas Independence Day, of
that year title to the collection, later called the Catholic Archives of
Texas, was to pass to St. Edward's University.
For years. Foik and his associates in the work, including students-Joe Miller, Steve Verhalen, Joe Koegler and others-collected
photographed and organized materials for the history, forming in th~
process the nucleus of the Catholic Archives of Texas. The collection
and t~e wo~k place were located in the basement of Holy Cross Hall,
to which _F 01k _had moved the university library from the Main Building.
One testlmomal to the energy with which he pursued the work is a
report that he traveled 7,000 miles in the summer of 1929 in search of
materials.
As the archives grew in size and value, some of those interested
became concerned ~hat Texas might lo_se them. Accordingly, a new
contract was made m the late 1920s to msure that they would not be
moved ~ut of state e~en if St. Edward's should move or close. The writing
of the history for which the archives had been founded would commence
in the next decade and continue into the late 1950s. 25
One of the results of Foik's involvement in the history project was
the strong identification it gave him with Texas. Such religious as he
and Hagert~ -Maguire, as we've seen, was another-represented the
Texan loyahsts who served at St. Ed's. Actually, most of the religious
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liked the place, although they were from up north. Some of them told
Father Burke, he reported to the provincial, that if it were not for the
summers they would prefer Texas to any other house in the community.
Still there were those who did not much like it and even saw a bit
of a sanitorium or of a Siberia in it. Brother Lucian liked to tell that the
first confrere he met, upon his arrival in 1827, asked him, "Are you sick
or did you do something?" It was a community joke in the old days
that you were sent to Texas for your health or for a punishment. There
is no real evidence that the province leadership considered Texas a penal
colony, but they certainly did continue to send people there for their
health. Then too, there were faculty members who seemed to -deprecate
St. Edward's by their excessive references, nostalgic or bragging, to
Notre Dame. Accordingly, the class of 1928 included an admonition
about this in the suggestions it left the administration at graduation.
It was a good thing, in view of its need to be more Texan, that St.
Edward's developed a close association with the Texas State Council of
the Knights of Columbus. The initiative for this came chiefly from Father
Schumacher, at one time state chaplain of the Knights, and was built
upon by Fathers Foik and O'Brien and other St. Edward's people in the
years that followed. Notable instances of collaboration between the
school and the Knights were the ways in which they sought to recruit
students and to provide financial support for them. At their state
convention at Fort Worth in 1922 the Knights adopted a resolution in
support of Catholic education in the state. St. Edward's responded by
offering two partial scholarships- one of $100 for a college student,
and the other of $50 for a high school student- to each local KC
council in Texas. A few years later this rather ambitious program was
revised so that each district de;puty (representing a group of several
councils) was authorized to select one student for a scholarship of $200.
The same offer was made, incidentally, to each district deputy of the
Catholic Daughters of America and of the Staats-Verband of the
Katholischer Verein of America. In 1924 at their state convention in
Laredo the Knights established a Student Loan Fund for students
attending Catholic colleges in Texas. St. Edward's students often made
use of this fund, which remained in existence for many more years.'6
With the help of the Knights, the numbers and talent of the student
body were augmented. The record that the students of the 1920s made
outside of as well as in the classroom and to which we now turn to is
an important part of the history of the school.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Campus
Activities
and a
Golden Jubilee
The you~ger generation of the Twenties is remembered as an active
and c~all?ngmg set. Many of the older folks thought it was out to
re~olutwmze the ~~nners and morals of the country. So it was a good
thmg, the authontles at St. Ed's maintained that the
h ·
"
.
'
campus was
so mew at 1solated. At a tlme when temptations of all kinds are abroad
when morals are so lightly watched over, the benefits of the location of
St. Edward's cannot be overestimated"
· a
, the 19'>5
- ca tal ogue sa1"d m
statement meant to reassure parents. "The campus is large " ·t
· d
" d
d
, 1 pomte
out _an stu ents are expected to take their recreation there rather than
to lmter about the city." Strict· yes but high-minded· "N
f
1
· .
'
'
·
o young man
o gent emanly mstmcts and aspirations ever finds any of the regulations
burdensome; and no other kind of young man is either desired or tolerated
at St. Edward's." 1
· Still _the st_udents were not fully convinced by such statements. Go
to a reumon w1th exes from that era and you will hear of challenges to
t?e system. Many of them recall eluding the vigilance of dormitory rectors
hk~ ~ather Forrestal ~nd taking off for town after curfew. One of Father
Fmk s helpers, Joe M1ller (later a Holy Cross priest himself) recounted
an escapade he participated in. It seems that he and a buddy 0 t
wan:ed to go o~t to the movies to see AI J olson in "The Jazz Si:cre;~
but 1t was agamst the rules. Father Foik, who was not a rector "'told
them to go anyway, and they did. After the show, as they prepa;ed to
?oard the streetcar for campus, an auto stopped to give them a ride In
1t were Fathers George McNamara and Walter O'Donnell h
· .k d
tth"fi
·
d
,woWlne
a
em ractwn an never told Father Forrestal about it. 2
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Of course, there was then and for years after, some feeling that
Austin was a dead town-not much to do there anyway. One boy who
couldn't get home for Christmas in 1922 pronounced the amusements
of the place "a bit limited." As for the regimen on campus, students
have left a few wry comments about that. Newton Wall observed m
1922 that life in the "Flats," (Holy Cross Hall in those days was often
referred to as the "Flats") was "governed by the same code of
laws" as it had been when the fathers and uncles of the present students
were living there. One of the prefects had been at his post, it was known,
•
•
for nineteen years. 3
Another student, Charles Kelly, in a cheeky essay published m a
1923 issue of the Echo, gave an insider's view of "Life in a Boarding
SchooL" There it is not your mother's gentle voice, but a harsh bell
that awakens you in the morning, he said. At home if you are late f~r
breakfast, it will wait for you. At school if you are late, the matter 1s
settled for the day-you don't eat until noon. At home you may e~t
before going to bed, but not at a boarding schooL At home you eat '":ntll
you think you've had enough; at school "until somebody else thn:ks
you've had enough." At home big people go to bed when they thmk
they should but at school they go when a prefect thinks they should- he
' light. All in all, Kelly concluded, the author of "H orne,
turns out the
4
Sweet Home" must once have lived somewhere in the Flats himself.
But whatever the limitations of life on campus, there actually were
lots of things to do. One could join the staff of the campus paper, St.
Edward's Echo, for example, whose files reveal so much of the activities
of the era. Revived in 1919, as noted earlier, it was, like the old Echo,
an outlet for creative writing as well as a newspaper. In 1929 it adopted
the format of contemporary newspapers. Throughout the quality. of
writing is good, in considerable part, no doubt, because of close attentwn
from faculty advisors. Of these the most professional wa~ Profe.ssor
Albert J. Bieter, who joined the faculty in 1925 as a teacher of JOurnalism.
A window on the decade and its concerns, the Echo took note of the Ku
Klux Klan, the Red Scare, immigration control, moral decline, Prohibition, the Irish Question, the League of Nations and many other
contemporary topics. More pertinent for our history, however, is the
view it provides of campus personalities, events, and trends. It shows
clearly that there was a lot going on. As the provincial, up at Notre
Dame, commented after reading an issue, it left the impression that St.
Ed's was a place where interesting things were happening.;
Another publication which provided a good kind of involvement ~or
students and was a service to historians as well as to contemporanes
was the yearbook, called the Tower from at least 1925. Its photographic
record is particularly good for athletics and campus organizatio~s. It
may be noted that some things have not changed for Tower ed1tors.
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"When you are asked to have your picture taken," a Tower notice in the
February 1925 Echo admonished, "please do it at the proper time." 6
Using mostly these two sources, the Echo and the Tower, we may proceed
to reconstruct the student life of the day.
Recreation Hall, possibly the same as the old games building, was
a place where students could take refuge from "bleak northers" and enjoy
a game of billiards, a "somnolent game of checkers" or some other quiet
pastime. But, for a time at least, players had to buy tickets to play.
Brother Flavian controlled this racket, though boys might be deputed
to punch tickets and "eject violators." On the other hand, free movies
were sh~wn to stude?ts on campus weekly from as early as 1920. During
the Chnstmas vacatwn of that year, a local theatre manager, "Skinny"
Pryor (Cactus Pryor's father), sent out extra films for students who
hadn't been able to go home. Perhaps the first movie reviewed in the
Echo was "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" starring Lon Chaney. The
year was 1924. The tradition of a weekend movie on campus lasted into
the 1960s.'
V~siting le~turers came through periodically to enlighten the campus
on vanous top1cs. In December of 1920, as the Red Scare gripped the
country, David Goldstein spoke on Bolshevism. Three years later former
heavyweight boxing champion James ("Gentleman Jim") Corbett came
to emphasize for his young audience the value of good habits. 8
In 1921 a student Activities Committee (SAC) was established to
coordinate the many clubs and societies which existed on campus. Many
groups, ~hough worthy and durable, were relatively inconspicuous.
Others, hke the North Texas and El Paso Clubs, had brilliant moments,
but tended to come and go. Others were both prominent and lasting.
One of the most visible and active campus organizations for a long period
was Council2559 of the Knights ofColumbus (the KCs), an international
organization whose membership was limited to Catholic men. It was
inevitable that St. Ed's should have a local council when the door opened
in the parent organization for colleges to have them. The State Council
of the Knights, founded in 1902, provided one of the best networks in
Texas for its Catholic community. Father Schumacher
perceived that early, and made it a point, as we have seen, to take the
message of Catholic ed~cation to the Texas Knights. In 1921 State
Deputy F. H. Hustmyre and others representing the State Council visited
St. Ed's, and in 1923 the body held its annual state convention in Austin.
On the latter occasion St. Ed's Choral Club and Surpliced Choir
performed for the delegates downtown. A number of the delegates were
old students of the college, which some of them came out to visit while
they were in town. 9
Apparently it was William P. Galligan, the registrar at St. Ed's and
a future state officer, who took the lead in organizing a campus council,
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St. Edward's Council 2559, in 1924. On Sunday, December 14,
ceremonies instituting the new council were held, beginning with a
Mass celebrated by Father Schumachmer at 7:00 a.m. in the College
Chapel. Later in the morning ceremonials at which the first degree of
membership was conferred upon a group of candidates were held in the
auditorium. A surviving photo of the group, taken in front of the Main
Building, shows that Chester Koock, Oscar Kruhl and Gilbert Falbo-all
to have a long and special association with the school-were among
the new Knights. 10
Thus did Council 2559 begin a lively existence of almost fifty years,
during which it sponsored countless fine social events and altruistic
projects. Its grand knights, as the heads of a local KC councils are called,
were likely to be campus leaders in a number of areas. The first of these
was William Ryan; who, in reviewing its record of the first year, called
2559 a "council such as is not often found." In May of 1927, the council,
now led by its second grand knight, William Kent, brought to the
campus Peter Collins, a speaker in the national KC educational campaign
to prevent the spread of Bolshevism in America. In October 1929 State
Deputy Joseph I. Driscoll, at St. Edward's for a meeting the KC
Historical Commission, was the speaker for the Columbus Day celebration of the local council. The next day he spoke to the assembled student
body about the work of the commission in the interests of Texas Catholic
history.ll
Another campus society and team activity prominent in this era
was debate, which became interscholastic in 1924. On April 25 of that
year St. Edward's debated Daniel Baker College on the resolution that
the United States should join the League of Nations. It was a dual event
with the affirmative team facing Baker at St. Ed's, while the negative
met them at Brownwood. Both St. Ed's teams were victorious. In the
fall of 1926 SEU debaters achieved their supreme triumph. Nato
Quintanilla, lecturer of Council 786 in San Antonio, had arranged for
St. Edward's team to debate a team from Oxford University on the
resolution "That the League of Nations is Unworthy of the Confidence
of the World." St. Ed's debaters, Richard Manson, John Henrick, and
Elmore Borchers, traveled with Father Foik and their coach, William
Galligan, to San Antonio, for the debate in the KC Hall. When it was
all over, the syllogisms of St. Ed's had prevailed over the sarcasms of
Oxford, in the unanimous opinion of three judges. It was a heady
experience for SEU. A few days later the Saints' (not yet Hilltoppers)
defeated the Baylor Bears 18-0 in football at Waco, with the latter fresh
from wins over A&M and UT. People around Texas were asking how
these things could be, the Echo noted, and the answer was in effect that
SEU tried harder. To show that it all wasn't a fluke, Borchers and
Manson defeated Baylor in debates in the following March for the third
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of four victories over it that year. At the end of the year the Echo observed
that St. Ed's had always been famed for its athletic teams and now was
getting national recognition in the art of speakingY
The school was also doing well in oratory, long one of its strong
fields. Seminarian Joseph H. Fiedler, speaking of the pioneer Franciscan
missionary, Fray ~ntonio Margil, won a contest held on campus in May
1925. In the Spnng of 1927 SEU speakers, coached also by William
G~lligan, had some exciting moments, although they did not always
wm. The Texas finals for the National Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest
(NIOC) were held at SEU that year, but the school's representative,
Elmore Borchers, speaking on "Washington and the Constitution" did
not place among the top three.
In the following month the KC state Council with the Fourth
?egree KC's of the Austin area and with St. Edward's sponsored another
mtercollegiate oratorical contest on campus. This time Percy Foreman
of UT, later a famous criminal lawyer, was the winner, while the home
school's Borchers took fourth place. Apparently all speakers dealt with
the topic, "Washington and the Constitution." KC State Deputy Driscoll
was there to award the prizes and to address the audience said to have
included the largest number of visitors that ever attended a forensic event
on the campus.
Mr. Foreman pocketed $100 of prize money that night, but it was
not as much as SEU's William Ryan had won two years earlier at the
national finals of the NIOC in Los Angeles. Speaking as did his fellow
contest~~ts on. the Constitution, Ryan was near the top of the
competitiOn, bemg awarded third place and $500 in prize money. The
Los Angeles Times observed that to get to the nationals he had had to win
over all competitors from the fourteen states of the Southern Region of
theN ational Oratorical Association. 13
The Literary and Dramatic Club offered gratifying involvement to
many St. Ed's students as well as to girls from St. Mary's Academy and
Austn~. For years plays under its auspices were directed by Father Joseph
Maguire and presented in the auditorium, which had been reconverted
to its original use after serving for some time as a shop building. Many
of the plays produced had a religious character. Thus in 1921-22 "The
Second Shepherd's Play" was done before Christmas and "Everyman"
in the spring. "Everyman" was a favorite. In 1929, it was presented at
Our Lady of the Lake College as well as at home with a cast which
included John Raffaelli as Everyman and John Eag~n as Death. Edwin
Young, "with his resonant bass voice," as the Echo said, "lent a touch
ofsole~nity to the Voice of God." The 1931 production was distinguished
by havmg a goodly number of young ladies from Austin in various parts.
Shakespeare was not ignored. In April of 1928 the Dramatics Club
tackled "Twelfth Night" and succeeded quite well with it, if one could
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judge by the reaction of spectators during the performance and the
"many nice things" they said about it afterward. "Much Ado about
Nothing" was "acted sincerely and directed with evident tact ~nd
intelligence" in the auditorium on May 10 and 11, 1931. In :he leadmg
roles were John Raffaelli and Mary Faulk, whose badmage was
"sometimes interrupted by laughing applause." But the funniest moment
came when Gus Strauss lamented, "that I should be called an ass." (In
spite of the insult, Strauss later became a state legislator and a state
deputy of the KCs.)
Although they took dramatics seriously, the Thespians knew how
to relax. To this day many of those who worked in the "Abbey Theater,"
as they called the auditorium, remember the fun of it all. There is a
good account of the closing banquet of the Dramatic Club for the 1929- 30
year. Guests in the University Dining Hall that evening of May 1
included Archbishop Peter Hurth, the former president, who happened
to be visiting at the time, and the young ladies from Austin who had
worked with the club during the year. Being creative people, the
managers of the event saw that it was done with flair and that the
theatrical talents of those present were called upon. Among the acts of
the evening was a hilarious imitation by Mrs. Martyn Elliott of Father
Maguire directing a rehearsal. There was also a serious side to the
occasion. President Burke and others gave Maguire due praise for all
his work with the Dramatic Club since its reorganization in 1921. Student
Manuel Ochoa, speaking for the club, thanked the young ladies who
had contributed so much to a successful year. Responding for them, Julia
Kelly thanked Father Maguire for the opportunity to participate. "We
4
enjoyed every minute we spent in practice," she said.'
The music program at St. Ed's in the 1920's did not have as stable
a leadership as did dramatics, although some good thing were done in
it, especially in the choral branches. Professor Carl Hemmersbach was
music director from 1919-1924, with Father Maguire helping him. The
double-quartet which Hemmersbach reorganized made "a sple~did
impression" at the Washington Day Services of 1922. The next. spnng,
assisted by his faculty colleague, William Lemoine, he worked with both
the Glee Club and, for church services, with a group called the Suppliced
Choir (because they wore surplices when they performed). During Holy
Week services of 1923 the choir, performing at St. Mary's Church, gave
the congregation the first public rendition of Tenebrae in the history of
Austin. Selections of those services were broadcast that same week by
Station WNAS of Austin. When the Knights of Columbus had their State
Convention at Austin in May that same spring, the choir sang a Mass
for them at St. Mary's and the Glee Club did several numbers at one
of their evening entertainments.
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I.n 19_24 Professor Joseph Dubray, a new faculty member, took over
the directi?n of the Glee Club and began to organize tours for it. The
next year It opened its .spring ~eason with a performance on April 14th
at the Labor Temple m Austm. Then it left for a tour of East and
South Texas, performing before delighted audiences at Port Arthur
Ho~ston, Victoria, and Yoakum. Charles Schneider, who began as a~
~ssistant to Dubray, had charge of the choir in the spring of 1927, when
It made appearances at many more places around the state. One of these
wa: McAllen, where, in the Palace Theater on May 2, it gave a concert
which a newspaper review termed "delightful." "This is one of the best
glee clubs ever to come to the Valley," it added. Such publicity was of
course the best kind of advertising for St. Ed's.' 5
In the matter of dances and other mixed socials, St. Ed's fared well
for an all-male school. Many dances were held in the Auditorium with
young ladies coming from St. Mary's, the Seton School of Nursin~, and
Newman Hall at the University of Texas. The 1920 Commencement
Dance, a highlight of that school year, found the place decorated with
pennants, athletic trophies, and streamers of blue and gold, the school
colors. On March l, 1924, the freshman fixed up the auditorium even
more handsomely, if possible, for their dance. In a desperate attempt
to b~ock t~e event, t~e sophomores held freshman president John Halm
captive bnefly, but did not succeed in their design.
In a forma~ similar to that used for many years, the Senior Ball of
1927 was held m the State Ballroom of the Driskill Hotel. The room
was set out to resemble a palm garden, with flowers and school colors
in profusion. An Austin paper called the occasion "a memorable one in
the annals of St .. Edward's University," and the students themselves
gave it a top rating. There are probably still copies of its souvenir
pro~ram around in the homes of those who were present. (Their names
are m the Echo account of it.)
. 0~ February 17, 1928, the Junior class broke new ground by spon~onng, I~ the downtown Hall of KC Capitol Council 1017, the first prom
m the history of the school. One of the features of this formal occasion
was a spotlight which kept sweeping over the scene, giving a theatrical
effect.
Sometimes Our Lady of the Lake College in San Antonio would
have dances at which Edsmen would show up, especially in later years
as roads and automobiles improved.
Among the promoters of an active social program was St. Edward's
Council of the Knights of Columbus. In May of 1931 it helped to dispel
gloom over the Depression by giving a Barn Dance in a hall at Barton
Springs. Lending realism to the occasion were rustic decorations such
as wagon wheels, pieces of harness, corn cobs, hay, and baling wire.' 6
Red-letter days continued to provide a change of pace as they had
for years. There were the days like Thanksgiving and Washington's
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birthday which Americans as a whole observed, and days li~e the fe~sts
of St. Joseph, St. Patrick and St. Edward, which had special meanmg
on campus.
,
Washington's birthday had always been well hono_re~ at St. Ed s,
and the war seems to have stimulated a still more patnotic observance
of it. In 1925 Governor Pat Neff and several state legislators came out
to the college for Washington's Day ceremonies held in the Auditorium
on the evening of February 21. The program centered upon ~he
presentation of a flag to the school. The student body had been domg
this since 1920, but now the senior class, the first to graduate af~er fo_ur
years of the modernized college program and under the new umverslty
charter, assumed the responsibility for it.
.
At the opening of the program the audience heard student Ferdmand
Kinane read an original piece entitled "Ode to Washington," and liste~ed
to performances by the college orchestra and Glee Club. Then the semor
class president, Francis Farley, presented the flag to Dr. Schumach~r
and spoke briefly. He said that while the flag might be presented m
years to come "by larger and more worthy classes," it woul~ ne;,er by
presented with more sincere gratitude to the faculty and With mo~e
ardent wishes for the welfare of St. Edward's." Father Schumacher m
his response said: "February 22, 1920, when this impressive ceremony
was inaugurated at St. Edward's College, should ever be a memorable
date in the history of our institution, but this day, February 22, 1925,
should be hallowed for all time." There followed some remarks by the
aovernor on the history of the flag and service to it, and then the program
~losed with "The Star-Spangled Banner," sung by the audience.
Columbus Day and St. Edward's Day, which came back-to-back,
on October 12 and 13, blended together increasingly in one program,
and seemingly at the expense of the latter and its standing as Fou~der:s
Day. The Echo noted with regret that student Kermeth Stevens m h_Is
interesting paper on St. Edward the Confessor at the 1921 program d~d
not even mention Father Edward Sorin, founder of Holy Cross m
America, of Notre Dame, and of St. Edward's College. And t~e great
old tradition of a campus field day on Founder's Day was bemg lost
with the rise of football. October 13 in 1923 fell on a Saturday, when
the Saints were playing the Baylor Cubs. Watching their Alma Mate~
win 7-2 that day were a number of ex-students, invited by Alumm
Secretary Leonard J. Schneider of Austin. Probably most of them had
participated years before in those old field days.
.
Columbus Day, on the other hand, was increasingly emp~asized.
Owing to Catholic patriotism and the Knights of Columbus, Chnst~pher
Columbus was being promoted in the American Catholic commumty_ as
an admirable relicrious as well as historical figure. In a program whKh
the Literary and Dramatic Club presented at St. Ed's on October 11,
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1923, there were student papers on both Columbus and St. Edward.
According to report, however, it was the former more than the latter
whom President Schumacher in his remarks held up to the students as
. an example. Clearly, the formation of KC Council 2559 gave strength
to the observance on campus of Columbus Day, since that was a tradition
of the Order.
_M~rch, like October, brought two big days in rapid succession, St.
Patnck s Day and St. Joseph's Day. The feast of St. Patrick on March
_17 was impor:ant because there were many Irish on campus and because
1t was the birthday of Irish-born Father James O'Brien, the colorful
~ector of Holy Cross Hall. On that day in 1927, Thornton O'Connor,
m the name of the student body, rose in the refectory to wish Father a
Happy Birthday and present him with a cake "in the grand old color
o~ en:erald." On that same day the campus Irish, with John O'Brien
pitchmg, defeated a campus League of Nations team 26-17 in baseball.
One of the reasons for the Irish score was that first baseman Father Con
Hagerty got five hits. The feast of St. Joseph has always been a big CSC
day as he is the special patron of the brothers. Also, as noted on that
day in 1928, it was the patronal day of President Joseph Maguire. Later
research turned up Joseph Dubray on the faculty and six more Josephs
and one Jose in the student bodyY
With the great emphasis placed on varsity athletics in the 1920's
the intramural program suffered. This aggravated the old problem of
keeping the students occupied and happy on campus and away from the
city. The concept of intramural athletics was, however, widely honored
?n residential campuses like St. Edwards, and a new effort to strengthen
mtramurals was begun in 1927. That spring an intramural baseball
league was organized, which encouraged thoughts of leagues in several
sports another year. Follow-up the next fall seems to have been weak,
however, for student Homer Olsen in an essay "On Campus," which
~ppeared in the January Echo lamented that those who were not practicmg football had nothing worthwhile to do after school. What the campus
needed, he said, was some amusements for those left out of football.
One saw students trifling away the hours after school some of them
going off campus to the "Roadhouse" and spoiling th~ir supper with
candy, hamburgers, and pop. Even horseshoes would be an improvement.
"Anything to get away from the lifeless loafing that is so evident at
present."
In 1929 Father George MacNamara was made director of int_ramurals. With the assistance of student Rudolph Papich he created a
hvely program. It offered participants track, handball, and tennis as
well as tackle football and baseball. Participating teams were sponsored
by clubs from various regions of Texas: the KCs, the Czech and Spanish
clubs, the John Berchmans Society, and the All American Club. With
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the same directors, the 1930-31 program was also strong. That year
18
touch football was introduced as an intramural sport.
By the end of World War I, St. Ed's had been in existence for forty
years. So of course it had a history and a considerable number of ~ormer
students. It was as proud of these students (still often called, m ~he
British tradition, "Old Boys,") as the Mother of the Gracchi was of her
sons. For a time the Echo had an "Old Boys' Section" and later ran
individual items which helped people to keep up with another. .Tom
Smith, one of the first two boarding students, was "a popular busmess
man in Austin" in 1919 and had a son at St. Ed's. Other old boys whom
Brother Sixtus had taught compound interest were bankers. Silvestre
Revueltas, the musician, like many others, dropped by the campus when
he was in town. Charles Neis, '92, visiting from Roswell in 1923, reported
that there was a colony of Old Boys living in New Mexico .. ~ilm~r
Geisen, '98, visited that summer and left word that he was hvmg m
Detroit.
.
It was easy for the old students to be sentimental now about ther
Alma Mater. A piece entitled "After twenty years" in the May 1920
Echo by "Ninety-Nine" shows that coming back to visit the campus was
a nostalgic experience. One or two of the old faculty were still there, the
visitor observed, remembering and praying for the boys they had sent
out into the world. The spirit of the place, still friendly and gentle, had
not changed much. Even the discipline remembered from years ago could
be appreciated now. It was one of the things that made St. Edward's
home. All over the state the school had successful former students"Bankers, lawyers, doctors, priests, business men" -whom that homey
atmosphere had helped to produce.
.
.
,
A similar affection for and pride in the school Is found mJoe Byrnes
oft-cited 1926 memoir, "Early Days at St. Edward's." Byrne stated that
Frank Crain and Tobey Wood from those early days were now attorneys
in Victoria, and that George Sinaigo was a merchant in Dallas. He. a.lso
reported that some old timers, incl.uding Sant?s Benavides, were hvmg
in Laredo and quite a few others m Brownsville and Houston. Byrnes
also recalled old faculty members-Fathers Demers, Shea Robinson,
Hurth, Ollmert, and Scheier; Brothers Maximus, Sixtus, Kilian and
Stanislaus; seminarians Black and Pinnell-from both the Doyle farm
and the College Hill settings.
.
.
The school had an ex-students association, reorgamzed at vanous
times and in 1923 reorganized as the Association of Former Students of
St. Edward's College. Among the Association's leaders over the years
were Leonard Schneider, Tom Butler, W R. Van Deever and Dr. C. L.
Kopecky. Some towns had local chapters of the ~ss?ciatio~. Besides
helpinO' sell the school to new students and supportmg Its projects when
they :ould, the old students sponsored homecomings in the football
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season. As Dr. Kopecky said to them in 1927, "St. Edward's, your old
school, needs you."
One of the ways in which former students-Francis Renz, Joe
Byrne and David Shall particularly-helped the school reconstruct its
history was to donate to it old catalogues and old issues of the Echo, for
the fire of 1903 had destroyed everything there. With the materials thus
ac~uired, the Echo was able to run interesting photographs, some of them
gomg back to the last century, for its readers. 19
_At about the t~me Joe Byrne wrote his memoir, Archbishop Hurth,
nearmg 70 ~nd retlred from the see of Nueva Segovia in the Philippine
Islands, decided to accept an invitation to live at St. Edward's, which
he had left in 1894. THe local community fixed him up a suite on the
sec~nd ~oor of the Main Building and welcomed him warmly upon his
arnval m January 1927. The bishop for his part seemed contented and
was, Father Burke remarked, "democratic at all times" and quite
delightful company for both faculty and students.
.
Student Maurice Powers even got an interview for the Echo with the
archbishop, who shared some recollections of the old days. Discipline
then was strict, he said, and permissions few. Getting to town was a
chore, especially when the roads were muddy, and it was not a daily
matter. Austin was small, extending only to the Colorado river. The
south bank was mostly pasture, with few homes. Along Congress Avenue
betwe~n the rive: and the Capitol stood some low wooden buildings.
Athletics had their place at the college, but were not emphasized as in
the 1920's. There was no basketball and little football. Military training
was popular, and the Hurth Rifles were "the best cadet corps in Texas."
Their training paid off in the Spanish American War. And, finally, it
was in President Hurth's time, he reminded his interviewer, that the
Echo first appeared at St. Ed's.
It was decided to dedicate the 1927 commencement to the
archbishop and to invite especially the old students who had been at the
college in his time. When the day came, May 29, the archbishop was its
central figure. He celebrated the pontifical High Mass in the University
Chapel that morning, preached the baccalaureate sermon, and was on
the stage for commencement exercises in the auditorium that afternoon
with the dignitaries of the day and the graduating seniors. 20
After a year at St. Ed's, Hurth decided to return to the Philippines.
In January 1928 Father O'Brien accompanied him to San Francisco,
whence he was to embark. 21 He would be back again, however.
Sometimes news about former students, administrators, and teachers
brought reminders of mortality. A black-bordered "In Memoriam" in a
1921 Echo listed the names of twenty-four deceased former students
including two who had died in France during the war. A death reported
later at some length was that of Bayliss E. Harris, who had attended the
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college in the mid 1890's, made a success later in the cotton business,
and, though not a politician, was elected mayor-president of Galveston
in 1923. He had visited the old school in 1924 while still mayor. On
that occasion he was introduced to the student body at supper and
shared with it some reminiscences of his days at the college.
In 1924, former president Father Boland died at Deming, New
Mexico, and was buried at Notre Dame. There were memorial services
for him at St. Edward's, where, as Father Schumacher said, he had
probably done his best work and where he might fittingly have been laid
to rest. In 1926 the first St. Edward's president, Father Spillard, died
at Notre Dame, and was remembered by old timers in Austin for his
service at St. Mary's Church as well as at St. Edward's. Another major
figure, Father John Scheier, who had served the College well as
vice-president and in other capacities in Hurth's day, died in late 1927
at Notre Dame, where he had labored for many years. In 1930 death
came at South Bend to another former president, Father Emiel DeWulf.
There were deaths of old-time faculty people in Texas also. Brother
Flavian Vo1ini was an Italian immigrant who had come to St. Edward's
in 1886. Except for the interval 1893-96, he had been there since,
becoming well known in Austin and around the state. When the students
came back to school at the end of summer 1925, he was missing. "God
called him to his rest one hot day in July .... " the Echo said. In
November a "council of sorrow" was held by the campus KC's at which
the brother was eulogized.
Brother Ambrose Hart, who had spent thirty-one years in Austin,
died in April of 1931 at Seton Infirmary. He had been at St. Mary's
School for boys in Austin from 1900 to 1918 and thereafter was out at
St. Ed's. In the latter place he worked with the minims, and when they
were discontinued, as assistant librarian. His illness was short and he
died, Father Burke recorded, "a beautiful and peaceful death."
When Burke visited him on his last day, he had only two concerns: to
tell where the library key was, and to "ask pardon for any offense he
[might] have given to any member of the community." Obsequies were
held in Texas. At the Requiem Mass for him Father O'Brien observed
that the brother needed no eulogy; his life was that. After Mass the
funeral procession, with most people walking, wound its way up to the
community cemetery along a path lined with bluebonnets and other
spring flowers. As the students said the rosary for him on this last trip,
the birds, an Echo reporter recorded, sang for him "their sweetest songs."
At the cemetery he was put to rest beside his confreres of many years.'2
In 1931St. Edward's had been in existence under that name for fifty
years, and a Golden Jubilee of three days was planned for Commencement time. Both editors, John Sulak of the Tower and Joseph Koegler of
the Echo, made sure that the happy event was well featured and both
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dug up some interesting history for their publics. The Tower put out a
Golden Jubilee edition with historical photos and narrative material at
the division pages.
There were some shadows over commencement weekend, however.
With the death of Brother Ambrose a fresh memory, a Requiem Mass
was celebrated on Saturday morning for all St. Edward's people who,
as Bishop Anthony Schuler of El Paso put it in his sermon, had "gone
forth from St. Edward's and crossed over to the Eternal Hills." At the
altar for the service were Fathers John Pinnel, Peter Kieffer (a
grand-nephew of Archbishop Hurth), and Robert Frei, all of whom had
been students at the college before and around 1900. Also it was the
depth of the Depression, and getting a job was not going to be easy for
the graduates of 1931. The school itself, never on easy street financially,
was in for harder sledding than ever. It had students and teachers, the
Echo said. What it needed was money.
And now Father Burke who had served the school devotedly for his
alloted six years was leaving it. He must have felt some disappointment
that he could not show visitors at least a start on the extension he wanted
for Holy Cross Hall. Moreover, he had not been able to get Father
Schumacher, now president of St. Thomas College in St. Paul, back for
the jubilee. After all it was Schumacher who had begun the struggle for
a greater, modern St. Edward's.
In spite of these clouds, it was a generally bright weekend. The
preparatory school held its commencement on Thursday evening. The
college had a ball on Friday evening at the Austin Country Club. The
next evening there was a special dinner for the seniors at which Bishop
Rudolph Gergen of Amarillo spoke. It was followed by a student
performance of "the Beggar's Opera" in the auditorium, with senior
class president Edwin Young in the starring role.
Sunday began with a pontifical high Mass sung by Archbishop
Drossaerts. Preaching the baccalaureate sermon was Father James W
Donahue, superior general. After mass the flag which had been presented
to the school by the seniors on Washington's birthday was blessed by
Father Burke, carried to the flag pole, and raised. At noon students,
faculty and guests assembled in the dining room for a dinner followed
by speeches. Alumnus and faculty member Elmore Borchers, acting as
toastmaster, introduced the speakers. Ferdinand Kinane, president of
the Association of former students, spoke on behalf of the exes. William
P. Galligan represented both Father Schumacher and KC State Deputy
J. I. Driscoll. Galligan, a former student, teacher, and registrar at St.
Ed's, was now superintendent of schools in Laredo. He observed that
he had been acquainted with St. Edward's for thirty years, and credited
Schumacher with "vision and daring" for initiating a college curriculum
in J921. Bishop Lynch reviewed the history of the Holy Cross religious
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and concluded: "For St. Edward's, I say, live-prosper-flourish-until
time be no more." Bishop Byrne asked that a message of support be
sent to Pope Pius XI who was being reviled in the old Catholic countries
of Italy and Spain. And so it was, by cablegram. In the afternoon the
Association of Former Students met in the KC Room for a business
meeting, and invited the graduates of 1931 to membership.
At 4:00 graduation exercises began in the auditorium, which was
filled it was said, with the largest crowd ever. Eighteen graduates received
bachelors' degrees, one a master of science, and one also, Father
Bernard Lange, a Ph.D. All five of the bishops of Texas were present
and all except Bishop Lynch of Dallas, who had received one the year
before, received honorary Doctor of Laws degrees. Special prizes and
awards were given to a number of the graduates. In keeping with the
emphasis on former students, the baccalaureate address was given by a
recent graduate, William M. Ryan, '25. He paid tribute to those-living
and dead, present and absent-who had made St. Edward's what it
was. All of them, he said in person or in spirit, "stand with us on this
day of jubilee .... And their pride in the past, their hopes for the future,
are centered particularly upon you, gentlemen of the class of 1931 .... "
Following the baccalaureate, Father Burke spoke briefly. He thanked
the leaders present for their interest in St. Edward's. It was not yet, he
admitted, "everything that we wish it to be." But with this interest, it
would "indeed be the Notre Dame of the Southwest." The exercises
closed with a few words from Archbishop Drossaerts and, the blessing
of the audience by him and the bishops with him on the stage.
Thus St. Edward's Golden Jubilee, with its tribute to the past and
its hopes for the future, passed into history. It had been, Father Burke
wrote the provincial, "a great success. " 23

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

The Great
Depression

St. Edward's had known financial precariousness before, but the
Great Depression gave the word a new meaning. The hard times meant
operating at a loss year after year. Only by borrowing repeatedly and
by getting timely help from provincial headquarters at Notre Dame was
survival possible. Indeed, it looked at times as though the school might
be closed, and in that respect it did not differ from many businesses and
farms in that period. Fortunately the leadership of the congregation,
while often weary of the burden, did not give up on St. Edward's.
From the time of Father Burke, until World War II, four presidents
led the institution. All of them were Holy Cross priests, men of ability,
and dedicated to the task. But they were not all equally Edsmen at
heart. The first of them, Father]. Hugh O'Donnell, was a solid Notre
Dame man. He had come to Austin before, as a lineman on that school's
football team in 1913 when it played the University of Texas. It was
recalled that on that occasion he had performed creditably, both in the
line and as a punter. After graduation in 1916 he had studied for the
priesthood and taken a doctorate in history at Catholic University.
Thereafter he joined the faculty at Notre Dame. Though still remembered, after fifty years, as a good and kind leader at St. Edward's, he
was never fully at home there. Its problems were too baffling for him,
and besides he had left his heart at Notre Dame. 1
The financial difficulties of St. Edward's struck Father O'Donnell
with full force when he arrived in the summer of 1931. The price of
cotton, a staple of the Texas economy, was very low, and people had
little money. Almost every applicant, the president noted, needed
"concessions"- a reduction in tuition or some other aid- in order to
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be able to come to school. At the same time the institution needed
money. Bills had to be taken care of and loans repaid; the water pump
needed repair, and the farm was facing expenditures. The old slogan, "A
Greater St. Edward's," seemed too ambitious, and the new president
suggested a more modest one. 2
Early in 1932 O'Donnell informed the provincial, Father James
Burns, that St. Edward's would be unable to meet on schedule obligations
coming due to the Mercantile-Commerce Bank and Trust Company in
St. Louis and to banks in Austin. The province would have to ·come to
the rescue. Burns replied that St. Ed's should try to borrow from private
parties in Texas and that it ought to think about selling the farm, which
was losing money anyway. O'Donnell replied that the idea of raising
money by selling the farm in the existing agricultural economy was a
joke. Burns disagreed and added that, anyway, the pr:ovince just then
was not able to help.'
Accordingly O'Donnell sought accomodations from his creditors.
For the St. Louis loan of $60,000, taken in the Burke administration,
payments coming due on principal and interest amounted to $7,500.
O'Donnell's plea to Mercantile stressed the impact of the depression on
small schools like his. He asked that payment on the principal be
postponed for a year. The interest would be paid on the due date if there
was money for it. Mercantile did not want to postpone, .however, and
observed that the provincial administration ought to stand by its
institutions in cases like this. In a way it did, for it was out of a loan
obtained from a family up north by provincial councilor Brother Ephrem
O'Dwyer that the obligations in question were finally met.'
In the meantime O'Donnell had managed to renew for ninety days
notes totaling $25,000 held by Austin banks. This got St. Edward's
through the school year but created a heavy obligation due in the
summer. 5
With local merchants and other creditors wondering when their bills
would be paid, that summer of 1932 was a worrisome one. Efforts to
borrow from banks in Dallas and Houston were unsuccessful. Grace
National Bank in New York lent $5,000, however, and Mercantile in St.
Louis, after obtaining a provincial guarantee of repayment, lent $10,000.
Income at the opening of school that fall also helped to relieve financial
pressures. God had been good, O'Donnell reflected; so far the wolf had
been kept from the door. But he feared it would be a hard winter. Such
indeed was the case, in Austin and beyond, as the nation made the
transition from a Republican to a Democratic leadership. 6
On March 4, 1933, a new president, Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
took office in Washington and announced in stirring words "a new deal
for the American people." But the immediate outlook for the economy
was somber. O'Donnell's letters that season spoke, not of happy days
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returning, but of the distressing financial conditions in Texas and
elsewhere, and of his own institution's needs. Expecting the provincial's
visit in April, O'Donnell joked that he should bring with him "a large
supply of gold" for immediate use. Creditors, O'Donnell added might
come down upon the place any time now. The provincial did at least
bring moral support, and more help from the province soon followed.
Brother Ephrem obtained for the school a loan of $2,000 from a private
party in Michigan. Soon afterward the provincial office informed
O'Donnell that certain old notes it held against St. Edward's had been
canceled.'
Some rise in enrollment eased the situation that fall. Income was
$47,000 by a November reckoning. St. Edward's was still watching it's
pennies, however, and people there were a little annoyed when Father
Provincial put out a circular letter asking all houses to retrench expenses.
The local council asked O'Donnell to tell him that retrenchment had
been "the order of the day since this administration took office .... "
If it cut back anymore, O'Donnell commented, it would "take the paint
off the barn." But of course it would continue to cooperate. 8
In the spring semester financial pressures increased. The school got
some help for its students from the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, but collections were very slow. Families simply had to be given
more time for paying. Neither was the school able to meet the schedule
of its own obligations in St. Louis and Austin. A payment on the mortgage
was due in St. Louis on April 15, but he would not be able to pay it on
time, O'Donnell informed Mercantile-Commerce-certainly not what
was due on the principal. The interest maybe, if St. Ed's had received
"a gift from Santa Claus" by then. The bank answered that it would
be tolerable if, for now, only the interest was paid, but that certainly
ought to be paid. Investors were not so critical if interest at least was
taken care of. In this case it was only $1,200. Why not ask South Bend
for it? Fortunately O'Donnell did receive a gift from Santa Claus-one
at South Bend, though he pretended it was one in Texas-and he could
pay the interest. Vice-President Thomas Rielly of Mercantile-Trust
acknowledged the payment, but under pressure from federal bank
examiners was now concerned about the payment on the principal. A
default on this added to two others at Portland University, also conducted
by Holy Cross, could, he observed, hurt the credit of the congregation.
He hoped South Bend would come to the rescue!
Another large creditor at this time was American National Bank of
Austin. The vice-president representing it in its dealings with St. Ed's
was former student Leonard Schneider. (Pity the Catholic bankers of
those days, caught between their directors, investors and examiners on
the one hand and Catholic institutions- sometimes their Alma
Maters-on the other.) Schneider would have to take action, he warned,
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if St. Edward's did not repay a $7,000 loan which was due. O'Donnell
thought the directors should be satisfied with the interest since the loan
was safe. In fact, a personal conversation followed by a reassuring letter
from the provincial did satisfY the bank. 10
In view of the difficulties the school was having in Austin it is not
surprising that Father O'Donnell was interested when the possibility of
relocating again appeared. The Society of Mary was opening Catholic
Central High School in San Antonio and wanted to reduce its financial
obligations by selling its St. Mary's University in the same city. Early
in 1932 Brother John Waldron of the society wrote to Father Burns to
see if the Congregation of Holy Cross had any interest in buying it and
merging St. Edward's with it in San Antonio. The two men, old friends
through their contacts in the work of the National Catholic Educational
Association, met in Cincinnati that spring. Brother John told Burns that
his society would let St. Mary's go for $550,000, with $240,000 of the
amount to be paid in cash. Burns then asked President O'Donnell of St,
Edward's to pursue the matter. 11
In San Antonio presently, a group of citizens was organized to work
through the city's Chamber of Commerce, but sub rosa, for a proposed
move. Father O'Donnell, who thought the San Antonio offer "a real
opportunity for Holy Cross," hoped that the San Antonians could give
substantial help in the matter and went to their city early in April to
talk with them. They showed real enthusiam, but did not see how, in a
short time, they could raise the amount of money needed. The outlook
for the deal dimmed even more when a bank which held a mortgage on
the property insisted that any buyer redeem at once a mortgage of
$420,000 with which it was encumbered. 12
But the idea did not die then. In mid-May word of it got into the
press, much against the wi~hes of Father O'Donnell, who was concerned
about the effect on the Austin public. On the positive side, however, the
news brought out expressions of support in San Antonio for the move.
One letter writer liked the prospect of seeing "major football games" in
the Alamo City. He had seen St. Ed's play and was impressed by the
conduct and spirit of its athletes. The school would soon become the
Notre Dame of the South, he was sure, and an institution to which local
citizens could point with pride. 13
The San Antonians who had organized to bring St. Ed's to their
city did not give up easily. If the deal with St. Mary's was not feasible,
something else might be tried. It would, they told Father O'Donnell,
be possible to get the old Breckinridge estate, a 105 acre tract in the
Alamo Heights district, or perhaps another suitable property, for a new
campus. Although O'Donnell was interested, the higher Holy Cross
authorities were not. Father Burns pointed out that building would be
prohibitively expensive even if the land were donated. Besides Holy
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Cross could not think of starting a University in San Antonio as long
as the Society of Mary had St. Mary's there. Also Father General J.
Wesley Donahue, although he had earlier approved the negotiations for
San Antonio, had come to think, after a recent visit to Austin, that St.
Edward's should stay there. But even this did not quench O'Donnell's
interest in San Antonio. Not only did he stay in touch with its boosters,
but he stopped in St. Louis at the end of 1933 to check with Brother
John on the plans of his community for St. Mary's. Something would
probably be decided by the General Chapter in Europe the next summer,
Brother John said. 14
Meanwhile word leaked out that Southwestern University, the
Methodist school in Georgetown, Texas, was considering a move to San
Antonio where it might merge with Westmoorland College. This was
not an ecumenical era, and to the president of St. Edward's it seemed
"too bad" that the Methodists might get into "Catholic San Antonio."
"Yet," he conceded, "the Lord's ways are not ours." As it turned out,
neither Southwestern nor St. Edward's made the move. For his part,
O'Donnell by the end of 1933 regretfully abandoned the dream of a St.
Edward's relocated and thriving in old San Antonio." ... I do not
want to hear the subject mentioned again, ... " he said, somewhat bitter
about the muffed opportunity. 15
As the end of his first term of office approached in 1934, O'Donnell
asked to be relieved of his post. On top of his other difficulties, he suffered
from health problems which he felt were aggravated by the climate.' 6
His request was granted and in 1934 he returned to Notre Dame. Later
he became its president, the only man to serve in that capacity at both
Austin and South Bend.
Another officer who had had enough by this time was the treasurer,
Brother Peter Rosinski. He had been at St. Edwards five years, he told
the provincial, hoping that things would turn around, but they hadn't.
The worry was too much for him, and he wanted to be transferred out.
His wish was granted, and Brother Benignus was assigned to take his
place. Arriving with the new man was the provincial auditor, Brother
Chrysostom Schaefer, who would stay long enough to set up a
bookkeeping system based on the Notre Dame model. 17
St. Edward's next president, Father Joseph Maguire, is already
well known to the reader. He had been at St. Edward's since 1920 and
knew the institution and it's problems well. Perhaps the outspoken Father
Con Hagerty had been right when he told the provincial in 1931 that
Maguire was the man to pick as president then. It would take a newcomer
a long time, Hagerty said, to learn what Maguire had over eleven
years. 18 Now after O'Donnell had had his chance, the provincial
apparently remembered Hagerty's advice and turned to Maguire, who
did at least keep his equanimity better and did not feel like an exile.
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The new administration relieved some of the financial pressure by
getting a revision of maturities on mortgage bonds held in St. Louis,
but a crisis was building up. In January Brother Benignus, not in the
habit of underreacting to things, wrote to Brother Chrysostom, now
back at Notre Dame, to impress upon him "the seriousness of the
situation here in Austin." Creditors were threatening to embarrass the
school. Law suits over unpaid bills were a real possibility. The meat and
grocery suppliers spoke of stopping deliveries if they did not get some
satisfaction. Even the creditors of employees whose wages were in arrears
were calling at the treasurer's office. The publishers' bills for textbooks
the fall before were still unpaid. Some of the companies had already
turned their bills over to attorneys, and others were demanding payment
"in no uncertain terms." It could all end in the ruin of the school, and
Notre Dame should know about it. 19
Notre Dame responded by sending $10,000 and asking for an
accounting of how it was used. Brother Benignus, while not giving a
strict itemization, replied that it went fast- half of it for salaries, some
$2,000 to pay notes, and the rest for bills due. Now demanding letters
from other creditors such as Armour & Company were coming in, as
were "insulting phone calls." "From all appearances," the treasurer
lamented, "we will soon be in the hands of the sheriff." 20
Father Maguire handled the stress better than the treasurer did,
but he was concerned. Notre Dame had helped St. Edward's a great
deal, he admitted, and he appreciated that. But his institution was in
the hole from away back. It could get along if it could start with a clean
slate, he thought, but it could not handle its accumulated debts. Creditors
were writing notes which, though understandable, were unpleasant to
read. All of this was bad enough, but also many repairs were needed
around the place in the coming summer. 21
The province gave more help that spring, but was getting testy
about it. Brother Chrysostom had gone to St. Edward's again in March
and examined its books. It would lose $19,000 that school year, he
' found. This could not go on. Economies would have to be made and
income increased. For the 1935-36 school year the strategy adopted was
to hold all "allowances" (athletic scholarships and student employment
chiefly) down to $10,000, to enforce collections more strictly, and to
enroll more students. Brother Chrysostom himself was to be treasurer,
with Brother Benignus as his assistant, and was to teach part time also.
But in spite of everything, the institution again made a poor financial
showing. Both the provincial and general administrations, accordingly,
were giving the school "much thought and consideration," as Assistant
Provincial Thomas Steiner put it. 22
In the spring of 1936 Maguire received notice from the authorities
at Notre Dame that there would have to be cuts in salaries, scholarships,
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and student jobs again for the next year. Specific economies were set
forth in a set of resolutions adopted by the provincial council. They
called, among other things, for the discontinuance of engineering courses,
the reduction of the lay faculty, a salary limit of $1,800 for the football
coach, a limit of $18,000 for all types of allowances, and a teaching load
of one or two classes for the president. Maguire objected that the changes
would be damaging to the school. Much had been done, he believed, to
put it before the public in the past year, the students were showing
enthusiasm in promoting it, and the next year would be crucial. With
the outlook so bright, he hoped the provincial and the rest of them would
keep their hands off, and he told the provincial as much. 23
Maguire was a St. Ed's loyalist from away back, but his reaction
was pale in comparison with Father Foik's. Foik too had been in Texas
a long time, had worked in its history for years, and was widely
acquainted around the state. Now, in 1936, he was involved with the
Texas Centennial Celebration. He sent the provincial an impassioned
plea not to force St. Edward's to relinquish the leadership it was giving
Catholic education in Texas. After a grandiloquent and irrelevant review
of the early Catholic history of the state, he reminded the provincial of
the part the Congregation of Holy Cross had played there in later times.
A retreat now, for example in engineering, would be a mistake. St. Ed's
"chief Catholic competitor" (St. Mary's in San Antonio) was just
beginning to offer work in that field. Was it to grow while St. Ed's
declined? A bright future was beckoning, and leadership was needed for
entering it. 24
At this time the possibility of moving to San Antonio was again
raised. The American bishops were helping the bishops of Mexico, where
there were serious church-state troubles, to find a location for a Mexican
seminary in the United States. One of the alternatives discussed was
that the bishops would buy St. Edward's for the seminary. Then the
Society of Mary would sell St. Mary's to Holy Cross and "withdraw
from the college field in San Antonio." Nothing came of this idea,
however. 25
Another school year passed, and it was time, in the summer of
1937, for another provincial chapter to meet at Notre Dame. One of the
things that the chapter did was to take up the report of a committee
which had been appointed to study the situation at St. Edward's and
to make recommendations about it. The broad alternatives the chapter
committee saw for St. Edward's were that it should continue as a senior
college, revert to a junior college, or become simply a high school. The
pros and cons of each choice were considered by the full chapter. For
the time being it seemed best not to change course, but to give some
substantial help and review the results after another year. Accordingly
the chapter provided for a subsidy of$10,000 to St. Edward's and decreed
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the removal from its books of an indebtedness of over $48,000 to the
province and to the University of Notre Dame. This left St. Edward's
with an indebtedness of about $75,000, including the mortgage held in
St. Louis. 26
That same summer Father Maguire, having finished his first term
as president, was replaced by Father Patrick Haggerty. Indications are
that the change was a late decision, and perhaps it was intended to be
part of a new start at the schooL Haggerty, with long service at Notre
Dame, had no familiarity with St. Edward's. The number two man at
the latter place, Father James O'Brien, helped him with the transition
as did Brother Chrysostom, although both were being changed. O'Brie~
moved to St. Mary's parish in Austin as pastor that summer. Chrysostom
stayed for some time to help a new treasurer, Brother Eusebius, get his
orientation, and then returned to Notre Dame. 27
The subsidy which the new administration had to work with made
possible some furnishings, equipment and improvements, but it was
running out by Christmas time. It did not take care of large notes. In
September the American National Bank of Austin "reluctantly" renewed
a note for $13,500 remaining from Father Burke's time which the federal
examiner had criticized for being carried so long already. Another
$10,000 note of some vintage was awaiting liquidation in the Austin
National Bank. Hence St. Edward's was "in bad odor," in banking circles
even beyond Austin, as President Haggerty found, and could not take
care of its old obligations by new borrowing. 28
In the summer of 1938 Father Thomas Steiner succeeded Father
Burns as provincial. Having been involved in the 1937 study of St.
Edward's for the chapter, Steiner already had the institution in his sights.
But the new provincial council was cautious and limited itself at first to
sound and unimaginative advice about raising enrollment and watching
expenditures. The next summer it turned down a request from St.
Ed~ard's for permission to spend money on a number of improvements.
Stemer told Haggerty that Notre Dame regarded the coming year as
"critical" for the Texas school and that expenditures should be limited
to urgent needs."
. In the fall of 1939 the provincial administration completed a report
of 1ts own on St. Edward's and sent it to the Superior General, Father
Albert Cousineau. In spite of a slightly higher enrollment this year, the
report stated, the university would still lose money. And in the years
since 1934 the province had contributed a total of nearly $200,000 to
keep it open. Hence, "from a purely financial standpoint," it should be
closed. Opposed to that, however, were some weighty considerations.
~n ge~era_l, the ~ommunity did not like to close schools, especially one
m ~h1Ch 1t had mvested so much, which had a sixty-year tradition, and
wh1ch meant so much to Catholicism in Texas. The local community
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in particular would object. Closing the school might mean the forfeiture
of the Doyle farm. And it would mean the loss of a house in the health belt.
Finally, who could say what the growth of Texas might mean for the
university in the future?
Y:t. the p~ospect r:mained that the school would lose money for
years 1f 1t contmued as lt was. It might do better as just a high school,
but the loss of college status would be a pity. The best course therefore
the. council thought, was for it to operate as a junior college.' Giving u~
semor college status would save money, and so would the discontinuance
of the football team and other intercollegiate athletics. The local
administration should announce these changes in the 1939-40 school
year. The General Council then approved the recommendations and
Steiner sent them as orders to Haggerty at Austin. 30
'
The announcement about athletics was made at the end of the
football season, to the predictable shock of the students alumni and
public. Before February, when the announcement of the change to j~nior
college status was to have been made, the local council drew up a petition
that t~e decision b: reconsidered. Among the arguments made by the
~ounc1l were the d1fficulty of ever regaining senior college status, the
httle economy that could be made by dropping it, the admission of failure
implied in doing so, and the record St. Edward's had of training lay
leaders for the Church ofTexas. 31
~h_ile t~ose points did not seem to them very fresh, the higher
authon_t1es d1d agree to suspend the reduction to junior college status
for a tnal year. The general council, probably under the influence of one
memb_er in particular, the former provincial, James Burns, urged more
attentwn to the development of the high school. 32 Burns had been close
to school questions for years as a leader of the Catholic Educational
Association.
In the summer of 1940 Father Stanislaus Lisewski took office as
president and saw the institution through the trial year. It went well
:n~ugh that the university escaped the ax. Although the war nearly killed
1t m another way, everybody understood that problem. Overall St.
Edward's managed better financially during the war than it had for
man~ years pr_eviously. With college enrollment dropping to almost
nothmg, the h1gh school took up the financial slack as a successful
military academy. The big question was whether the university would
revive after the war.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

Of People
and Things

A famous line ofOmar Khayyam, as translated by Fitzgerald, reflects
on the transience of life: "The moving finger writes, and having
writ moves on." The annals of St. Edward's for the decade or so before
the opening of the wartime military academy contain reminders enough
that this is true. Changes in the plant and the community of the school
left a clear trail in the record. All were noted with interest as' they
occurred, and some are presented in this narrative.
Financial stringencies made survival more of a concern than
construction during the Depression. Nevertheless, some physical improvements were made on campus. Two early ones were linking up with the
city water system, and building a grotto dedicated to Our Lady of
Lourdes. The city water connection was made when the pump of the old
artesian well, dug in Father Hurth's time, failed-a failure that was
one of Father O'Donnell's first headaches. Fortunately, the school
received a bequest of $5,000 just at that time which covered the cost of
the work. The old pump was gotten back into use again, however, and
was used for years more to supply water for the swimming pool. It was,
the Echo observed, a relic worth preserving in spite of the trouble it had
given the maintenance man, Mr. Amyette. In its day Archbishop Hurth,
Father Schumacher, Knute Rockne, and many other "luminaries" had
drunk from it.'
The Grotto grew out of work that Father Bernard Lange was doing
for the beautification of the grounds. It was a scaled-down version of the
one at Notre Dame. The inspiration for both, of course, was the famous
shrine at Lourdes in France, where apparitions of the Blessed Virgin
208
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Mary were reported in the 1850's. By early 1932 work on the Grotto at
St. Edward's was underway, with Brother Peter Rosinski, night
watchman Jim Farragher, and several students helping Father Lange.
At the end of the school year the structure with its vaulted roof was
finished. 2
For economic reasons it was not possible at that time to furnish the
shrine with statues of Our Lady and Bernadette. In 1939, however, they
were donated by the parents of one of the students. By that time the
shrine had been beautified by shrubs and flowers which Brother Lambert
Barbier, the campus steward, had set out. The blessing of the completed
project was done by visiting Superior General Albert Cousineau on
Wednesday evening, May 3rd. On the following Sunday evening there
was a formal opening ceremony with the student body taking part in a
candlelight procession.'
A new infirmary was put up southeast of the Presentation Convent
(now Sorin Hall) in the summer of 1933. It was built by Brother
Columbkille Fitzgerald, a carpenter from Notre Dame, with help from
Brothers Lucian and Sabinus. Brother Columbkille was still a good
worker at the age of 77, but he suffered greatly from the heat. He was
also hard of hearing and spoke in a very loud voice. Once someone asked
him how he liked Texas. After some effort to get the question, he startled
all the students around, thundering "Oh, it's all right, but it's hot as
hell." 4 The building that he put up that summer, fifty years ago at this
writing, is still standing and is used by the art and theatre departments.
An embellishment of the mid-1930s was related to the Texas
Centennial. Father Maguire had long wanted to have done and hung
in the first floor corridor of the Main Building a set of paintings of the
four old Spanish missions, besides the Alamo, in San Antonio. With
some help from alumni he was able to bring a seminarian-artist named
John Bednar from Washington to Texas in the summer of 1935 to do
the work. 5
Although little could be afforded for development in these lean
years, people could still dream. In March 1937 the Echo ran a page
headed "Looking Foward," with sketches of two future buildings-a
new chapel and a new gymnasium. And at the bottom of the page the
challenge was made: "Other states . . . have great Catholic colleges.
Why not Texas?-And if any must be great why not St. Edward's?"
This inspired one of the students to write the editor in support of the
concept of a regional Catholic University which could be St. Edward's.
Among the needs it might serve was the education of Mexican youth.
St. Edward's should not, the writer warned, be looking back at a great
past instead of ahead to a great future. 6
The subsidy granted by the 1937 chapter made possible a number
of improvements. The electrical wiring in Main and Holy Cross, which
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city fire inspectors had criticized, was brought up to standards. New
beds, desks, and other furnishings were procured for Holy Cross Hall,
and new chairs for the main building. A water tank was installed in the
tower and a new dishwasher in the pantry. Forming a highly visible
improvement were the handsome gate pillars and walls along the
entrance drive. Repairs were made to the roof and entrance of the
auditorium, and some plants were set out around it.'
In the winter of 1937-38 the local council began making major
changes in the residential area. A new recreation room was fitted up in
Main for the college men (it was later used by the high school) in the
northwest corner of the basement floor. The kitchen was moved into the
same floor on the north side east of the front steps. For years a frame
building under the Sorin Oak connected to Main by a covered runway
had served as the kitchen. The move was part of a revision in the food
service related to the retirement of the Presentation Sisters. 8
Because of pressure from the Southern Association for a clear
separation of high school and college, Presentation Convent, after the
sisters left, was turned into a dormitory for the high school boys. It was
soon being called Sorin HalL The Echo in a fall 1938 issue hailed "Six
Months of progress at St. Edward's" and reported that the administration
was calling this an "Expansion Year." 9
Improvements and other changes, many of them initiated by Brother
Lambert, continued to be made in the early 1940s. The roof of Main
was painted red, the refectory in it was refloored, and its study hall
furnished with fluorescent lights. Brother Lambert personally set out
beds of red poppies in front of the building. He also fulfilled his desire
to install a bell in the tower, where it replaced a water tank. Hugh
Clark, the campus handy man, and his helpers made this change in
1940.l0
Other striking improvements greeted returning students that falL
At the entrance gate stood four new stone pillars surmounted by lights.
The old drive coming up to Holy Cross Hall, where city buses used to
turn around when that was the end of the line, had been closed and
planted over with grass. Back on the south field (east of where the heating
and cooling plant now stands) were new clay tennis courts. Lighting had
been provided for the Tower. And a frame building had been moved up
on to campus from the Doyle place, painted and fitted up with
classrooms, and was ready for use by the high school students. It was
now called Doyle HalL Some say it was one of the Old College buildings.
It must have been at about this time too that a campus workman, Luis
Calderon, laid a flagstone walk from Holy Cross Hall to the bus stop. 11
Somewhat later Brother Lambert had the eight cabins brightened
up by a coat of white paint. At that time they were being used mostly
by lay faculty and other employees. "Cabin No. 2," was the location of
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Tobin's Barber Shop, where students could get a hair cut for thirty cents
as late as 1942. 12
And metamorphosed into the Abbey Theatre, the Auditorium
continued its interesting history. In the fall of 1942 Brother Hubert and
others were trying to panel its foyer and install restrooms in it but were
being held up by wartime priorities on materials. Near the end of the
war it was decided to use it instead of the new gym as an armory. Its
stage was then removed and Brother Lucian built a rifle range in it. 13
Changes came too in the people at St. Edward's. In the school year
1938- 1939 the university had its first classes in nursing education, for
the student nurses of Seton HospitaL The classes consisted of religion,
sociology, ethics, and psychology, as well as physiology and anatomy.
The teaching was done at Seton, and also for a time at Brackenridge
HospitaL But the nurses were readily adopted on the hilltop as St.
Edward's students and figured prominently in the school publications,
The arrangement with Seton continued through the war and for years
afterward. 14
Another way that women became students at SEU in this era was
through the evening classes begun in the fall of 1940. An Echo writer
speculated that in the following year coeds would be taking daytime
classes also, but that did not happen. Night classes with women as well
as men continued for the next two years, but were apparently a war
casualty after that. 15
There were a number of other transitions among St. Edward's
people that call for mention. In March of 1936 Brother Caius Brokas,
68, who had been on the farm for some time, died at Seton Infirmary
of the flu. Two former presidents of St. Edward's, Archbishop Peter
Hurth and Father Joseph Burke, also died in this era: Hurth in Manila
in 1935 and Burke in New Orleans in 1940. The Echo reported several
other deaths of people who were at St. Ed's in Hurth's day. One of them
was Father Bernard Lee, after whom the Lee Rifles were named. He had
served for years as a priest of the Galveston diocese. Another was
Monsignor John Pinnell, Vicar General since 1919 of the San Antonio
diocese and, later, archdiocese. He had come from Germany to St. Ed's
and had been one of the first graduates of its classical course. Later he
taught German and other subjects at the schooL He then enrolled in a
seminary at Victoria and in 1895 he was ordained. 16
Of special note also was the obituary of Tom D. Smith who was
one of the first two boarding students at St. Ed's. Thirteen years old
when he first came to St. Ed's in 1881, he was 66 at his death. Smith
had been in the grocery business in Austin for thirty years. He was a
member of St. Mary's parish and a Knight ofColumbus. Father Maguire
preached at his funeral Mass in St. Mary's Church. 17
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Another death reported in the Echo was that of 91-year old Brother
Andre Bessette in Montreal, Canada. He had never seen St. Edward's,
although he was a Holy Cross brother and lived his whole religious life
of over sixty years at or near Notre Dame College, a similar institution
which the Congregation had in Montreal. An uneducated man, he had
served for forty years as doorman and barber at the College. In the
meantime he started the great project of his life, a shrine called the
Oratory of St. Joseph on the slope of Mount Royal across the street. In
later years Brother Andre was freed of his work at the college to develop
the Oratory and promote devotion to St. Joseph. As he worked, his
reputation as a wonderworker grew. In 1916, for example, four hundred
and thirty-five cures were recorded at the shrine. It was not his prayers,
he said, which brought cures; it was those of St. Joseph. Nevertheless
when he died, January 6, 1937, the Montreal papers ran headlines such
as "The Great Wonderworker is Dead!" A million people came from far
and near through the bitter winter cold to pay their respects during the
week of his obsequies at the shrine. A few years later an army surplus
dormitory on the SEU campus was named Andre Hall after the wonderworker of Montreal, a name retained for its brick successor. 18
In May of 1982, to look further forward, Brother Andre was beatified
in ceremonies at Rome. The next month some 50,000 persons gathered
in Expo Stadium at Montreal for a moving tribute to Blessed Andre.
That fall St. Edward's held its own tribute to him with a Mass celebrated
by Bishop Harris in front of the main building. 19
A great loss to St. Edward's was the departure in 1938 of the
Presentation Sisters who had provided domestic services at the school
since 1903. As far back as early 1920s there had been rumors of losing
them, and the provincial had expressed fear that the school could not
survive without them. Accordingly, to keep them there, Father Schumacher
had raised the compensation paid their community to $15 a month for
each sister. Everyone who had seen them at their work in the kitchen,
laundry, clothes room and infirmary knew they were something special.
One thoughtful student in 1937 took time to write an open letter to the
school paper in their praise. "Some of these Sisters, " he said, "who arise
at 4:30 and work the long day through for the glory of God and for our
comfort, have been at St. Edward's for 33 years. They still love their
work and are willing to do anything in their power to make the students
enjoy their stay here." 20
Though not all of the sisters there then had come to St. Edward's
with the first ones from France, they were aging as a community. By
early 1938 their mother general had decided to take them out of the
school. Conceivably they might have remained to do other than kitchen
work, but Father Haggerty had plans for converting the convent into a
facility for the high school. Brother Callistus came to Texas to be head
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cook in the new order which went into effect right after Easter. That
June the Sisters left. Father Provincial Burns spoke for many when he
asked their superior to convey to them his appreciation and gratitude
for all they had done at St. Edward's.''
The college faculty in these days still consisted mostly of Holy Cross
religious. Laymen, however, were an important part of it. Often they
were, like Elmore Borchers, graduates of the school. Borchers was an
example also of how valuable the lay teachers were. When he resigned
in 1935 after seven years of service, President Maguire stated that the
University had lost "a splendid teacher" who would be hard to replace. 22
Two of the oldest religious at St. Ed's in this era were Brothers
Conrad Heiser and Frances de Sales Culliman, both former teachers in
St. Mary's parish school for boys. Brother Conrad remembered that the
capitol was under construction when he arrived in Austin in 1885, and
that St. Edward's College was then a wooden building on the Doyle
place. At that time he was in such poor health that his doctors considered
his case hopeless . The Texas air cured him, nevertheless, and he taught
at St. Mary's for fourteen years. He would spend his summers at St.
Ed's and, at the turn of the century, was transferred there. Asked his
opinion of Texas, he said it was "the finest country in the world for
people in ill health ... and for those in good health too."
In 1933, over seventy years old and getting unsteady on his feet,
he asked to retire at Notre Dame, where, he said, he could pray for St.
Edward's just as well as in Texas. His request was granted and he was
taken to the train, waiting for it in the same place where he had gotten
down forty-eight years before. It was with words of praise for the
Southwest, according to a reporter, that he left the city he had seen grow
from "a mere village." 23
Bearded as was Brother Conrad, and equally patriarchal in
appearance, was Brother Francis de Sales Cullinan. A student reporter
commented that he looked like a missionary to be sure, but also like
George Bernard Shaw. As he neared 80 years of age he was still straight
as an arrow and regular as a clock with his town runs in a truck on
errands for the campus. Born in Ireland, he had first come to Austin in
the mid 1890s to teach at St. Mary's, had been away to serve at other
places, and had come back to St. Edward's later. By the 1940's he was,
the young reporter felt, a tradition. The community chronicler offered
this vignette
Brother Francis, who in general deplores the discovery of tobacco, allows
hiself the luxury of a cigar during the Notre Dame football game on
Saturdays. He goes to the recreation room, turns on the radio, and loses
himself ... 24
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Brother Francis, yielding also to age and infirmity, left for Notre Dame
shortly after the war.
Perhaps the two most prominent faculty members to serve through
the 1930's were Fathers James O'Brien and Paul]. Foik. Father O'Brien
was relieved of prefecting in Holy Cross Hall in 1931, after sixteen years
of it. He then taught history and served as assistant superior to Father
O'Donnell. Besides those duties, he was at one time or another
vice-president and dean of men. His outside services were considerable.
For a period he was president of the Association ofDeans of Men ofTexas
Colleges and Universities. He kept his hand in with the army reserves,
serving briefly as chaplain at Fort Sam Houston in the summers of 1935
and 1936 and receivng a promotion from major chaplain to lieutenant
colonel the winter in between. He was also active in the Knights of
Columbus and a close student ofboth civil and ecclesiastical politics.
It was partly because of his connections that he was tapped for the
pastorate of St. Mary's Church downtown in the summer of 1937. The
bishop wanted someone in that post who was acquainted with the
governor and some of the legislators, and Father O'Brien filled the bill.
Although it meant a loss to St. Edward's, the provincial made the
assignment. After six years as pastor, Father O'Brien returned to the
campus, impressing the students more than ever with his "fine senatorial
appearance." 25
Father Foik was equally impressive and had become widely known.
Continuing as librarian and history teacher, he became Dean of the
College of Arts and Letters in 1935. By 1937 he had enlarged the library,
housed in the basement of Holy Cross Hall from 1926 to 1941, to 21,000
volumes. He took a great interest in the school's debate program and
was always glad to help participants when they wanted to do research
for their topics. As teacher and dean, he saw to it that courses were
offered in the history of the Southwest, of Mexico, and of Latin America
generally. He was also one of the most diligent scholars on the faculty,
with a considerable publications list of his own.
His outside involvements were enormous. He helped to form the
Catholic Library Association (CLA) which replaced the old Library
Section of the Catholic Education Association. He took the lead in getting
a Southwest Regional Conference of the CLA started and served on its
executive council. It was he who proposed that the CLA sponsor the
preparation of an index to Catholic periodical literature. Then he served
as chairman of the editorial board that brought the index into being.
His greatest extracurricular service, however, was his continuing
work with the Texas Historical Commission of the Knights of Columbus.
A biographer says that he "was fond of calling Texas 'the land of God's
predilection,' and regarded the setting down of the events of its glorious
past almost as a sacred trust." For that purpose he helped the Knights
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of Columbus to secure the services of Carlos Eduardo Castaneda former
librarian of the Latin American collection at the University of Texas.
Castaneda began his work on Our Catholic Heritage in Texas in 1934 and
stayed at it for more than twenty years. The set, finished long after
Foik's death, finally contained seven volumes.
·
In 1935 Foik was appointed to an advisory board on preparations
for the Texas centennial celebration. One of the tasks he had in this
capacity was to furnish inscriptions for markers to be placed at some
forty mission-era sites. He was also on the reception committee for
President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Vice-President John Nance Garner
when they came to Dallas for the Centennial Exposition in 1936.
In 1937 Foik followed the football team to El Paso for a game with
the Texas School of Mines. The next day he was at Ysleta for the
dedication of a marker at the site of the first mission chapel in Texas.
When the San Jacinto Battle Monument at the other side of Texas was
finished in 1939, he was present at its dedication also.
Foik's work put him in touch with the Mexican Church whose
relations with the Mexican government were not good. In th~ fall of
1932 he presided over a meeting of the KC Historical Commission on
St. Edward's campus at which the exiled archbishop of Guadalajara was
a guest. Shortly thereafter Foik went as a commissioner of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference to Laredo with editor William Menger of
the Southern Messenger and interviewed the Apostolic Delegate, recently
expelled from Mexico as a "pernicious foreigner," though he had lived
there all his life.
The opening of school in the fall of 1940 found the energetic Dr.
Foik in Seton Hospital for treatment of a lesion on his leg which would
not heal because of diabetes. Although his well-wishers tried to make
light of it, the condition was serious and kept him hospitalized for five
months. During his absence a seminarian, the Reverend Mr. Peter
Mueller (a grand nephew of Bishop Hurth, incidentally) was in charge
of the library, which was moved that winter from the basement of Holy
Cross to the west wing of the Main Building. For some weeks of January
and February 1941 Foik was back on campus working. He then returned
to the hospital, where he died on March 1.
During the days and nights before the funeral an honor guard of
students kept vigil in shifts over his body in the parlor of the Main
Building. On March 4 in the black-draped college chapel funeral services
were held for the deceased librarian. Superior General Albert J.
Cousineau, who happened to be making his official visit at that time,
celebrated the Requiem Mass. 26
Strangely enough, the body of this religious who had "gone Texan"
so fully was sent to Notre Dame for burial. Nevertheless, Father Foik
has his marker in Texas. It stands today near the entrance of the
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Scarborough-Phillips Library on the campus of St. Edward's. J\nd the
superstitious say that one can improve one's test grade by_ rubbmg the
nose of the embossed image of the scholarly Ph.D. whom h1s contemporaries often called "the Doc."

CHAPTER TWENTY

A Good TryVarsity
Between
Two Wars
During the interwar years St. Edward's made a serious effort to
enhance its general standing by success in interscholastic athletics.
Football, which had done so much to make Notre Dame a household
word in America, seemed the sport to emphasize. Significantly, the coach
whom the college hired in 1920, after James Sheffield left, was William
Gardner, an All-American trained by Glenn ("Pop") Warner at Carlisle
in its great football days. His successor, John F. Meagher, was a Notre
Dame football star who had been coached by Knute Rockne. Meagher,
a Marine veteran of World War I and a fine Christian gentleman, came
to St. Ed's in 1921 and remained there until lured away by Rice in 1929.
Four later football coaches of the era-Barry Sarafiny, Jack Chevigny,
John O'Brien, and Billy Pierce-all had strong backgrounds in football.
It would be an uphill struggle for a school having a small enrollment
and limited resources to maintain a competitive program, but the right
coach, as Rockne had demonstrated, could make a difference.
So the goal seemed worth a try. Even having the program would
mean a great deal to the students and would give the school free publicity
in the sports pages of the newspapers. Accordingly, St. Edward's, at
about the time Meagher came there, joined the Texas Interscholastic
Athletic Association (TIAA), a conference whose program included football. In 1926 it left the TIAA and joined the Texas Conference (TC),
which was made up entirely of small, church-related schools. There
were also non-conference games against larger schools, with occasional
highly gratifying victories. 1 But let us look at other sports before telling
the story of football.
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The old favorite, baseball, although losing ground to football, was
still around. In 1920 Coach Sheffield was striving, with some success,
to rebuild the team. Although it had only one letterman back, it won
most of its intercollegiate games and broke even in competition with
teams in the City League of Austin. The next year, coached by William
Gardner, it played .500 ball in an eighteen-game schedule which included
college, high-school and pickup opponents. Three of the games were
with the School for the Deaf, which St. Ed's beat twice. Probably the
best game of the season was with Austin High School. For this event a
goodly crowd of fans gathered at UT's Clark Field and heard M~. A.
M. Prather announce that a loving cup would be presented to the wmner
on behalf of the business men of Austin. Taking the mound for High
School that day was Chester Falk, a future major leaguer. Fortunately
Chester was only fifteen years old then, and St. Ed's, playing generally
at top form, was able to touch him for seven hits. The final score was
7-4 in favor of St. Ed's, whose players had the satisfaction of seeing
2
Father James O'Brien accept the loving cup on behalf of their school.
In 1922 Jack Meagher assumed the leadership of the baseball
program and kept it going right through the tornadic destruction of that
season, winning half of sixteen games played. Two years later he led the
team on a long swing through East Texas and into Louisiana, gaining
two wins each over Sam Houston State Teachers College and Stephen
F. Austin on the way. 3
The 1928 season is fairly representative of St. Ed's baseball for that
era. The Saints won just half the sixteen games they played that year
against college opponents. The record might have been better but for
injuries, for, in the opinion of some, the team was one of the st~ong~st
in the history of the school. Luster was added to the season by viCtones
in three out of four games on the road at Brownwood. But the most
interest attached to the four games with Southwestern, which were
evenly split. In the third of these, on St. Ed's diamond, the Pirates looked
good in a 4-0 win which secured for them the conference title. Now
that the title race was off their minds, the Saints put on their show at
Georgetown in the fourth game of the series and the last of the sea~on.
With the bases loaded in the first inning, the SEU infield turned a tnple
play to bail their pitcher out. In general, SEU fielding was so tight that
the Pirates with ten hits failed to score. The Saints collected fourteen
hits. Mike "Shag" O'Shaughnessy finished his college career in a "blaze
4
of glory" with three hits, one of them a home run.
But baseball was a declining sport in the Texas Conference as the
decade drew to an end. St. Ed's 1929 schedule included only a few
games with college opponents. Other matches were with town teams-the
Fredricksburg Giants, Austin Greyhounds, and Yoakum Sunsets. At any
rate the season gained in significance by the advent of a superb infielder,
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a health seeker named Anton ("Toney") Burger. Arriving from the cold
north in January, he got off the train on a nice Austin day to wait for
Brother Francis de Sales to pick him up and take him to St. Ed's. As
Burger watched a couple of locals whittle and spit tobacco juice in the
sun, the folkiness and warmth of the place convinced him that Austin
was _where h: wanted to make his home. And so, when an opening came,
h: drd, teaching and coaching at Austin High and later se:rving as athletic
drrector for the Austin Independent School District. The Toney Burger
Athletic Center in South Austin is named in his honor.'
In 1930 and 1931 Curly James was available to coach baseball, but
he seems not to have gotten it off the ground either season. With the
Depressio_n pinching slender resources still further, colleges could not
a~ord umforms, coaches and travel. In the spring of 1930, however, a
drehard and clairvoyant editor of the Echo criticized the abandonment
of the _sport, presumably because it did not make money. He noted that
the mmor le~gues too were losing ground with the advent of golf and
the automobrle. But baseball would recover in time, he insisted, for it
was "truly the greatest" of sports. Then in the winter of 1931-32, at the
depth of the Depression, the Echo reported that the Texas Conference
was dropping baseball. 6
The arrival of Brother Alexander Buckley in the late 1930's provided
a boost for the sport. He appears to have handled the team in 1938 a
poorly chronicled season. But the next baseball season came on with
no definite plans or schedule for SEU. Athletic Director Pierce was willing
to have a team if the boys wanted it, and so they got organized under
the direction of Brother Alexander. Most of the games played were with
town teams. There was also a game, which SEU won, with the UT
freshman. In the 1940 season those freshmen seem to have provided
most of SED's baseball competition. With the onset of the war, college
baseball was suspended on the hilltop. 7
Basketball, the newcomer sport, started slowly. It was not much
noticed before 1922, a season for which six wins and two losses are
recorded. Then, and for many years thereafter, few or no games were
played before January, and fourteen or fifteen games might make a full
season. Most of the time that he was at the school Coach Meagher
handled basketball, but eventually he gave it up to one of the school's
great athletes, Edward ("Moose") Woeber, who was followed by still
another Edsman, Julius ("Curly") J ames. 8
.
In 1923 the college played fourteen games, winning eleven and losing
three. Opponents that year included Southwestern University of
Georgetown, the Baylor Cubs and the Texas freshmen. 9
But the annus mirabilis in basketball was 1927, the first season that
the school was a member of the Texas Conference. Over twenty games
were played that year, some of them with non-conference teams. As the
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season drew to an end, St. Ed's went on the road to play five nights in
a row with conference foes Howard Payne, Daniel Baker, and Simmons.
It lost four of the five, came back to Austin dog-tired, and dropped two
more to UT. Then the Saints headed for Abilene again to play in the
conference tournament which would decide the title. They picked up a
victory over Simmons in their first game, lost to the Pirates of
Southwestern the next day, and stayed in play with unbroken victories
over Trinity, Howard Payne, and Austin College. With everyone else
eliminated, St. Ed's and its old Georgetown rival played the deciding
game, from which St. Ed's emerged with victory and the Texas
Conference title. 10
The basketball program in the 1930's was not deadly serious. SEU
apparently did not regard itself as a "basketball school" and accepted
with equanimity a low standing in conference competition. In charge of
the sport through the 1934 season was Julius ("Curly") James, and for
the next two, Matt Gouze. Then for three years Billy Pierce, assisted by
Ed Fleming, handled basketball as well as football. 11
There were some bright spots in the picture. The 1936 season
witnessed strong performances by a pair of fine athletes named Ed
Fleming and Pat Bell. In the following season, although the record of
two wins and eight losses in conference play was poor, Coach Gouze
found much to be positive about. The squad exhibited good spirit, Pat
Bell seemed headed for all-conference honors, and captain Louis Graves
was proving to be a real leader. A new floor was laid in the gym, making
it possible to have home games on campus again instead of in the gym
of the School for the Deaf. With the band and a good crowd of students
and faculty in attendance, the atmosphere at games was much improved.12
Two basketball rivalries destined to become famous began for St.
Ed's in 1937. One of the schools involved, Texas Weslyan College of
Fort Worth, won two games at home that season from the Austin team.
The other, St. Mary's University of San Antonio, lost to St. Ed's at
Austin by a 32-20 score. 13
That season is memorable also for the appearance on campus of a
man who was to become one of the legendary athletes and coaches in
the history of the school, Edward Norris. As practice for the season
began, a perceptive sports writer said, "Ed Norris is a newcomer, but
the fact that he is from Indiana will save the coach worry about his
ability with a basketball." Norris in his freshman year led the conference
in scoring with a 20-point average in sixteen games and was named
all-conference forward. 14
But the basketball program was going downhill. Norris was on
hand to make all-conference and to help the team to a good showing in
conference play in 1939. The 1940-41 season which included games with
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city-league and military as well as collegiate teams was dismal. The last"
games even had to be cancelled because of injuries and lack of
replacements. 15
In the fall of 1941, the new administration announced that St. Ed's
was dropping varsity basketball. It was getting too hard to compete with
larger schools which gave scholarships for the sport, the president said.
It would be better just to have intramurals. He yielded to a petition of
the students for continued varsity play, however, with results that
vindicated the original decision. In the weeks after Pearl Harbor there
were losses to Southwestern, Texas Lutheran, and to Daniel Baker. The
game with Lutheran, incidentally, seems to have been the first of another
great rivalry which still continues today. 16
Track, though a fine activity and well known at old St. Ed's, was
not consistently a varsity sport in the 1920s. It was alive for a while in
the early part of the decade-the 1923 season, for example, was a busy
one. In 1925 the Tower, a reliable source for sports, was silent· about
track, which seemed to be entering a period of quiescence. But it was
revived in 1928 when a new running track was laid out south of the
gym. Among the meets in which SEU took part that busy season were
the Texas Relays at UT's Memorial Stadium and the Texas Conference
meet at Abilene, in which it took third place. In 1930 Dan Hannan took
over the coaching of track and had a fair season in both that and the
following year. But the SEU thinclads did not do well in Texas
Conference meets at Brownwood either year; they tied for fourth place
in 1930 and sank to fifth the next year. 17
Tennis, up and coming in the Roaring Decade, was another
conference sport. St. Ed's played its first Texas Conference match on
April 27, 1928, losing to Southwestern, then "the cream of the
Co_nference." At the annual conference tournament that spring, the
Samts advanced to the semi-finals in both singles and doubles. Although
there were enthusiasm and talent on campus, St. Ed's netters did not
reach the top in these early years of tennis, and Southwestern continued
to be one of the reasons why. It was gratifying, therefore, to beat them
6- 1 on their own courts in 1931 for the first win of the year. 18
The boom in golf is reflected in a witty Echo article of spring 1930
about a "Ferocious Golf Germ" which was biting Edsmen. "The germ,"
the article said, "is no respecter of persons. It would as soon bite Al
Sarafiny as Charlie Treffiich," and in fact had already struck two respected men- Father Foik and Professor Bieter. The next spring, out for
an early round, SEU student Billy Garrett got the first hole in one of
the year at the Austin Municipal Golf Course. One of the last events of
that school year was an intramural handicap golf tournament for both
faculty and students. The winner was Father James Quinlan, who defeated student John Rafaelli in the finals. In 1932 the SEU golf team
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participated in a conference meet and won both the team an? ind~vidual
championships. It was the second Texas Conference champwnsh1p that
the school had won in any sport. 19
The question had come up whether the priests at St. Edward's
weren't too enthusiastic about golf. Rumors that they sometimes missed
classes for it reached the provincial in 1927. He wrote to say he hoped
it wasn't true. Anyway, he didn't think much of priests donning knickers
and going out on the public links. If the men there wanted to g~lf,
couldn't St. Ed's build a course on its own land? President Burke demed
that classes were being missed for golf and, because of the expense,
begged off the construction of a home course. Father Maguire, not a
golfer himself, offered the opinion that community members should be
allowed to play, but under regulation. Otherwise they would put too
much time into it. 20
Whatever the interest in other sports, football, everyone knew, was
the critical one. The schedule with which Coach William Gardner opened
the new decade in 1920 was not a terribly challenging one. It included,
among other schools, Austin High, the Deaf Institu~e, ~an Marc~s
Baptist Academy, Daniel Baker College and Dallas Umvers1ty. St. Ed s
had seven victories out of nine games. 21
In his first season at St. Ed's, 1921, Jack Meagher played most of
the teams Gardner had the year before, but added tougher ones and so
did not do as well. The season opened at Clark Field with the Texas
Longhorns, who, with much greater weight and depth, rolled over the
Saints 33-0. Indeed, the College did not fare well even with the UT
freshmen, whom it played later. Two other losses, to Southwest Texas
Normal and to Dallas University, in the eight-game schedule suggested
that St. Ed's was not yet ready for real collegiate competition. Looking
back at this so-so season, the Echo saw injuries to key players as a factor
and commented that sacrificing one's self for one's school was like dying
for one's country, a glorious thing. And as a visible reward for all the
sacrifice and effort, qualifying players received handsome blue sweaters,
each with a large gold E. 22
•
After a good 8-2 season in 1922, and with the prospect of havmg
many of the team back again, Meagher laid out a tougher s~hedule for
1923. That summer he enrolled in the school for coaches wh1ch Rockne
conducted at Notre Dame. The "snappy little coach," as an Austin paper
called Meagher, then showed up in Texas to start practice. Starting w~th
Grubbs Vocational School of Arlington, St. Ed's racked up eight wms
in as many games for a perfect season. 23
Certain of the season's games attracted special attention. On
Homecoming Day, a rainy October 13, Meagher's men had to fight to
put down a scrappy team of Baylor Cubs, 7- 2, many of the~ rec~nt
high school stars. Against the Golden Hurricane of Tulsa Umvers1ty;
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playing on its own field and considered one of the best teams in the
southwest, the Saints were in charge all the way, winning 35-7. "Coach
Meagher ... ," an Austin paper said, "has an eleven well grounded in
... fundamentals ... and an eleven that knows the value of a fight."
One sports writer remarked that St. Ed's was as good as any team in
the TIAA. After it smashed Daniel Baker 48-0, another scribe
commented that Meagher's team was undoubtedly as strong as any team
in its conference. In fact, he thought "so much of the Saints as to think
[they] would give any Southwestern Conference eleven an interesting
game." On Thanksgiving Day at Schwab Field in San Antonio, although
outweighed by twenty pounds per man, the Saints went up against the
Phillips University Haymakers of that city. When it was all over, St.
Ed's had closed its regular season with a decisive 27-7 victory. As if all
this was not enough, the Saints travelled to San Antonio again in
mid-December to defeat a military-base team at Fort Sam Houston
13-12. 24
To celebrate a great season, the ex-student association sponsored a
football banquet in the college dining hall on the evening of December
19. The popularity of Coach Meagher with the students was evident in
the cheers with which they greeted his entrance into the room. Among
the guests was "Doc" Stewart, the UT coach, formerly of Nebraska,
whose Cornhuskers had lost to Notre Dame in 1916 and won from the
Irish in 1917. Meagher, who had played in the first game, had this story
to tell on him.
"When I met Mr. Stewart, and he was told I used to play for Notre
Dame, he remarked, "Oh, yes. You were on the team that my team
licked ... ," and so I replied, "Oh, no, I was on the team that licked
you."
(Meagher's last season at N.D. was 1916.) It was a bright evening for the
whole St. Ed's community and their guests, but especially for Coach
Meagher, who was putting the school in the limelight and whose little
daughter Marilyn was having her second birthday that day. 25
The 1924 season was also good-six wins and two losses. With
only three losses during the last three of his then four seasons at St.
Ed's, Meagher was on the way to a coaching reputation which qualified
him to assist Rockne at the coaching school conducted at St. Ed's the
following summer. 26
Thereafter, as Meagher lined up tougher schedules, the record of
the team suffered, although it often gave a good account of itself against
the odds. In 1925 St. Ed's-now a University- began renting UT's
Memorial Stadium for home games. A mediocre 1926 season was
highlighted by a 12-0 win against Baylor at Waco. At the end of the
1927 season St. Ed's had a modest-looking 3-3-3 record, but this
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included ties with a strong Loyola of New Orleans, which had not been
defeated in two years, and with Rice. Another pleasant memory was the
dance which the young women at Our Lady of the Lake gave for the
Saints after their victory over Southwestern in a game played at San
Antonio. By 1928 St. Ed's was getting into big-time competition and
breaking even. There were four Southwestern Conference teams on that
schedule- UT, Rice, Texas Tech, and Baylor. St. Ed's beat Rice, gave
Tech almost all it could handle, and was badly outclassed by the other
two. Also this was the first season St. Ed's ever played St. Mary's of
San Antonio in football, beating them, 32-7 ."
According to the Echo, an outsider would say of St. Ed's, "They
28
always put out good elevens at that little university," probably not
always realizing that the one who did it was Jack Meaghe~. Sm~rt
people at Rice had come to see it, however, and in 1929 they h1red h1m
away from "The Notre Dame of the Southwest."
Meagher's successor was Albert Sarafiny.Just out ofSt; Ed's, wh:re
he had been an athletic star himself, young Sarafiny found 1t hard gomg
in his four years a coach on the hilltop. The first year, though ordinary,
was the best, while the next two years, with a total of two wins over all,
were as bad as the Great Depression in which they occurred. Sarafin~'s
tough schedules of 1931 and 1932 resulted in losses to highly rat~~ outfits
like Baylor and Loyola of New Orleans. But this was not surpnsmg and
even had its gratifications. Fullback Don Bomba of SEU was, a New
Orleans paper conceded, the best player on the field, ~s his team _lo_st
38-6 to Loyola in 1931 before 8,000 fans in Loyola Stadmm. Joe K1vlm
at left half for SEU was also brilliant in that game. The trouble was
that St. Ed's had too many losses to teams, especially to Texas Conference
teams, more its own size. Thus in 1931 it finished, at 1- 3- 1, second last
in the TC race. The following year was no better for the young coach.
But apologists pointed out that his record w~s not_ a~l ~is fault. After a
good run for the title in 1929, he had been h1t. by mJune_s._ Then _a n_ew
rule had denied him the use of freshman for vars1ty compet1t1on begmnmg
in 1931, and he had had the lightest team in the conference in 1932."
.
Nevertheless, President O'Donnell, with his own background m
Notre Dame football, wondered whether it wouldn't be better to let
Sarafiny go and try someone trained, as was Jack Meagher, by the old
master Knute Rockne himself. Accordingly, with the consent of the local
and provincial councils, he hired John ("Jack") Chevigny who had been
a backfield star at Notre Dame in 1926- 28 and head backfield coach
there in 29-30. He was aJV coach under Hunk Anderson after Rockne's
30
death. In 1932 he was on the coaching staff of the Chicago Cardinals.
Named athletic director as well as coach, the first thing Chevigny
did was to replace the name "Saints" with "Tigers," thinking that tigers
would finish higher than would nice guys. The changes of coaches and
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names worked. The 1933 Tigers played inspired football. Baylor as usual
too much for them, but then they went on a tear. After four straight
wms, over conference rivals Hardin Simmons, Southwestern, Daniel
Baker, and Austin College, they were getting the public's attention. The
streak was broken by McMurry, but a victory over Howard Payne on
Armistice Day clinched St. Ed's first and only Texas Conference football
championship. Victories over Schreiner and the Texas School of Mines
closed the 7- 2 season. 31
Of course everyone at SED wanted to see Chevigny stay on. For
President O'Donnell winning meant not only headlines-which as an
old player he appreciated- but also good enrollments and even survival.
He knew too that in these bad times it was hard to come up with $4,200
for coach Chevigny's salary. But the local council thought Chevigny
should be rehired without a reduction, O'Donnell told the provincial,
"unless you are thinking of closing the school next year." The provincial,
however, expressed disagreement. Chevigny ,should be let go unless he
would accept a fifty percent cut. Otherwise St. Ed's couldn't afford him.
There were plenty of others around, such as Ed ("Moose") Krause just
finishing at Notre Dame, who would make good coaches and would
come cheaper. 32 In the meantime people at the University of Texas had
been impressed by Chevigny too. The result was that they hired him
away from St. Ed's at midyear. It was a reminder to old Edsmen of the
loss to Texas almost twenty-five years earlier of another successful coach
Billy Disch. 33
'
To replace Chevigny, SEU hired a third Notre Dame man, John
("One-Play") O'Brien, an end for the Irish in 1928-30. In 1928 they
were having a poor season and were expected to lose to undefeated
Army. In that game, however, O'Brien was put in for one play and
caught a 45-yard pass for the winning touchdown. Rockne then dubbed
hi~, "one-play." O'Brien coached two seasons at St. Ed's, with only
fa1r success. The 1934 squad was hurt by the failure to return of some
key players from the year before, but it did creditably nevertheless. Play
opened with the usual trimming by Baylor in the last football game
played between the two schools. In conference play St. Ed's lost twice,
but still managed to tie for second place. A trip out to El Paso closed
the season with a loss to the Texas School of Mines, a non-conference
team. But the ride on Pullman car 1665 (one athlete wanted to know if
the number signified its age) was a lark and took the sting out of the
defeat. 34
The brightest part of the season, was the football banquet on the
evening of December 14 in the University dining hall. No matter that
th~ overall record of two wins, two ties and four losses was unimpressive.
W1th boosters like jovial Mayor Tom Miller and Chairman of the Athletic
Council Father O'Brien on hand to say some encouraging words, the
w~s
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mood was bound to be cheerful. Coach O'Brien was generous in praise
of his men as., were they of him. Old student Leonard J. Schneider of the
American National Bank provided a reminder of a growing tradition as
he reminisced about St. Ed's football years before. One of those present
was Austin sportswriter Weldon Hart, who was deeply impressed by the
demonstration of loyalty. "I had never realized so clearly," he wrote
afterward, "that victories and defeats mean so little to the true sportsman"
There were, he noted, no fair-weather fans at the SEU banquet that
night. The 1934 Tigers didn't win a championship, but their backers
would have been on hand whether they had lost all or none of their
games. And considering injuries, bad weather and bad officiating, they
had done pretty well anyway, Hart thought. 35
In 1935 the Tigers finished sixth among the eight teams of the Texas
Conference. O'Brien then left to join the coaching staff at his alma
mater, Notre Dame, and was succeeded by Billy Pierce. At this moment
of change a student sportswriter expressed hopes that the school's athletic
fortunes would improve. "We've been licked coming and going," he
reflected, but there had been a low too before the upsurge under
Chevigny. Optimism about the new coach was in order. 36
A digression must be made here concerning school names and songs
in the sports history of the time. For years St. Edward's players were
referred to as the Saints. In 1933 Coach Chevigny, as noted earlier,
changed the name from Saints to Tigers. What was worse, a faculty
member then composed a fight song call "The Tiger Battle Cry." After
some years, however, students began questioning the choice of the name.
Too many teams, especially in Louisiana, were already using it. A great
school like St. Edward's deserved a more distinctive name, one Edsman
said. Another thought the school should go back to the traditional name,
"Saints;" it was more appropriate and less trite than "Tigers." In 1939
a new name, "Crusaders," was chosen. Though even worse than Tigers
in my opinion, it was (and is) popular with Catholic schools. One good
thing about the change was that the "Tiger Battle Cry" had to be
dropped. Another was that it seemed to stimulate the football team,
which had a good season. Just as in 1933, a student sportswriter observed,
a new name seemed to mean more wins. Perhaps, he quipped, another
name change the next year would take the team to the Rose Bowl.
Although the Edsmen remained the Crusaders for a while, the name
Hilltoppers began to creep into print by 1941. 37
There was also considerable fiddling with a school song. Nothing
written for St. Edward's had ever established itself in the public
consciousness as had the Notre Dame "Victory March" or "On
Wisconsin." There were several other attempts to produce that desideratum
which the Echo referred to in 1938 as a "famous, permanent school
song." That very year a piece came along whose title, "Swing Along,
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St. Edwards," was enough to send it to the dustbin of history at an early
date (even though it was written by a faculty member.) Another piece
"Onwards, St. Edward's," was the product of collaboration between ~
fac~lty. member and a stude.nt in 1941. Its day too was short. Producing
a wmnmg song was as hard, 1t seems, as producing a winning team.3s
Regardless ofrnonickers and songs, the fortunes of ~EU football did
not change dramatically under Coach Pierce in his four-year stint. His
first t:Vo seasons were poor. But in his third one, his team took second
place m the Texas Conference. In 1939, perhaps because they had been
renamed the Crusaders, his men lost only two games and came to the
final. one of the season with a chance to tie the team they were playing,
Austm College. Preparing for a great pregame pep rally and bonfire the
freshmen spent a week- gathering.Juel and stacking it into a tepee s~uth
of Holy Cross Hall. The rally went off in fine style and served its
purpose. The SEU boys went out to House Park the next day and won
19-0.39
This was the end, and an honorable one, of St. Ed's twenty-year
quest for a reputation in football. The school could no longer stand the
exp~nse of a s~rious program in the sport. The next spring, with the
Naz1s overrunnmg Western Europe, students read in the campus paper
what had been announced earlier, that there would be no varsity football
at St. Edward's the nex.t fall. 40 In more ways than one an era was
coming to an end.

CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

They Put
Their Games
Away ....
The decade of the thirties, as the world went through the depression
and took the road back to war, was not a light-hearted time, but St.
Edward's boys did not have to mope through it for lack of something
to do. Extracurricular activities continued to be brisk and varied. One
could join a learned society, enjoy a social event, get into intramural or
interscholastic sports, and much more. Nor was the student body as
campus-bound as in earlier years. City bus service extended to the
entrance of the campus at least by 1936. For some years buses actuallx;
came up a drive to Holy Cross Hall, which was the south end of the
line. (The Congress Avenue entrance was already becoming dangerous.
A car-bus collision there in 1941 resulted in the death of one UT student
and injuries to five SEU students.) Off campus pursuits gained also
when Father O'Donnell permitted resident students to have automobiles
at school. 1
Campus organizations were as flourishing and varied as ever in spite
of the increasing mobility of students. Three enduring and worthy bodies
of a scholarly sort were Alpha Chi for honor students, the Academy of
Science, and the Neoscholastic Society, all with their roots in the 1920's.
The honor society had begun as a chapter of the Scholarship Societies
of the South, and had been renamed later the Sorin Scholarship Society.
In 1934 it was reorganized as a chapter of the national Alphi Chi Society.
The Thomistic Society, which later changed its name to the NeeScholastic Society, was founded in 1924 by Father Schumacher to
promote interest in Thomistic philosophy. For years it benefited by the
zeal of Father Cornelius Hagerty, who was its moderator from shortly
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after its founding until into the middle 30's. Its members wrote serious
papers on such subjects as the problem of evil and the nature of beauty.
Read and discussed at society meetings and occasionally even printed
in the Echo, these papers represented some of the weightiest scholarship
the students of the era produced. The Science Club was initiated by a
biology professor, Father Frank O'Hara, in 1935. It became a Chapter
of the Texas Academy of Science when that interscholastic body was
formed in 1938 and was referred to thereafter on campus as the Academy
of Science. Its members also did scholarly projects and held meetings,
occupying themselves with such interesting topics as painless dentistry,
new in 1939, and the technique of typing blood. But they also allowed
themselves some recreation. Their tradition of an annual spring picnic
goes back at least to 1939 and still exists at this writing. 2
Membership in St. Edward's Council 2559 of the Knights of
Columbus was warmly recommended by the Echo in a 1931 editorial,
and indeed it was a lively organization. That fall again it held its
traditional Columbus Day Program in the Auditorium, with student
Edward Coleman ofEl Paso reading Joaquin Miller's poem "Columbus"
and Father O'Brien speaking on history and patriotism in reference to
the Knights. Later in the same season the council heard Dr. Frances B.
Steck, who was on campus for work on Texas Catholic History, speak
about the Voyage of Marquette and Joliet down the Mississippi River.
In the fall of 1934 twenty-two Edsmen were initiated into the third
degree of the KC's at ceremonies held downtown in the chambers of the
Austin Council. At this time Council 2559 was in the tenth year of its
existence, and Grand Knight Elmore Borchers commented for an Echo
reporter on the leadership which Knights who had gotten their start at
St. Ed's had later given elsewhere in the Order. Among these ex-students
were such past grand knights of 2559 as William Ryan, Bill Kent, James
McCloskey, and Edward Ott. Also making their marks were Joe Koegler,
years later state deputy for New Mexico, and William Galligan, generally
regarded as the founder of 2559 and in 1934 secretary of the Texas State
Council. There were many others. 3
St. Edward's through its ex-students and its work with the KC
Historical Commission, was well known and had "a large following"
among the Texas Knights. An observer from St. Mary's University
affirmed this after the KC State Convention of 1936. "Their [St.
Edward's] graduates ... ," he reported, "became leaders of the Knights
of Columbus in their respective towns and cities. Quite naturally ...
they are loyal and active St. Edward's boosters. A number of former St.
Edward's students are K.C. state officers and district deputies." 4
The tradition of red-letter days lived on, though with some evolution.
St. Edward's Day remained a free day with appropriate activities. In
1931 at the High Mass which opened the day, Father O'Brien noted
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that students "who are interested in their studies" are one of the elements
of a great school. At the banquet served that noon the orchestra did a
musical program for the company. The elaborate banquet at noon was,
as the Echo remarked some years later, "an annual custom which the
Sisters never forgot." St. Edward's Day tributes to Father Sorin as well
as to Saint Edward were common; but the day was more likely to be
called the "patronal" or "titular" day than Founder's Day. In 1940,
however, an Echo headline noted that the holiday was "to honor founder."
The old tradition of a field day on St. Edward's Day seems not to have
been kept up in this era. 5
As the interwar years went on, a new national holiday, Armistice
Day, began to take hold at the school. In 1931 its observance included
a procession to the flag pole, the raising of the flag, patriotic songs and
music, and an address by Father O'Brien, finished inside because of rain.
In 1934 the program featured several talks, one of them by Mayor Torn
Miller, on the meaning of the day. There was also a flag cerernony. 6
Washington's Day remained a highlight of the spring semester and
was becoming an occasion for warnings about Communism as well as
for tributes to the founder of the republic. In his remarks on a 1936
program for the day, President Maguire saw in the Communists a real
threat from which even the United States was not immune. Part of their
strategy, as he perceived it, was to preach pacifism, meaning peace at
all costs.'
As of yore, St. Patrick's and St. Joseph's days in March were
marked with special observances. For the first, the Irish-Dutch baseball
game had become an institution. In fact, one source indicates that it had
started about 1905. Of course the Dutch were really the Germans and
had non-Germans playing with them. The "Irish" were not all Irish
either. In any case, everybody involved had a lively time, even when it
was the League of Nations against the League of Nations. In 1934 the
Echo expressed concern that this great event of past years would not be
held that year, which would break "a tradition of long standing."
Sometimes the rivalry was carried too far. They say it was especially
rowdy in 1937, but we do not have an account of that. In 1938 as a
matter of record, the Dutch began a day or two early by running a
Swastika up on the flagpole and painting Nazi signs on the sidewalks.
At this point the prefect of discipline intervened, ordering the offending
materials removed. But he seems (his name was Ryan) to have overlooked
the green flag flying from Holy Cross Hall. On St. Patrick's Day in the
morning the game itself was played, with the Irish losing. It was some
consolation for them that the Sisters had green ice cream and cake
decorated with green shamrocks for the traditional feast day banquet.
Afterward the rivals mingled peacably at Barton Springs. After losing
for five straight years, the Irish won again in 1942 to take a lead of one
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game in what was then said to have become a thirty-seven game series.
And it was to continue for many years rnore. 8
The St. Joseph's Day celebration was pretty much a religious one,
with a festal banquet at noon. It was also the patronal day of Father
Joseph Maguire. In 1936, when he was president, he celebrated a solemn
High Mass on the occasion and "was the recipient of many good wishes
throughout the day .... " The Dramatic Club, with which he had
worked so much, presented him with a "spiritual bouquet," that is, a
card detailing how they were remembering him in their prayers. 9
Intramural athletics occupied many students in this era. The
mainspring behind them for years was Brother Alexander Buckley,
although Ed Fleming and others also did a great deal of work with
thern. 10
Debating activities fluctuated in the 1930's, as debaters addressed
questions related to the New Deal. The 1932 season included a split
with Southwest Texas State Teachers College of San Marcos, wins over
Baylor and Southwestern, and a loss to Howard Payne. For some years
thereafter evidence of debate competition is slight. But in the later thirties
an energetic coach, 0. J. Bomba, took St. Ed's debaters on lengthy road
trips. The 1937 team made a 1200-rnile tour of Texas and Louisiana in
"an old jalopy," debating on six campuses the resolution that "Congress
should be empowered to fix minimum wages and maximum hours for
industry." Upholding the negative side, Edsrnen John Young, Patrick _.Horkin, and L. G. Guardernal gained three victories, including one over
Louisiana State at Baton Rouge. The next year's team made an even
longer trip, of 2700 miles, which took them as far as Georgia ·and
Tennessee. This time they won eleven of thirteen debates on the
resolution that "The National Labor Relations Board should be
empowered to enforce arbitration in all industrial disputes." 11
The Auditorium, which was renamed the Abbey Theatre in about
1940, continued to be the focus of a variety of campus entertainment,
including drama. A touring Russian Cossack Chorus entertained a town
and gown audience there early in 1932. It was also the site that school
year of two minstrel shows put on by students, under the direction of
professor of music, Joseph Van Ackeren. The next fall, with Father
George MacNamara as director, the campus Dramatic Club reorganized
under the name of "The Curtain Club." Gus Strauss was chosen as its
president. In the spring of 1936 with the help of young ladies from Austin
the Club did the Lenten play, "Mary Magdalene" which Father Maguire
had written ten years earlier. He had staged it at the Majestic Theatre
in Austin. This time it was done in the Auditorium under the direction
of Father James Norton. An Echo critic gave it high marks, noting that
Betty Collins played Magdalene "with ease, grace, and confidence,"
while Frank Schumacher was "effective" as the "weak-kneed Pilate." 12
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One of the finest moments in the history of the campus theatre
came one day in March of 1942. There had been a regular meeting of
the Abbey Players in 216 Main, after which Mrs. Martyn Elliott was
demonstrating how to put on make-up. At that point Willis Gunn,
president of the players, and two young ladies entered the room dressed
in white caps and gowns and ceremoniously conferred upon Mrs. Elliott
a degree of "Doctor of Laws in Theatrical Makeup." This, as one of the
young ladies, Gladys Wehmeyer, explained, was in recognition of service
to the local theatre dating back to 1911. Gunn then presented Mrs. Elliott
with the "Duck" Oscar, a little bronze duck, for those years of
meritorious service. 13
One of the innovations in the history of the campus theatre building
was the installation there in 1940 of broadcasting facilities. Arrangements
were made at that time with Austin radio station· KNOW for St.
Edward's to do a half-hour musical program over the air weekly. With
a studio audience of students, faculty and guests, the broadcasts began
on the evening of December 9. Numbers in that first program ranged
from "Domine non sum dignus," sung by the University Choir, to a
rendition of "Drummer Boy" by a group called "The Three Crickets"
and the orchestra. 14
Another project which called out student talent was the Crusader
Broadcasting System," (CBS), a campus radio station first located in
room 58 of Holy Cross Hall. It went on the air with a Mexican flavor.
To get it working, its builders, Francisco Garcia and associates, had
borrowed a crystal from Rodolfo de la Vega of Monterrey, and it was
the gently accented voice of Francisco which made history on February
10, 1942, with the opening words: "This is the Crusader Broadcasting
System, the voice of St. Edward's .... " Later the operation was moved
to room 216 ofMain. 15
In the musical history of this era the most remarkable development
perhaps was the formation of the Tamburitza Orchestra. The moving
spirit behind this was faculty member A. Lester Pierce. While on the
faculty of St. Thomas College in St. Paul, he had been impressed by a
musical trio which he heard perform at a Jugoslav wedding. The
instruments they used were one or another of a family of traditional
Croatian instruments called Tamburitza. Later Mr. Pierce got Matt
Gouze, who was the director of the group, and Matt's brother Frank, a
member of it, to enroll at St. Thomas, where with two other students
they formed a "Balkan Quartet." The group was soon expanded to
include other members and proved to be very popular in the area. In
the fall of 1934 Pierce joined St. Edward's faculty as head of the
Department of Education. He brought with him Frank Gouze (Matt
remained at St. Thomas for his senior year) and other "Minnesota
Slovenes" with names like Banovetz, Smrekar, Gerzin, Kordick, and
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Antonich. Organizing under the direction of Frank Gouze as the
Tamburitza Players, the Minnesota Slovenes began to make an impression upon the Texas public in their first year here, 1934-35. Apparently
their sponsor, Mr. Pierce, knew a thing or two about publicity, which
helped considerably. Once they had a chance to be heard, they made
their own publicity. The editor of a Temple paper who heard them play
at the State Convention of the Lions Clubs in 1935 found their
performance "enchanting." They merited "the attention of the musical
world," he said, and Texas might well want to show them off at the
Centennial Exposition in Dallas the next summer. 16
In the fall of 1935 new Tamburitzans were brought in with the help
of jobs funded through the New Deal's recently established National
Youth Admininstration (NYA). Oust appointed state director for the
NYA in Texas, with offices in the Littlefield Building at Sixth and
Congress in Austin, was a young man from the Hill Country named
Lyndon Baines Johnson.) 17 At the same time Matt Gouze, now with a
bachelor's degree, joined the faculty at St. Ed's to help with physical
education and coaching (he was a fine athlete himself) and to serve as
director of the Tamburitza Players. This year the reputation of the
Players spread rapidly. In November they made a road trip offour days,
·performing in several towns of East Texas and Western Louisiana. In
the spring semester they had engagments at the Central Texas towns of
Rockne, Cameron and Temple. 18
It was in 1936-37, their last in Texas, that the Players reached their
peak. That fall a number of Pennsylvania Croatians joined the Minnesota
Slovenes. The group was renamed the American Tamburitza String
Orchestra to make it clear that the players were American born and
that their instruments were not tambourines. By now they had gained
the admiration of a wider public, including Texas Governor James Allred,
and were playing for the "St. Edward's Hour" over Austin radio station
KNOW That fall they made appearances in San Antonio at the Lions
Club, at Our Lady of the Lake and Incarnate Word colleges, as well as
in Austin and Bastrop. In the winter they made a tour which included
a performance in Port Arthur at a banquet for delegates from the Lions
Clubs of over sixty Texas cities. A later highlight of the same season
was a program they did at UT-Austin for a thousand guests attending
a Texas Independence Day Celebration of the Ex-Students Association.
It was admitted publicly down there afterward that Texas with eight
thousand students had nothing as good as St. Ed's Tamburitza
Orchestra. The following spring Pierce and Gouze loaded their men and
instruments into a car and trailer and set off with them on a tour that
took them into the Slavic country of Pennsylvania. After several concerts
and some meetings with other Tamburitza groups there, they informed
Austin that they would be heard the next Saturday night on a National
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Barn Dance broadcast with an audience of twenty million people. Visits
at Duquesne and Notre Dame Universities were also on their agenda. 19
As a result of this very successful tour, St. Edward's lost the
Tamburitza Orchestra. Its leaders, Gouze and Pierce, learned that it
would be welcome at Duquesne University, whose environment was
heavily Slavic. What happened there is related in Francis Adler Bahic's
study, Keeper of the Idiom of the People, to which the foregoing account is
indebted. 20
The Echo, while remaining a faithful chronicle of campus affairs later
in the 1930s, provided a wider window on the contemporary world than
it had in the past. A feature called "Views of the News," by student
writer Frank Schumacher (nephew of former president Schumacher)
touched in one 1936 issue on such topics as Roosevelt's charge that the
Supreme Court justices were "nine old men," the wedding of King
Edward VIII and Wally Simpson, and the Spanish Civil War. It also
made references, as everybody else was doing, to Mrs. Roosevelt. A poll
of student opinion which the paper took in 1938 yielded some interesting
results. Nearly sixty percent of the students favored the New Deal, and
an even larger fraction favored the rebel side in the Spanish Civil War.
Almost seventy percent thought the United States could avoid war with
Japan, but over eighty percent favored building up the national
defense. 21
The paper was emphatically anti-Communist and so were the
students. A 1936 editorial noted that there was communism in many
schools, but not at St. Edward's, fortunately. On certain other social
issues too little was said. Racism and segregation, for example, might
not have existed, for all the reader could tell from the paper.
Occasionally, however, there would be something, such as Jack Corcoran's
article on the obligation of paying a living wage, which exhibited a social
conscience. 22
The most poignant theme of the era is the road to war. The Echo
noted early the fear that the Spanish Civil War would set off another
great war, but its own editorial judgment was that it could be a war to
save Christian civilization from Communism. It was three years after
Hitler took power in Germany before the paper showed alarm about his
regime. And then the focus was on the threat the Nazis posed to the
church, not on the deadly peril they posed for the Jews. In any case, the
Echo held that neither persecution nor aggression in other countries
justified the United States in going overseas again as it had in 1917.
When Hitler in 1938 was demanding the German-populated Sudetenland
of Czechoslovakia, an Echo writer blamed the unfairness of the Versailles
Treaty for it and urged America to follow an isolationist policy. "Let
EUROPE fight its own battles and solve its own problems," he said. 23
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But isolationism did not mean indifference to national security.
When Chamberlain and Daladier, knuckling under to Hitler at Munich
in September 1938, let him have the Sudetenland, the Echo was disturbed.
Appeasement might embolden Hitler for other adventures, it reasoned,
and so the United States should be ready for anything. Neither were
Echo staffers and their mentors pacifists. They were, in fact, like many
of their elders, inclined to see pacifism as a Communist conspiracy. In
1937 the Echo agreed with Sherman that "war is hell," but it also agreed
with President John O'Hara ofNotre Dame that there were worse things,
such as "disloyalty, softness and cowardice." And President Patrick
Haggerty of St. Edward's, speaking at the opening liturgy of the school
year that fall, blamed education without religion for the popularity of
pacifism among American students. 24
On October 16, 1940 young men across the country, twenty one
and over, registered under the first Selective Service Act of the World
War II era. For St. Edward's students there was registration on campus
with faculty members serving as clerks. Shortly afterward the Echo told
its readers that Captain Augustine de Zavala, then serving on a draft
board in Austin, had been a student at St. Edward's in the 1890s. As
the flow of draftees to the service got underway in the next year,
pessimism about staying out of war grew on American campuses,
including St. Edward's. "Isolationists," the Echo declared at the end of
October 1941, "could feel themselves slipping and slipping fast." 25
At St. Edward's as throughout the nation, Pearl Harbor ended the
debate between the isolationists and the interventionists. "Joyful shouts
of boys become words of serious young men ready to serve their country,"
headlined the Echo of December 10, 1941. Fiercer headlines, such as
"Collegians favor bombing of Tokyo," soon followed. And the paper
reported national survey findings that the anti-war mood of the thirties
was dead on American campuses. Even formerly isolationist students
were behind the war now and ready to sacrifice themselves for their
country. 26 The tower of the Main Building had, to borrow from a poem
about World War I, long looked down
On careless boys at play.
But when the bugles sounded war
They put their games away. 27

CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

The
High School
and Military
Academy,
1921-1946
As students, alumni, and faculty went off to do military service and
in some cases to die in the course of it, St. Edward's adjusted its role
to the emergency. President Lisewski tried to get a military service
program for the university but was unable to do so. By the spring of
1943 enrollment was down to fifty and sinking. Lisewski declared that
the university would not close, and it never formally did so. But emphasis
shifted to the high school, which became St. Edward's Military
Academy.' Before taking that up, however, let us go back and bring the
story of the high school up to date.
There is no question that St. Edward's High School, which closed
in 1967, had as much or more claim than the university to origins around
1880 on the Doyle farm. People closer to the matter than ourselves put
this statement in the 1928 Catalogue:
Although chartered with power to confer degrees, St. Edward's College
had attempted very little work beyond the preparatory or high school
grade until the administration of Father Schumacher.

But the designation "high school" was not used in the early days. Its
usage grew slowly, and in 1919 the college announced that it maintained
"a fully-equipped high school." In 1921 the Schumacher administration
made the high school a distinct entity, bringing out the first separate
catalogue for it. Its history from that point, therefore, requires its own
telling and that will be done in this and a later chapter. But note should
be made here that the names St. Edward's Academy, Preparatory School,
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and University High School, as well as Military Academy, were used
at different times instead of High School.
The modern definition of the high school as a ninth to twelfth grade
institution did not mean the end of education for younger boys on
campus. The old name for them, the minims, was gradually dropped,
however. They were called juniors or Little Saints for a long time and,
eventually, Cubs. Their department was called the sub-academy in its
earlier years. It seems usually to have consisted of the sixth to the eighth
grades. The question of properly separating the sub-academy from the
rest of the campus was not overlooked. In his visit for the 1926-27
school year the provincial even wondered if it should not be dropped.
(It had been at Notre Dame.) President Burke, while agreeing that there
needed to be adequate separation, pointed out that the "minim
department" had been growing and was now bringing in substantial
revenue. As a result, grades below the sixth were dropped then, but the
rest of the program was continued. 2
In the first years of its distinct identity the high school did not have
a principal. Its top officer was the university president, (and nominally
at least this was true for forty years more). The first listed principal was
Father George L. Holderith, in office 1926-1928. His successors up to
World War II-Fathers Edgar J. Misch, William H. Molony, Leo J.
Heiser, John Lane, and Thomas P.Jones-all had relatively short terms
of office. One gets the impression that the post was not taken seriously.
Indeed, President Hugh O'Donnell, a university-oriented man, advised
the provincial in 1932 that there was no need to appoint anyone to it.
The high school, accredited by the Southern Association in 1924,
always emphasized basic work. Solid courses-English, history, mathematics, science and foreign language-were the core of the curriculum.
In addition there were electives in such vocational courses as business,
agriculture and manual training. In 1927, for example, sixteen units,
twelve required and four elective, were needed for graduation. The
required units consisted of four courses in English, two in history, three
in mathematics and one in science. The electives might be either
academic or vocational courses. Religion was an extra-a required
subject for Catholics. The program is quite familiar to generations of
former American high school students.
Something is known of the teachers in the high school and
sub-academy during the 1920's and 1930's, for they are listed in many
of the catalogues. The most persevering of them was Brother Francis
de Sales Cullinan. Brothers Ambrose Hart and Conrad Heiser were also
on the faculty for years. Brother Norbert Henske taught for parts of three
decades. Brother Lucian Blersch arrived on campus in 1927 and Brother
Hubert Koeppen in 1930, both to have long tenures. The former began
on the high school faculty and later moved to that of the university; the
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latter remained with the high school. Father Vincent Mooney, later a
national leader in the Boy Scout movement, and Father Bernand Lange,
said to be "the third strongest man in America," were high school faculty
notables in their days. Lay teachers were sometimes recruited, as were
William M. Ryan and Ferdinand Kinane, from among graduates of
SEU. Thus the teachers were a mix of priests, brothers, and laymen.
Taking the combined preparatory and sub-academy faculties of 1927-28,
for example, one finds six priests, three brothers and six laymen. 3
Enrollment in the prewar high school peaked at 180 in the mid
1920's, ran down to below fifty in the Depression years, and climbed
again in the late 1930's. Boarding students were important, as they had
been in the past, for the successful operation of the school. Many of
them-twenty-four in 1926-came from Mexico. But in the late 1930s
the number of day ,students rose dramatically, reaching sixty-one in
1939. Sub-academy enrollment is harder to determine. It was forty eight
in 1924-25.'
Except for athletics little is preserved about the extracurricular
activities of SEHS in the interwar era. The department did not publish
its own school paper and received only limited space in the general
campus publication, St. Edward's Echo. Some issues did have special
sections for the academy. Two of them in the early days were "The Prep
Voice" and "Academic Happenings."
The academy and sub-academy inherited their shares of the St.
Edward's athletic tradition, however, and that earned them some notice.
On the evening of February 28, 1923, Brother Norbert presided over a
meeting for the formation of an athletic association. He stressed the
need for cooperation to produce winning teams. Professor William
Galligan added some words about the standards set by high school
athletics at St. Edward's in the past. An organizational meeting followed,
and the High School Athletic Association came into being. Joseph Barber
was chosen president and Ernest Joseph student manager. A call for
track and baseball candidates was then issued and "a number of
prospects responded." 5
Brother Norbert also coached the high school baseball team that
season. Its two first games were with a team called the Latin Americans.
Using all of his men in the opener "in order to get an idea of their
worth," the coach saw his team lose. They won on the second outing,
however. After that they had a decisive win over Manor High and a
close loss to the School for the Deaf: The preps also lost to the St. Ed's
College freshmen in a game interrupted by the supper bell. Victories
over the deaf and again over Manor followed. But April 26 was, as the
Echo put it, "a day of woe for the preps." Playing at Granger, they
made numerous errors and threw away a well pitched game.
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By this time teams were traveling some distance for games, over
roads that were not very good. Granger is fairly close to Austin, but to
reach it that spring the preps, it was said, "motored for four hours over
rough roads," and the players were tired out when they arrived. The
day provided another instance of the uncertainties of motoring in the
early twenties. Team manager Eddie Joseph and his friend Ossie Caples
tried to go to the game in a car called "Spark Plug." But "fifteen miles
out of Georgetown Sparky ... died." The boys then hitchhiked to
Georgetown and took the train to Granger. 6
The preps ended their 1923 season with two wins and five losses.
The 1927 season was much better; it counted thirteen wins and four
losses. Particularly gratifying was a l-0 victory over a much touted
Austin High, which had beaten St. Ed's earlier in the season. 7
Football too was a serious prep sport. The 1923 team began the
season under the coaching of Father Allan Heiser and finished it under
Mr. Kinane. Going as far afield as West and San Antonio, it made but
a mediocre record. What redeemed the season was a victory over West
Texas Military Academy on its own field. Much could be said, moreover,
and was, in the academy section of the Echo, about the way individual
players developed. 8
The chronicles of the 1920s contain many reports of high school
football and baseball. They speak of basketball too, but not at the same
length. For example Coach Edward ("Moose") Woeber's basketball team
within a short span of winter 1926-27 lost to the School for the Deaf,
beat Travis Heights, and "smothered" Pflugerville. A red-letter day of
the era was January 27, 1927, when the academy cagers played three
opponents and defeated them all.'
The Little Saints of the sub-academy received even less press
attention than the preps, but they too engaged in a range of interscholastic competition. Take 1923 again. That spring, with Father Andrew
Schreyer as coach, they fielded a strong baseball team and played an
ambitious but local schedule. Of the eighteen games played, they won
twelve and lost the others by only small margins. Opponents included
St. Mary's and Guadalupe parochial schools, Fulmore and Austin junior
high schools, Palm School, the Budajuniors, North Austin, West Austin,
and the tenth ward. 10
Perhaps mention should be made too of the notable year, 1925,
when the juniors got a new diamond west of Holy Cross Hall, which
had required the removal of about thirty trees. The team made good use
of the improvement, playing an ambitious thirty-five game schedule
under Coach Joseph Fiedler."
The 1923 football season, when Father Vincent Mooney was coach,
was a frustrating one. At the outset, the manager, a boy from Houston,
issued a public challenge to all comers-provided they did not weigh
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over one hundred pounds apiece. Finding small opponents proved to be
difficult, however. Coaches seemed to prefer people who weighed more
than the specified figure. The Little Saints had to accept that, and then
had to travel to San Antonio twice to play. The result was that they lost
most of the time. Even so, it was the opinion of a St. Ed's sportswriter
that they would have been a match for any team in the state, of their
own size and weight. And the next year's team was said to have lost
only to opponents not in the "little shaver" classY
Much has been said already about the growing inconvenience in
the 1920s and 1930s of having the high school on the same campus as
the university and about ways of separating them. Sometimes the
university separatists, including the presidents, even talked as though
the high school were a threat to the university. Throughout the separatist
movement, however, the high school had strong support from higher
authorities in the congregation. Father James Burns, provincial from
1927 to 1938, was an educationist, an active member of the National
Catholic Education Association, and deeply interested in Catholic
secondary education. Noting the decline in the enrollment of St. Edward's
High School in the early 1930s, he told President O'Donnell that he
thought it was a mistake to let that happen. Good numbers would make
building on a separate campus feasible. Or if the college should move
to San Antonio, the high school would have the Austin campus to itself.
So it should not be allowed to die out. 13
The administration of Burns' successor as provincial, Father Thomas
Steiner also began, in 1938, with a push for a stronger high school at
St. Edward's. Brother Ephrem O'Dwyer, a leader in the development
of the brothers' high school apostolate, was on the new provincial
council. The council, after studying the situation in Austin, told President
Patrick Haggerty to step up the recruitment of prep students. Immediate
results were not great, but recovery was beginning. In 1939 enrollment
was· approaching one hundred, a strong increase over the year before.
It was another good sign that so many of the students were from
Austin. 14
The general council of the congregation likewise showed an interest
in the growth of the high school. It urged that the brothers be more
involved in its staffing. They were now well established in American
secondary education, conducting schools in several states. The council
believed they were more interested in high school work than the priests
were. It also suggested that the provincial and local administrations
consider converting the operation into a military academy. President
Haggerty, for one, liked the idea. Such an academy could, he thought,
appeal to parents looking for a boarding school. 15
But the administration of Father Lisewski, which took office in 1940,
was not quick to move in that direction. Lisewski was preoccupied with
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trying to land a service program for the university, and the high school
principal, Father James Healy, was not authorized to take steps on his
own. 16
In 1943 a new president, Father William Robinson, took office. He
was, it should be said at the outset, a wonderful man-spiritual,
warm-hearted, intelligent, and dedicated. His background as a theology
professor, retreat director, and novice master, may not have seemed the
best preparation for the role he now assumed in Austin, but he handled
it well. Like many before him, he was not in robust health when he
came to Texas, but he throve there and became very fond of the place. 17
The decision had now been made to go military. After much palaver
the school, metamorphosed into St. Edward's Military Academy, was
designated a "Training and Research Unit" of the Texas National
Guard. When classes began almost everybody on campus, including
many of the religious, wore military uniforms. Father James Gibbons,
now in effect principal, bore the title commandant. Brother Myron Roes,
a veteran of World War I, resumed the khaki as a second lieutenant.
Brother Hugo Ellis, a great buff of military matters but in real life a
man of peace, was a supply officer with rank of first lieutenant. Brother
Silveri us Adelman, school treasurer, was a captain. 18
The cadets did more than look like soldiers. They saluted, drilled,
held field maneuvers, bivouacked, and paraded. On Armistice Day 1944
the cadet corps formed ranks at Second Street and marched up Congress
Avenue to the Capitol. There at 11:00 a bugle sounded and they faced
west for one minute paying tribute to the war dead. 19
In the suffering world of wartime the academy did better than it
had in years. Enrollment was around 150. Rationing was felt, but not
severely. Father Robinson was interested in seeing the farm develop as
an auxiliary enterprise and secured the services of Brother Marcus
Coogan for that purpose. Robinson remembered how helpful economically the farm at Rolling Praire, Indiana, had been for the operation of
the novitiate, and he did not see why St. Ed's farm could not do well.
He was confident from the outset that the military academy would not
be a financial worry to the province, and it was not. The school's
indebtedness was much reduced in its first year of operation. At the end
of the fiscal year in 1945 it was well into the black. Brother Chrysostom
Schaefer, the provincial treasurer, who knew all there was to know of
St. Edward's finances from Depression days on, had some reservations
about aspects of the accounting but allowed that the operating gain was
"most encouraging." 20
A considerable wartime project was the replacement of the old gym
adjacent to the natatorium with a new one. The old one, 50 X 80 feet in
size, was too small and was in poor shape. Early in 1941 the university
received a gift from Mr. James Nash of Austin to repair it, but the
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students wanted a new building. They ran a campaign to raise more
money and had some small success with it. By 1944 the Academy had
so much military equipment, furnished by the Texas State Guard, that
the provincial council authorized the construction of a facility which
could double as an armory and gym. To keep costs down it was planned
to salvage lumber from certain old buildings,- "eyesores," Father
Robinson called them-which would be torn down. One of these was
the old gym, now being replaced. Another was old Doyle Hall which
had been moved earlier from Old College on the Doyle place. A third
~as the Abb:y Theatre: Doyle was torn down in June 1944, and the gym
m the followmg fall. It 1s a question whether they yielded much reusable
lumber. The materials in the gym were definitely in bad shape. The
Abbey Theatre was spared, mercifully, to become the postwar College
Chapel.
Construction of the new gym went on during the school year. (Its
progress is well documented by photographs now in the SEU archives.)
It was dedicated on May 18, 1945. Participating in the ceremonies that
evening were Governor Coke Stevenson, Jr., and Austin Mayor Tom
Miller. The Mayor gave the dedicatory address; the governor then spoke
more briefly. Radio station KBTC came out to cover the occasion
broadcasting it from 8:30 to 9:00. Afterward there was a military ball
in the new building. 21
This gym served both the high school and the university until 1950,
when the university opened its Alumni Memorial Gym. After that it
was the high school gym, auditorium and theater (it had a stage). It
became the women's gym after the high school was closed in 1967, and
then was turned into a recreational facility called the Union. Finally, it
served ~s the .temporary library while the Scarborough-Phillips Library
was bemg bmlt. It was torn down in 1983, after nearly forty years of
service.
Military exercises took up much of the extracurricular time of the
cadets: but some familiar pastimes survived. There were dances, picnics,
excursiOns, and free-day programs. The athletic program was desultory
but diverse. Opponents included not only such neighbors as the school
for the deaf and Austin High, but also servicemen in training at Camp
Hood and elsewhere. 22
It was a period of gestation for a new school moniker. The name
"Tigers" was often replaced by "Cadets". "Edmen" (not "Edsmen")
was sometimes used also, and "Hilltoppers" was beginning to appear. 23
School publications were also affected by the war. In the fall of
1943 the Echo was replaced by the Cadet which remained in existence
through the spring of 1946. There were two large brochures which served
the purposes of a year book anc! of advertising for the Academy. They
were The Military Academy of St. Edward's University, undated but probably
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issued in 1944, and The Sword, 1945. In 1946 a regular yearbook,
dedicated to the war dead of St. Edwards, made its appearance under
the old name the Tower.
St. Edward's Military Academy continued as such for one year after
the war was over. This was Father Robinson's last year as president.
He had become a Texas booster in his three years there and believed
St. Edward's had great potential for the future. He felt, as had mariy of
his predecessors, that in the past the institution had not always gotten
a fair deal from provincial administrations in the allocation of personnel.
Even so, it had done much for the Catholic leadership of Texas, he said,
citing the part played by old Edsmen at the state convention of the
Knights of Columbus on campus in 1944. When the rumor reached
Robinson in the summer of 1945 that the school was going to the brothers
in the autonomous provinces then being talked about, he expressed
regret. He hoped that St. Edward's would receive proper representation
at the General Chapter where decisions would be made. Nevertheless,
the indicated change did come out of the chapter, and a new era for the
high school opened. 24

Aerial view of campus. About 1940

Campus in the wake of the 1922 tornado.

Tlw \ntn· lbuw

or

The Suutlm•"'t

Holy Cross Hall with tornado damage

Photo and caption ofthe 1920's

Funnel ofAustin tornado of 1922
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Coach john F. Meagher.

College baseball squad 1924

The undefeated football team of St. Edward's College-1923. *
See page 425 for complete caption

Rev. Vincent Mooney,jifthfrom left in top row, with his 1924 prep baseball
team.
Mike "Shag" 0 'Shaughnessy going through the line in a game with Southwestern.
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Top l to r- Brothers Ambrose, Francis de Sales, Lucian. Photos c.
1928.

Han. Bayliss Earle Harris as Mayor-elect
of Galveston. Student at St. Edward's
1895-96.
Brother Conrad Heiser.

Rev. Stanislaus Lisewski, President.
Mr. Elmore Borchers.

Rev. Matthew Schumacher, President.
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Rev. joseph Burke, President.
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Knights of Columbus. Institution of St. Edward's Council
2559, Dec. 14, 1924.

Rev. George MacNamara.

Rev. William Robinson, President.

Student body andfaculty, May 1924.

A Group offaculty members and former students 1931. Front row, l tor:
Mike Faber, Wm. Gross, Father Burke, Bishop Byrne, D.J. Shall,
Chas. Casey, Wm. P. Galligan. Second row: L.j. Schneider, George
Burkitt, N.D. 9aven, Father Schumacher, Chas.]. Schneider, Father
Maguire. Third row: A.j. Bieler, ].H. Steinle, Edward Schneider, Dr.
C.L. Kopecky, Joseph Menger, Father Quinlan. Fourth row: Father
Coyle, Richard Dawdy, Edward Corrigan, Jack Meagher, john M.
jordan, Emmett Keller, Wm. Lemoine, Father Foik. Fifth row: Father
Ready, Frank Gerling, Father Holderith, Father Forrestal, Dr. ].].
Quinn, Father Bums, Brother Francis.
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Rev. Joseph Maguire, vice-president rif St. Edward's;
Coach Knute Rockne rif Notre Dame, James Ferguson,
Governor Miriam Ferguson, unidentified, Coach John
Meagher of St. Edward's. Photo taken on the steps rif
the Texas Capitol in 1925.
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Cadets at attention.

Father Foik's plaque near Library.

Cadets ofSt. Edward's Military Academy in World War II

Glee Club in early 1920s. Top row- William Kelly, Lee Meredith, Gilbert Tovar,
Albert Fernandez, George Schoegel. Second row-joseph Ortiz, Clarence Celaya,
Harold Humes, Edward Isaguirre, Prof William Lemoine, Rene Solis. Third
row-Ralph Williams, joseph Ferrara, Chester Koock, Bertrand Nichols, joseph
Zangerle.
Cadets on bivouac
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CHAPTER TWENTY -THREE

Reconstruction

Everywhere in the United States colleges were faced wi;h gr~at
challenges after World War II. Small schools like St. Edward _s whic?
had not benefited by service programs had virtually to rebmld their
enrollments. The incoming wave of veterans taking advantage of the
G.I. higher education bill meant that facilities also had to be added._ F?r
St. Edward's these challenges came at a turning point in its adminiStrative history. The General Chapter of 1945 meeting at Notre Dame
provided for the restructuring of the Congregation of Holy Cr?ss. The
two societies, priests and brothers, who made up the congregatiOn w~re
now to have autonomous governments at the provincial level, while
retaining the same general government. In the division of schools which
this entailed, St. Edward's University and High School went to the
United States Province of the brothers with headquarters still at Notre
Dame. The new provincial superior was Irish-born Brother Ephr~m
O'Dwyer, a former provincial councilor and a long-time ~ommumty
leader. During the year after the chapter, the new provmces were
organized and went into operation from separate headquarters at Notre
Dame.
In the summer of 1946 the provincial administration of the brothers
named a new president for St. Edward's. He was Brother Edmund
Hunt, 34. A Maxima Cum Laude graduate of Notre Dame and a doctor
of philosophy in classics from the University of Chicago, Brother Edmund
had taught at Notre Dame for several years before coming to Texas.
Acknowledged early in his career to be a charismatic teacher, he was a
man of exceptional intellectual and academic gifts. Moreover, and
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happily for the immediate needs of St. Edward's, he was a handy man
with hammer, paint brush, trowel and broom.
Getting down at the Missouri Pacific Railroad Station in Austin
with the arriving Brother Edmund that August was Brother Simon
Scribner. Brother Simon recalled almost forty years later the thought
he had when he first saw the hilltop campus: "We've got a lot of work
to do." The grass was high, the facilities needed improvements and
expansion, and the university operation was at a standstill.
But there were positive elements in the picture. The high school
was doing well, as it had throughout the war. A small enrollment in the
university for the 1946-47 year gave the administration some time to
get things organized. The government had buildings and other surplus
war property to dispose of which could be obtained for little or nothing
as temporary campus facilities. The new religious were young, energetic,
and hardworking. People like Father O'Brien, Father James Gibbons,
Brother Lucian, and Brother Hubert were still there to give continuity
with the past. And even though the enrollment was starting small, the
outlook for more students was promising. Veterans were swamping
colleges everywhere. High schools operated by Holy Cross brothers were
developing at a great rate and would be a source of students. The
province was interested in SEU as a site for educating student brothers,
who would add to the size of the student body. Moreover, many of these
brothers, after going out to the high schools to teach would interest their
students in St. Ed's. In addition, the number of young Americans who
would go on for higher education was going to rise in the postwar years.
The physical development of the campus was greatly assisted by
the readiness of the government to help schools provide for the incoming
G.I. students. One of Brother Edmund's major tasks was negotiating
with the War Assets Administration for, and getting moved to the
campus, buildings from Camp Swift near Bastrop and from bases at San
Antonio. Some of this was done with the help of Congressman Lyndon
B. Johnson, who represented the tenth Texas congressional district in
which St. Edward's is located.
During the years 1946-49 the university acquired from war surplus
three residence halls and two classroom buildings. The first residence
hall was placed at the southwest corner of Holy Cross Hall and was
named the Annex. The second student residence hall was set southeast
of where Alumni Memorial Gym would be built and was named Andre
Hall after Brother Andre Bessette, the miracle man of Montreal. It was
used as a freshman dormitory until 1958. Between the acquisitions of
these two student halls, another building was brought in as a faculty
residence; it was called St. Joseph's Hall and placed west of the college
chapel. The two classroom facilities, A-Building and B-Building, were
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conveniently located south of Holy Cross Hall on the west end of the
athletic field. 1
All over the country colleges were doing what SEU was
doing-expanding their facilities with the help of war surplus. Buildings
from this source were regarded as temporary but often remained in use
for many years. St. Ed's Annex, for example, was brought to the campus
as a residence hall in 1947, was moved two or. three years later to the
Scholasticate and served as part of that complex until 1970. To help
take care of the veterans the Federal Bureau of Community Facilities
built for the school a kitchen and cafeteria on the east end of the main
building. In addition the university put up a laundry building, a
maintenance shop, and a stable for horses owned by the school or by
students. 2
In the meantime the prewar buildings were being put to good use.
Most of the Main Building was used by the high school, although some
university administrative offices, the library and a university classroom
were still there. Holy Cross Hall continued to serve as a dormitory. The
Chemistry Building (later called the Carriage House) was used mostly
for science. Sorin Hall, which the high school had taken over from the
Presentation Sisters before the war, was used in succession after the war
as a faculty residence, a scholasticate, a freshman dormitory and, when
the brothers' South-West vice-province was established in 1956, as
vice-provincial headquarters. At the end of the 1940s the Abbey Theater
was remodeled with the help of a $5,000 gift from the State Council of
the Knights of Columbus and dedicated as Our Lady of Victory Chapel.
It was later given its present name, Queen of Peace Chapel, but is
3
usually called the College Chapel, or the University Chapel.
One of the most significant steps in the postwar development of St.
Edward's was the establishment on campus of a house of studies for
student brothrs. The facility was known as the "scholasticate" and the
brothers as "scholastics." Since 1907 the Holy Cross scholastics in the
United States had been educated at Notre Dame, where they had a
scholasticate called Dujarie Hall. Now the day was coming when more
of them would be at the Texas scholasticate, than at Notre Dame. A
house of studies in Texas was an excellent idea. St. Edward's needed the
extra enrollment (the province paid tuition for them), and they could
do their practice teaching in the high school on campus.
The scholasticate grew by accretion of both students and physical
facilities. Its antecedents go back to 1947 when six scholastics from Notre
Dame took up residence in a section of Sorin Hall, which had been
reconverted into a religious residence. But the scholasticate proper began
in the fall of 1949 when all of the building was made available to the
student brothers, now seventeen in number, with Brother Ronaventure
Foley as their director. Several more scholastics came in February of
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1950. A project of the house that spring was to set out flowers and
generally to improve the grounds around the building. The brothers
themselves, under the direction of Brother Henry Curran, did most of
the work this entailed.'
In September of 1950 Brother Elmo Bransby became director of the
scholasticate and planning began for a larger facility. During the winter
the brothers devoted much of their working time to preparing a
foundation and a recreation room on a site to the southeast of Sorin.
That summer the Annex was trucked in sections to the site where it was
remodeled as a scholasticate. The scholastics moved into it on September
17, 1951, and, as their chronicles say, "gave Sorin Hall back to the
students." That fall also there began for them in the St. Edward's High
School an organized program of observation and practice teaching. 5
In the summer of 1952, when Brother Elmo was made president of
the university, a new director, Brother Barry Lambour, arrived. Trained
in engineering and an awesome worker, he was a good man to supervise,
along with Brother Curran, also an engineer, the work that had to be
done on the still unfinished physical plant. The name Vincent Hall was
given to the scholasticate, in memory of Brother Vincent Pieau who
came from France with Father Sorin in 1841 and died at Notre Dame
in 1897. The number of scholastics had now risen to fifty-four, and larger
numbers were coming. Construction was the order of the day as a kitchen
and refectory were added. The province showed its interest by allocating
$10,000 for improvements.'
It would be hard to overstate the impact that the student brothers,
with numbers rising toward a hundred by the mid-1950s, made on the
campus and the area. Conspicuous in their long black habits, they may
have given some of the neighbors the impression that St. Ed's was a
seminary. But they attended regular university classes where they
distinguished themselves by their seriousness and application. Academically SEU was a better school because of them. While doing their own
domestic chores and a great deal of their own building as well as their
studies and religious exercises, they still found time for recreation. They
competed with other students in intramural athletics. On Thanksgiving
Day they had a traditional intrahouse "Rock Bowl," a touch football
game played with great intensity between upper and lower-division (by
academic standing, of course) brothers. Two of three times a year on
holidays they would pile into the school bus, the "Blue Goose," and
have grand picnics out at the lake.'
The scholastics as a group added much to the religious demonstrations such as Corpus Christi or Rogation Day processions which were
dear to the old Catholic tradition and suited the mood of postwar
American Catholicism especially. But it was the well drilled scholastic
choir, usually directed by either Brother Raphael Wilson or Brother
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Romard Barthel, which especially added class to occasions on and off
campus. Their performances at St. Mary's Cathedral at the Christmas
Midnight Mass and during Holy Week elicited praise from many people,
including Bishop Reicher. And when a parish had a dedication or other
very special event, the thing to do, if possible, was to have the Vincent
Hall choir there to perform. In Austin, during the 1950s St. Austin's
Church, Dolores Church, Holy Cross Hospital, and the Chancery of the
diocese were among the new buildings at whose dedications the choir
sang. 8
In July 1955 Brother Theodosius Flynn arrived to take Brother
Barry's place as director of Vincent Hall for the next nine years, during
which its student brother membership would climb to 120. 9
With the first postwar round of building behind him, Brother
Edmund began to plan for a separate college gym. Early in 1949 President
Gus Strauss and other officers of the Alumni Association met to discuss
ways of getting alumni support for the building, which would be called
Alumni Memorial Gym. Using a design by architect Gordon Smith of
San Antonio, contractor Gilbert Falbo of the same city, a former St.
Edward's student, commenced the construction of the building on
November 21 at a site southwest of Holy Cross Hall. The cornerstone
ceremony was held on the 20th of the next month. Phases in the rise of
the building over the following months are recorded in photographs
which appear in the 1950 Tower. 10
Having limited money to spend, Brother Edmund looked for ways
to keep costs down. It helped greatly that certain alumni and friends,
including Mr. Falbo himself, took little or no profit on work or materials.
Others of like generosity were the Walter Tips Hardware Company
which supplied the rafters, the Butler Brick Company which supplied
the brick, and the Becker Lumber Company which furnished lumber for
the stands. 11
Alumni Memorial Gymnasium was dedicated in ceremonies held
on May 14, 1950. It was first used for the commencement exercises of
that year, at which Governor Alan Shivers of Texas and Mr. William
L. Moody of Galveston received honorary degrees. The first game the
SEU'basketball team played in the new gym was with St. Mary's of San
Antonio on December 2, 1950. At that time SEU had won the last five
games between the two schools and held a convincing eight to two
superiority in a war-interrupted series of ten games played over the past
fifteen years. The rivalry was regarded as a special one, and an interesting
contest for the opening of Memorial Gym was anticipated. In fact, the
event was auspicious. The Norrismen playing "near perfect basketball,"
had no trouble downing the visitors, coached by Brother Bill Schirmer,
S.M.' 2
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As the physical plant was being expanded over the first five years,
1946-51, of the brothers' era, enrollment was doing modestly well. At
first it was the returning war veterans, remembered by the faculty of
that day as the most serious students they had ever had, who made the
difference. Of 165 university students in the fall of 1946, eighty one were
veterans. Courses taught nurses in training at Seton accounted for 21
more students that season. By 1952 total enrollment hc.d reached 407,
of :whom only twenty five were veterans. By that time the scholastics,
numbering fifty five, were making an important contribution both quantitatively and qualitatively to the student body. The number of nurses
was holding steady, but 119 students in what was then the evening college
had a lifting effect. 13
Apart from the veterans, scholastic brothers, nurses, and, for a few
years, evening students, the traditional students at St. Edward's until
the mid-sixties were white male laymen between 18 and 22 years of age.
Most of them were Catholic-many of them from Holy Cross high
schools--:-and from out of state. Indiana, Illinois and Ohio were
especially well represented. The greater part of the students resided on
campus, a normal requirement for those whose families did not live in
the Austin area. International students were not numerous; eleven-seven
of them from Mexico- were listed for the 1949- 50 school year. Total
enrollment, after the big wave of veterans, stayed in the neighborhood
of300 into the late 1950s. 14
As reorganized after the war the university consisted of a College
of Arts and Sciences and a College of Commerce. This system was
replaced in 1949 by one with four colleges: Arts and Letters, Science,
Commerce and Engineering. The four colleges were later reduced to
three-Arts and Sciences, Commerce and Evening College-a shortlived plan. But the next revision, adopted in 1954 was durable and, with
some modifications, is still in effect. It provided for five divisions:
humanities, social sciences, physical and biological sciences, teacher
training, and business administration, each with its own chairman and
all under one academic dean.
The school offered a strong liberal arts education in all majors. For
most students graduating in 1957, for example, this meant meeting core
requirements of at least twenty hours in religion and philosophy together,
six to eighteen in English, six to twelve in history, six in political science,
and others besides. Along with work in one's major and supporting
subjects this was a total of a least 132 hours, including about eighteen
hours of electives.
The faculty continued to be made up mostly of Holy Cross religious.
The registrar's report of fall 1952 shows twenty-three of them on a total
faculty of thirty. Women faculty members, of course, were scarce- Miss
Marguerite Grissom, the music teacher, was the only one when she
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arrived in 1954. By 1956 the mix was changing a little, with twenty-four
religious and ten lay faculty- two of the latter being women.
Another notable fact about the faculty is that it included a number
who had or would give the school exceptionally long service. Father
O'Brien, the dean of them all, though beginning to grow feeble, continued
to do a little teaching as well as to provide chaplain services. Brother
Lucian was at mid-point in his long tenure. Brother Hugo Ellis and
Silverius, and Mr. Ed Norris were moving along on theirs. Arriving in
the 1946-5 7 era to begin long careers at the university were Brothers
Simon, Edmund, Walter Foken, Peter Vukmanic, Romard Barthel,
Raphael Wilson, Cornelius Corcoran, Andrew Angermeier, Mr. Peter
Pesoli, Mr. Claude Nolen, and this writer. Among the good people who
left in this era after considerable periods of service were Father James
Gibbon, Brother Walter Foken, William O'Hare, and one who died in
his youth, Mr. Myron Maul. Both presidents of this period, Brother
Edmund and Brother Elmo, spoke with appreciation, after many years,
of the loyal, hardworking faculty of the postwar years.
Unforgettable staff people included Brother Lambert Barbier;
"Swede" Hansen, the baker; Fred Beckheier, the carpenter; Oscar Kruhl
of the Maintenance Department; and Remolo ("Joe") Picciandra who,
for six bits a head, cut hair at nights in the barbershop below the front
entrance of Holy Cross Hall; and, still here, Mondell Reddic of the
Grounds Department.
The university remained committed to the holistic formation it had
always advertised. A "true education," as its statement of objectives in
the mid 1950's put it, included a religious and moral dimension as well
as academic and social ones. In fact, the first was "paramount," and
that meant a lot of things. Students should be good as well as learned,
and some rules and supervision were conducive to that end. The hall
prefects were still almost all religious, who in general thought, as Pascal
said of the old Jesuits, that no one was safe except in their hands.
Catholic students were required to take religion classes. There was a
campus chaplain, a chapel requirement, seasonal devotions, and an
annual retreat. There was room check at 10:00 p.m. and lights out at
11:00. On weekdays freshmen were supposed to be in by the hall by the
first of these hours and in bed by the second. Other students could sign
out for a later hour and then sign in with the night watchman in Holy
Cross Hall, who for years was Mr. Dean. Alcohol was forbidden in the
dorms, as it had been from time immemorial. A statement on discipline
gave the rationale for these and other rules: "Dedicated as it is to the
idea that a system of education which gives little attention to the
development of moral character in young men is pernicious, the
University enforces regulations shown by experience to be salutary."
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Being mostly from families and schools in which this philosophy of
discipline and moral development was accepted, the students of the 1950s
could live with it even when they did not like it and of course could find
ways to evade some of its requirements. However, a serious challenge
to the concept that the school stood in loco parentis (in the place of the
parent) lay ahead in the l960s. 15
Finances, so dismal in the 1930s, were better after the war, though
not robust. High school and university funds were commingled on the
books, and Brother Edmund's recollection is that the operation as a
whole was never in the red while he was president. A number of factors
explained the improvement. War surplus, the G.I. Bill, and the
scholasticate all were great windfalls. The bill for salaries was small.
Most of the faculty and staff were religious, who contributed their
services, and the few laymen received very modest salaries. Everybody
worked hard and watched the nickels. At the same time, costs to the
student were low. In 1947 tuition, board, lodging and laundry added
up to a total of only $646 per year. But inflationary pressures, especially
at the time of the Korean War, kept nudging costs upward, and by 1952
the figure was $950. 16
Obviously the university did not have the income for much
development when the war-surplus source had run dry. Yet money was
needed for improvements which the Southern Association required for
accreditation. And it was no longer possible to get by with recognition
by the Texas Department of Education and memberships in the
Association of Texas Colleges. Questions were sometimes being raised
out of state-and many of the students were from out of state-about
the transcripts ofSEU students who wanted to transfer, to enter graduate
or professional schools, or to receive teacher certification. At this juncture
the old question of control and support from provincial headquarters at
Notre Dame took on a new importance. Brother Ephrem O'Dwyer, the
provincial, a great promoter of secondary education, was overseeing an
explosion of growth in the brothers' high schools from Massachusetts
to California, and he was interested in having young brothers educated
for teaching in those schools. He certainly saw St. Edward's University
in that context. How large his views were for the development of the
institution beyond that may fairly be questioned. He often braked the
initiatives of SEU people who felt that the university could gain both
enrollment and accreditation by getting into a new cycle of growth.
A primary need and one of the prerequisites certainly for accreditation was a library. Both the local council and the provincial agreed on
this. Accordingly Brother Edmund, at the end of his administration
petitioned the 1952 provincial chapter of the brothers meeting at Notre
Dame for authorization to build it. The petition was granted, and the
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new president, Brother Elmo Bransby, took over the local leadership of
the project.
Brother Edmund moved on to his new assignment at the Notre
Dame International School in Rome with the satisfaction of having done
much for St. Edward's. (Indeed, there are those who say he was its
refounder.) Progress and friendliness, said the 1952 Tower, were the key
words of his administration. A Hilltopper article reviewed the improvements his six years had made on the campus. He himself recalled more
that thirty years later: We didn't have much-no money, no accreditation- but we did have a wonderful unity, a closeness and spirit of
camaraderie among students and faculty. The trust that existed was
underlined by his recollection that he had never locked the president's
office!' 7
Brother Elmo Bransby, his forty-year old successor, was a native
of Pennsylvania, a graduate of Notre Dame, and the holder of a Ph.D.
in educational psychology from Fordham University. He joined the
faculty of St. Edward's in 1950 after three years as director of Dujarie
Hall, the scholasticate at Notre Dame. As mentioned earlier, he had also
been director of the scholasticate in Texas. 18
Before Brother Edmund left office he had had plans drawn by the
architectural firm Julian and White of San Antonio for a fully
air-conditioned library. He wanted it to be for library use only, but
Brother Ephrem's view was that some offices and classrooms should be
put there. This would help to get the college out of the Main Building
and further its separation from the high school. Accordingly, he revised
(scrapped, Brother Edmund says) the original plans, putting in five
classrooms plus offices for the registrar, the academic dean, and several
faculty members, and leaving out the air-conditioning, except for the
reading roomY
In the spring of 1953 ground was broken for the library building
on the present library site. The contractor was Gilbert Falbo. Construction continued through the rest of the year. On Feb. 2, 1954, at the
beginning of the second semester, classes were taught for the first time
in the new facility. In the following weeks furnishings for the rest of it
were installed and the books were moved in from the old library on the
west end, second floor, of Main. 20
Putting the library on the site where the tennis courts had been
required, incidentally, the construction of three new tennis courts south
of Andre Hall. This project was carried out in the summer of 1953. 21
The opening of the new library was a great step forward. At the
same time an academically qualified librarian, James Murray, was
brought in, meeting another criterion of the Southern Association.''
With library and librarian in place, the university pursued its quest
for accreditation. A preliminary visit to SEU for the Southern Association
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was made by Dr.John McMahan of Incarnate Word College in 1954
and another by a commission under Dr. Donald Agnew in the following
year. The reports for both visits indicated that the school needed a science
building and dormitory to qualify for accreditation as well as a few lesser
improvements. 23
All of this seemed clear enough, but there was still the big question
of how to finance the buildings. The provincial council was going to
take a hard look before giving SEU any green light. It inclined to the
opinion that there weren't enough students in science to justify a new
science building nor enough resident students to justify a new dorm.
Besides the school's financial condition would not allow it. After the
Agnew Report, Brother Ephrem expressed the view that the science
majors should be dropped and accreditation sought on the basis of the
school plant as it was. A provincial councilor, Brother John Baptist, was
also in favor of dropping the science majors since their enrollment was
so small, but of keeping the predental, premedical, and preengineering
programs, which were doing better. He also suggested letting students
live off campus, which would save building a dorm. 24
There is no doubt that Br. Ephrem considered the high school the
key to St. Edward's existence generally. It was easier to train faculty for
and easier to get students for. It was doing better financially and was a
feeder school for the university. At the same time, he wanted very much
to have the latter for the education of the scholastics as he wanted the
high school for them to do practice teaching in. The idea of moving the
high school off campus to get a real separation of the two institutions
did not interest him. But if his views for the university were small, he
did not want people there to think he was not interested or that he lacked
faith in it. I wish to assure you, he wrote Brother Elmo shortly after the
latter took office in 1952, that I have never had so much confidence in
Texas as I have now. And as many other irons as the provincial council
had in the fire, it was, he affirmed for Brother Elmo four years later,
interested in everything at St. Ed's. Texas, as he called it in old
community parlance, didn't have to be great. If it could only hold its
own, that would satisfy the higher administration. It was certainly
convenient to have for the scholastics. 25 The end result was that no
more university buildings were put up in Brother Ephrem's administration, which ended for Texas in 1956.
In the meantime other things were happening on the south side of
town which had indirect bearings on the school and more direct ones
on the farm. The Catholic diocese of Austin leased from St. Edward's
land adjacent to the old community cemetery. Thus Assumption
Cemetery took shape in the early 1950s under the direction of Brother
Silverius Adelman. At about the same time Travis High School went
up less than a mile north of the cemetery, signaling the movement of the
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city toward the farm. Shortly afterward St. Edward's sold a right-of-way
through the farm for Interstate Highway 35. The segment opened for
use in 1956. Next came an extension of Woodward Street eastward to
I-35 and the construction of Ben White Boulevard. Both went through
St. Edward's farm. 26
Clearly, urbanization was at hand. Brother Marcus Coogan, director
of the farm, continued for a while to raise crops and cattle, and to
experiment with organic farming. But the Great Drought of the 1950s
made any farming or stock raising difficult. And so St. Edward's closed
its eighty-year old farm operation. The most dramatic sign of this,
perhaps, was the auction at which its cattle were sold on June 12, 1954.
For some years thereafter, while awaiting further development, the farm
land was rented, producing a small income for the school and leaving a
few cattle to preserve the memory of the rustic past. 27
The sale of strips of land for the highway and streets gave St.
Edward's a financial boost, but it was another administrative change in
the Congregation of Holy Cross that really helped the institution to get
off dead center. A General Chapter of the Congregation meeting at
Rome in the summer of 1956 legislated a division of the United States
Brothers Province into three jurisdictions: a Midwest Province, and
Eastern and Southwestern (later South-West) vice provinces. The change
meant that St. Edward's, falling into the Southwestern Vice-Province,
would have for the first time in its history, a provincial administration
close by. That administration took up headquarters in Sorin Hall on the
campus in October of 1956. The new vice provincial, Brother John
Baptist Titzer, and his counCilors, including former SEU president
Brother Edmunt Hunt, were very interested in seeing the university
move forward. They supported the creation of the lay board of trustees,
which began to function in January of 1957. Brother John urged that
publicity and recruitment efforts be stepped up and that a move into
coeducation be considered. A Catholic journalist, Dale Francis, was then
hired to handle publicity, but coeducation, which would require new
facilities, was put off.28
As the end of the school year approached in 1957 Brother Elmo
knew that he would be leaving the presidency at St. Edward's for an
assignment in the new Eastern Vice Province of the brothers. It must
have pleased him to see that the vital signs of the university were strong.
The vice-provincial, Brother John Baptist, in closing his official visitation
on May 11, spoke of plans for the early construction of a new dorm and
of a new science building. Perhaps symbolically, the Great Drought
which had gripped the Southwest for several years was broken by good
rains the same season that the word about the buildings came out. The
impasse on accreditation would now be broken too. 29
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That St. Edward's was doing good work educationally was shown
by the achievements of its students. Junior William Darilek was accepted
by UT's dental branch in Houston and senior Patrick Wagner by its
medical branch in Galveston. Five other seniors distinguished themselves
similarly. Robert Longoni in English and Charles Kelsey in Physics
were accepted for graduate study, with teaching fellowships, at Notre
Dame. Richard Ries was awarded a scholarship for graduate work in
physics at the University of Minnesota and Sam McDowell one in history
at Tulane University. Winner of a Woodrow Wilson Scholarship was
Jose Roberto Juarez, who would use it for graduate work in Latin
American history at the University ofTexas. 30
Three pleasant occasions before commencement further brightened
the spring. On May 13, the local Holy Cross community celebrated the
one hundredth anniversary of the approbation of its Constitutions by
Rome. Two days before that, the Senior Ball-one of the best, it was
agreed-was held at the Stephen F. Austin Hotel. At the ball both the
Man of the Year and the SEU Sweetheart of 1957 were named. The
Man turned out to be the hard-working and pleasant Richard Ries, who
was presented with his award by Brother Elmo. Crowned as Sweetheart
by SAC president Charles Kelsey was Nancy Jansing of San Antonio,
whose father, Harold J ansing, had been named the most exemplary and
most popular student at SEU in 1930. The third occasion was Honors
Night, held in the gym, for varsity and intramural athletes. 31
Commencement was on May 30, Memorial Day, which happened
also to be Ascension Thursday. The exercises began at 9:00 a.m. with
an academic procession from the Alumni Memorial Gym to the college
chapel for Mass and the following exercises. After the Mass, at which
Auxiliary Bishop Steven A Leven of San Antonio preached the
baccalaureate sermon, forty-three candidates received their bachelors'
degrees, twelve of them with honors. Significantly, the science division,
where the work was generally the most difficult, had the most honor
graduates. One of them, Richard Ries, was valedictorian. Notables who
received honorary doctorates were Bishop Leven, State Senator Charles
Herring, who gave the commencement address, and, for his contributions
to secondary education, Brother Ephrem, now vice provincial in the
east. With the forenoon just beginning to heat up the unairconditioned
space, the ceremonies ended. After congratulations and more pictures,
the graduates with their guests repaired to a buffet before leaving their
alma mater. By evening the quiet that follows a school-leaving had once
more settled over the campus. 32

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

"They Toiled
At Their
Games''

The battle of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of Eton, The
Duke of Wellington said. After World War II no one, to my knowledge,
made a similar claim for the playing fields of St. Edward's. Nevertheless
athletics, both intercollegiate and intramural, were resumed then with
the old conviction undiminished that they were good for people. 1 Of
course they could be overdone and sometimes were. As a Victorian said,
again of Eton, its students played with their books and toiled at their
games. That sometimes happened at St. Ed's too. It was the same with
other extracurricular activities. Students who participated in them gained
a great deal that was helpful in later life. They could also get overinvolved
in them at the expense of their studies. The present chapter, while staying
within strict limits, will indicate the nature of the extracurricular program
that took shape after the war.
The wartime lull in interscholastic sports continued through the
school year 1945-46. That was the year that Mr. Edward Norris, prewar
student and athlete and long-time postwar coach, returned to campus
as a faculty member. It is Mr. Norris's recollection that a group of
students went to Brother Edmund in the fall of 1946 to see about
resuming intercollegiate basketball. With his approval they had Norris
line up a 13-game schedule for 1946-47. Information about that season
is not at hand, but the next year SEU posted a record of thirteen wins
and six losses. It played for the next few years as an independent school
and did well. In 1948-49 its record was so impressive that it was invited
to play as the Texas representative in the National Catholic College
Tournament at Denver. The airplane trip there was a first for the athletic
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program. The excitement of it all was dimmed but not destroyed by a
sound defeat at the hands of a strong St. Thomas College from St. Paul,
Minnesota, which eliminated St. Ed's in the first round. Coach Norris
recalls that the team got back to Austin late that night and that he had
a baseball doubleheader in Brenham the next day. He and a number of
the basketball players who also played baseball had to do with four or
five hours of sleep before setting out. To make things worse the first
game went thirteen innings. 2
In the first five years of its postwar play, the basketball team had
only one losing season and accumulated a winning percentage of .667.
In the meantime, it had benefited by getting a new gym and conference
membership. It put the gym to good use right away, making a record
of seventeen wins and eight losses in the first season(l950- 51) the facility
was open. In spring 1951 after preliminary talks at the presidential
level, representatives of seven Texas schools met at St. Edward's and
formed the Big State Conference (BSC). Its charter members were St.
Edward's, East Texas Baptist College, St. Mary's University, Southwestern University, Texas Wesleyan College, Texas Lutheran College, and
Daniel Baker College. In the first year of BSC competition St. Ed's won
twenty-two games in basketball. 3
These successes still left Coach Norris with the problem of a lack
of height. "Chipmunks and peanuts," he called his short players, and
the name chipmunks stuck. Many old timers still remember them- Ron
Bosco, Armando Herrera, George Pappas and others- exciting players
who made up with speed and alertness what they lacked in height. They
played their part in helping St. Ed's win the BSC championship in 1954.'
Reflecting on the opposition over these years, a campus sportswriter
could identify certain "cousins" of the SEU basketballers. Among these
teams with a habit of letting the Edsmen win were St. Thomas of
Houston, Texas Lutheran, and Pan American. And archrival St. Mary's
was on the short end of a 13-5 series up to 1955; it had in fact not won
a game at Austin.'
Yet the rivalry between St. Mary's and St. Ed's had become a
particularly intense one. No observer of it can forget the electric
atmosphere in the gym at home games nor the hush of the deserted dorms
when the games were in San Antonio. In 1960 the Hilltoppers had the
satisfaction of taking a big one from St. Mary's Rattlers to win a share
of the conference title. Two years later St. Mary's students showed their
seriousness about the St. Ed's game at Austin by dribbling a basketball
all the way there from San Antonio. (That was the year that Jim O'Keefe
and Dave Eckstein finished their college careers by winning berths on
the Brooklyn Tablet's second team of small Catholic college All Americans.)
Sometimes the rivalry between the two teams caused students to go too
far. That happened in connection with a game in 1968. There were
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those, including authority figures, who thought St. Ed's students
disgraced their school on that occasion. A number of the students,
however, maintained that St. Mary's people shared the blame. 6 In the
1960s, it should be said, the Hilltoppers became losers in competition
with the Rattlers. But that was true of other schools too, as St. Mary's
came to dominate the conference.
When Mr. Norris left the athletic department in 1965 to serve as
dean of men, he had coached basketball at SEU for nineteen years with
only three losing seasons. His successor as coach in that sport was one
of his own proteges, Mr. Joseph Beck, a former SEU star. Coach Beck
recalled for this history several highlights of his years as coach. One of
them was TV coverage, arranged by alumni Bob Davis and Marcel
Rocha and narrated by Mel Pennington, of a home game with St.
Mary's which St. Ed's won. There were also two trips to Indianapolis
(Coach Beck was from Indiana) for Christmas tourneys. Up there
elements of the fun were the alumni receptions for the team at the
Southside Knights of Columbus Hall. Another memorable moment was
the time Zembra Everett, one of the early black players at SEU, broke
the school's single-game scoring record in a game with Le Tourneau
College. Finally, Beck mentioned that he had the satisfaction of coaching
his own brother Bob for four years. Another source shows that Bob broke
Mike Otolski's scoring record for an SEU career in an upset win over
St. Mary's in 1971. 7 Coach Beck continued at the university untill974.
Baseball, once king of the hill, had declined seriously in the later
1930s, but it too came back after the war. It did not serve to draw the
general SEU community together as did basketball, but it had its small
band offaithful fans at games on the diamond next to A and B-Buildings
south of Holy Cross Hall. It was a pitcher's park, as the prevailing
southeasterlies sped his offerings to the plate. In the years around 1950,
SEU played- along with such familiar opponents as Southwestern,
Texas Lutheran, and St. Mary's-Bergstrom Air Force Base and the
UT freshmen. Most seasons it managed to win more than it lost, and
in 1952, the first season of Big State Conference play in baseball, it tied
for the championship. But two years later it ended up with a season's
record of two wins and eleven losses. 8
Baseball continued under the direction of Mr. Norris until 1966
when Tom Hamilton, a former Longhorn athlete, became coach. Under
his tutelage the Toppers maintained a decent record. In 1966 they won
the BSC crown. On the ever-memorable date of April 9, 1969, behind
the pitching of Greg Lavalle, they beat visiting Notre Dame, 5-3. And
in the late 1960s they came up with shortstop Roger Metzger from little
Holy Cross High School in San Antonio, who went on to play in the big
time, mostly with the Houston Astros. 9
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Tennis, track, and golf had their devotees and made some news.
In 1951 the tennis team, coached by Rod Coffin, posted a record of five
wins, two losses and three ties. Two years later a new era for Hilltopper
tennis began as Brother Emmett Strohmeyer took over coaching duties
which he would hold for over thirty years. In a short time he put the
tennis program on a firm footing and had the team in contention for the
BSC championship. Its overall record for 1954 and 1955, was eight wins
and five losses each year. From 1960 it routinely won conference
championships. 10
Track was supposed to be a sport of the BSC, but members schools
did not participate in it consistently. The highlight of the season in the
mid 1950s was an annual conference meet with all interested member
schools participating. SEU representatives were individuals like A.R.
Lema and George Pappas who were in other sports too and were not
specialized trackmen. In later years John Lucas and Rudi Sarialp revived
the track program. In 1967 Lucas and his men won the BSC
championship. Although track involved a goodly number of participants
and was relatively low in cost, it was not continued through the l970s. 11
Golf was a hardy perennial. It was still true that the bite of the
golf bug was fatal, as a student had observed in the 1920s. Three
decades later a certain student was so badly infected by it that one rainy
day he used the inside of Holy Cross Hall to practice his shots. No
matter that he broke windows and might have broken someone's head.
He needed the practice, he said. (Brother Daniel Lynch, then rector of
the dorm, tells this story and could tell many more.) A glance at the
postwar history of the sport brings back memories. John Ikard
represented St. Ed's at the ESC tournament of 1952 at San Antonio. In
1964 the Lessner brothers, Mike and Jim, finished the season with scores
of 3 and 2 under par respectively. Two other Lessner brothers, Dan and
Pat, came along later to brighten the SEU record in golf. All the Lessners
were goodY
Boxing, as in the past, depended less upon school sponsorship than
upon the interest of the athletes themselves. It flourished with men like
Beto Garza,] ohn Schmid, and jim Majewski promoting it. 13
A key backup figure in the history of postwar athletics at SEU was
Brother Walter Foken. Stationed there from 1946 to 1957, he was athletic
director most of that time, as well as a teacher and, for some years, a
prefect. Scheduling games, planning trips, overseeing finances, and caring
for fields, gym floors, and equipment were all part of a day's work for
him. He taught business studies and came out of a generation that prized
thrift. Hence he watched the budget closely and preached economy. "If
you think grocery bills are high ... ," he once said, "try buying a poke
of baseballs these days." The cost made him wince and he did not want
any of them lost. So he had student manager Jim Rail trained to dash
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after stray fouls. Indeed, Coach Norris thought the brother's expectations
motivated the outfielders to "hustle after those long fly balls." In addition
to his duties at the university, Brother Walter was elected the first
secretary of the BCS and later its vice-president. 14
Student managers and trainers like Jerry Godinich and Joe
Pietrosante were valuable to the athletic program also. A varsity athlete,
Jim Krider, was thoughtful enough to do an article on Jerry which may
stand as a tribute to all who have ever served in his useful role. Jerry
began his work before practice, getting clothing and equipment ready,
handing them out, and taping up injuries. When practice was over it
was he who saw that everything was picked up and in order. In between
times he was occupied with the laundry, or with some other chore. He
was, in short, as Krider said, a man Friday for the coach and athletic
director. Jerry said that he took the job because he liked "being around
with the guys" and helping out. Besides, he admitted, it was fun to
travel with the team on the school bus, the "Blue Goose." 15
Among the pleasant memories of people interested in athletics in
the next decade were the annual sports banquets which Tom Hamilton
arranged for when he was athletic director. They did much for
camaraderie and gave some recognition to the athletes concerned. In
1968 Coach Hamilton managed to get his old roommate at UT, coach
Tom Landry of the Dallas Cowboys, as main speaker for the event.
Even more important in many ways than varsity sports was the
intramural program. It was provided recreation, fellowship, and a test
of social and athletic skills. It was administered and officiated by students
under the direction of a student commissioner. Over the years hundreds
of students participated in it, some of them with special dedication and
enthusiasm. A headline in the student newspaper was, one hopes, wroBg
in calling it "the heart ofSEU ,"but at times it looked like that. 16
Students themselves identified such values as responsibility, cooperation, good sportsmanship, and fellowship as values of the program.
That they were often realized is seen in such things as student leadership
and enjoyable recreation. But the heat of competition could also create
conflicts which had to be resolved if the good outcomes were not to be
diminished. Such a conflict arose in the football in tram urals of fall 1953.
Two campus columnists referred to it as "ill will" between opposing
players. As remedies the writers proposed better training of referees and
general observance of an old SEU tradition -playing for fun. 17
Whether a student played intramurals or not, he could count on
reading about them in the school paper, now called The Hilltopper.
"Scholasticate Brothers With Three Straight Victories Lead Intramural
Basketball League," a 1950 headline informed the public. This was
followed by an account of how they and other teams with more or less
colorful names were doing at that point in league play. Sol's Clowns in
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second place were making a fight of it, while the Texas Tornados were
"down to a mild summer breeze." At the bottom, not surprisingly, were
the Fat Men and the Brewers. The brothers, incidentally, took the title
that year and repeated the feat in the next. 18
Intramurals also gave talented individuals the opportunity to win
local celebrity. In the fall of 1953 Hilltopper sportswriter Harry Kirwan
began doing a column on the intramural football star of the week. But
the first week he found it impossible to settle on just one player, so he
named both A. R. Lema and Jack Burnett for the honor. A year later
the paper published first and second all-intramural teams in football for
both offense and defense, noting that the title-winning Galveston
Buccaneers placed five men on the first and two on the second team.
An annual all-intramural award was given at the Honors Night Banquet
in May to the player who was generally most outstanding for the year.
In 1954 the winner was Terry Dietsch, a good student, a fine gentleman
and an all-around leader, who at the same time was named Man of the
Year. 19
Enthusiasm for intramural sports survived all vicissitudes. In the
changing sixties it was one of the few things, it seemed, that held steady.
The arrival of coeducation in 1966 simply expanded the intramural
program. And with plenty of space on campus, it seemed certain that
students would continue "to toil at their games."
In the postwar revival of campus activities, the Student Activities
Council (SAC) continued to serve as an umbrella organization. Its
members were the presidents of the four classes, a representative from
each residence hall, and one from each college of the university. It was
defined at that time as "the official representative of the student body
to the administration." A new constitution adopted two years later gave
SAC considerable authority over its member clubs, but also gave each
of them a representative in it. The constitution further specified that
SAC, in addition to its general powers in the coordination of student
affairs, should conduct class elections and freshmen orientation. In short,
it was a virtual student government. 20
Like other human institutions, SAC had it ups and downs. One
year it might begin the year with a burst of enthusiasm and then turn
slack. Another year it would do an excellent job all the way, as in
1953-54 under the presidency of Terry Dietsch, representative of the
Indiana Club. In 1956 students debated whether to restructure the body
so as to make it more responsive to campus needs. In particular, the
number of club .representatives in it, some believed, was making it
unwieldy. In spite of its shortcomings, thoughtful people agreed that
SAC was a useful body. It not only helped to order student affairs and
to deal with campus problems, but it gave its members valuable
experience in organization and human relations. 21
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Student elections and freshman orientation were two of the earliest
tasks facing SAC in the fall. Elections, under brisk leadership, were
handled with neatness and dispatch. Orientation, which this pen will
describe rather than praise, was messy and protracted, lasting from an
early date in the school year until the first basketball game, usually
about December 1. As it evolved over the years, it incorporated many
of the features of a fraternity initiation for the freshmen, such as wearing
of blue and gold caps or "beanies" on campus, contests with the
sophomores, a day of menial service to the seniors, and renderings at
command of school songs. Incidentally, it included unscheduled collisions
and commotion, and a great deal of distraction from honest study.
The benign intentions of the program- to develop class and school
spirit, to have the freshmen earn full standing as Edsmen, and to have
some fun- were explained early in the fall at a freshman smoker in the
Coffee Shop of Holy Cross Hall. At that time the beanies were handed
out and the rules for wearing them explained. A freshman caught outside
without his beanie on would be warned and, if he didn't mend his ways,
tonsured. Other aspects of orientation were also explained and cooperation requested f~r doing them well. A mainstay of the entertainment
provided at the smoker was a sleight-of-hand act by alumnus Jacques
Darrouzet. 22
In 1951 SAC made the last week of orientation a freshman week
("hell week," some called it), with an intensive program of scheduled
events and rituals. These, in spite of some evolution, remained pretty
consistent for years. A Saturday night dance called the Turkey Trot was
the opener. Sunday began with a corporate Mass and Communion for
the freshmen, who later in the forenoon, cleaned rooms, polished shoes,
and did other services for the seniors. In the afternoon the frosh-soph
football game, the Beanie Bowl, was held. Another contest of the week
was a tug of war between the two classes. Not your ordinary tug of war,
mind you!- it was a messy one, staged in a mudhole made by running
water into the old quarry near the site of the present St. Joseph's Hall.2 3
On "Challenge Day" a freshman had to be able to sing the school
"Fight Song" or its "Alma Mater" (neither a memorable lyric) from
memory. If he couldn't, he had to push a peanut along the sidewalk
with his nose. In some years groups of freshmen had to do the singing
on hourly schedules outside of Holy Cross Hall, or to serve an evening
meal for the seniors in the cafeteria. In the meantime, the frosh had to
be making preparations for the bonfire. It was their job to gather and
stack the fuel, and to protect it from the upperclassmen, who were allowed
to set it on fire if they found it unguarded. 24
Then came pregame night with its rally, pep talks and bonfire-a
"memorable ending to a memorable week"- Brother Simon, then
prefect of discipline, once called it, possibly with double meaning. When
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the fire was lighted, the freshmen threw their beanies into it and became
full-fledged Edsmen, with a year to think about how to initiate next
year's freshman class. The next evening was the game, preferably one
with St. Mary's which St. Ed's would win, as happened in 1953. An
enjoyable post-game dance would top it all off. 25
Upon reflection, freshman orientation seems to have suited the
mood of the 1950s. A critic may fault it for its immaturity, irrelevance
to education, and its excesses. For the student of the day it met, in a
fashion, certain needs. If a freshman felt homesick or disoriented, found
study boring, lacked transportation, and considered Austin a "dead
town" anyway, it was a ready way for him to find distraction. Upper
classmen naturally got some satisfaction out of putting the freshmen
through an ordeal which they themselves had gone through. And,
interestingly, even after SAC in the mid-1950s changed the wearing of
the beanies from a requirement to an expectation (which most of the
freshmen did not meet), they still favored it. It was a tradition they said.
And as Brother Simon observed, this and other aspects of the program
would be something for them to talk about in later life. 26
The oldest campus club, Council 2559 of the Knights of Columbus,
suspended during the war, reorganized itself in the fall of 1947 under
the leadership of Grand Knight Edward P. Fahey, a 24 year-old veteran.
For the next twenty-five years the council with its dances, picnics and
initiations was prominent in the social history of SEU. In the 1950s it
sponsored an annual spring boatride up the Colorado River on the
pleasure boat, the Commodore, for an evening of recreation at Green
Shores. Equally well known for a time were its occasional hayrides. The
benevolent aspects of the campus council's program in these years are
not well recorded. They did, however, include awards for outstanding
performances in intramural athletics. 27
A red-letter day for the Knights of Columbus was Sunday, January
22, 1950, when St. Edward's Council 2559 celebrated its twenty-fifth
birthday. The day began with a Mass in the college chapel. Later there
were initiation ceremonies for new members at the hall of Capital City
Council 1017 downtown, with some one hundred members of both
councils in attendance. In the evening a silver jubilee banquet was held
on campus with several celebrities present, among them Governor Alan
Shivers, who spoke briefly. After him came the principal speaker,
Supreme Director Conroy Scoggins, representing the Supreme Council
of the Knights of Columbus. Bishop Reicher then said a few words,
linking religion, as had the speakers before him, with the welfare of the
nation. Present also were two past state deputies who had been members
of Council 2559 as students at St. Edward's. One of them was Ferdinand
Kinane, toastmaster for the occasion. The other was State Senator Gus
Strauss ofHallettsville. 28
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In its internal affairs Council 2559 followed the program of the
parent organization, which called for frequent meetings as well as
impressive initiation ceremonies. It sent delegates, as did other local
Texas units of the Texas State Council, to the annual state convention,
whose location was changed every year. In 1944 it was on St. Edward's
campus. Eight years later it was back in Austin, but at the Commodore
Perry Hotel. The convention that year opened with a parade of the living
Rosary on Congress Avenue, with St. Edward's and other Catholic
schools of the city participating. American Catholics of the era were
fond of such public manifestations of their faith. 29
Like KC Council 2559, the campus chapter of the National
Federation of Catholic College Students (NFCCS) had its national parent
organization and a religious character. In 1948 SEU joined with other
Catholic colleges of the area to form a southwest region of the NFCCS.
Over the years the Austin school was well represented in the leadership
of the regional group, and in 1955 SED's Fred Stegall was elected regional
president. It is interesting that although the campus chapter was under
SAC, some local constitutional experts held that SAC was a unit of the
National Federation. 30
There was some feeling that NFCCS was not effective locally,
although it was useful at the intercollegiate level for helping students of
its member schools in the region communicate and get acquainted with
one another. One of the good things it did was to cooperate with SAC
in taking fifty SEU students to San Antonio on March 9, 1955 for a
reception given by students at Our Lady of the Lake College. 31
The most consistent of the academic organizations on campus were
the Academy of Science and the Commerce Forum, both prewar
foundations. The constitution of the Academy called for it to promote
interest and research in the field of science, a mandate which, under
dedicated leadership, it carried out well. Student members made field
trips, conducted research and wrote up reports which might be presented
at local or state meetings. In the fall of 1955, for example, premed student
Pat Wagner addressed the question "What is Life?" before a local group.
Later that season three SEU students and their moderator read papers
at the annual state meeting on the campus of Howard Payne University
in Brownwood. These were still not as many students as the four, one
of them Pat Wagner's older brother Dennis, who had made presentations
at the Dallas meeting in 1950. 32
The Commerce Forum for business students distinguished itself by
bringing outside speakers to campus. In its great days around 1950, its
guests informed audiences about such topics as the labor movement,
social security, real estate, and the aims of the Lower Colorado River
Authority. At least, once on a field trip to San Antonio, the Forum
made it its business to look into the workings of the Pearl Beer Brewing
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Company. Nor was the Forum too solemn to sponsor a square dance
or a year-end picnic at Landa Park in New Braunfels, sometimes in
conjunction with the KCs. 33
Campus activities in drama, broadcasting, speech and music were
also related to the university's academic aims, although there were few
courses in these fields at the time. Drama was not enjoying a golden
age, but it was, like golf, irrepressible. "Arsenic and Old Lace," presented
in the gym just before Christmas 1949 was done, the press said, "with
a high professional polish" under the direction offaculty member Myron
J. Maul, who later directed other productions. After his death in 1956
some plays were done under student directors. For example, Richard
Weed directed Ibsen's "An Enemy of the People." 34
Campus radio enjoyed a reincarnation as KSEU, opening in 1951
with the help of Brother Lucian on the technical side. Broadcasting out
of a studio located first in Holy Cross Hall and then in B-Building, it
provided an outlet for a variety of student talents. One of its productions
was a series of dramatizations of Edgar Allen Poe's stories, in which
girls from St. Mary's Academy took the female roles. 35
A long St. Ed's tradition of speech and debate revived briefly.
Speech instructor Harold Simon took a debate team to the convention
of the Southern Speech Association at Baylor University in 1949. In
1955-56 there was an SEU debating society which took part in
tournaments at Texas A&M College and elsewhere. SEU also had
representatives in a speech festival at Southwest Texas State College. 36
Faculty member Myron Maul revived the Glee Club in 1949. By
the mid-50's there was also a fine mixed choir, directed by Brother
Raphael, with student members from Seton School of Nursing making
up the female component. A third unit was the splendidly trained
Scholasticate Choir, led by Brother Romard and later by Brother Francis
Borgia Woehler. The three choral groups along with two self-constituted
instrumental groups cooperated to produce a fine program in the High
School Auditorium in the spring of 1955. In the following school year
the mixed choir was especially active. Its appearances included Christmas and spring concerts on campus, an Easter concert in Seton Hospital
chapel, and both the SEU commencement and the capping ceremonies
at the end of the school year. Involved along with Mr. Maul and the
three brothers in the choral and musical leadership of this period were
Jack Orr, Marguerite Grissom and Louis KrommingaY
A student organization which did some excellent things in the few
years that it existed was the Italo-Latin American Club (ILAC). It
succeeded a club called El Circulo. ILAC, led ably by Ed Vela, Ismael
Fayad, Bob Longoni, Joe Juarez and others, advertised itself as an
organization for, but not exclusively for, students of Italian and Latin
American derivation. Its dances at the Syrian Club, its annual ping-pong
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tournaments, and its occasional cultural programs contributed to its
good reputation. 38
The "E" Club which had evolved before the war out of the old
Monogram Club seems to have concentrated on an annual Fight Night,
an event which did not continue long into the 1950's. When faculty
member Bill O'Hare was struggling to recover from polio in the fall of
1955, the "E" Club sponsored a day of prayer and activity for his
benefit. 39
More short lived were two discussion clubs, the Bookmen (later
renamed the Literary Club) and the Social Studies Forum. While they
lasted, however, they provided opportunities for civilized discourse about
interesting books and social questions. 40
Finally there were the student publications which after all
chronicled for posterity the student life of the era. Th~ studen~ newspape;
resumed publication in the fall of 194 7, changing its name from Echo to
Hilltopper. The appellation "Hilltopper" had been used occasionally
before that time for a St. Ed's student, usually an athlete, but it was a
rather new usage. After World War II, alternating with Edsman
(sometimes Edman), it became popular and finally official. Its adoption
by the paper no doubt helped to make it accepted. "Hilltopper," if one
may editorialize, is topographically appropriate and suggests eminence
and it is better than "Tiger" if not as good as "Saint." It is certain!;
better than "Edwardian."
The first editor of the Hilltopper was Edward M. Block, its first
managing editor was Myles Morris, and its first photographer was Bill
Bauer. It introduced itself to its readers with an editorial entitled "This
is Your Paper" and by quoting the charming statement (the editors had
rightly concluded that they couldn't do any better) with which the old
Echo had introduced itself in 1888. The first issue of the Hilltopper also
:an a summary of the history of the school, including something about
Its current rebuilding effort. Regrettably, some typist or typesetter missed
~he "not" in a sentence which meant to say that if people had the trust
m God that the pioneer religious did, he would not fail them. But the
next issue corrected the embarrassing error.4l
Appearing biweekly during most of this the era, the Hilltopper
performed the usual informational and editorial services of a college
paper. For a later generation indeed it is the main record of student
activities for the period, although it was often better at announcing them
than at reporting them. Editorially the paper was something of a campus
w~tchdog, or as its original editors said, a campus gadfly. It pointed out
thmgs that someone ought to do. It chided SAC and its constituent
clubs, and students generally, for not following through on good ideas
and for apathy. It once recommended that SAC not recognize any
organization which did not have some minimum of program activity.
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Too many yearbooks at St. Edward's and elsewhere, it added, were
cluttered up with pictures of clubs whose only action for the year had
been to get their pictures taken. In regard to administration and its
shortcomings the paper followed a generally respectful, hands-off
policy-perhaps because that was the spirit of the times and perhaps
also because the moderator (first Myron Maul, then Loretta Shields)
was on the job.
Hilltopper attention to off-campus issues was slight. There were a
few str~ng expressions of anti-Communism as the Cold War intensified
around 1950. The Hungarian Revolution of 1956 drew editorial comments, as did Governor George Wallace of Alabama for his denial of
racial equality earlier that year. 42 But the civil rights struggle, already
heating up, had not yet really gripped the paper. For example, the
historic May, 1954 court ruling in Brown v. Topeka was not even noticed
by it at the time. Another indication of the somewhat introverted mood
of the journal was that almost none of the cartoons done for it by the
celebrated student cartoonist, Dickie Fry, around 1950 dealt with
anything but a campus subject.
The Man of the Year contest, begun before the war, was resurrected
by the Hilltopper in 1950. The first winner was William Kreitner, then
Grand Knight of Council 2559. By at least 1952, when G.E. ("Gotch")
Cronin received it, the award was being made in the setting of the
Annual Awards Banquet. By the mid 1950's the Press Club had come
into existence and was cooperating with the paper in sponsoring the
Man of the Year contest. 43
The Hilltopper was especially proud of the annual talent show which
it introduced in 1948. It soon became known as Hilltop Capers. By that
time, the Press Club, had taken over sponsorship of the show. When
well and tastefully done, which was not always, the Hilltop Capers were
good entertainment. At the 1956 show the first three places went, in
order, to the Italo-Latin Ensemble, to banjo player Larry Armijo, and
to a trio of singers from Seton Nursing School. The awards were made
by a panel of judges consisting of Bill O'Hare, Pete Pesoli and this writer.
Al Popp was master of ceremonies. Incidentally, election day was near,
and a political reference from the stage drew a response showing that
most students were for Eisenhower. 44
The Hilltopper's sister publication, the Tower, came back from the
war in 1946, but apparently did not appear again until 1949. For the
1947-48 school year a picture section of some ten pages in the Hilltopper
had done something of what a yearbook does.'5 The first editor in chief
of the Tower revived was James K. Barrett. Every year since, dedicated
editors and their staffs have, with only an occasionally irregularity, put
together a record of the campus scene.
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The nsmg generation also learned something from the campus
publications about those who had trodden the campus before them. The
Hilltopper in the early 1950s offered features called "Alumni Notes" and
"Spotlite Alumnus." The latter particularly brought out the solid
achievements of many people whom SEU had helped to educate. Some
of these had been students before the turn of the century. A 1952
"Spotlite," for example, gave an interesting account of what an 1898
graduate, Joseph Kopecky, had been doing in the meantime. The year
he graduated he married Frances Strauss at Shiner in a service conducted
by SEU president Father Klein. Living first at Shiner then at Hallettsville, the Kopeckys had raised a family of ten and were now great
grandparents. Mr. Kopecky had taught school for a time, published for
twenty-five years the Czech-language newspaper Novy Domov, and later
served as postmaster at Hallettsville. In addition, he found time along
the way to serve on the board of education and the city council of
Hallettsville, on the board of trustees of Sacred Heart Church there, and
on the board of regents of Texas A&M College. In short, as the "Spotlite"
said, he had been outstanding as a student and just as outstanding as a
citizen.+6
One of the greatest scoops of alumni news came from visit in 1953
of Bernard Byrne, who attended the school from 1878, its first year,
until 1883. He was a member of the large family of Byrne boys, including
Joe B. (already known to the reader) who lived nearby. Although eightyfour years old at the time of his visit, Mr. Byrne went out with Brother
Elmo and the school historian, Father James Gibbons, to the original
site of the school on the Doyle farm and offered some valuable recollections. He remembered when the sign "St. Edward's Academy" was first
hung out there in 1881, and could point out where the first college
building stood. He also recalled the names of a number of the first
generation of religious on the Doyle place, including Brothers Maxim us,
John of the Cross, Sixtus, Stanislaus and Kilian; also Sister Julien,
superior of the sisters who worked there. The old Doyle home, (which
stood into the 1960's), was built by his father, Miles Byrne, Mr. Byrne
said. The Hilltopper preserved a valuable record of his visit in an article
accompanied by a picture of him near the house, captioned "This is the
Spot." 47
Father Gibbons knew the history of the school well and, in particular,
that its first class was taught in 1878. Thus he had a reason for bringing
one of its first students back to the old campus in 1953. St. Edward's
in 1953 needed something special to mark its Diamond Jubilee, reckoning
from the date of the first class on the Doyle farm.

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

Growth,
Change and
Coeducation
As the 1950s drew to an end, American society was facing a time
of dramatic change. St. Edward's too was in for change, which included
rising enrollments, the enlargement of the physical plant, and the
admission of women as regular students. In the process, it achieved the
long sought accreditation of the Southern Association, dreamed dreams
of educational revolution, made innovations in its academic program,
and expanded into new fields.
The president who succeeded Brother Elmo in 1957 and was
instrumental in bringing about much of this change was Brother
Raymond Fleck, who would not turn 30 until September. A native of
Brooklyn and a former serviceman, he had recently taken his doctorate
in chemistry at Notre Dame. His inauguration was set, inevitably, for
St. Edward's Day, which .in 1957 fell on a Sunday. The traditional
academic procession that day moved from the Main Building to the
chapel for Mass and thence to Memorial Gym for the inaugural exercises.
Perhaps the most significant words of the occasion were spoken by the
master of ceremonies, Brother Simon Scribner. A college president, he
said, is one who looks back at the "established aims" of the school and
reinterprets them "in the light of new days." Among the dignitaries in
attendance were members of the lay board of trustees, including their
chairman, State Senator Charles Herring. The provincial, Brother John
Baptist Titzer, was there also, to read the decree of inauguration, thus
underlining the historic sponsorship of the school by the Congregation
ofHoly Cross. 1
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The first major task of the new president, who was to be in office
for eleven years, was to see to the construction of the new dormitory and
a new science building. The dormitory, well underway when school
started, was ready for use shortly after Christmas vacation, and at mid
January 1958 the students moved their things into it from the old
freshmen residence. The new one had already taken over the name
Andre Hall and bore a figure of Brother Andre at its front entrance. Its
dedication was held on the feast of St. Joseph, and in some style, with
Mayor Tom Miller as well as the provincial and Bishop Reicher in
attendance. 2
The student brothers, growing in numbers and in need of more
space, gained also by the completion of Andre. Old Andre, destined n_ow
to be the south wing of Vincent Hall, was hoisted onto a truck tra1ler
for the trip across campus. Unfortunately someone forgot Napoleon's
dictum that the worst enemy of an army is the mud. The rig got stuck
while crossing the baseball outfield (the old field, south of Holy Cross
Hall). There it sat for some weeks necessitating a special set of ground
rules for home games during that time. But by mid-May_ it was whe:e
it belonged. New Andre relieved the space problem at Vmcent Hall m
another way also. It had room for the freshman who had been living in
Sarin, and thus liberated the upstairs of that building for the overflow
of scholastics. 3
Ground for the science building, now Fleck Hall, was broken at the
end of November 1958, and a gaping hole was soon opened right on top
of the old entrance drive from Congress Avenue. The building was ready
for use at the beginning of the next school year, and was dedicated on
St. Edward's Day, exactly a year after the inauguration of the president
for whom it was later named. The main speaker that beautiful morning,
was Dr. Gordon Whaley, Dean of the University of Texas Graduate
School, who spoke engagingly on "the calc;ulated use of the intellect"
as a definition of science. The blessing of the building was done by the
aging Father O'Brien!
With a new science building as well as dormitory, the SEU
community welcomed a team of visitors from the Southern Association
in October 1958. The team looked the institution over and indicated
that it might expect favorable action now. At the meeting of the
Association in Louisville a few weeks later Doctor Fleck learned that St.
Edward's had indeed been accredited. His wire conveying the welcome
news to the local community arrived on December 4.'
As the new cycle of building got underway, efforts were made to
professionalize the development program. Dale Francis served as director
of development, along with his other duties, from 1957 to 1960. Another
journalist, Albert]. Bieter who had been on the SEU faculty years before,
was engaged in 1959 to serve as director of publicity and moderator of
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the Hilltopper. In 1960 an Office of Development was established. It was
headed by a new officer, the vice-president for development, who was
alumnus T.A. Paulissen.'
In the meantime ground had been broken in the wooded northwest
quarter of the campus for still another dormitory. The architects for it
were Julian and White of San Antonio and the contractor Archie
Fitzgerald of Austin. It was to be named Doyle Hall, as an earlier
building had been, in honor of Mrs. Mary Doyle. The new dormitory
was ready for occupancy, complete with a drive up from the old campus,
when school opened in 1960.7
The next building was a residence for the Holy Cross religious who
had been living west of the chapel in old St. Joseph's Hall, one of the
war surplus buildings. Preparation of the ground for the new residence
meant filling in the old quarry, the site of muddy tugs-of-war. In
December 1961 the building was ready and the religious moved into it,
taking the name from the old residence with them. St. Joseph's Day,
March 19, was the date of the dedication, at which Bishop Reicher
presided and the Vincent Hall Choir sang. 8
Old St. Joseph's Hall was renamed "the Annex," another recycled
name, and was used for several years more, first as an overflow dorm
for students and then as a faculty-office building. 9
While the new faculty residence was being finished, work began on
a dining hall just to the north of it, within easy reach of Doyle and of
the next men's dormitory to be built. When this new facility went into
use in the fall of 1962, the old College Dining Hall, a wooden building
at the southeast corner ofl\11ain, was freed for other uses. 10
Two handsome statues familiar to modern Edspeople also figured
in the grounds history of that season. A statue of St. Joseph, acquired
earlier, was moved from a place on the entrance drive and set up on the
lawn in front of the brother's house, where, an observer noted, "it makes
an impressive show." The other statue, of St. Edward, a thoughtful gift
from the Zapalac family of La Grange whose son Robert had graduated
that spring, was placed on the drive facing the library entrance. Of
course its ceremonial unveiling was held on St. Edward's Day. But the
dignity of the event was somewhat diminished, when the unveiling
revealed the Saint holding not only a model of Westminster Abbey in
his left hand, but also a beer can in his right. But people were
philosophical about the prank; they knew that the campus had always
had its share of jokers. The Dining Hall, incidentally, was also dedicated
that day. The St. Edward statue remained in its original location for
twenty years, until it was moved to a new pedestal across the drive,
when the Scarborough-Phillips Library was built.''
In 1964 another men's dormitory went up. Located just to the north
of Doyle, it was named Premont Hall in honor of Mrs. Mary Premont
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who had given a sizeable ranch property in Jim Hogg and Reeves
County, Texas, to the school. The most memorable thing about its
dedication was Dr. Fleck's announcement of plans for a coordinate
women's college to open in the fall of 1966. 12
Other physical changes on campus accompanied this cycle of
building. By 1959 the old entrance and campus drives had been torn
up and replaced with new ones. The parking area by A-Building had
also been eliminated and the small one north of the Library developed.
In the spring of 1959, a limited campus lighting system went into
operation. At the same time a new system of sidewalks, the work of
Brothers Thomas Cousino, Reginald Jacques, and their helpers, was put
down to serve the new facilities. With the further construction to the
north, similar auxiliary development took place in that area. 13
In the two years before the arrival of women much had to be done.
A fund-raising campaign was conducted with the help of National Fund
Raising Services, a Fort Worth firm, and was modestly successful. The
architectural firm of Caudill, Rowlett, and Scott was engaged to draw
up for the development of the campus and physical plant a master plan
for the future 14 (to which the future did not feel bound).
A higher enrollment as well as improved facilities were needed for
the growth the school wanted. After stagnating at a little over 300,
including student nurses and a few other part-time students, through the
middle 1950's, enrollment moved up sharply at the turn of the decade,
passing 500. A number of factors accounted for this. Full accreditation
was one. Increased efforts in publicity and recruitment helped. There
was also the rising expectation in the country generally of college
education. The number of student brothers grew; there were 112 of them
in the fall of 1960. Moreover, brothers who had gone to school at SEU
and were now out teaching in the esc high schools were selling their
graduates on their own alma mater. In 1960 there was a total of 134
students at SEU from twenty of these schools."
One of the changes which most visibly altered the campus was the
preparation in the winter of 1959-60 of the ground north of the Main
Building for track. Further improvements in this area of the campus
within a short time included five tennis and four handball courts, and a
baseball diamond. 16
A new cycle of construction from 1966 to 1972 was in large part
related to the plans for coeducation. Work on the first of two residence
halls for women, East Hall, was begun early in 1966. Moody Hall, an
office and classroom building, was already underway at that time, and
soon afterward work started south of Memorial Gym on the power plant
for heating and cooling. A second women's residence, Teresa Hall, was
built; it went into use in 1968. 1'
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Sorin Hall, with its history of changing uses, was adapted in the
summer of 1967 to the new scheme of things. The provincial administration had left it for new quarters over the hill behind East Hall, and now
it was turned over to the IHM sisters for a convent residence upstairs
and women's college offices downstairs. 18
A residence for the Dominican fathers, who had jo~ned the faculty
a decade earlier, was begun in the fall of 1969 just west of the chapel
and occupied early the next year. The last building of this cycle was the
Mary Moody Northen Theater, built in 1971. 19
This was a memorable era also for the beautification of the grounds.
The campus nursery , developed under the supervision on Brother
Daniel Lynch, was the source of many of the plants set out. Mrs.
Edmund Fleming furnished the seeds for others. Some three hundred
shrubs were set out along Woodward Street. More shrubbery, some of
it contributed by the Verhalen Nursery of Scottsville, Texas, was set out
around the new buildings. Another landscaping project was the planting
of about one hundred live oak trees around the campus. In all of this
work, scholastic brothers, working with Mondell Reddic and Brother
Robert Carberry of the ground crew, played a large part. 20
Another step toward a more handsome campus was the removal of
some of the war-surplus and older buildings. Old St. Joseph's Hall,
A-Building, and the old college cafeteria at the east end of Main were
razed in the summer of 1967. B-Building went shortly afterward. None
of these was historic, of course. But the brick chimney and other parts
of the old steam plant located south of Main were becoming so, and
they too were removed. 21
The decision to admit women students had been some time
maturing. Nurses, women in evening college classes, and nuns in summer
sessions-occasionally also during the year-were female students
which the university had admitted for some time. Ann O'Neill, who was
once secretary to the registrar, was perhaps the first laywomen to
graduate here.
As far back as 1956 President Bransby had raised the question of
admitting women from the Austin area. Female day students would not
require as much in the way of special facilities as would residents. 22 .
In 1960 as the university conducted a long-range planning study,
a committee on the future student body recommended that the institution
not become coeducational. It would be better, the committee said, to
encourage the establishment of a separate women's college nearby. At
about the same time an outside consultant offered exactly the same
views. As pressure built to have the matter resolved, students were asked
how they would react to the admission of women. One senior said, "I'd
stay here another four years," but some liked things as they were. 23
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In 1964 the University began another long-range planning study.
It also got permission from the Southern Association to anticipate its
next required self study. Both the provincial administration and the
Board of Trustees authorized the university to make plans, in one form
or another, for the admission of women. As the administration studied
the matter, it proposed the coordinate model, like that of Tulane
University and Sophie Newcomb College in New Orleans. But some
SEU people thought it would complicate things unnecessarily Simple
co-education would be better, they said. Others liked the coordinate
college, which, it was argued, would make it easier to give each sex a
distinctive and appropriate education. Another argument for separateness was that a woman's college provides women more opportunities for
leadership experience. 24 There is evidence now that this may be
dramatically true of Catholic women's colleges, as a recent study
indicates:
Almost half of the women in the House of Representatives, one of the
two women cabinet members and many state and local office holders
came from a small ... group of colleges. So do two of three women
who have been elected mayors of America's largest cities .... They
have come from the small Catholic women's colleges. 25
The decision for St. Edward's, taken in early October and
announced, as noted earlier, at the dedication of Premont Hall, was to
establish on the campus a coordinate college for women. It was to open
in the fall of 1966 with only a freshman class for the first year. 26
There was much to do besides building to get ready in the next two
years for the arrival of women. One of the most important was to find
a community of sisters willing to work with the proposed model. Inquiries
resulted in an exploratory visit to the campus in May of 1965 by Sisters
Marie Isabel and Thomas Aquinas representing the Sisters Servants of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary (IHM) whose motherhouse was at
Monroe, Michigan. The sisters were favorably impressed, and the
following month their general superior, Mother Anna Marie, informed
Brother Raymond that the IHM community had decided to cooperate
in the new venture. She and Sister Thomas Aquinas were in Austin for
several days at the end of September for work on details of the agreement
and on the related matters. 27
In the following winter the first of the IHMs, Sister Anne Virginia
Bowling, arrived. She had been named director of the new college,
which, it was shortly announced, would be known as Maryhill College.
A second member of the community, Sister Marie Andre Walsh, arrived
that summer. The sisters at Holy Cross Hospital 'in Austin took the IHM
sisters into their convent until facilities were available on campus the
next fall. 28
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In the meantime, Brother Joseph Cain was spending the 1965-66
school year as an administrative intern studying the relationship between
Tulane University and coordinate Sophie Newcomb College for women
in New Orleans. Upon his return to St. Edward's, where he had been
teaching biology earlier, Cain became academic dean and worked closely
with Sister Anne Virginia. The sisters who came to Te;:as that fall to
join Sisters Anne Virginia and Marie Andre on the faculty of Maryhill
were Sisters Mary Kevin Kenny, Grace Mary Olfs, and Mary Mercy
Geohegan. 29 All of them were outstanding educators. Fortunately for
the school, the sisters mentioned would remain at it for considerable
periods of time.
When clz.sses opened on September 16, 1966, some seventy women
were enrolled in Maryhill. Rain fell heavily that morning as students
entered the new and not quite ready Moody Hall, where they and their
instuctors were to tough out the first weeks without air-conditioning.
To further test the resident women students, the completion of their
dormitory, East Hall, was held up by a strike affecting one of the
sub-contractors. Through the kindness of the Daughters of Charity, they
were lodged in the dormitory of Seton Hall, and bussed back and forth
to the campus. On October 3, finally, East Hall was ready for them and
they moved into it. 30
Although it was near the top of historic events on the campus, the
arrival of "the pioneer women," as they called themselves, was not
headlined, nor even covered, in the first issue of the school newspaper.
There was, appropriately, an article about the IHM sisters, but the
women students were ignored. In the third issue there were photos
showing the famous rock E looking like an M and then like itself again,
but still no real notice that ladies were present. Finally, Maryhill students
wrote a letter to the editor "to inform you that Maryhill women are
here." 31
The opening of Moody and East halls afforded the campus two
handsome dedications. That of Moody Hall, under the direction of faculty
member Elizabeth Strom, took place on St. Edward's Day, of course,
and recalled the 700th anniversary of the completion of Westminster
Abbey, a project of St. Edward, king and confessor. Present at ceremonies
in the atrium of the new building were Mrs. Mary Moody Northen,
U.S. Representative J.J. Pickle and Mr. Paul Wright, minister of
information at the British Embassy in Washington. It was, all in all, a
dignified and impressive affair."
Dedication ceremonies for East Hall were held the following Sunday
morning. That evening, after an open house at the hall, there was an
inauguration banquet for Maryhill College in the dining hall. Brother
Raymond on that occasion noted that St. Edward's Day this year
celebrated more than another annual ring in the growth of the school;
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it celebrated a new growth on campus. Sister Ann Virginia emphasized
the educational heritage, the spirit, and the traditions which her
community brought to this new enterprise. The main speaker was
Mother Benedicta, IHM. Coronat awards were given to former IHM
Superior General Mother Anna Marie and former provincial secretary,
Sister Thomas Aquinas, as well as,.in absentia, to the daughter of Alice
Kleberg East, the benefactress for whom the building was named. 33
After its shakedown cruise that first year, Maryhill grew and became
a familiar part of campus life. An enrollment approaching 200 women
by the third year was matched by an increased number of sisters on the
faculty and the construction of Teresa Hall. Philosophically the questions
of Maryhill's mission and distinctiveness were much discussed. A
statement dealing with them was developed and printed in the 1968-69
catalogue. In spite of articulate statements about Maryhill's identity and
mission, however, many in the campus community still had reservations
about a separate women's college. Practical people often spoke about
the duplication involved in its administration. Many students of both
sexes expressed a preference for simple co-education. Faculty members
sometimes asked why particular subjects and programs shouldn't be
common to both men and women. A public relations officer noted the
difficulty of projecting a clear public image of St. Edward's and
Maryhill. 34
In the course of the debate, the question of creating a men's college
with a separate name came under consideration. With the two colleges,
the university, keeping its own name, would have a true coordinate
system. An administrative council member even suggested discarding
the name St. Edward's University because it was he said, "bulky and
clumsy." (Likely he said that because it was 4:50 in the afternoon.) The
upshot of it was that in October 1968 the, trustees announced that there
would be a men's college and it would be called Holy Cross College. 35
But contentiousness was a national habit in those years. So both
student and faculty opinion expressed itself with increasing openness in
favor of replacing the dual collegiate system with a unitary coeducational
one. The indications were that a large majority of the campus community
was of this mind. With President Roy's approval, the Faculty Collegium
in February 1970 voted decisively for the unitary system. Roy then
announced that the coordinate system would be aQ.andoned. 36
Maryhill College, although it lasted but four years, was a noble
experiment. Nor, in spite of opposition, can one say with certainty that
it was not a good idea. Catholic women's colleges generally have made
a splendid record.
Academically SEU began the 1960's with quite a traditional
program, much the same as it had been in the 1950's and even farther
back. General education requirements were ·still heavy, emphasizing.
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theology, philosophy, English, history, foreign language and science.
The school liked to speak of "a balanced program of studies in which
the liberal arts and sciences receive proper attention and are synthesized
by the study of philosophy." Philosophy and theology, with the
Dominicans now in those branches, were at least as Thomistic as they
had been in the day of the great Father Hagerty. (St. Thomas, remember,
was also a Dominican.) 37
Science studies benefited by the Russian launching of Sputnik and
the space age in 1957. To assist the United States in catching up,
Congress the next year passed the National Defense Education Act
(NDEA) which gave strong support to work in science-just as SEU
was getting its new science building. By the end of the school year
1963-64, St. Edward's had set up a computer center in the building and
was ready to offer courses in computer work. 38
Another area involving national security was the study of foreign
languages, and that too received a boost from the NDEA of 1958. Hence
St. Edward's was able to install a language laboratory in B-Building.
The construction of Moody Hall later made better provision for science
and language work. The building included biology and chemistry
laboratories as well as the computer center and the language
laboratory- both relocated from their previous sites. 39
Ventures into modernized instruction in the early 1960's went
beyond the computer and language lab. SEU in 1961 became a member
of the Texas Educational Microwave Project (TEMP), a closed circuit
television network serving schools in the Austin area. Typical use of this
service was to tune a cl-assroom television set into a broadcast by a
distinguished scholar for the greater part of a class period, reserving the
rest of the time for a local presentation, discussion, or test. Promising
though the concept was, its acceptance by students here was generally
cool. By the mid 1960's it was largely abandoned. Audio-visual
instruction, on the other hand, rose in popularity. Limited in earlier
years by the lack of central depot, it received a great stimulus from the
Learning Resources Center eventually installed in Moody Hall. 40
Of course, no one at St. Ed's ever supposed that buildings or
technology were the heart of education. The same was true of faculty
meetings, although they were closer to it. The permanent faculty
committees and bodies which dealt most directly with educational
matters in these years were the Academic Council, the division faculties,
and the Collegium. The last named, which faculty members Peter Pesoli,
Brother Peter Vukmanic, and others initiated in this era, gave the faculty
a stronger voice in the governance of the university. Sometimes there
were ad hoc groups like the interesting Freshman Teachers Association
which was active for a time around 1960.
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It was recognized by all hands that the academic and intellectual
life of the campus needed and deserved support. Thus an honor roll, now
called the Dean's List, was published each semester in the time-honored
fashion. And in 1962 the Alpha Chi Scholastic Honorary Society was
reconstituted; the chapter of it established at SEU in 1927 had been
inactive for years. Some time later the academic committee of SAC
prepared and circulated an academic questionnaire which, indeed, found
intellectual life on the campus, though it was not in every respect vibrarit.
On the same subject the 1965 SEU self-study for the Southern Association
reported the situation "improving" but nothing to be complacent
about!'
Although innovation was not the keynote of the academic program
before the mid-1960's, changes and new starts were made. The
Dominicans reworked the scheme of studies in their area. Majors in
marketing, management and Spanish were introduced, and initiatives,
to be discussed later, were taken in Latin American work. An important
move made under the leadership of Brother William Mang, chairman
of the Teacher Education Division, was to arrange for SEU students to
do much of their practice teaching in the schools of the Austin
Independent School District. 42
In 1966 a combination of circumstances pulled St. Edward's into a
storm of change which profoundly affected academic as well as other
areas. Brother Joseph Cain, the academic dean, had brought with him
many new ideas from his internship at Tulane. Also the opening of
Maryhill College at that time was a catalyst for various kinds of change.
And in some ways the most powerful of all factors was the countercultural
revolution that gripped the campus and the nation for the next several
years.
An important initiative for the new cycle of change was a conference
in February, 1966, for the design of a Center for Teaching and Learning.
Often called the Forty Acres Conference from the place where it met, it
included participants from other schools, from the Hogg Foundation and
the Texas AFL-CIO (both of which helped to fund it), and from the Texas
Education Agency, as well as from SEU. As the conference proceeded,
it came to see the Center as a concept and organization which would
certify teachers, promote community services, focus the efforts of the
university on special objectives, and incubate ideas.
The Forty Acres Conference also allowed itself to dream dreams of
what St. Edward's, growing and changing "in pre-selected directions,"
might be. Liberal education and specialization were seen as compatible
objectives for it. Creativity and innovation, student input and facultystudent interaction, could make it a better place. Its education should
be exploratory and include interdisciplinary approaches. Its teacher
education program would give it a multiplier effect in serving the poor.
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It had great potential, with its high ratio of international students and
its borderlands setting, for intercultural and bilingual education. And
of course the arrival of women on campus would open up new vistas for
it. 43
Two later conferences are of particular note. One was the Danforth
Foundation Workshop on Liberal Arts Education, a three-weeks program
at Colorado Springs in the summer of 1968. For SED-Maryhill
representatives it provided opportunities not only to exchange views
with people from other schools, but also to discuss internal matters and
formulate educational objectives. This was followed in February by a
one-day conference for the general faculty and student representatives
at nearby Wimberly. Deliberations at this one, however, never really
got off the ground, and it was described later as a "disaster." 44 A
number of changes, including some proposed in a Maryhill Commission
Report may be seen as part of the ferment which these conferences
produced. University-wide regulations concerning class attendance were
gradually abolished- a change which worked out badly, naturally.
Student evaluations of courses became a regular practice. Students were
admitted to membership in one faculty administrative body after another.
In 1967 an interdisciplinary seminar was begun, with both faculty and
student participants living on the second floor of the Main Building.
The program was valuable, exploring from different viewpoints such
topics as racism. But after two years it was dropped for economic
reasons. 45
In the meantime the Academic Council had revised the school
calendar. Under the revision, the first semester started earlier than it
had in the past and ended before Christmas. This made room for a
three-week January term before the spring semester started. Again, the
Jan Term, as it was called, came out of the view that it was time for
breakthroughs in the educational experience. The short term would allow
student, teacher and resources to "come into a fresh relationship in a
freer academic atmosphere." Faculty members were encouraged to do
something different-maybe take a sociology class to live in a slum
area for experience as well as study. Continued from 1969 to 1986, the
Jan Term did at least something of what was hoped for from it. 46
Another dramatic change was the adoption in 1970 of an educational
plan called Model Q. One of its main features was the abolition of
general education requirements, in the hope that the well advised student
would make even wiser choices of courses in an atmosphere of freedom.
It was another idealistic and, some would say, losing bet on the better
side of human nature. The best of advisors often could not persuade
students to elect, for example, French, chemistry, or theology. Nevertheless, the plan was, in its permissiveness and idealism, consistent with
the times.
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Model Q was based, its framers said, on three principles: concentration, exploration and integration. The first was realized in a major, the
second in electives and the third in interdisciplinary (ID) courses. A
student was to take four ID courses for graduation. An ID course was
co-taught by two instructors, each from a different discipline. "The
Dawn of the Nuclear Age," for example, was taught by a historian and
a physicist. Completing Model Q was a two-level requirement of English
proficiency."
One of the best things about the educational program at St. Ed's
from time out of mind has been that it has produced many educators
to extend its influence. When the scholastic brothers began coming to
the school in the late 1940's, that function of it was magnified. By 1960
over a hundred scholastics in teacher training were at the institution.
At the same time a growing number of the other students was also
preparing to be teachers. Chairman of the Teacher Educa~i~n Division
until his death in 1964 was the veteran educator, Brother W1lham Mang.
He was succeeded by Brother Stephen Walsh until the latter, upon being
appointed Academic Dean in 1970, was replaced by Dr. Glenn Hinkle.
The arrival of women students in 1966 meant a sharp increase in teacher
trainees, many of them for elementary education. Fortunately Sister Ann
Virginia, a splendid teacher herself, was a specialist in thi~ a~ea.
.
St. Edward's High School on campus was, unt1l 1ts closmg, a
convenient place for many student teachers to do their practice teaching.
Brother Mang and his successors had good relations with the Austin
public schools and placed many students in practice teaching there too.
Another link with the public school system was the campus chapter of
the Texas Student Educators Association, which on occasion won statewide recognition.
.
.
When the Center for Teaching and Learning was established m
1969, the Division of Teacher Education was dropped. An aspirant to
teaching then enrolled in one of the other divisions, meeting its
requirements along with those for teacher certification. The preparation
48
of teachers, it was emphasized, was a college-wide responsibility.
The situation of St. Edward's in the borderlands of the Anglo and
Latin American cultures suggested interesting educational possibilities.
Spanish and history courses were obvious instances. Res~mifolg a traditi~n
that went back to at least the 1920's, your present h1stonan began m
1958 to teach a course in the Spanish borderlands. After a few years
this evolved into "the American Southwest," with strong emphasis on
the Mexican American experience. Courses in Latin American, particularly Mexican, history became popular. Sociology offered work in ethnic
relations and the Chicano heritage.
President Fleck dreamed of St. Edward's as a place where the
meeting of Hispanic and Anglo students would not just happen; it would
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be cultivated for its intercultural possibilities. As a first step, he. thought
the school should establish a training program in English as a foreign
language for students from Latin America who wanted to study at St.
Edward's or elsewhere in the United States. Mail from abroad indicated
that this was a real need. Accordingly in the spring semester of 1958 a
group of ten students, from Nicaragua, Guatemala ar,d Mexico, was
admitted for English training and housed in the newly opened Andre
Hall. This was the beginning of what was first called the Latin American
and then the Intensive English Program. It was continued with at least
one session a year, usually in the summer, into 1970, with as many as
fifty enrolled at one time.
Part of Dr. Fleck's vision for the Latin American Program was an
exchange of students between St. Edward's and the Universidad
Iberoamericana in Mexico City. In October of 1962, at the time of the
Cuban missile crisis, he and this writer left for Mexico City to work out
arrangements for such a relationship. (It was a relief to read in the
headlines of the papers there when we landed that the crisis was over.)
Our talks at the universidad indicated to us that our project was feasible.
In the long run, however, the student exchange never really got off the
ground. A format which worked better for SEU students interested in
studying in Mexico was the Jan Term. A number of them took courses
at Cuernavaca during these terms around 1970.
A good intercultural experience on campus was the "Spanish House"
which started in 1967 and continued for two years. Using one of the
quonset huts east of Main, five Hispanic and five Anglo students began
the house with the objectives of developing language skills, making
crosscultural friendships, and gaining an appreciation of different
customs and views. 49
It may have seemed for some years that St. Ed's, with so many irons
in the fire, was turning its back on one of its old loves, the drama. The
only credit offerings in the communication arts (not counting English
composition) were a few speech courses, including Speech II (Public
Speaking) which many of our readers will remember taking with one of
those masters, Brothers Simon or Dunstan, or Mr. Edward Mangum.
But drama refused to disappear. When there was no faculty member to
help, interested students like Pat Hamill, who staged "A Hatful of
Rain," kept it going. Then in 1962 Brother Dunstan Bowles, an
experienced and talented dramatist and director, joined the faculty. One
of his early productions, done on the stage of the High School gym, was
Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie." While the gym would do
for an occasional play, everyone knew that the university ought to have
a better facility. Until it did, however, some improvisation was in order.
In 1965 Mr. Edward Mangum, another highly qualified theater arts
man, joined the faculty. At the suggestion of student John McCann, the
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basement of Holy Cross Hall was then fitted up for a theatre named "the
Tombs" after one in Washington, D.C. The Tombs that fall opened with
a production of "Winterset" under Mr. Mangum's direction. The place
turned out to be a passable theatre, and it continued to be used as such
for several years. Other locales were pressed into service also. One of
them was the atrium of Moody Hall. It was there that the historical
play, "The Death and Trial of Pope Formosus," written by student
Joseph Dispenza, was presented in 1969. But the most affectionately
regarded of these improvised theatres was the outdoor one created by
Brother Dunstan down near "Dunstan's Shack." Dramatic readings like
the adaptation of Sherwood Anderson's "Winesburg Ohio," and "The
Rimers of Eldritch" were done there. The preservation of Dunstan's
Shack became for a time quite a big campus issue.
In the meantime, with women now in the student body, a dramatics
major was planned. A theatre arts building would have to be built, it
was agreed. The big question though was whether it should have priority
over a union facility, also much needed and for which the Moody
Foundation was willing to make a grant. Two influential people, Dean
Joseph Cain and Brother Dunstan, strongly urged that the theatre come
first if both couldn't be done at once. The decision of the Board of
Trustees in 1970 to authorize a theatre major settled the matter. It
would be a theatre building. The Moody Foundation agreed to
redesignate its grant in favor of that. The director of the new program
would be Edward Mangum. The next question was, what should the
design of the building be? Mr. Mangum, having founded and worked
with an arena theatre already, was in favor of that kind. Brother Dunstan
was certain that it would be a mistake. A "thrust" theatre with a
proscenium was the only thing to have. Agitated during the fall of 1970,
the issue was finally decided in favor of the arena design. Brother Dunstan
then announced his resignation, said farewell one evening to friends
gathered with him at the Split Rail, and went off to teach in Australia
for several years. In the spring of 1971 ground was broken for the new
theatre on a choice site overlooking the city where a more pious age had
dreamed of putting a college chapel. 5°
Another big step in academic development was the opening in 1970
of a Master of Business Administration (MBA) program with classes
taught at nignt. Meeting a need of working people in the Austin area,
it soon enrolled over one hundred students."
During the summers a variety of activities, beginning wih a retreat
for the priests of the diocese, kept the campus lively. Most of the summer
school students then were brothers, including those back from the
"missions" as well as scholastics from Vincent Hall. For a few summers
beginning in 1964 there were also some sisters, most of them from
missions staffed by the Sisters of the Incarnate Word, whose mother house
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was in Corpus Christi. Of special summer programs, the most constant
was the Intensive English Program. Starting in the middle 1960's, the
Texas State AFL-CIO ran sizeable educational short courses. The one
in 1965, for example, brought in around two hundred youth, most of
them black or Hipanic, for Citizenship and Civil Rights Camp of two
w:eks. In 1968 and 1969 Texas Girls State was held on the SEU campus,
w1th th:n State Senator Barbara Jordan addressing it the first year and
ex-Pres1~ent Lyndon B. Johnson the second. For a longer time in the
latter 60 s, the federal VISTA program was here in summers also. One
of the trainees of the summer of 1966 was killed by sniper Charles
Whitman shooting from the UT TowerY
The foregoing narrative of the Fleck years has recounted some of
the innovation and change which came to the school in this period. But
the half has not been told; another chapter on this is needed.

Coach Barry Holton with prep school football squad.
Brothers going from chapel to Main on a snowy
winter morning of1957.

Brothers with Bishop Louis j. Reicher c. 1948. *
See page 425 for complete caption

Old St. Joseph Hall, brother's house 1948-61.
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Brother Peter Vukmanic.

Brother Romard Barthel

Sister Mary Mercy
Geohegan, I.H.M.

Brother Elmo Bransby, President.

Father James O'Brien with two generations,
Fred]. Kinane '25 and son john Kinane
'52.

)

Brother Lucian and Coach Ed Norris.

Brother Silverius Adelman.
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Sister Ann Virginia Bowling,
l.H.M.

Brother Thomas
McCullough.

Mr. Peter Pesoli

Brother Dunstan
Bowles

Mrs. Ann O'Neal, first woman to
graduate from St. Edward's

Brother Simon Scribner.

Rev. james
McDonough, O.P.

Mr. James Koch

Mr. Claude Nolen

Mr. Albert]. Bieter.

Brother Cornelius
Corcoran.

Brother Charles Andersen
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"Swede" Hansen, baker

Sister Mary Kevin Kenny,
J.H.M.
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Baseball coming into the 1960s.

The diamond out by A and B buildings.

Basketball Squad. Back row: Bro. Lucian, Athletic Director,
Wilson, Manager, P. White, Coach Norris, Asst. Coach,
Hamilton, Rich DeSalvo. 3rd Row: C. Velasquez, T. Holder,
Walls, M. Savacheck, T. Moscheau. 2nd Row: P. Wartchow,
Peal, D. Clements, H. Masch, j. Reese, T. Garza. 1st Row:
Schneider, M. Cantu, R. Brown, P. NfcDermott, R. Wiewel,
Ford.

j.
T.
J.
R.

j.
S.

Big State Conference Track Champions.
Back Row: F. Schepis, Trainer, R.
Harrington, D. Culotta, P. Faykus, B.
Johnson, G. Stansbury. Front Row: R.
Wallace, Capt. R. Bittel, R. Luster, j.
Board, j. Lucas, L. Bourgeois.

Big State Conference Champions 1969. *
See page 425 for complete caption

Jerome {''jerry") Godinich,
manager.
Varsiry tennis squad.
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Golf squad. Standing l to r: Vince Laurita, Tom Walsh, Tim Kirschner, Tom
Lessner, Tom Moen, Andy Edgerton, Mike Walsh. Kneeling: Pat Lessner, Captain;
Bob Kirschner.

Tom jenkins, intramural coordinator, assistants Gladys
Aguero and john Baranak.

Intramural coordinator Sabas Zapata.
lntramurals scene.
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Balthasar Martinez turning for
home.

Y c"Ms.sJ
·: .. JH01
· r--·r

,.

-~

c·mon~

Eel! Just a few more feet. hoy!

Cartoonist Dicky Fry's drawing of orientation scene.

1962 graduates.*
See page 425 for complete caption
"E" Club, mid 1950's photo

Scholastic choir of Vincent Hall c. 1965. Front: Brothers]. Reagan, W.
Damato, A. Jorae, P. Babineaux, E. Burke, W. Nix, N. Thielman, T Neib,
T Ritter, F. Borgia. Second: Brothers B. Syzmanski, ]. Rottenbucher, ].
Thornton, H. Broussard, R. Appecilla, ]. Kuhn, E. Leyden, M. Jacobs, ].
McTaggart. Third: Brothers M. Davey, B. Dufour,]. Clark,]. Considine,
F. Mello,]. Dixon, D. Morgan,]. Dispenza. Fourth: Brothers R. Arrowood,
T Dudley, D. Stabrowski,]. Henninger, C. Lloyd, R. Deuman, P. Gillen,
D. Fuchs, T Sisung, D. Shipwrek, T Casey.

National Federation of Catholic College
Students, local unit. Seated l to r: T Noonan
(v. pres.), V Kramer (pres.), Bro. Charles
(moderator). Standing l to r: P. Burke, R.
Vita, E. Mesterharm, P. Jordan, D. Blanchard,
L. Braun, E. Izaguirre, T Priolo.

A high occasion c. 1960.

Student Activiry Council in session c. 1960
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Student Activity Council officers c. 1961. Bro. Charles
Andersen (moderator). John Bauer, Tom Kaiser, Dave
Eckstein, Gil Stansbury, Bob Zapalac.

Academy of Science. Seated l to r- T. Pevoto,
R. Zapalac, T. Berg, ]. Kavanagh, Bro.
Thomas McCullough (moderator). Standing:
A. Bilbao, V. Orlowski, F. Crowe, K. Walla.

Rene Greenwald and CCD pupils opening a class with
prayer.
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Student Joe Beck and barber Remolo
("Joe") Picciandra in Holy Cross barbershop
c. 1958

Orientation tug-of-war c. 1960

Palm Sunday procession on campus c.1980

Student Association president Robert Brooks and the
Board of Trustees Chairman George Van Houten
presenting Brother Raymond Fleck with plaque as
Science Building is renamed Fleck Hall c. 1968.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

Student Senate c. 1963. *

The Cultural
Revolution

See page 425 for complete caption

House
1963. *

of Clubs, student government body
See page 425 for complete caption

Student body officers c. 1965. *
See page 425 for complete caption
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To appreciate fully the evolution St. Edward's went through in the
1960's, one has to start with a view of it in 1957, when Dr. Fleck took
office, and for some years thereafter. In the fall of 1957 it had a student
body of only 320, including part-time students. All but the nurses from
Seton were male. The great majority (294) including of course the
fifty-seven student brothers, were Catholic, and all but fourteen were
North Americans. 1 The faculty totaled thirty one, twenty-three of them
religious of Holy Cross. The rest were lay persons, two of them women.
Ownership of the school was vested in the brothers, and a lively high
school still shared the campus.
Many other things were still old style. Discipline received more
official support than did freedom. There were dorm hours, parietal rules,
and restrictions on the wearing of Bermuda shorts and facial hair. There
were the old taboos on off-campus residence and on-campus alcohol.
People wrote some sensible editorials for the school paper and, much of
the time, talked sense in meetings of the Student Activity Council. They
knew about Bauer's and beanies, Saturday classes and no-cut days.
Products generally of the old Catholic culture/ they accepted it as the
best in the world of religion even while fighting against elements of it.
In that as in the political and social arenas the great issue was liberalism
vs. conservatism. Whether or not the Catholic John F. Kennedy (who
spoke in Austin, in front of the Capitol, as school was starting in 1960)
could be elected president was a matter of great interest.
There were many premonitions, no doubt, that things were bound
to change. For St. Edward's, the most immediate was Tom Kaiser's
valedictory address at the commencement of 1962. Coming out of the
309
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St. Louis Catholic school system, Tom had made his distinguished
scholastic record at St. Ed's in physics and yet had found time to work
on the Hilltopper and in other campus activities. On occasion he would
use editorial space in the paper to blow the whistle on what he saw as
wrong. But he did not like restrictions such as the rule against moustaches
either.
When Tom stepped up to the microphone before the commencement
audience in Memorial Gym that May night, he spoke in a scarcely
audible voice, but it soon became apparent that he had some things to
get off his chest. In general they were grievances about the triumphalism.
(Tom did not use this word; it came out of Vatican Council II and in
that context refers to a certain smugness among Catholics.) Among the
objects of Tom's criticism that night were the narrowness and lack of
freedom he perceived in the Catholic Church and in local Catholic
institutions with which he was familiar. One illustration he used was the
exclusive teaching of Thomistic philosophy at St. Edward's. Details of
what he said have faded, but the chilling effect of it remains a vivid
memory of those who were there. Certainly most of those who could
hear it considered it, as this writer did at the time, "thoroughly negative."
It was fortunate that the main commencement speaker, Judge Reynaldo
Garza, of Brownsville, was there to speak healing words. 3
Although Tom's choice of a forum where families were gathered to
celebrate a high occasion still seems to have been graceless, the grievances
heard there have been largely validated by later experience. Vatican
Council II, for example, called for ecclesial humility, openness, and
freedom. The spirit of ecumenism for which Tom showed an instinct
was one of the finest outcomes of the Council.
Freshman orientation, old style, was, happily, a faltering institution,_
and Tom was among the first to say so. In 1960, there were probably
still many who held with Bob Kamm that "the beanie program, the
peanut push and the football game are all good things and serve a real
purpose." But a year later freshman week aroused little enthusiasm and
Tom argued thoughtfully that the reaso~s for having it- ego building
and initiation, he said- were not valid. The claim that it created school
spirit was a specious one. The school would be better off without the
week in its present form, Kaiser concluded. And in another two years
the bonfire tradition had to be stopped anyway because of city fire
regulations! With the arrival of women on campus freshman week
underwent further mutation. There was now a Powder Puff Bowl as
well as a Beanie Bowl. Also the name "Hell Week" was frequently used
instead of freshman week.'
Another tradition, the President's Candlelight Supper at Christmas
time was changing and fading away. In 1960 the President's office
announced that rising numbers made it impossibe to have the day
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students present for the occasion, though they would be welcome at the
Glee Club program later on. Two years later the supper was held for
the first time in the new college dining hall, with faculty member Richard
Hughes acting as MC for a program studded with, it was said, "numerous
insults" -playful ones, of course. From about that time until its demise
at mid-decade, the gathering was limited to seniors, faculty and a few
guests.'
Many more familiar things passed away in this era while others
came into being. St. Patrick's Day remained, of course, but not the old
Irish-Dutch competition of the past. Bauer's Coffee Shop on Congress
closed; St. Ed's students had gone there for beer and sausage for more
than thirty years. But the Trek, a restaurant-motel which opened directly
across from campus in the fifties, took up the slack. Somewhere along
the way the old school song "Alma Mater" was replaced by "Forever
SEU," composed by Brother Reggio and eventually attaining a longer
life than any of its predecessors as far as one can telU As work began
on East Hall early in 1966, the stone "E" on the slope there was relocated
to its present site at the Congress Avenue entrance. 8 Saturday classes
came to an end in the late 1960s.
One of the most interesting studies of change is The Hilltopper. In
1957 editor Robert McCarthy promised his readers that the paper would
attempt to observe an "Aristotelian mean," balancing criticism, reporting
and commenting on Campus and outside events. His successor,
Tom Noonan, followed a similar policy. 9 Through most of the 1960's
the paper did a representative job of reporting, editorializing, and offering
special features. Not only campus affairs but the larger issues of the day
received considerable attention.
A turning point for the Hilltopper was a controversy which arose in
the spring of 1966. Editor William Roberts ran a cartoon which poked
fun at a school official. Moreover, he had directed the copy for it to press
without clearance by the paper's moderator. As a result Roberts was
dismissed from the editorship. The times were exactly right, however,
for the dismissal to be dramatized as censorship. The Hilltopper staff had
only to carry the case to the UT newspaper, The Daily Texan, and to the
rest of the local press. In the resulting publicity, those who took the side
of press freedom showed up much better than those who stood for
civilty. 10
In the years of the counterculture following the Roberts affair, the
paper, shielded by court decisions, and under slack supervision, often
veered off into something other than journalism. Often in poor taste, it
offended many readers. A recent past editor wrote in to complain and
to ask that it no longer be sent to him.''
In 1962 the literary magazine of the school was reincarnated as
Writing by C. Michael Tracy and associates. One of the most dramatic
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moments of its career came when its second number was delivered to
campus by helicopter. Editor Tracy then stepped out onto the parking
lot and handed the president the first copy. 12
The rising awareness and involvement of college campuses generally
in regard to social concerns were seen also at St. Edward's. Graduates
began to volunteer for service in the Peace Corps almost from its
beginning and continued to make a good showing in it. Others
volunteered to work with church-related groups. Undergraduates worked
individually and through campus clubs at a range of worthy projects:
teaching Confraternity of Christian Doctorine classes, sponsoring events
for the mentally retarded, tutoring at the Human Rights Center, and
much else. Student volunteers even gave summer vacation time to work
south of the border in the "Mexico Project" of the middle and later
l960'sY
It would be a pity not to mention any of the young people who
unselfishly dedicated themselves to these and other causes. Rene
Greenwald, about whom a perceptive student journalist did an article
in 1964, was a fine representative of the generation. Head of the campus
CCD and involved in many other activities, Rene said, "I don't consider
myself a leader. I just want to get other guys interested and involved in
the work of Christian Charity." Chris Plauche worked on the Mexico
Project and with the deaf. Gena Krus and Bob Maciula tutored at the
Human Rights Center. Arturo Volpe of Campus CCD set up a sports
program for the children of Guadalupe Parish. Another generous
individual, Ruth Rubio, proposed that she and other students be allowed
to miss classes so that they might teach striking Chicano pupils at
Uvalde."
The civil rights movement was a compelling cause. The fall, 1957,
that Brother Fleck became president, the integration of schools was an
issue at Little Rock and in other southern locations. At that time Walter
Jones, a black student of Austin, was registering quietly at St. Edward's.
The following spring Father Kenealy, S.J., of Loyola University in New
Orleans, was on campus to speak to a large crowd of students on the
basis in natural and civil law of equal treatment for blacks. 15 As the
movement spread, people on the campus became increasingly concerned
about it. The sit-in protests of spring, 1960, were supported generally
by student journalists, but a bill for a resolution in favor of them was
held up by SAC. The body redeemed itself a year and a half later by
sending James Meredith a letter supporting his quest for admission to
the University of Mississippi. 16 There was considerable sentiment for a
boycott of the Trek, the popular resort across Congress Avenue, which
refused to serve blacks, including those from St. Ed's. As late as 1963,
the foreign student adviser was unable to find a restaurant to which he
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could take a party of Africans who wished to honor SEU's first African
graduate, Duncan Kaniaru ofKenya. 17
One of the greatest moments in the civil rights history of the campus
came on the evening of March 16, 1964, when John Howard Griffin,
author of Black Like Me, spoke in the dining hall. Addressing an overflow
crowd of students, faculty and townspeople, Griffin reviewed his
experience of traveling through the south, made up as a black man. He
went on to analyze racism, and to show how as in the case of Nazism
it does more harm to its perpetrators than to those upon whom it is
inflicted. 18 It is doubtful that many fence sitters left the scene that night.
By this time pressure to dismantle the old Jim Crow system was
building up across the country. In Austin the City Council was divided
over passing a city ordinance outlawing discrimination in public facilities.
Councilwoman Emma Long favored it, Councilman Ben White opposed
it, and Mayor Lester Palmer seemed to feel that its time had not yet
come. A number of faculty members at St. Ed's attended City Council
meetings to give support to the proposed anti-discrimination measure.
As publicity over the issue built up, the bishop ordered the religious to
stay away from the Council Chamber. The students and lay faculty took
exception to the order, however, and perhaps did something for the
bishop's education. At the same time SEU Committee on Race Relations
continued its series of meetings with black leaders of Austin on Civil
Rights strategies.
The upshot of it all was that the agitators lost the battle, but won
the war. Austin did not pass the ordinance that spring, and yet the
following July people in Austin watched President Johnson on TV sign
a historic civil rights bill which included the objectives of the local
movement. As for the campus, a student journalist saw good results from
civil rights efforts. Cooperation between students and faculty had been
impressive. SEU had demonstrated to Austin that it was a school with
principles. The clash with the bishop had helped to clarify the issue. 19
Throughout the decade interracial progress continued on campus.
Administrative fears that other students would make difficulties about
the acceptance of blacks in the dorms proved to be groundless. The first
two came in the fall of 1960. Both the classroom and extracurricular
efforts were very supportive of integration. During Brotherhood Week
in February 1965, students from St. Ed's and from Austin's HustonTillotson College, a traditionally black school, held a joint seminar on
the latter's campus. The following month James Farmer, national
director of the Congress for Interracial Equality, spoke at SEU on the
unfinished struggle for the organization's objectives. A popular black
student, William ("Kit") Carson, stressed the two-way nature of race
relations in a descussion of the movie, "The Face of Dixie." Carson,
incidentally, claims to this day that he was first to integrate the
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Nighthawk Restaurant on Congress Avenue. In 1971 senior Herman
Bastian of New Orleans became the first black student ever to win SEU's
Man of the Year Award. By that time blacks like Albert Priestley and
Howard Scott were making a difference for the school in athletics. 20
The Mexican American minority was also making an impression
on campus. In March, 1959, the campus ILAC sponsored a presentation
by the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC). The main
speaker was state representative Oscar Laurel of Laredo, who also
answered questions asked by students and faculty in an audience of one
hundred. Activism touched the campus in an impressive way just before
students returned for classes in September 1966. A contingent of "Valley
Marchers" led by Cesar Chavez of the United Agricultural Workers
stayed on campus overnight. The Marchers had come from the Lower
Rio Grande Valley to petition the state government for a redress of
grievances. When they proceeded to the Capitol the next day, some
faculty members accompanied them down Congress Avenue. 2'
As the Chicano movement spread to college campuses, it found
interest at SEU. One of the its leaders here around 1970 was student
Ruth Rubio from San Antonio. Assisted by Alfredo Delgado, Viola
Vasquez, and others, she launched a campus Chicano Association in
1970 which quickly metamorphosed into a chapter of the Mexican
American Youth Organization (MAYO). One of Miss Rubio's smaller
projects was an interview with Mr. Agustin Rodriquez who through the
1960's was a familiar figure on the campus which he kept picked
up and neat. Born in 1889 near San Luis Potosi, he related, he had
come to the United States in 1913. His association with St. Edward's
went back to 1944 when he went to work on the farm. In later years at
least, he lived in the big old house on the Doyle place, where the school
started. He began work on the grounds in about 1955 and continued to
about 1970, though at the end on a part-time basis. 22
A sign of achievement for the Mexican American community was
the valedictory role of Florentino Sanchez of Lockhart at the 1968
commencement held in the Southwood Theatre. 23
As the 1960s advanced, the overriding social and political issue
became the United States involvement in Vietnam. News of ex-student
Peter Semmer's death in Vietnam reaching the campus put it on notice
that the war there was coming close. When American involvement
escalated early in the Johnson administration, concern began to surface
among faculty members and students. Yet through 1965 the majority of
them supported what the U.S. government was doing. Endorsements of
it appeared in the Hilltopper, and just before Christmas President Fleck
said to a University Assembly, "I support our policy in Vietnam." 24
But mixed signals were becoming the order of the day. In February,
1965, Dorothy Day of the Catholic Worker Movement, a long-time
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pacifist, gave a talk in the dining hall on works of charity. In the question
period which followed, however, she was asked about American involvement in Vietnam. Of course she condemned it. In the meantime, students
Mike Delaney, Richard Halpin, and Andre Guerrero, fearing there would
be demonstrations against her, were on the alert to launch a counter
demonstration for her idealism. But all passed quietly, <?nd those present
had the good fortune to see a great American. 25
After 1965 dissent gained strength steadily. Taking the lead in it,
student journalist Mike Delaney raised questions about America and its
rivalries which struck many others of the SEU community as unpatriotic.
Beginning a column in the Hilltopper under the heading "Zeitgeist," he
deplored nationalism ·and called for its replacement by a sense of the
global community. The American role in Vietnam was, he thought,
misguided. In the spring of 1967 he drew upon himself the wrath of
patriots, including some members of the Delaware Club, by flying a
Russian Flag out of the window of his room in the dormitory. After the
offending symbol was seized and burned, he explained his position.
" ... I was defending a higher goal- humanity," he said. 26
In spite of the way Delaney's demonstration was put down, support
for the war was losing ground. A SAC resolution of April 1967 addressed
to President Johnson praised him for good intentions in regard to
Vietnam, but urged him to stop the bombing of North Vietnam and to
explore all possibilities for peace. At the same time, anti-war protest
was increasing on campuses around the nation. Delaney called for SEU
to join in. Not all Edsmen were ready for that, however. Lieutenent Bob
Trevino, a past Man of the Year, was back from Vietnam when he saw
Delaney's appeal and sent in a statement of his own difficulties with it.
Editorially the Hilltopper reviewed the range of opinions which people
on campus held about the war, and for its own part urged a negotiated
settlement. 27 .
In the meantime other former SEU students were serving and some
of them dying in Vietnam. For some, who did not see eye to eye with
Bob Trevino about the war, it was a torment of conscience. One of them,
Lieutenant Marty Lewis, wrote a letter to the editor of the Hilltopper
underlining the cruelty of the American side and the senselessness of
involvement. 28
Journalist and author David Schoenbrun speaking to an audience
in the dining hall on the evening of Armistice Day 1968 condemned the
administration's Vietnam policy with vigor and eloquence. President
Fleck startled the campus by apologizing for his earlier endorsement of
the American role in Vietnam. Conscientious objection to service was a
natural result ·of such influences. Now and then a student would ask a
faculty member to write a letter in support of an appeal for CO status.
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In the spring of 1968 the Hilltopper upheld editorially the right of recourse
to that position. 29
Yet overt protest against the war was never big at SEU. On the
day of the National Moratorium, October 15, 1969, there was a religious
service in the atrium of Moody Hall. St. Ed's students also went down
to UT to join in a protest march there. That same fall Bill Martin and
perhaps other SEU students participated in the New Mobilization against
the Vietnam War in Washington. The next spring the Cambodian
incursion and the Kent State tragedy aroused feelings and provoked
strong comments, but occasioned no real demonstrations on the
campus. 30
A scene in the 1970 summer school was indicative of the ambivalence
of the times. Two Vietnam veterans enrolled in a small U.S. history class
taught by the author in his office, which displayed anti-war posters.
Staunch supporters of the war, they brought to class one day an apple
pie with three small American flags stuck in it. One of the veterans,
incidentally, was Gregory A. Kozmetsky, later chairman of the SEU
Board ofTrustees. 31
Along with the anti-war spirit, other agents of change were affecting
St. Edward's. Among these were Vatican Council II, the spirit offreedom
and democracy, and the quest for identity. At the beginning of Brother
Fleck's presidency, as already noted, the university was solidly moored
in the Catholicism of the 1950's. The dormitories were staffed by
religious, some chapel attendance was required, and there were dormitory
sign-outs and sign-ins for late hours and weekends. The style of
governance generally tended to be paternalistic. Not surprisingly much
of the dialogue on campus in the 1960's was about greater freedom for
and trust of the students.
Vatican Council II which opened in 1962 was a catalyst for change
and modernization (aggiornamento, Pope John XXIII called it). One
of its first openings, ecumenism, was quickly taken up on campus. In
the spring of 1963 Pastor Gustave Kopka of the Lutheran Student Center
near the UT campus came to St. Edward's one evening for a talk with
members of the Social Order Coucil. He was the harbinger of many
other non-Catholic speakers, including at least one outspoken atheist,
Madalyn Murray O'Hare, who came to campus in this era. In 1970 the
sermon at the Baccalaureate Mass in St. Ignatius Church was given by
Father Malcolm Ryker of the Episcopalian Church. 32
Liturgical change proceeded rapidly. Before the end of 1963 the
Dominicans startled campus worshippers by celebrating Mass facing
them. Other departures from tradition were Mass in the vernacular,
concelebrations, bermuda shorts in the chapel, and eventually female
servers. In the meantime required check-ins for chapel were abandoned.
It was all very exciting for a while, and there was much good in the
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change generally. There was disappointment too, as when a parent would
write accusingly that his son who went to St. Ed's no longer attended
church.''
Even the religious life changed. A conspicuous instance of that was
the matter of wearing apparel. Before the end of the 1960s most religious
on campus had modernized by ceasing to wear the tra0.itional habit. A
number even left their communities, another trend of the day, and,
some said, an unintended result, at least in part, ofVatican II.
Also the religious were moving out of their roles as dormitory
prefects and rectors, although they had once thought they were the only
ones who could staff the dormitories properly. Gradually they were
replaced by resident assistants, usually students, and head residents.
Regulations, once not much to the left of seminary rules, were relaxed.
The day came when no one had to sign out for late hours, overnights,
or weekends. All this did not bring the Millenium, but it worked.
The same was true of student representation on University committees and councils. Virtually all of these bodies had student members by
1970, becoming thereby more democratic and perhaps wiser.
The signs of the times stimulated expectations, fears, and introspection. Student Fred K. Johnson expressed the opinion in 1965 that "A
great age is about to bloom forth .... " A few days later a reactionary
senior faculty member wondered out loud whether most of his students
weren't "nutty." At that same time President Fleck told students and
faculty gathered for the Christmas Candlelight Supper that both Advent
and the era were characterized by "uncertainty and hope." In a word,
people disagreed as to whether it was the worst or the best of times, or
something in between. 34
Identity was a quest of the day. Student Rene Greenwald was
impressed with the view that a search for identity was behind the
discontent of many American students. But colleges too could be engaged
in the search for identity. In a seventy-fifth year appraisal of St. Edward's
in 1960, Brother Fleck called it a "contemporary liberal arts college."
Bulletin statements asserted the Catholic character of the school
throughout the decade. In one way or another the institution also
projected a holistic interest in the student, whom it sought to influence
"in all spheres of living: the religious, the social, the physical, and the
professional.' ' 35
In the latter sixties, however, the identity question was worried
over. Even religiously oriented colleges might have a choice of models,
some said. Perhaps St. Edward's didn't want to follow the "defender of
the faith" model, its president suggested. Maybe it wanted to be broadly
ecumenical- to adopt "the free Christian college model." By 1971 the
SEU director of publicity felt authorized to tell the world that the school
was "no longer Catholic, no longer "Church related" .... " It was a
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"'free Christian,' liberal arts university, run by a corporate board of
trustees composed mostly of business and professional men." 36 But there
were many at the school who thought she had gone too far, though the
legal change she referred to was real.
This brings us to a major turning point in the history of the school.
Since its beginning it had been owned and operated by a province of the
Congregation of Holy Cross. From 1956 this had been first the
South-West Vice-Province, and later South-West Province, of the
brothers. In 1967 the brothers of the province at their triennial chapter
meeting in Austin authorized the provincial administration to transfer
the operation and ultimate control of the university to a board of trustees.
This was done in 1969, with the board taking the corporate title of the
St. Edward's University, Incorporated. The brothers retained ownership
under the corporate title of St. Edward's University Foundation. Then
in 1971 the province alienated the institution, transferring ownership of
its property-land, buildings, and other effects-to the operating
board now known as St. Edward's University, Incorporated. 37 Why
this was done is a study in itself, and so we shall leave it to be done as
such. Suffice it to say here that many comparable institutions were
making this kind of change at the time.
Dr. Fleck, who had done much of the spadework for the alienation,
left the president's office in 1969. 36 He had presided over twelve years
of development, growth and change. The physical plant though still in
need of key facilities, had grown greatly in his administration. Enrollment, nearly tripled, was approaching 1,000, but was still less than half
of what Fleck considered necessary for maximum efficiency. The
introduction of women to the campus and the transfer of institutional
cont~ol to a board were bold moves of the administration. But the retiring
president would have been the last to claim full success for it. As he
wrote to a correspondent, "Our . . . developments here have been a
mixture of success and disappointment." 39 Whatever the qualifications,
Dr. Fleck stands high among those who have served St. Edward's.
The choice of the Board of Trustees for a new president was Dr.
Edgar Roy, former administrative assistant to the president of St. Louis
University. Dr. Roy was of course the first layman ever to head St.
Edward's. In a period filled with innovations such a departure seemd
timely. The question was could he get the job done? Two practical issues
awaiting his attention were the structure of the institution and the state
of its finances.
After three years of trial the coordinate college arrangement had
not sold itself to a considerable part of the St. Edward's community.
The organization of the men's side into Holy Cross College did little to
win over doubters. Accordingly, the board directed the president to have
campus opinion as to alternatives surveyed. Following the results the
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coordinate system was abandoned and replaced by a unitary coeducational one.
The financial question was not so easily solved. Even when St. Ed's
had been run on a shoestring, its finances were precarious. And by 1970
a college could not be run on a shoestring. Retrenchment was the
short-range strategy for dealing with the crisis, but nobody was satisfied
with that. 40
Dissatisfaction with Roy's leadership grew during these difficulties.
Many felt that a more forceful executive was needed. The faculty
Collegium in the fall of 1971 asked that Roy be replaced. Consequently
he handed in his resignation, effective January 1, 1972.
Meanwhile, the growth of South Austin was changing the neighborhood around campus. Before 1960 Woodward Street on the southern
b~rder of the campus had been extended eastward to Interregional
Highway 35, and Ben White Boulevard had been built through the St.
Ed's farm. In 1960 houses were rising in the Sherwood Forest residential
development north of campus. A few years later similar development
was underway along Blunn Creek. To the east the old Doyle farm was
also inviting development. At the beginning of 1962 the announcement
was made that St. Edward's had sold the federal government fifteen
acres on the interregional across from the cemetery. The site was to be
used for the Southwest Regional Center of the Internal Revenue Service.
(Observer_s recalled the saying that death and taxes are inevitable.) In
the followmg August the sale to a real estate firm, Barrow & Associates,
of the rest of the land east of the highway was announced. 41
Development of the tract was soon underway. By 1972, one hundred
years after Father Sorin had acquired it from Mary Doyle, it presented
a changing scene. But the change was the order of the day and South
Austin was experiencing its share of it. So was its neio-hborhood
university, St. Edward's.
"'

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

The High
School
1946 to
Closing
One of the casualties of the sixties was St. Edward's High School
which closed in 1967. The high school, taking up from the military
academy after World War II, had continued the tradition of Catholic
secondary education for boys in Austin. It remained a boarding as well
as a day student institution. It still shared the campus with the university,
although there was, as in the past, much talk about the desirability of
separation. A choice location for a new high school campus, many
thought, would have been the site later occupied by the Southwest
Regional Center of the Internal Revenue Service. That land, near the
old college campus on the Doyle place, at what is today the intersection
of Woodward Street and Highway I35, remained St. Edward's property
through the 1950s. But the dream of a new St. Edward's High School
flourishing there or elsewhere vanished in the disappointing sixties.
The first two decades after the war were years of growth for Catholic
education nationally, and SEHS, to use the handy abbreviation, benefited
by the trend. Its enrollment remained under 150 until the early 1950s,
but grew steadily through that decade, and rose to 400 in the mid
1960s. The addition of the seventh and eighth grades (whose members
were now called Cubs) was a factor in this growth. So was the burgeoning
of the local parochial schools, from which mainly the day students of the
high school came. There were six of these schools by 1958, with a total
enrollment of 1,640 students. As the number of day students increased,
the percentage of boarders declined. Of 156 students in 1946, at the
beginning of this era, 116 were boarders. By the 1960s only about half
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of the students were boarders. By far the greatest fraction of these-over
fifty in 1965- came from Mexico. 1
American minority students made a good showing in the high school.
Six Mexican Americans from Austin were on the honor roll in the fall
of 1953. Mexican Americans made up a large part of the day students
by the mid 1960s. 2 Holy Cross and other priests and nuns who worked
in local Hispanic parishes did much to encourage this trend.
Black students from Austin were attending SEHS, apparently, by
1950. This was largely owing to the special rapport which Brother
Lambert had with the black community, and to the influence of Father
Frank Weber, pastor of Holy Cross parish in east Austin. On May 5,
1954, almost two. weeks before the Supreme Court decision in Brown v.
Topeka, a black student from Austin at St. Ed's, James Mosby, won the
Cub elocution contest with his rendition of a popular poem. As the word
about the school spread, the number of blacks enrolling in it grew to
fifteen. Among them were two sons of Dr. John King, president of
Houston Tillotson College in Austin, who still praises the good quality
of education they received at SEHS. 3
During this era the school had five principals. The first and youngest
of them was Brother Charles Beutter, who was in office for one year,
1946-47. He was followed by Brother Bonaventure Foley, who served
until 1950. After him Brothers Stephen Titzer and Mel Keil successively
served four years each. Latest and longest in the principalship was
Brother Peter Celestine Maranto, 1958-1967. Although the university
president was listed as top officer until 1963, the high school administration had considerable autonomy by at least 1950, and its sense of its
own identity grew stronger with each year.
Religious brothers made up the largest part of the faculty. Only
three lay teachers-Edward Norris, Russell Jensen and John Williams- are pictured with the 1946-47 faculty of thirteen members. Ten
years later the first figure was the same. In the mid sixties the picture was
changing, with nine lay persons on a faculty of twenty-four. While the
brothers were unsalaried, the lay teachers were not getting rich. The
average yearly salary for laymen as late as 1962 was slightly under
$5,000. 4
Quite a few women had staff or faculty roles in the school. Mrs.
Kinane, the widow of SEU alumnus J. Ferdinand Kinane, was an
efficient, hardworking registrar and secretary. Mrs. Maria Leal, an
emigree from Cuba, was an excellent Spanish teacher. Mrs. Wilma
Sullivan, Miss Helen Hannefin, and others were competent and caring
nurses in the school infirmary. Dining and other residential services
always employed a goodly number of women.
One of the special things about the school after the war was that
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many of the student brothers and other students in teacher training at
St. Edward's University observed and assisted with classes.
Several faculty members stand out because of long service and
special association with the school. One of these was Father James
O'Brien, who in the last years of his life was high school chaplain. He
lived on the first floor of the main building and climbed the stairs to the
chapel on the fourth floor until he was nearly seventy-five years old and
the chapel was moved downstairs.
Free of teaching and prefecting now, and outgoing as always, Father
O'Brien liked to socialize with students as he met them in the halls. He
had some expressions, presumably Gaelic, which no one understood
exactly. Maybe they meant such things as "Good morning," one student
speculated, or "Wait a minute young man. I want to talk to you," or
"My blessing on you and yours." At any rate, they were friendly, if at
times embarrassing, and indicated a readiness to visit with whoever was
at hand. Father would remember details about families, ask how a sick
member was, and recall someone from the student's home town who
had been at St. Ed's in earlier years. A student commented after the
padre's death that he had probably asked St. Peter at the Pearly Gates,
"How is your mother-in-law?" 5
Father O'Brien's last generation of students would remember him
fondly. The 1958 yearbook, paying him a two-page tribute, noted that
they found him "an exemplary priest, a fatherly confessor." He was
remembered for his confessional greeting "God bless you, my child,"
and dismissal, "Go in peace, my child." 6
In the winter of 1959-60, Father O'Brien, then 78, fell sick and
was taken to Seton Infirmary. He died there on January 25, and was
waked at St. Edward's. On the day of burial his body was taken to St.
Mary's Cathedral, where he had been pastor from 1937 to 1943, for a
solemn high Requiem Mass celebrated by Bishop Reicher. Almost all
of the students were present. Father Joseph McAllister, a chaplain at
SEU and a former pastor of St. Mary's, preached the sermon, not
forgetting to use a favorite expression of the deceased,"He was a g~od
man." At the end of the Mass the burial liturgy which Father O'Bnen
had often read over others in the same place when he was pastor was
now read over him: "May the angels lead thee into paradise; may the
martyrs receive thee at thy coming and lead thee into the holy city of
Jerusalem. May the choir of angels receive thee and may est thou have
eternal rest."'
Ironically, Father O'Brien's body was then put on the train for
burial at Notre Dame, a place to which he seems not to have maintained
strong ties. It would have been more fitting to have interred him in the
community plot in Texas where he had spent nearly fifty years.
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The new chaplain for the High School was Father Joseph Rick,
recently back from long service on the mission of Bengal. Among his
distinctions were that he was a native of Houston and that he was
supposed to have been the first American priest to have received an
airplane pilot's license. Father Rick gave strong support to the brother"s
and encouragement to the boys. One of his favorite themes was that
students should understand why the brothers held them to high
standards. It was because they loved them, he would explain.
Another special man was Brother Francis Solano Barrett, history
teacher, vice principal and prefect of discipline. Brother Francis, who
came to the school in 1946, suffered from a painful and worsening
arthritic condition. Even as the condition closed in on him, he stayed
on the job. ~'He was the heart of the institution when I arrived in 195 7,"
a confrere recalled, "the all-seeing eye as prefect of discipline-ubiquitous
and inquisitorial, yet beloved and admired for the courage with which
he carried on in spite of the pain he suffered ... " 8
At last he too had to go to Seton. His death there on March I,
1964, was announced on campus by the tolling of the bell in the tower
of the Main Building. That solemn sound and the obsequies which
followed made a deep impression on students and faculty. Many
remember the long cortege of mourners who proceeded on foot to the
cemetery. It was one of the last of many such processions, for traffic on
Woodward Street was getting too heavy for them to be safe."
One of the most durable, valuable and memorable members of the
High School faculty was Brother Hubert Koeppen, who came to St.
Ed's as a health seeker and worked there tirelessly for thirty-six years.
Andy Yemma, editor of the school paper, penned a tribute to Brother
Hubert for that record. At the brother's arrival in 1931, Yemma said,
there was "a whispering from the winds" that he would become a
legend. 10 And so it was.
Brother Hubert taught mostly history, English, and religion. He
was a quiet man by nature, but his students were entertained by his
moments of humor. He also prefected in the dormitories and for some
time served as prefect of discipline. For years he handled the Saturday
night home movie program for the boarders. Other duties included the
running of the candy store and the hobby shop. But it was in the area
of maintenance and custody of physical plant, perhaps, that he made
his most distinctive contribution to the school. Handyman and factotum,
he worked around the school winter and summer, at a wide range of
tasks. He fixed what was broken, cleaned up messes, took care of the
lockers, and kept the clocks synchronized. He was custodian of the gym,
whose floor he polished and protected. As Andy Yemma said, you could
see him "in the varnish of the gym floor" and in the cleanliness of the
school generally. 11 He was a great collector and saver of possibly useful
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items and could get you from his eyrie on the fourth floor of Main
almost anything you needed. If you wanted to decorate the gym for a
dance, he would have a good selection of decorative materials saved from
previous dances. 12
One president wrote the provincial that he hoped Brother Hubert
would not be taken from St. Edward's for another assignment. He saved
the place thousands of dollars and couldn't be spared. A confrere
observed of him that "he held the place together." 13 And after SEHS
closed, he went to work for another fifteen years around one of the
brother's schools in California.
Another special blessing to the school was the presence there of
.Brother Jacob Eppley, who arrived on campus in 1953. A veteran of
World War I and of long service in the congregation, Brother Jacob
taught religion and other subjects and did some work in the field of
music. After the school year was over he would spend the summer
cleaning, painting and otherwise readying the place for another school
year. Occasionally he would go out on the courts for some tennis, baffling
his opponents with the spin he put on the ball. More frequently he
amused himself and distressed others with wretched puns and old jokes.
In 1962 Brother Jacob marked forty years in the religious life.
Appropriately the yearbook was dedicated to him. The tribute in it noted
that he was "beloved by all for his kindness and charity." He taught
by example that "it is in giving that we receive." 14 The good do not all
die young. Brother Jacob, now 90, is still active at a school in California.
Perhaps we should include Brother George (Hugo) Ellis, for many
years the high school librarian, in these profiles. He was an interesting
contrast to the two immediately preceding figures. He quite lacked manual
skills, but had a well-stored mind and lively imagination. He came to
St. Edwards in 1940, where he spent thirty-three years. Most of that
time he served as librarian, but his interests-military matters, exotic
cities like New York, London, and Vienna, painting, writing, and still
others- were far ranging. One of his hobbies was running an imaginary
navy. Among its officers were some of his friends whom he assigned,
promoted, and demoted according to need and merit.
Brother George was always willing to expatiate on his interests, but
found his opportunities to do so limited. Not many people, it seems, are
good listeners, nor was he himself. But one of his friends, Ted Becker,
who finished at St. Ed's in 1924, was a good listener. Mr. and Mrs.
Becker would come by every month or so and take Brother George out
to dinner, and that was a great occasion for them all. Brother George
passed away at Notre Dame in 1974. 15
Of the several principals who led the high school after the war
Brother Peter Celestine Maranto was the only native Texan and had the
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l~ngest tenure. He became principal in 1958, after a dozen years as a
h1gh school teacher and administrative assistant in California. A
dedicated schoolman, Brother Peter did much to make SEHS the
excellent school that it was. It is symbolic that the room in which he
lived was right next to his office. Seldom off campus, he was easily
accessible to all. Faculty members from his time pay tribute to his
leadership. He possessed vision. He knew how to delegate responsibilities.
His emphasis on quality and his encouragement of school activities
helped to create a vibrant school spirit. He strengthened the identity of
the high school by having it removed from the supervision of the
university president. 16
St. Edward's High School sponsored many extracurriculars, but it
always put the academic program first. Students received encourgement
and recognition for doing good work, and many of them did very well
indeed. In the spring of 1959, twenty-eight of them were initiated into
the National Honor Society. At least two of them, Henry Altmiller and
Robert Franzetti, later became outstanding educators in South Austin.
Among the graduates of 1962, Clinton Schumacher was a National
Merit Scholar and Charles Clements qualified for admission to a special
science program at the University of Notre Dame. (Clements, now Dr.
Clements, is the central figure in the film "Witness to Peace: Dr. Charlie
Clements.")"
Scholars received notice from the press as well as the administration.
For example, a 1964 issue of the school paper published the names of
the ten with the highest averages of the period under the heading, "The
Big Ten." The same issue carried the names of all who had made the
honor roll in that same period.
In the years after Sputnik, science education at SEHS was enlivened
by a science club called Phi Beta Chi and moderated by Brother Stanley
Repucci. For some years the club sponsored annually an invitational
science fair. On this occasion exhibitors from St. Ed's, St .. Marys
Academy, and the upper grades of Austin parochial schools displayed
their works to an eager public. The program for 1960, which drew 1800
visitors, listed 152 projects, ranging from acceleration to Voltaic cells.' 8
Certain other factors helped to make the school a good environment
for learning. The library was strong for a small school library (although
one student deplored the absence of James Bond stories). Discipline was
strict but generally humanistic. Absentism was low; in the school year
1958-59, for example, only four students a day, on the average, were
absent from a student body of300. 19
The numerous extracurricular activities of the high school were
announced and reported in its student publications, the chief of which
were a monthly magazine, a weekly newssheet, and a yearbook. The
magazine was launched in 1947 under the old name, Echo, which it used
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until 1961. In the meantime the tiger was chosen as the school mascot.
So a committee met and decided that the name Echo had no local flavor
and should be replaced by Tigertown. Thus was abolished a tradition of
long standing. So much for committee decisions. 20
With an able editor, William Roberts, and a competent moderator,
Brother Victor McGee, the new Tigertown was brisk, newsy, and literate.
Its first two issues "were terrific" a faculty member said in an early
letter to the editor. 21
By 1962 the self-confident publication was advertising itself as "the
sophisticated mag for discriminating readers," in existence "since
1961" and "reaching into over 900 homes. " 22 A little later it adopted the
slogan, "If it was important you saw it first in Tigertown." A sampling
of its 1964 issues, when it was edited by William Richardson, finds
thoughtful articles such as "Teachers seemingly have soft jobs" by John
Maher, and "Phase Three: the Violent Time" by John Meaney, about
the civil rights struggle. 23 At this time also, the magazine displayed
original cover designs by staff artist Mel Winters. In the fall of 1965
under editor Andy Yemma (later editor of UT's Daily Texan) Tigertown
adopted a larger format, with which it finished its career.
Although never a highly politicized journal the school magazine did
at times venture into controversial subjects. It reported in the fall of
1964, when Barry Goldwater was running for president, that the SEHS
chapter of the Teenage Republican Club was making an impression on
campus. Shortly after the election Tigertown was showing signs of concern
about the escalating conflict in Vietnam. 24
From time to time Tigertown would be used to air grievances. _An
example of this was a guest editorial by Charles Herring, a Cub, on the
lack of respect for Cubs. They were, he avowed, "the most persecuted
class in the school." They were not well represented in the student
council. They lacked a say in the making of decisions. They were not
allowed important parts in school activities. When others were making
floats for the school parade nobody trusted them to make one; they were
left to decorate the bus, and the decision not to allow them to have a
float was made without consulting them. When they had a basketball
game of their own, few faculty or other students came. Their age did
put limitations on what Cubs could do, Mr. Herring recognized, but
that did not mean they should not be given consideration and support. 25
A difficulty with both the Echo and Tigertown was that they came
out much of the time only monthly. Hence in 1958 the student council
launched a newssheet called Eddie the Edsman, to appear weekly. (When
they first missed a week, the editors commented that they should hve
said "almost weekly.") Eddie kept the news fresh and readable with a
colloquial style, competent syntax, and spelling so sound that it went for
months without an error (a rare thing in these degenerate times). 26
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In 1949, with the Tower again a university publication, the high
school issued its own yearbook under the title Cross and Anchor. That title
was replaced in 1952 by The Tiger. The latter in turned gave way to
Edwardian in 1958. Whatever the title, the yearbook was, as yearbooks
should be, a nostalgic souvenir oflively youthful years for SEHS alumni.
The publications generally and the yearbook in particular preserved
the memory of the social events of the school. Halloween dances,
Christmas formals, Valentine's Day sweetheart dances, and spring proms
are well recorded in photographs of winsome, nicely dressed, young folk.
Five or six dances were included in the "social tussle" of the year, one
yearbook writer estimatedY
An event which became a minor tradition in the 1960s was TOP
(Tigers On Parade), sponsored by the student council. Its first edition,
in 1961, included a TOP Parade, a TOP Hop and a contest for TOP
Girl. Later embellishments included a TOP Rod prize for the most
originally decorated car in the float contest. Reporters Bill Monks in
1964 and Bill Meaney in 1965 both noted that TOP night was an
impressive experience. 28
The golden age of SEHS dramatics must surely have been in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, when Brother Dunstan Bowles was on the
faculty. Brother Dunstan was an experienced and charismatic director
who got the best out of actors. "There are no small parts," he insisted,
"only small people." For a theater he made do very well with the high
school gym, which had a stage. For female roles he called upon the girls
of St. Mary's Academy.
The comedy "You Can't Take It With You" was typical of the
lighter pieces staged. Even if you couldn't take it with you, a reviewer
said, you could take many happy memories from two hours at that
amusing production. Behind it were weeks of creative effort by director,
cast and technicians. 29 One theater goer returned from the play one
evening in 1959 to note that it was the first time he had seen blacks-two
boys and a girl- on a stage with whites in Austin. 30
Early in 1960 Brother Dunstan and others, assisted by chaperones,
took a group of Edsmen and St. Mary's Academy women to San Antonio
for the first annual Texas-Louisiana Theater Convention. The gathering,
held for educational purposes, included short plays and critical discussions of them. It was followed by a "Teen-Time" dance. The next
year the Thespians traveled to Houston for the Catholic Theatre Drama
Festival. They brought back from it a superior rating for their
presentation of "Enter the Hero." Within the next month the drama
groups of the two schools presented that and other skits in "A Night of
One-Act Plays" at St. Edward's. Proceeds from the event were split
evenly between the foreign missions and the drama program. 31
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The last major production which Brother Dunstan did before his
transfer to the university in 1961 was "Happy Days," an adaptation of
the Broadway Musical "Good News." Employing the glee clubs of St.
Mary's and St. Edward's as well as a cast of actors, i.t brought dozens
of young folks on stage and afforded two and one half hours of jolly
entertainment to three audiences. 32
Overlapping the Dunstan renaissance in drama was a period of solid
accomplishment in music. The leader in this was another brother, Edwin
Reggio, who insisted on quality performance. A sign posted in his
bandroom read, "We don't have to be big, but we have to be good." 33
The musical program of the era included a glee club as well as the Tiger
Band. Both organizations performed publicly several times a year. For
major musical productions the glee club of St. Mary's Academy, St.
Mary's Belles,joined forces with the Edsmen.
A major production of spring 1960 was "The Forest Prince", with
a large cast of actors, dancers, musicians, and singers from St. Ed's and
St. Mary's. Brother Dunstan was drama coach and Sister Rose Anthony
director of the girls' glee club, while Brother Edwin directed the boys'
glee club and band and coordinated the production as a whole. After
nearly a semester of work the show was ready. It was seen over three
nights by a total of some 1300 patrons. "A beautiful and delightful
show," the school newssheet commented. The Echo was even more
complimentary. For performance, costuming, scenery, and generally
enjoyablity, it said, "we have yet to see the equal of this production on
a high schoollevel." 34
An annual pre-Christmas event begun by Brother Edwin in 1958
was the Holiday Musicale, which grew into another fine tradition:
Employing the talents of the glee clubs from St. Mary's as well as St.
Ed's, and of the Tiger Band, it ran two nights, and helped to create the
atmosphere of Christmas on campus. One reporter called it "an annual
festival of inspiring music and song ... " Another referred to it as "the
zenith of the Christmas spirit." The program of the 1965 production
illustrates the musicale's mature format. The band perfomed first, doing
several popular Brazilian pieces. Then the two glee clubs, appearing
separately, sang a number of favorite songs, old and new. For the grand
finale they combined their talents. 35
The high school also had its outstanding individuals performers and
leaders in music. Kenneth Miller is remembered for his exquisite organ
performances. John Mitchell was an accomplished pianist. He won an
Austin district piano contest in 1962. Roy Campi organized a campus
combo called the Ramblers and went on to distinction in the field of
popular music. Ramblers included Bert Rivera, Doug Burton, and Leon
Hankins. 36
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A-talent show, long directed by Brother Hubert, was a perennial
of SEHS student life. The full 1956 program-it ran to twenty-three
acts with over fifty performers-made the top story of the May Echo
and merited four pages of photos in the yearbook. First prize of the show
went to an instrumental trio led by Dave Drapela, and second place to
the Belles, a five-member vocal group from St. Mary's. The Boleros, an
instrumental and vocal quintet with a south-of-the-border flavor, came
in a strong third. And Brother Jacob joined the young artists with a
performance on his famous celloY
The ancient art of oratory had not wholly lost its appeal to the
students of the day. In 1957, a school oratorical contest produced a tie
between Daniel Langford, already known for his oratory, and Hector
Hernandez of San Luis Potosi, Mexico. Langford's speech was entitled
"Are we Prepared?" and that of Hernandez "Mexico through the Years."
In March of 1959 Brother Vincent de Paul arranged a contest with eight
students from the junior and senior classes participating. Under the
rather liberal rules of the event the speeches might be borrowed or
original. Thus Dave Moore delivered President Wilson's war message
to Congress, while Frank Nigrelle spoke on the new situation in Cuba.
In the last year of the school's existence oratory was still thriving. St.
Ed's orators did respectably in a state speech tournament held at St.
Mary's Academy that spring, and at the last Awards Night, Michael
Flahive received a trophy for being best speaker of the year in all
categories. 38
Scouting at St. Ed's seems to have enjoyed a vogue in two periods
a generation apart. The first lasted about two years, when Father
Mooney was working with the juniors in the 1920s. A longer ascendancy,
lasting through the 1950s and into the 1960s, was largely owing to the
interest of another faculty scoutmaster, Brother Stanley Repucci. One
of the collateral enterprises of St. Ed's Post 4 of the Explorer Scouts in
the repucci era was a Rifle Club which produced some recognized
marksmen. 39
The interscholastic athletic program of the postwar high school
began under the direction of Coach Ed Norris. But since he was
increasingly occupied with the athletic program at SEU, Russell Jensen
replaced him in the SEHS program. Other coaches in the High School
over those years included Moe Hebb, Edmund Fleming, Larry Callan,
Jim McDermott, Forrest ("Tex") Wright, and Joseph Beck-all former
SEU athletes-and Robert Gore. Coach Fleming, who went to the new
Travis High School in 1959 after four years at St. Ed's, left behind a
record of122 wins in 174 contest in the three major sports he coached!0
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Finding schools nearby to schedule games with was becoming easier
in the 1950s and 1960s. The School for the Deaf was still just down
Congress Avenue. The new Travis High School nearby made another
convenient opponent for an occasional game. But the main source of
competition carne from Catholic high schools. By 1960 there must have
been fifteen of them within easy reach, most of them in small towns,
such as Fredericksburg, Taylor, Halletsville, Yoakum, Schulenberg, and
Castroville. Also within easy distance were Catholic high schools in San
Antonio and Waco. A number of these schools were eventually organized
with SEHS into a district of the Texas Catholic Interscholastic League
(TCIL). Before that St. Ed's belonged to the Scholastic Athletic League
(SAL).
St. Ed's athletes had their high moments. The football team won a
TCIL hi-district championship in 1965. In basketball, big years were
1957 and 1962, when St. Ed's won the state championship of SAL. For
the baseball team district championships were routine in the early 1950s.
And it won back-to-back SAL state championships in 1959 and 1960
under Coach Wright!1 There were still other good years in these sports.
Track, tennis, and eventually soccer and golf also figured in the
athletic program. In the banner year for SEHS sports, 1962, the track
team joined the football and baseball teams as an SAL district champion.
But district championships, again, were the ordinary thing for the SEHS
thinclads in those years. Tennis, not as well chronicled as it should have
been, was coached by Brother Emmett Strohmeyer and produced such
stars as Joe Nieto and John Barajas, who later played for SEU. In 1964,
a year without distinction in other SEHS sports, Tiger netrnen won the
TCIL championship at a tournament in Austin. Soccer, a specialty of
the Latin American students, had some difficulty in making up schedules,
but a favorite opponent, St. Stephens Episcopal Academy, was close at
hand in the hills west of Austin. Golf, coached by Mr. Beck, had its
moments in the sun. St. Ed's won the SAL district championship in
1962, for instance. 42
St. Edward's Cubs also had interscholastic sports, competing chiefly
in the Parochial School League of Austin. In 1963 the league consisted
of six Austin schools. Even with so much local competition, the Cubs
ranged as far afield as Waco, West, and BryanY
But athletics, academics, and all the other things which the lower
schools were doing were threatened by the growth of the university and
its need for more of the space on campus. In 1964 when the decision
was made to admit female students to the university, the issue of
separation could no longer be postponed. The high school, it was agreed,
would have to be moved off campus. The question was, what could be
done about relocating it and gaining support for a new start. One thing
was certain: it could not have the splendid location near th~ Old College
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campus which it should have had, for the IRS building now stood there.
It also seemed that the boarding department should be continued. Many
families wanted it, and it was a financial asset. But a good enrollment
of day students would be needed too. Hence the school could not relocate
and continue without strong support from the Catholic community of
Austin.
Less known was the feasibility of a coeducational or coinstitutional
high school which would carry on the tradition of St. Mary's Academy
as well as that of St. Edward's. The Academy had given up its old site
downtown in the early 1950s and was now pleasantly but somewhat
provisionally situated off Red River Street on the north side. The physical
plant there was not really satisfactory. Whatever other advantages a
mixed school would have, it would provide a broader base of support.
Serious discussion of alternatives went on for months. Participating
in them with the brothers were the parents and friends of St. Edward's,
Bishop Louis]. Reicher, Father Joseph I. Schmitt, who was the Diocesan
Superintendent of Schools, the Sisters of the Holy Cross, and the pastors
of Austin area churches. The brothers and sisters liked the coinstitutional
model. They were willing to work in a diocesan school if that was what
the diocese wanted. The brothers tried to keep a boarding facility in the
picture, but eventually had to drop the idea. 44
The great debate over the future of Catholic secondary education
in Austin took many forms, including letters to the editor of the diocesan
paper. A St. Edward's High School student, Stanley Rovira, wrote in
favor of the kind of education he was getting. SEHS alumnus, Joe
Martinec, praised the spiritual training and good general education he
had received at St. Edward's, and noted that two of his sisters attended
St. Mary's Academy. He hoped his younger brothers and sisters might
all go to a Catholic high school. An adult observer, Robert Byers, was
against a: new school. Catholic education wasn't competitive, and to say
that the "ghetto-like structures" of Catholic schools were needed to
protect the faith was "bosh." A junior at St. Mary's, Beverly Fischer,
fired back at Byers. Catholic education was as good as or better than
that in the public schools, she said. It was not ghetto-like either, but
ecumenical and socially oriented. Sister Ann Virginia Bowling, IHM,
director of Maryhill College, agreed that Byers was the one who was
talking bosh. Catholic education was valuable, especially at the secondary
level. She was sure the people of Austin would build a new Catholic
high school and a good one. Another adult layman, Charles Ryan,
contributed a pair of articles on the school question. He called for a full
presentation of the facts at issue. The vigorous defense of Catholic
education by the students was welcome, he said, but little was being
heard from the editor of the diocesan paper, from the bishop, or from
the pastors. 45
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One pastor had already expressed his opinion in a published letter.
The idea of a diocesan school was attractive, he granted, yet he had
reservations about it. There were several excellent public high schools
in the city. It would be costly to build and operate a private one, which,
he implied, was not needed for the secular branches of education. He
suggested building instead a small Catholic student center to take care
of religious education and counseling. 46
Another pastor wrote Brother Peter a private letter on the subject.
He was, he said, a product of a Catholic education himself. He and his
parish had always been staunch supporters of St. Edward's. Many boys
from his school went there. But the parishioners who were his advisors
in financial matters did not see how, with a considerable debt of its own
to manage, the parish could meet a sizeable assessment from the diocese
for a new high school. Moreover, the number of religious available was
declining and that would mean teaching costs would be going higher.
So perhaps the Church of Austin should drop the school project now
and put more of its resources into Confraternity of Christian Doctrine
programs for young people in the public schools. 47
Also, Bishop Reicher held a meeting on May 30, 1966, to consider
the feasibility of a school. Present were Austin area pastors, the diocesan
superintendent of schools, the principals of both St. Edward's and St.
Mary's, and the provincials of both the brothers and the sisters. Since
there was little opposition in the group to the idea of the new school in
itself, the question was whether it could be funded. The diocese and the
parishes, having obligations of their own to meet, could give only limited
help. The diocese would not commit itself to the venture, the bishop
said, until a substantial part of the money needed was on hand. This
would mean fund-raising. 48
So a fund-raising campaign followed, but it brought in only about
$60,000, far under what new construction would require. Since there
was no way to build a new plant with that small sum, discussion in the
late months of 1966 focused on the possibilities of the St. Mary's Academy
campus on Red River street. The sisters wanted to keep the academy
going anyway. Perhaps portable buildings could be added out there to
provide for boys until the diocese was able to put up a new school. 49
But the diocese had made it clear that it could not make a commitment of substantial help at that time. So on January 17, 1967, Brother
Peter announced to parents that the St. Edward's High School would
close at the end of the spring semester. He reviewed the developments
of the past months and explained the situation in regard to both campus
space and finances. 5
After receiving the news some of the parents met in the school
cafeteria to discuss the matter. Mr. William Rovira, president of the
Parents Club, chaired the meeting. A concrete result of the gathering
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was the formation of a committee to try to raise enough money to keep
the school from closing at the end of the year. Mr. Rovira then sent out
a letter addressed to the friends of Catholic education in the area.
The immediate objective of the new campaign, Rovira said, was to
get the brothers to stay where they were for one more year. That would
mean covering the deficit their staying would entail. There would then
be the further objectives of getting a new school built and keeping the
brothers for the longer future. Rovira underlined the seriousness of the
situation:
If the Brothers are permitted to leave, we have lost them for good. In
losing them, we lose the moral and religious example of their lives. In
losing them we lose accreditation in the Southern Association ... and
the Texas Education Agency . . . ,an excellent . . . library, band
instruments and uniforms, [sports] equipment [and teaching aids], ...
We must act now!

People were asked to respond "by return mail." 51 There was a significant
response to Mr. Rovira's appeal, but again it was much short of meeting
the projected deficit.
As a last resort the school authorities asked the diocese to send out
a new letter of appeal, to be read at all Sunday Masses. It was understood
that if this did not bring the needed show of support by March 6, the
school would have to close at the end of the semester. Again the response
was disappointing. The high school people afterward claimed that the
letter was not strong enough. So some pastors, perhaps feeling that it
did not represent the will of the bishop, did not read it to their
congregations. However that may have been, Brother Peter now threw
in the towel. "We must reluctantly admit defeat," he wrote the diocesan
superintendent of schools. St. Edward's High School would definitely
close in May 1967. The provincial wrote the bishop to the same effect,
but expressed hopes that a new start might be made at some future
time. 52
Students and faculty passed their last spring at the school in a
reflective mood. All discovered deeper meaning in the history, traditions,
and influence of the school. Both the school paper and the yearbook
preserved something of the season for posterity. Editor Andy Yemma of
Tigertown paid tribute for many when he said "Thank you, St. Edward's."
Chris Crouch noted that in a sense the school would continue as its
students carried its teachings out into society. Faculty members years
later recalled the pain which they felt at the closing, but recognized that
an institution might have to go out of existence. There was consolation
in the survival of its influence and in the possibility of service elsewhere. 53
But SEHS did not appear moribund that last spring. It exhibited
as much vitality as it ever had. The junior-senior prom held at the Austin
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Country Club was a nostalgic experience. Honors Night was a high
occasion, embellished with performances by the Tiger band and glee
club. Numerous high-achieving individuals and groups received awards.
It said in many ways that this was a school which was doing excellent
work. 54
The final commencement exercises were held on the riext morning,
May 20, in Alumni Memorial Gymnasium on the campus and were
dedicated "to all graduates and faculty members" in the eighty-nine
year existence of the school. The graduating class with seventy-nine
members was its largest as well as its last. The speakers of the day, the
valedictorian, Walter J. Brown, Jr., and the principal, Brother Peter,
spoke comforting words. It might seem, Brown said, that people were
gathered "to mourn the loss of a venerable institution." Instead, he
urged, "Let us dwell on the future .... " 55
At that moment it was the thing to do. But what a pity it was to
close a school nearing a century of existence and at the peak of its
performance!

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

The
Centennial
Era

It was in 1872, as we saw in our opening chapter, when Father
Sorin acquired the Doyle and Robards tracts with the intention of starting
the school that became St. Edward's University. Thus the university
was entering its centennial era as it chose a new president in 1972.
During most of that year Brother Stephen Walsh had served as interim
president. In the meantime a search committee chaired by George Van
Houten, vice-president of the Board of Trustees, reviewed numerous
applications for the presidency. In November the search was completed,
and the tower bell rang at the announcement from Board Chairman
Charles Muller that Brother Walsh had been chosen as the new president.
His formal installation took place at a modest ceremony in the new
Mary Moody Northen Theatre on December 15. 1
As a former student, faculty member, division chairman, and
academic dean, Brother Walsh was probably the best known to the St.
Edward's community of any incoming president since Father Joseph
McGuire. Walsh, 31, had the distinction of being the first alumnus of
St. Edward's to serve as its president. Moreover, he was the first SEU
president to have a degree from the University of Texas at Austin. He
had done his doctorate there in professional education, specializing in
curriculum and instruction.
As might have been expected, Brother Walsh brought a keen interest
in academic affairs to his new office. He was particularly interested in
updating the educational process. Society was changing and education,
he often said, would have to change with it. Planning and implementing
educational changes were, accordingly, major goals of his administration.
335
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Another main goal was to assist the Board of Trustees as it grew into
its new responsibilities for the university.
One of the new president's first moves was the creation of a
committee called Project Future, which he expected to be more than a
perfunctory exercise in institutional self study. At work from August
1973 to May 1974, Project Future developed proposals for future
directions in several major areas of the university including the academic.
Multicultural education, interdisciplinary studies, and attention to the
needs of the diverse population of the Austin area were among the goals
which Project Future recommended for a redesigned curriculum?
Walsh then appointed another committee, called the Presidential
Task Force, giving it a mandate to design an educational program which
the university could afford, and which was consistent with its goals and
with the needs of the students. The task force, whose seven members
included the president himself and the academic dean, Dr. Henry
Altmiller, worked through June and most of July 197 4. It reaffirmed the
principles of concentration, exploration, and integration which underlay
Model Q, and it outlined several strategies for their implementation.
Prominent among these strategies were a program of freshman studies,
a revised general requirement for upper-classmen, and internships.'
The Freshman Studies Program (FS) was then developed under the
leadership of Brother John Perron of the humanities faculty. A five-hour
(later six-hour) program offered in the fall semester, it consisted of a
course called Introduction to the Humanities and a rhetoric and
composition course. FS was designed to encourage exploration, interdisciplinary learning and the integration of "conceptual learning with
lived experience." It was intended also to develop critical thinking,
effective communication, and the clarification of values. The teaching
plan for FS presented a number of unusual features. The freshmen
admitted to the program (any with deficient skills were given other work
instead) were divided into two groups. Each group was assigned four
faculty members who planned and taught the five-credit course. They
were to do this, moreover, in an integrated and interdisciplinary way.
Each of the four faculty members was to have a special responsibility.
One of them was to be coordinator for the teaching team, another the
specialist in writing, and a third the specialist in content. The fourth
would concentrate on values clarification and the recruitment of resource
persons from outside. A contingent of upper-division students served as
tutor/interns.
Each year Freshman Studies organized its work around a theme.
In 1975, its first year, the theme was Man's Search for Meaning. For
the next three years it was Self Identity. Beginning in 1979 the major
theme was The Human Person and the Liberal Arts and Sciences, with
a module on each of four subordinate themes. Among books read in
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Freshman Studies were Man's Search for Meaning by Viktor Frankl, Plato's
Symposium, Bless Me Ultima by Rodolfo Anaya, and James Robertson's
The Sane Alternative.
The Freshman Studies Program did much of what it was established
for. By its design it broke the mold of the traditional lecture system. It
was student-centered. It required students to discuss, examine, and write
about ideas. It sustained interest by relevant readings and by a variety
of formats and methods for considering them. Participation in the
program stimulated faculty to try new ideas in other courses and was a
valuable experience for the upper division interns. Finally, most of the
freshmen who took it considered it a good educational experience!
With the freshmen thus provided for, attention was given to
developing a general education requirement for upperclassmen, to take
the place of the interdisciplinary studies dropped at the end of 1975.
The new requirement turned out to be a three-hour course with the
general title Research and Critical Missions, or RCM for short.
Although RCM was not taught until 1977, the expression "critical
missions" first appeared in an SEU bulletin in 1970. Passages in the
bulletin about the concept included a quotation from Charles Silverman:
"to be educated also means to understand something of how to make
our intentions effective in the real world, of how to apply knowledge to
the life one lives and to the society in which one lives it." 5 St. Edward's
students had opportunities in both course work and in volunteer service,
the bulletin indicated, to be educated in that sense and to prepare
themselves for critical missions of service to society. The 1971 bulletin
told the student, in effect, that the University wanted him to do well in
life but it wanted him to do good also. 6
Social conscience had, of course, long been cultivated at the school.
Many alumni would testify to that. Bob Finley (SEU '70) wrote a short
time ago about a visit he had had with classmate Vic Rivera. They
agreed, Bob said, that "a sense of obligation to the world at large" was
one of the chief outcomes of their SEU experience.'
RCM was not an ordinary course. Like Freshman Studies it had its
own director, in turn Joseph Sprug, J. D. Lewis, and William Zanardi.
Each section was taught by two instructors, who, to insure an
interdisciplinary view, were from contrasting disciplines.' Also, the
instructors were guides and evaluators rather than lecturers. Each
teaching team set for its section a broad topic-for example, immigration policy-with important social implications. Students then chose
aspects of the topic for library and field research. Their final reports
were to include a proposal for the solution of the problem investigated. 8
A number of other initiatives of the 1970s added to the quality of
the academic program. An honors program was designed for highly
motivated students. An internship program provided for the placement
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of students in situations where they could integrate classroom and work
experiences. Seminars, especially in the physical and biological sciences,
gave students the opportunity to do individual research projects and to
report on them. Finally, a semester of study in Rome enriched the
educational experience of those who participated in it. 9
Majors offered in the Division of Business Administration retained
their perennial appeal for goodly numbers of students. Old liberal arts
and sciences majors such as English, history, and biology experienced
relative declines, although they were popular with students enrolled in
teacher education. Among the newer majors, computer science was the
child prodigy: two hundred students listed it as their major in the spring
semester of 1984. A new major in photo-communications attracted many
students, and so did the more nature, but not old, majors in criminal
justice and theatre arts. Finally, a young religious studies major was of
special note, in spite of its modest enrollment, for its worth and quality. 10
One of the educational programs introduced at St. Edward's in the
1970s was bilingual-bicultural training for elementary school teachers.
Of the thousands of Mexican American children in Texas, large numbers
began school without a knowledge of English, a situation which SEU's
Sister Marie Andre Walsh decided to address. She suggested to Brother
Walsh, then academic dean, that St. Edward's might help to meet the
need for teachers in that field. He encouraged her to explore the matter,
and so in 1970 she did a survey of all fifty states to see what they were
doing about bilingual education.
When the survey was completed, it could be seen that there was a
real need for development in this branch of teacher training. Thus Sister
Walsh was able to make a case which persuaded the concerned SEU
bodies such as the Teacher Education Council, the Academic Council
and the Academic Committee of the Board of Trustees to allow her to
move ahead with the project. Her next step was to organize a bilingual
education conference, which was held at St. Edward's on January 13,
1971. Participants, including specialists from the Texas Education
Agency and the Austin Independent School District, addressed questions
relevant to the establishment of the program contemplated for St.
Edward's. In July the school received approval from the Texas Teacher
Agency to begin bilingual-bicultural education for teaching candidates.
Twenty candidates were admitted that fall. Five years later there were
over 100 students, at all levels, in the program. 11
The Master of Business Administration (MBA) program begun in
1970 received approval from the Southern Association early in 1973.
Offering classes at night, the MBA met a real need in the Austin area
and was one of the principal services the university provided the
commutiity. Areas of specialization available in it were business
management, public administration, general business, and taxation.
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Library holdings for the MBA program were greatly strengthened in the
1980s by a substantial grant from the Moody Foundation. 12
One of the good ideas which came out of the Walsh administration's
rethinking of St. Edward's educational role was New College, a degree
program designed especially for older students. It began operation in
1974 with Dr. Rad Eanes as dean. Two years later Dr. Jean Meyer
assumed its deanship and it developed rapidly. Important features of
the program were credit for competence gained through work experience
or private study, individual learning contracts, conferences with instructors, and attendance at several collegia offered from semester to
semester. Important too was the New College assumption that years and
life experience are special assets of the mature learner. 13
An educational outreach which also had highly gratifYing results
also was the College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP). This began
in 1972, when President Walsh announced that the University had
received a federal grant to operate it for one year. 14 The initial proposal
was written under the direction of Dr. Gene Binder. CAMP was set up
in the United States Office of Economic Opportunity to provide a year
of full financial assistance and a number of support services to students
from migrant worker families. Later the program was taken over
successively by the Department of Labor and the Department of
Education. About 85% of the students enrolled in it were Mexican
Americans and most of the remainder blacks. Most were from Texas
with Florida the next largest source. 15
'
The great majority of the students who began in CAMP continued
in college, many of them at St. Edward's. CAMP's 1985 report gave its
total enrollment from the beginning as 1500, with 1301 of these
completing a program of post-secondary education. The success rate,
with success defined as remaining in school and not returning to migrant
work, was reckoned at 87%. The CAMP director in the Centennial year
was Miss Randa Safady. 16
Three work-study programs for young students from migrant
farm worker families in Texas were conducted on campus in the summers.
Two of them were the Migrant Attrition Prevention Program (MAPP)
for the ninth and tenth graders, and Educational Studies to Influence
Migrant Advancement (ESTIMA) for the eleventh and twelfth graders
and new high school graduates. These programs were designed to help
students complete high school or start college, and to give them some
work experience outside of migrant farm labor. The director of
MAPP-ESTIMA was Mr. Frank Quinonez. The third program, Rural
Upward Bound (RUB), was designed to prepare students from the tenth
to the twelfth grades for college. It started in 1979 and was directed by
Mr. Ramon Echazarreta, Jr. The three programs, funded by a combination of public and private sources, brought a total of about two hundred
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students to the campus each summer. A number of them eventually
attended St. Edward's. 17
The old battle for financial suffiency and development furnished its
share of highlights in the Walsh administration. Financially, the most
unsettling passage came in 1973-74. Although enrollment was rising,
faculty and administrative costs were going up too. Religious, whose
contributed services had kept costs down for years, were now contributing
relatively less. At the same time chronic inflation was adding to the
financial burden. In a memorable meeting with faculty and staff in
Moody Hall 200 on May 16, 1973, President Walsh warned that stern
economies would have to be made. The months that followed were
painful ones, but the immediate crisis was surmounted. Economies based
on the work of the Presidential Task Force of summer 1974 helped
considerably. 18
Although the demands of the operating budget limited the funds
available for physical improvements, some notable ones were made.
War surplus buildings removed included Vincent Hall, as well as old
St. Joseph Hall, and A- and B- Buildings. The "old" gym, the one built
in WW II and used successively later as the high school gym, the
women's gym, and the Union, was razed in 1983. The oldest structure
demolished in this era, however, was the old boiler house with the brick
chimney, built after the fire of 1903 (partially rebuilt after the tornado),
south of the main building. 19 The quonset huts, east of Main, survived.
Their earlier uses had included housing for the coaches' families, for the
Dominicans, for a Spanish House, and for the campus ministry. So, as
already noted, did the old infirmary.
The much-discussed need for a campus social center was partially
met when the old natatorium was converted into the Rathskeller in 1974.
The name Rathskeller was an apt one, but it was soon replaced, perhaps
because people had trouble spelling it, by Reunion. 20
Another example of the changing uses of facilities occurred when
the Dominicans sold to the university in 1981 the priory they had built
on campus in 1969-70. Renamed Mang House, in honor of the late
Brother William Mang, it came to serve as the president's residence. 21
But the great development in physical plant was the construction
of a new library. The old library, put up in 1953-4, had been a serviceable
building for years, but it had become inadequate by the 1970s. In his
"Facing the Future" address of January 21, 1971 Brother Walsh had
stated that improvement in library facilities was a top priority. Finding
the means to accomplish this was, accordingly, a project of the decade.
Toward the end of that time, the university received a grant from the
Houston Endowment to have plans drawn up for the library. This was
done by Bernard Johnson, Inc., of Houston. The new building was to
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be constructed around the old one and was to incorporate as much of
it as possible.
What put the drive for the library building over the top was a grant
of a million dollars from a fund established in the names of Loyce and
Inez Scarborough Phillips, the parents of a St. Edward's University
trustee, Mrs. Lavon Philips. (She was the wife of Mr. Verne Philips,
whose family name was similar to hers, but spelled differently.) It was
possible now to go ahead with the project. The trustees of the university
issued a proclamation naming the building the Scarborough-Phillips
Library. The proclamation, signed by Board President John H. Bauer,
said in part: "To name a library in the memory of good and faithful
friends is the ultimate and enduring honor an institution can bestow
because those friends become one with the body and spirit of the
University. " 22
Since the old site was to be the scene of construction, holdings,
furniture, and offices had to be moved away to a temporary library in
the old gym. Ground-breaking ceremonies for the new building were
held on June 2, 1980. For over a year the builders, Rio Construction
Company of Austin, were at work. During that time the library staff
made do, with perhaps less discomfort than expected, in their makeshift
quarters. Finally, the new building was ready, and the books and all
were moved into it. On October 14, 1981 the new library was formally
opened.''
Dedication ceremonies, held in the library the following February,
were a highlight of St. Edward's social history. They began on Friday
evening, the 12th, with a charming program of dance and song called "A
Little Night Music." This was presented by the SEU Omni Singers
directed by Brother Gerald Mueller for an audience of faculty, staff,
students, and local alumni. It was followed by a reception and tours of
the building. The next night there was a formal presidential reception
for major donors, trustees, and representatives of the Austin community.
The actual dedication was on Sunday afternoon. After a keynote address
by Vartan Gregorian of the New York Public Library, former Texas
Secretary of State John Ben Shepperd spoke in memory of Loyce Phillips
and Inez Scarborough Phillips. Music by the Hilltopper Chorale,
including the first performance of "Exultet: Rejoice," composed by Karol
Anne Badget, topped off the afternoon. 24
As the end of the Walsh administration approached, physical plant
needs were still pressing. One which the president and Board of Trustees
considered to be especially urgent was the remodeling of the interior of
the Main Building. By 1983 weaknesses in the floors of the building
required that it be vacated. Offices and other operations from it were
then relocated around campus and in an annex made out of the former
Mount Carmel Hospital across Woodward Street.
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The Board of Trustees was much involved with the academic and
physical improvements of the institution in the centennial era. Frequent
meetings, a well developed committee -structure, vigorous leadership,
and a great deal of hard work were among the elements that made the
board effective. Board chairmen during these years were Mssrs. Charles
Muller, John Ikard, John Wolf, John Bauer, Harry Edwards, Ken
Reimer, Gregory Kozmetsky, and Charles Betts, four of them former
students. Many other former students served as trustees.
The centennial year found St. Edward's faculty and staff much
larger and more diverse than it had been twenty years before. But there
were still quite a few people around, some retired, who gave continuity
with that earlier era. Leading the retirees was Brother Lucian Blersch,
who had come to the campus in 1927 and continued to live there in
retirement. In 1980 a former student, Mr. J. B. Morris, endowed a
faculty chair in the Division of Physical and Biological Sciences in the
name of Brother Lucian. In May 1986 Brother Lucian passed away at
Notre Dame after a short stay at the brothers' infirmary there. He had
been at St. Edward's for nearly sixty years. At the cemetery in Austin,
where he was buried, a brother pallbearer said, "It's the end of an era
for St. Ed's."
Mr. Ed Norris, who had come to the school as a student in 1937,
was retired, but still lived in the vicinity. Former university treasurer,
Brother Silverius Adelman, now director of Assumption Cemetery, was
still living on campus, where he had been since 1938. Most of the other
old-timers were still active with the university. Brothers Simon Scribner
and Emmett Strohmeyer were nearing forty years on the hilltop. Mr.
Peter Pesoli, Mr. Mondell Reddic, Brother Daniel Lynch, and he who
pens these lines all counted over thirty. Just under that figure were Mr.
Claude Nolen and brothers Andrew Angermeier, Cornelius Corcoran,
Philip Odette and Thomas McCullough. Mr. James Koch was marking
exactly a quarter century, and Mr. Richard Hughes only one year less.
Here for twenty years were Mrs. Virginia Dailey, Mr. Walle Conoly,
and Mr. Anthony Florek.
Two other persons with long service to St. Edward's died at
centennial time. They were Mr. Albert J. ("Bert") Maloney and Mr.
Oscar Kruhl. Mr. Maloney had been a valued counselor to the school
from the 1940s and had served for a considerable time on the Board of
Trustees. Oscar Kruhl had enrolled at St. Edward's as a student in
1915. He later became an employee, working at different times on the
farm and in the maintenance department. He chose to stay on as a
part-time worker past the age of eighty.
The aforementioned people, living and dead, bring to mind what
the legendary Frank O'Malley of Notre Dame used to say as he
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reminisced about one or another of his old colleagues: "His blood is on
these bricks. " 25
The growth and changing composition of the student body may be
seen in a comparison of the fall 1973 and 1983 registrar's reports. The
total enrollment (headcount, registrars say) in 1973 was 1,190; ten years
later it was 2,165. Women, just over 35% of the total enrollment in 1973,
were approximately half of it in 1983. American black enrollment nearly
doubled, to 115. American Hispanic also rose steeply, to 452. The
number of females in both groups was very close to that of the males
and ~lightly larger in the case of the Hispanics. The number of
international students increased dramatically over the decade, from 95
to 345. A study of the years 1976 to 1980 showed that while total SEU
enrollment grew by 23% in that period, international enrollment grew
by 106%. 26 In the fall of 1983 fifty-four foreign countries were
represented in the student body. Venezuela, Nigeria, Mexico, Hong
Kong and the Arab nations were the largest senders that semester. Of
the Arab countries, Bahrain with 37 sent the most and Saudi Arabia
with 14 was second. In the spring of 1984 the Bois-Roberts International
School based in France leased space on the SEU campus and brought
in some fifty students.
Gone from the new campus population was the once large contingent
of scholastic brothers. Vincent Hall Scholasticate was closed about 1970.
But in 1975 another religious community, the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate, opened a residence for their candidates in Andre Hall.
These numbered around twenty-five each year. Some attended other
schools in Austin, but most of them were St. Edward's students.
One of the interesting things about the student body was its network
of family connections. Long-time teachers often encountered sons and
daughters of former students. Sometimes generational links were even
longer. Greg Bourgeois, a Presidential Award Winner of the class of
1986 was the son of Ray Bourgeois, a senior officer of the class of '57
and a most valuable baseball player, and of Nancy Jansing, Sweetheart
of the Year that year. Greg's grandfather, Harold Jansing, '30, was
chosen as the most popular and most exemplary student as well as the
most valuable athlete of the year in his senior year. Centennial year
graduate Mercurio Martinez and his sister Adriana '84, were grandchildren of Mercurio Martinez of Laredo who graduated in 1898. Junie
Gilstead was the great granddaughter of Thomas O'Connor who, with
his brothers, was a student here in the nineties. 27 There were quite a
few of such relationships. The large numbers of brothers and sisters
which certain families placed in St. Edward's was striking also. Families
with five to seven included the Wrights, Daileys, Kelbaughs, and Ryans,
at least. The fathers of two ofthese families, Jack Dailey and John Ryan,
had been students at St .. Edward's themselves.
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The increasing number of older students was a noticeable trend in
the enrollment in the centennial era. This was owing to the graduate
programs and New College, to the enrollment of vetera~s of_ the military
services, and generally to the rising numbers of women m higher ed~ca
tion after some time out of school. In any case, a veteran teacher might
expect to have more seasoned citizens in his classes in the 1980s than
he did in the 1960s. About 45% of the students in the fall of 1983 were
twenty-five or older.
In spite of demographic changes, student life went o~ b~iskly and
extracurricular activities remained numerous. School pubhcatwns were
still an important part of them. TheHilltopper celebrated its thirtieth
anniversary in 1977 under the editorship of Joe Morris, whose un~le,
Myles Morris, had started it. An anniversary issue carried a samplmg
of the photos, stories, and cartoons which had appeared in the paper
since its beginning. In 1984 the paper all of a sudden became The
Edwardian. Why it broke with a tradition of nearly forty years and
abandoned a perfectly good name is hard to say. Perhaps it would quietly
change back in a better day. The SEU yearbook, The Tower, ~lso had a
jubilee. Since it had begun publication in 1925, it brought out Its Golden
Anniversary Edition in 1975 (even though it had not appeared every
year between). The Jubilee volume contained four pages reproduced
from the first Tower and a short sketch of the early history of the school.
The book was dedicated to the Congregation of Holy Cross, which the
fall before had celebrated the centennial of its work in Austin. The
publication called Everyman was launched in the sp:ing of 1975. An_ outlet
for original writing by students, faculty and staff, It replaced the hterary
28
magazine Writing as an annual collection.
•
Campus organizations of the 1970s and early 1980s were I_n and out
of existence as they had always been. Perhaps they were less hkely than
heretofore to have a long life. One rock of stability was the Academy of
Science, dating back to 1935. The Knights of Columbus Council 2559,
which would have celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 1975, no longer
was active. Another older organization, the Edsmen, was revived for a
time by SEU staff members Josie Luna and Margie Kintz. A ~ervice
organization, it quickly attracted generous people to membership and
lent help with numerous campus events and projects. One of them was
the annual "Festival of Lights" (at first called "Celebration of Lights")
before Christmas in front of the Main Building. Started in 1980, the
festival with its carols, decorations, and luminarias promised to become
a tradition. A modern organization which had good continuity was the
Soul Society. Its sponsorship of black history month generated a number
29
of instructive programs for the campus.
Continuing the long choral tradition at St. Edward's were the
Omni Singers and the Hilltopper Chorale directed since 1976 by Brother
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Gerald Muller, and before that by Mr. James P. Morgan, both of the
SEU music faculty. The two groups gladdened many an occasion in the
life of the school. Editor Pam Whitt and her staff chose two productions
for a two-page spread in the 1981 Tower 30 One of these was "Celebrate
Life" done by the Omni Singers in the University chapel with the help
of Brother Dunstan Bowles. The lenten dram<ttization of the life of
Christ was, the Tower account said, "a beautiful experience." The other
was "Carmina Burana" done by the Hilltopper Chorale in the atrium
of Moody Hall on May 9. After weeks of rehearsal, the performance
won high praise. Some San Antonio mastersingers in the audience
conceded that it was better than their own.
If song was alive on campus, drama was not less so. The Mary
Moody Northen Theatre was dedicated in the spring of 1972 when
Edward Mangum was the director of the theatre program. Directors after
him were successively Peter O'Rourke, Bill Pfuderer, Don Seay, and
Susan Loughran. A training facility as well as a place of public
entertainment, the theatre provided great working experience for the
students majoring in the theatre arts. The Tower kept a full pictorial
record of theatre performances year by year.
Intramural athletics were also among the activities well recorded
in the yearbook. But eloquent as its action shots were, they could not
~ell the full story of the intramural subculture on campus. As in the past
1t was for many students a cherished part of college life. But outside
jobs made participating difficult or impossible for many students.
Interscholastic athletics more than held their own. In 1985 basketball, baseball, tennis, golf and soccer were officially sponsored sports for
men. For women the official sports were volleyball, basketball, track and
tennis. In men's basketball and baseball St. Ed's played challenging
schedules and made honorable records. Joe Beck continued as basketball
coach until 1974. Coaching that sport for shorter terms after him were
in turn, Tim Walker, Rick Starzecki, and Dan Montgomery. In l98S
Tom Pate took up the assignment. In baseball St. Ed's won the 1972 Big
State Conference Title under the leadership of Coach Hamilton. After
his death late in 1973, Ray Schmotzer and Ed Norris coached for two
years each. John Knorr than came in and continued with baseball
through the 1985 season. In both 1983 and 1984 his teams reached the
district playoffs.
Tennis provided the most consistent winners in the athletic program,
as Brother Emmett led his squad through one victorious year after
another. By the end of the 1986 season, St. Edward's had taken its
twenty-sixth BSC championship in twenty-seven years.
Soccer was long in attaining full recognition. For years it had carried
on a do-it-yourself program like that of SEU baseball in the 1890s.
Mario Lopez, Brother Louis Coe, Adolfo Sanchez, and Manuel Juarez
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were among those who gave the soccer valuable lea~ersh.ip..in its
adolescent years. In 1980 St. Edward's entered its team m Diviswn II
of the Austin City League. Coached by Adolfo Sanchez, the club won
the championship, made a good showing in two tournaments, and h~d
an overall win-loss record of 22-2. The next year SEU competed m
Division I of the league, tied for first place, and won a state
championship. After a year of play as an independent, the team, now
coached by Manuel E. Juarez and Father Pascal Riwja, entered City
League and made a record of 22- 2-0. In the centennial year soccer was
promoted to varsity status.
.
Golf which had been the favorite sport of some Edsmen for tlme
out of rr:ind, was coached by faculty members Jim Koch and Glenn
Hinkle and left its share of memories. One of these was that Steve
Dunlap' became a conference medalist ":hen he _was h ?re. §
.
Overall women's athletics made Impressive gams. Locally this was
owing chiefl~ to Coach Diane Daniels, who joined the faculty in 1972.
The support which she had from Athletic Director John Knorr was. also
a factor. Nationally an improving climate was a great help, as the nghts
of women to equal consideration in school athletic programs were
increasingly recognized.
.
.
The modern program at St. Edward's began m 1974 with volleyball
and tennis. Two years later, in response to the interest of w~men ?n
campus, basketball was added. Dr. Daniels coached all women s varsity
teams until 1980 when Sharon Mcilroy took charge of basketball. Her
successor was D;vid McKey. The Big State Conference added a women's
division in 1982. The next year St. Edward's won its first conference
championship with its tennis team. In the Cent.ennial year the volleyball
team took the conference title and went to Milwaukee for the natwnal
tournament. This was the first time any women's team in the history of
31
SEU athletics had gone to the nationallevel.
In the pastoral area the office of the chaplain was renamed .the
Campus Ministry in 1974. It was headed by Father Leroy Clementich,
C.S.C., who was chaplain and campus minister from 1972 to 1984. From
1976 he was assisted in the ministry successively by Brothers Raymond
Apicella and Don Marengo. Father Clem, as he ~as co~monly cal.led,
sought to involve both students and non-students m services of v~n~us
kinds. For some time in the 1970s a student group called the Chnstian
Young Adults worked with campus ministry." These and others helped
the ministry with various tasks during the week and with the weekend
liturgies. There was also a strong corps of non-student as well as student
volunteers for the liturgies and the refreshments served after them.
Many of the congregation enjoyed fellowship in front of the chapel after
Mass. Father Clem left the university for parish work in 1984 and was
followed in the campus ministry by Father Robert Wiseman.
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In 1977 Brother Apicella took the lead in establishing the Center
for Creative Ministry on the third floor of Andre Hall. The Center
provided living quarters for a dozen students who accepted commitments
to community, to some daily prayer together, and to at least one specific
apostolic service. Brother Don Marengo directed the program, located
in different places, in its later years. 33
For many students and alumni the campus chapd was a special
place on campus. It was refreshing to go there for a quiet moment of
prayer. It offered a choice of the 9 or ll a.m. or 10 p.m. Mass on Sunday.
If you wanted "the works,"-music, song, sometimes dance or
theatre- the second morning Mass the one to go to. The favorite of the
students, however, was the Sunday evening liturgy which was relatively
quiet and simple.
By 1985 SEU alumni numbered in the thousands, over half of them
having graduated in the Walsh administration. Yet many of the late
alumni, having gone through New College or the MBA program as
mature students, were well established in their careers. The alumni office,
headed by Robert Fritsch, was well organized and efficient. It put out
a newsletter which kept ex-students informed of campus developments
and of what other ex-students were doing. It also sponsored an annual
alumni reunion at the university, usually in the summer, through 1983.
The decision was made then to have such meetings every two years.
American colleges make a point of seeking support from their
ex-students, as these very well know. For St. Edward's the main way to
do this was through an annual phonothon, a system introduced here in
the 1970s by then alumni director, Margie Kintz. The phonothon, a
marvel of American ingenuity, involved current students who made calls,
along with alumni, faculty and staff. The considerable sum raised in
this way every year was a great help to the school and evidence of the
loyalty and generosity ofSEU alumni.
Late in 1983 a special alumnus, Brother Stephen Walsh, prepared
to step down from the presidency of his alma mater. On November 18,
chairman of the Board of Trustees, Kenneth Reimer, announced that
Brother Walsh was resigning for reasons of health, and that the
resignation would be effective on June 30, 1984. A statement released
to the press at that time noted some of the highlights of his administration. Enrollment had greatly increased, new programs had been
introduced, and the curriculum had been revised. The construction of
the new library was a great step forward. The president had been
involved in many academic and civic organizations and projects. He
himself said that he considered the development of the Board of Trustees
one of the most gratifying outcomes ofhis years in the presidency. 34
The search committee for a new president was headed, as it had
been in 1972, by George Van Houten. After weeks of sifting through
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applications, it presented the names of the finalists to the Board of
Trustees. The choice of the Board was Dr. Patricia A. Hayes, an
administrator· and faculty member at the College of St. Rose in Albany,
New York. Her academic field was philosophy, in which she held a
doctorate from Georgetown University.
The appointment of Dr. Hayes was news in a special way because
she was a woman. People recalled that St. Edward's had been an all-male
school for so many years. But acceptance of the new appointee was
general and, it seemed, immediate, for her qualities, credentials, and
recommendations were persuasive. Dr. Hayes arrived in the summer of
1984 to take up her duties in the president's office, located for the time
being in the Annex on the south side of Woodward Street.
A ceremony for the inauguration of the twenty-second president
was held on January 26, 1985, in front of the Main Building. Among
the notables on the platform were Bishop Vincent Harris of Austin,
Governor Mark White, Mayor Ron Mullen, Congressman J. J. Pickle,
Chairman of SEU Board of Trustees Gregory A. Kozmetzky, and Mrs.
Malcom Milburn, Regent of the University of Texas. Present in the
audience were three former presidents of St. Edward's: Brother Edmund
Hunt, Brother Elmo Brans by, and Dr. Raymond Fleck. (Brother Stephen
Walsh was on a sabbatical year in Europe.)
The main ·speaker of the day was a former vice-president, Brother
Simon Scribner. It was fitting, he remarked, to be having the inauguration in January, for that month was named after the Roman god Janus
who looked both ways, towards the past and towards the future. Referring
his audience to this history for earlier times, the speaker went on to
review the part of the history of St. Edward's which he himself remembered. Then he looked forward, prophesying that in the future the school
would renew its dedication to educational goals and keep its religious
orientation. In closing, he invoked the "Irish blessing" upon the new
president.
Dr. Hayes was then invested with the symbols of office by Chairman
Kozmetsky and Vice-Chairman J. Neils Thompson of the Board of
Trustees. After that she made an inaugural response, emphasizing the
opportunities ahead and the association between the university and the
city of Austin. 35
The next day, a Sunday, at 2:30 p.m. there was a centennial liturgy
in St. Ignatius Catholic Church. Father Peter Logsdon, provincial of the
Southern Province of the Holy Cross Fathers, gave the homily on that
occasion. Brother Patrick Sopher, provincial of the South-West Province
of the brothers, spoke after the Mass, reviewing the history and mission
of the school. Bishop Vincent Harris and Dr. Hayes also said a few
words. 36
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After the memorial weekend, President Hayes resumed the duties
of the office she had now actually occupied for a semester. Two major
projects which she was getting started were the renovation of the main
building and the construction, south of Alumni Memorial Gym, of a new
athletic and convocation center. She was also involved in the painful
issue of where the local Salvation Army would build it~ new facility.
On August 1, 1985, it was quietly noted on campus that the first
charter of St. Edward's had been filed at the office of the Secretary of
State in Austin on that date one hundred years before. A new century
had begun for the school as a chartered institution.
-Finis Libri-

Aflerword

Afterword

Is there a symbol or an event of a single person that can capture
what St. Edward's University has been for one hundred years and
promises to be for the next one hundred years? Probably not, but my
reflections have focused on St. Joseph.
The statue of St. Joseph stands today in front of the brothers'
residence at the University, and first and foremost, St. Joseph is for me
a symbol of the individual, quiet dedication of a century of service by
the Brothers of Holy Cross. As you read the centennial history, what is
striking is not a single individual who was widely recognized and
acclaimed for work done at St. Edward's. On the contrary, the pages
are full of creative, hidden individual contributions from the brothers
and priests of Holy Cross, the I.H.M. sisters, the Dominicans, and the
many dedicated lay associates.
It is not just the hiddenness, however, that speaks of St. Joseph. It
is the quality of the craftsmanship. The people who have built St.
Edward's have crafted innovative academic programs, dedicated countless hours to individual students, worked hard to finance the University
and p::-ovide student services, and throughout have given deep witness
to their faith. God's love expressed in service to one's brothers and
sisters: that has been the heart of the Catholic tradition, the tradition
ofHoly Cross, the St. Edward's University tradition.
But what about the future as St. Edward's grows and strives for
greater visibility in a rapidly growing and exciting Austin community?
Where will we be able then to see the quiet spirit of St. Joseph? I think
we will see him as patron and protector in three very basic ways: as St.
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Joseph the just man, as provider for his family and, once again, as careful
craftsman.
As the University moves into the next century, it remains deeply
committed to justice- to the sacrificial efforts which may be necessary
to serve some of the poorest among us, to outreach by students, faculty,
and alumni into their communities, and to a way of dealing with one
another within the University in a caring and fair way. Joseph
the provider will need to be our special patron if we are to fulfill this
mission of justice. He will need to gmde our realism m prov1<1mg
financially for the well-being of our employees, for access to our students,
and for service to our community. And finally, once again as craftsmen,
we will need to be faithful to the standard of quality that our predecessors
have set.
My final reflection on St. Joseph as the special patron of this
University is a brief reflection on the writer of our centennial history.
By this work itself, a brother of Holy Cross, Brother William Dunn, has
gifted the University with a carefully crafted record of the University's
life. I want to express my personal gratitude to Brother William for this
work and for the special witness ofhis life in the life of this University.
Patricia A. Hayes
President
St. Edward's University

Watching TV in high school dormitory.

Rough housing in high school dormitory.

District championship high school team, 1952
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Dorm life
vVorld War II parade on Congress Avenue.

Students at prayer in high school chapel.

Wartime graduation of Military Academy.
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Summer Stock 1986. Below l to r-Al Sanders, Megan Watson, Ana Torres,
Michelle Ney, Gabriel Espinosa, Renee Hoke, Charles Ney, Cynthia Haskett,
Patricia Pearcy, Christie Orth, Robert Bessello, Bro. Gerald Enos, Linda
Eaves. Above l to r - Rodney Rincon, Angela Lanza, Tony Cometo, Melba
Mishler, Jill Giles, Alan Lee, Susan Loughran.

Brother Stephen Walsh, Sister Marie Andre Walsh and Glenn Hinkle accept
"Distinguished Achievement" award in Chicago. Persons at jar right and lift not
identified.

i

Sharon Round and
Chris Cho in "A
Company of Wayward
Saints."

Mr. Edward Mangum, theatre director

Bergman in "Summer
and Smoke"

Scene from "Camelot", Mary Moody
Norther Theatre.
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Susan Loughran in "Private
Lives".

Angela Lanza, Jill
Giles, Rob Muir, Margaret Connelly, Helen
Prince in "The Boyfriend," 1983.

St. Edwards's Board of Trustees, 1981. Back row l tor-Bro.
Stephen Walsh, ]. Neils Thompson, S.A. Garza, Sam
Tramonte, Andy Anderson, Father William Donahue, Gregory
Kozmetsky, Meredith Long. Front row l tor-Bert Maloney,
Bro. Hilarion Brezik, Charles Schulze, George Van Houten,
Fred George, Millie Leonard, Bro. Donald Blauvelt,
Dardanella Cardenas, Ken Reimer, Rev. Victor Goertz, jose
Juarez, John Bauer, Dan Crowley, Ted Popp, Harry Edwards,
Bro. Patrick Sopher.

Brother William Mang.

Brother Raymond
Fleck, president.

Dr. Richard B. Hughes.
Brother Hubert
Koeppen.

Brother Jacob
Eppley.

Dr. Edgar Roy, president.

Brother john Baptist
Titzer, Provincial.
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Brother Peter Celestine
Maranto, principal.

Brother Raphael Wilson,
academic dean.
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Dr. Virginia Dailey, associate academic dean.

Sister Madelaine Sophie Weber, l.H.M.,
psychology.

Dr. Leo Osterhaus, Business

Dorothy Day, Campus speaker 1965

_j

For all secretaries.
Brother Louis Coe, Mathematics

ister Marie Andre Walsh, l.H.M.,
irector ofbilingual education.
Anne Crane, Humanities.
360
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Brother john Thornton, dean ofstudents.

Mr. David Dickson, vice-president for financial affairs.

Brother Daniel Lynch,
biology

Mr. Richard Kinsey, assistant to the president.

Sister Jean Burba;
l.H.M., dean rif
students

Mr. Robert Fritsch, director rif university
relations
Mr. Walle Conoly, art
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Dr. Perry Me Williams, behavioral
and social sciences.
Father Leroy
minister.

Clementich,

campus

Dr. Joseph Pluta, economics

Brother Gerald Muller, music

f-

.
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Female dorm staff 1983, l to r: Dolly Kelbaugh,
Kathy Lind, Brenda Carter, Melly Mendoza, Ann
Daugherty, Eileen Ryan, Donna Gutierrez.

Brother William Dunn, history

Male dorm staff 1980, left to right: Brayde McClure,
Pete Erickson, Dan Deighton, Greg Galle, Dan Butcher, Chris Klaphaak, Phil Thomas.
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Library staff who did the moving into the new library
in 1981, l to r: Joe Sprug (head librarian), Bro. Jeremiah ifront), Guy Dori, Diane I)son, Connie Pulley,
Barbara Stock, Eileen Shocket, Paulette Jackson, MarieLucie Mauger.
Physical Plant staff 1985,front l tor: Mandell Reddic, Vicki deAyala,
Ana Guerrero, Luia Paniaqua, Lucy So::.a, Cruz Rodrigue::., Maria
lvfartine::., JV!ary Sue French, Archie Coffin, Don Ellerby, Ira Bennett.
Back row: Frank Bessel!e, Travis Yancy, Bill Creamer, Stephen Lee,
Pat Rowland, Malcolm "junior" Moody, Chuck Winkler, ].].
Fletcher, Howard "Butch" Southwell, Arthur Moore, Jose Valverde,
Cindi Hardy, Lucius Hill.

Brother Philip Odette, archivist.

Mail room staff, l to r: Lucas Cerna,
Pedro Ramirez, Dorothy Mills, Jim
Gonzales.

Maintenance men,front l tor: Greg johnson,
Mark Caldwell, Mandell Reddic. Standing
left to right: George Truman, Frank Besse!le, Chuck Winkler, Travis Yanry, Doug
Harris.
Communications Center staff, l to r: Lee Lombardi,
Betty Cliff (supervisor), Maurice Becknel.
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Oscar Kruhl, long-time Physical Plant
employee.
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Coach Ed Norris, Athletic Director Brother Lucian, and Coach
Tom Hamilton.
Home game, 1986.

Basketball Coach Tom Pate.
Big State Conference Championship, 1986.
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Basketball action, 1986
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TM!men's Basketball, 1983. Front row l to r-Sandi Carlisle
{assistant coach), Marina Tijerina, Alma Placenia, Lupe Garza,
Laura Yzaguirre {manager). Second row: Tammy Kouba, Liz
Hernandez, Cindy Cavazos, Karen Poole. Back row l to
r-Kathryn Hopkins (assistant coach), Sonya Binger, Jackie
Robinson, Patricia McFerren, Inger Brown, Sharon Mcilroy
(coach), Ginny Green.

SEU's first TM!men's Intercollegiate Basketball Team 1975.
Standing l to r - Dr. Diane Daniels, Marina Cortez,
Paulette Valis, Kathy Gonzales, Paula Valis, Dora Rios,
Patricia Cortinas, Dr. Emma Lou Linn, Kneeling left to
right: Dalia Romero, Nona Sheridan, and Dolores Hernandez.

Coach Diane Daniels.

Volleyball ac#on

julie Chauvin passing, 1986.

Marina Tijerina and opponent.
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A grand year in volleyball, 1985. Congratulations. Anabel Cantu focing Julianne de Ybarrando;
Sandra TM!rd {II), Ginny Green at left.
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Tennis players and trophies, l to r: Robbie Wessel,
unidentified, Steve Shadowen, Bob Hilliard, Gustavo
Alaniz, Robert Barber, Coach Brother Emmett.
Women's Tennis Team 1984. L to r-Lesia Hunter, Barbara
Solohub, Jeanne Law, Margaret Cooper, Michelle Jackson.

·nnis 1985. L to r: julio Rojas, Karl
uhiainen, john DeSai, Mike Larsson,
hn Houck, Steven Pierce.

Brother Emmett and trophies.

~'

Women's Tennis Team 1983
-84. Standing l to r Karla
Galle, Coach Diane Daniels,
Kelly 0 'Reilly. Kneeling,
Robin Parrish, Merry Ann
McCrary.

Merry Ann McCrary.

Julio Rojas.
1Vlike Larsson.
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Foreground: Kelly O'Reilly and Merry Ann
J\lfcCrary.
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Identifications in this picture, probably from about 1955,
are hard to make. In the front row, l to r, Joe Molina
and Marcel Rocha seem to be #3 and #4. The individual,
not in uniform, at the right end of the back row is probably
Bob Davis.

Cross Country runners 1985. Seated: Irene Nino, Julie Chauvin,
Maria Guerrero, Kelly O'Reilly. Standing lifl, front: Melinda
Bennett. Standing lifl to right: Jeannette Pires, Tony Sotelo,
Rolando Jiminez, Chris King, David Scardino, John Whitlock,
Coach John Percy.

Baseball Coach and athletic director
John Knorr.

Greg Galle sliding home.

Golf 1985. L to r - Giles Kibbe, Gideon Graves, Tab Dumont, Steve Jackson, Raul
Montes, Bill Wahl.

Photographing the 1986 squad.
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Santiago
Arias

375

Gideon
Graves

Soccer 1985. Front, l to r- Tony Ross, Alex Ballesteros, Afshim l\1ohammedz:.adek,
James Debouis, Daniel, Moses Abam, Kevin, (captain). Back l to r: Pascal
Rwija, Richard Bullock, Mark McCann, Bruce, Joe Champine, Kelly Hargis,
Jorge Hernandez:., jorge Borrego, Melinda Bennet (manager), Coach Manuel juarez:..

jesse Hernandez:. leaping.
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Intramurals in the Centennial Era
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CAMP Club l to r front row-Dolores Gutierrez,
Lucy Gonzales, Noemi Mazuca, Mary Lou Moreno,
Gracie Bravo. Back l tor-Robert Cavazos, Rolando
Negrete, Guadalupe Aranda, Maria Trevino, Olivia
Gomez, Robert Hernandez, Eliseo Elizondo.

Coeds on campus

Soul Society, l to r - Mozetta Johnson, Andrea Pressley,
Beverley Pressley, Patrick Mason, Castel Moore, Nathaniel Lesane, Bro. William Dunn, Robin Vasser, Vivian
Jackson, Charles Hunt, Deborah Keyes, Bobby Byrd.

Girls from St. Mary's Academy singing with St. Ed's High
School boys.
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Omni Singers*
See page 426 for complete caption
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Man of the year 1977, Ken Lamy. Brother Stephen Walsh
presenting.

High School junior picnic.

Cookout south ofMain Building

Woman of the year 1977, Becky Phillip. Brother Stephen Walsh.

Cookout near the cafeteria.

Festival ofLights.
380
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Listening.
Inauguration
speaking.

of President Hayes, January 26, 1985. Dr. Patricia Hayes

Viewing

Brother Simon Scribner giving inaugural
address.

Sliding.

Dr. Hayes speaking at her inauguaration

Training
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Dr. Hayes with Board of Trustees Chairman
Gregory Kozmetsky at her right and Governor
of Texas, Mark White, on her left.
383

Centennial Class oj'85 entering.

Centennial Class oj'85 graduating.

Community Day, Oct. 19, 1985.
A Centennial Event.

Happy Centennial year graduates.
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NOTES
The materials used in the preparation of this history are found chiefly in four collections, administrative correspondence, mostly between Austin and Notre Dame, Indiana,
is in the Indiana Province Archives at the University of Notre Dame. Later correspondence
of this kind is in the St. Edward's University Archives. So are most of school publications
used, except for Notre Dame Scholastic, which is in the Indiana Province Archives, Austin
newspapers referred to are in the Austin History Center, except the Texas Vorvaerts; that is
in the Texas Newspaper Collection at The University of Texas at Austin

Dr. Patricia Hayes, twenty-second president of St.
Edward's University. Assumed duties August I,
1984. Inaugurated january 26, 1985.

ly CrQss Religious at St. Edward's with President
;yes, August 1984. *
See page 426 for complete caption
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Chapter 1: "Austin is my Benjamin."
I. "Texas Items," Notre Dame Scholastic 5:36 (May 18, 1972), 5 (hereafter
referred to as Scholastic).
2. Ibid.
3. For the life and work of Father Moreau, see Etienne Catta and Tony
Catta, Basil Anthony Mary Moreau, trans. Edward L. Heston, C.S.C. (Milwaukee:
The Bruce Publishing Company, 1965).
4. Letter 5, Feb. 24, 1869 in Circular Letters of the Very Reverend Edward Sarin
(Notre Dame, 1885), I 7 (hereafter referred to as Circular Letters.)
5. The beginnings of the Congregation of Holy Cross in America are
recounted in Catta, Moreau 1:490-518.
6. Letter I, December 31, 1868 in Circular Letters, 7.
7. "A Man of Many Parts," Notre Dame Magazine 14:1 (Spring, 1985), p. 32.
8. Circular letter of second Sunday after Easter, 1879, Circular Letters,
228-30; Brother Andrew Corsini Fowler, C.S.C., A Chronological Outline: The
Congregation of Holy Cross in the United States, 1841-!978 (Notre Dame, Indiana:
Province Archives Center, 1980). (Hereafter referred to as Chronological Outline.
9. Ibid.
10. Land is the key to much of immigration into Texas.
II. Scholastic 3:6 (Nov. 27, 1869), 48; Brother Kilian Beirne, C.S.C., From
Sea to Shining Sea (Valatie, N.Y.: Holy Cross Press, 1966), 145-46; University of
St. Mary, Galveston, Texas: Souvenir Volume of the Silver Jubilee of the College under
jesuit Administration (Galveston: 1909), ll-12; Rev. Pierre Fourier Parisot, O.M.I.,
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The Reminiscences of a Texas Missionary (San Antonio: John Brothers Printing Co.,
1899), 33; letter of J. B. Bellaclas to Sorin, August 26, 1869.
12. Sorin's answer of Sept. 2 to the request from Galveston is not found,
but it is referred to in a letter to him, dated Sept. II, 1869, from an official of
the Galveston diocese, Rev. L. C. M. Chambodut. Sorin, in letters of Oct. 30,
1871 to Bishop John Henni of Milwaukee and of Dec. 9, 1872 to Bishop Dubuis,
refers to his own talks with the latter bishop at the Vatican Council in Rome.
The Council opened on Dec. 8, 1869, and was unofficially terminated by the
outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War in the next summer.
13. Report of the provincial chapter of 1870; The Chronicles of the Congregation
of Holy Cross in the United States (Notre Dame: 1895) (hereafter referred to as
Chronicles 1895).
14. Beirne, From Sea to Shining Sea, 76; letter of Rev. Richard Shortis to Sorin,
Oct. II, 1870.
15. Toohey to Sorin, Oct. 10, 1870; Boniface to Sorin, Oct. 11, 1870.
16. Boniface to Sorin, Oct. 11, Nov. 27, Dec. 17, 1870.
17. "A Letter from the South," Scholastic 4:6 (April 22, 1871) 4-5.
18. The church has been St. Mary's Cathedral since the establishment of
the Austin diocese in 1948.
19. Bernier to Sorin, Feb. 9, 1872.
20. Mary Doyle file in SEUA; Frank Brown, "Annals of Travis County and
the City of Austin from the Earliest Times to the Close of 1875," p.30
(unpublished ms.) AHC (hereafter referred to as Brown, "Annals of Travis
County"); Feltin to Sorin, March 21, 1874.
21. Sister Mary Raymond Sullivan to Margaret Sullivan, March 29, 1872.
The date of the letter seems early. Father Sorin did not wind up his immediate
business in Austin until April 9 or 10, and the sisters were on their way home
when this letter was written.
22. "Texas Items," Scholastic 5:36 (May 18, 1872), 4-6; Rev. Nicholas Feltin
to Sorin, May 2, 1872.
23. Possibly he was the Reverend T. O'Sullivan of Fort Wayne, who seems
to have been close to Sorin and may have been a former Notre Dame student.
The Scholastic (5:37, May ?5, 1872, p.4) reported that Father O'Sullivan stopped
at Notre Dame in May, 1872. In 1890 he visited St. Edward's with Father William
Corby, then provincial, and wrote about it in an exuberant style very like that
of the 1871 "Letter from Texas" and the 1872 "Texas Items." See Scholastic 23:29
(March 29, 1890), 460-3. For Lemonnier see Scholastic 5:33 (April 27, 1872), p.4.
24. Letter of Nov. 17, 1872.
25. "Texas Items," 4.
26. Sorin to Dubuis, April 10, 1872. I am indebted here to Mr. Jacques P.
Darrouzet, for many years an attorney for St. Edward's University, for additional
information from the Travis County records about these transactions.
27. Sorin to Dubuis, April 10, 1972.
28. Ibid.
29. Feltin to Sorin,June 11, Dec. 14, 1872,Jan. 22,1873, Feb. 11, March
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21, 1874.
30. Boniface to Sorin, May 17, 1872.
31. Mary Doyle to Sorin, Nov. 17, 1872.
33. Feb. 5, 1873.
32. Feltin to Sorin, Dec. 14, 1872. 33. Feb. 5, 1873.
34. Mary Doyle file, SEUA.
35~~John T. Allan to Sorin, Nov. 21, 1873; Sorin to [Allan], Nov. 27, 1873;
Mary Doyle file, SEUA.
36. Brother Charles to Sorin, Sept. 11, 1873; Chambodut to Sorin, n.d., 1873.
37. Feltin to Sorin, March 21, 1874.
38. Sorin to Dubuis, April 5, 1874.
39. Copy of document in SEUA, folder V of Sorin letters; Chambodut to
Sorin, April 21, 1874.
40. Feltin to Sorin, May 3, 1874; Annales de la Propagation de la Foi (Lyon:
1852) vol. 24, p.328 in Feltin file, CAT; Sister Angelina Murphy, C.D.P., Mother
Florence: A Biographical History (Smithtown, N.Y.: Exposition Press, 1980), 3-7;
Spillard to Sorin, May 3, 1874, June 2, 1875.
41. Brother Bernard Gervais, C.S.C., The General Matricule: Membership
Register, Congregation of Holy Cross, 1820-!936 (New York: 1944) Entry 1734,
"Spillard, Daniel Augustin;" Rev. William Corby to Sorin, April 8, 1874
(hereafter referred to as Matricule); "St. Patrick's," Scholastic, 5:31 (April 13,
1872), 5.
42. Brother Maurice to Spillard, March 8, 1874; Our Provinces, vol. 5 Centenary
Chronicles of Sisters of the Holy Cross (Notre Dame: 1941), 89-104; "Letter from the
Capital of Texas," signed "Texas" and dated Aug. 6, 1874, in The Morning Star
and Catholic Messenger August 16, 1874.
43. Sorin to Spillard, May 8, 1874. For the reference to Benjamin, see
Genesis 42-44 and especially verse 20 of chapter 44.
Chapter 2: "To Make a Beginning."
1. Spillard to Sorin, June 22, Aug. 27, Sept. 7, 1874; Sorin to Spillard,
Sept. 2, Sept. 13, Sept. 20, Dec. 10, 1874. The Austin State journal in its issue of
June 30, 1870, had observed: "We are fully supplied with orators and politicians,
but in need of farmers .... "
2. Spillard to Sorin, Sept. 23, 1874.
3. Congregation of Holy Cross: General Directory of Houses and Religious (Rome:
Curia Generalizia di Santa Croce, 1962), 190 (hereafter referred to as General
Directory).
4. Ibid., 164; Brother John of the Cross to Sorin, Oct. 22, 1873, March
20, 1874; Sorin to Spillard, Oct. 12, 1874.
5. Carlos Edouardo Castaneda, Our Catholic Heritage in Texas 1519-!936,
vol. 7 The Church in Texas Since Independence, ed. Paul J. Foik (Austin:
Boeckman-Jones Co., 1936-58), 329.
6. Sorin to .Spillard, April 23, 1875, July 29, 1876, Feb. 2, May 7, 1879;
Spillard to Sorin, Oct. 23, Dec. 2, 16, 1874, Sept. 25, 1875; Brothers John,
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Maximus and Ubaldus to Sarin, Nov. 21, 1874; Sr. Mary Rose to Sarin, March
8, 1877.
7. Spillard to Sarin, June 3, July 25, 1875, Oct. 13, 17, 1876.
8. Spillard to Sarin, March 28, 1878, July 22, Aug. 14, Oct. I, 21, 1879;
Sarin to Spillard, Aug. 19, Oct. 4, 1879.
9. Sarin to John Allan, Nov. 27, 1873; affidavit of Bernard Mullaly, St.
Joseph County, Indiana, Dec. 9, 1961. According to a description, by Jacques
Darrouzet, of the general claim of title in SEUA, William and Mary Sneed
conveyed the one hundred acre tract to Sarin on Dec. 24, 1881.
10. [Sarin) to [Spillard], [early 1879?); Sister Mary Rose to Sarin, March
8, 1877.
II. Spillard to Sarin, Aug. 7, 1875, Dec. 21, 31, 1878; Sister Mildred to
Sarin, Aug. 18, Oct. 29, !875;John Lauth to Sarin, Oct. 20, 1875;J.J. Shea to
Sarin, Dec. 27, 1878.
12. Spillard to [Sarin), April20,July 25, Oct. 13, 1876; Rev. Alexis Granger,
Report on the Province of Indiana since the General Chapter of 1872, until the present date
December 1878, (Notre Dame, 1878) (hereafter referred to as Report 1878); Sarin
to Spillard, Jan. 29, 1879; Demers to Sarin, April 5, 1879.
13. Sarin to Spillard, Feb. 2, 1879; Spillard to Sarin, Feb. 2, 27, 1879.
14. Sarin to [Spillard?], Aug. 5, 1875; Sarin to Spillard, Oct. 5, 1875; Sister
Mary Perpetua to Sarin, Nov. II, 1877.
15. Sister Mildred to Sarin, Austin, March 3, 1877; Sister Mary Rose to
Sarin, March 8, 1877; Sister Mary Perpetua to Sarin, Nov. II, 1877.
16. Sister Mary Raymond Sullivan to Margaret Sullivan, March 29, 1872;
Spillard to Sarin, Feb. 27, 1879.
17. Spillard to Sarin, May 3, June 22, Aug. 27, 1874.
18. Spillard to Sarin, July 28, 1875; Sarin to Spillard, Aug. 23, 1875;
accompanying undated sketch of building plan.
19. Sarin to Spillard, Aug. 23, 1875.
20. Spillard to Sarin, Sept. 13, 1875.
21. Sarin to Spillard, Feb. 2, 1874; Spillard to Rev. Alexis Granger, Sept.
28, 1875. Granger was provincial superior of the Indiana Province from 1875 to
1880.
22. Sarin to Spillard, Oct. 5, 1875; Cooney to Sarin, Oct. 10, 1875. 23. Report
1878.
24. Chronicles, 1895.
25. Echo, Vol. VII, no. 7, pp.3-4. The Byrne memoir is referred to hereafter
as Byrne, "Early Days."
26. Ibid.; Spillard to Sarin, Feb. 2, 1879.
27. Spillard to Sarin, Aug. 14, 1879.
28. Sarin to Spillard, Feb. 2, 1879.
29. Sarin to Spillard, n.d.
30. Spillard to Sarin, July 22, 1879.
Chapter 3: A Name and a Charter.
l. Spillard to Sarin, Aug. 4, 1881.
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2. Matricule, entry #1731.6; Jacob Lauth to Sarin, Oct. 15, 1878; Jacob
Lauth to Granger, Oct. 1, 1880; Peter J. Franciscus to Sarin, May 8, 1884; Peter
Lauth, Sept. 1, 1885; Sister Mildred to Sarin, Oct. 29, 1875.
3. Letter of obedience and covering letter, L'Etourneau to John Lauth,
both dated Nov. II, 1881.
4. Spillard to Sarin, Sept. II, 1882. A fine, scholarly biography (not a
hagiography) of Saint Edward is Edward the Corifessor (London, 1970) by Frank
Barlow.
5. "Personal,"Echo 1:2 (Oct. I, 1888), 8; Spillard to Sarin, Nov. 26, 1881.
6. Rev. Louis L'Etourneau to Lauth, Jan. 29, 1882.
7. Sarin to Spillard, Oct. 22, 1881.
8. Spillard to Sarin, Sept. II, 1882; Franciscus to Sarin, May 8, 1884.
9. Spillard to Sarin, Sept. 25, 1882, Jan. 25, 1883.
10. Byrne, "Early Days," 3-4.
II. Ibid. 4.
12. Lauth to Granger, Nov. 24, 1884.
13. Robinson to Sarin, Dec. 9, 1873, Feb. 9, 1874, Aug. 26, Sept. 25, 1883.
Byrne, "Early Days," 3-4.
14. Robinson to Sarin, Sept. 25, Oct. 30, 1883.
15. Robinson to Sarin, Sept. 25, 1883.
16. Franciscus to Sarin, Nov. 14, 1883. Letter 115 in Circular Letters of Father
Sorin, pp.l83-84, lists as a new appointment "Rev. P. Franciscus, Assistant
Provincial for Louisiana and Texas."
17. Franciscus to Sarin, May I, 8, 19, June 25, 1884.
18. Franciscus to Sarin, Feb. 13, 1884.
19. Franciscus to Sarin, May I, 8, 1884.
20. P. ]. Franciscus, Feb. 13, 1884; P. Lauth to Sarin, Feb. 18, Hi84; P.
Lauth to Sarin, n.d.
21. Franciscus to Granger, May 20, 1884.
22. Chronicles 1895; Peter Lauth to Granger, Nov. 24, 1884.
23. Peter Lauth to Sarin, Jan. 31, 1885; "Prospectus," St. Edward's College
Catalogue 1885-1886, 5. (Hereafter in references to catalogues and bulletins the
name of the school will be omitted.)
24. Franciscus to Sarin, June 23, 1885.
25. Franciscus to Sarin, May 3, 1885; Hurth to Sarin, Aug. 7, 1885.
26. Hurth to Sarin, Aug. 7, 1885; copy of charter in SEUA; Catalogue
1885-1886, p.2
27. Franciscus to Sarin, June 23, 1885.
28. Franciscus to Sarin, April 26, Oct. 10, 1885, May 7, 1886; Hurth to
Sarin, Aug. 7, !885.
29. Franciscus to Sarin, June 23, 1885, May 7, 1886.
30. Hurth to Sarin, Aug. 7, 1885.
31. Hurth to Sarin, Sept. 24, 1885; Franciscus to Sarin, Oct. 10, 1885.
32. Hurth to Sarin, Sept. 24, 1885; Franciscus to Sarin, Oct. 10, 1885.
33. Hurth to Sarin, Sept. 24, 1885; "Report on St. Edward's College," Oct.
I [1885], by Hurth.
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34. Quoted in Billy Mac Jones, The Health Frontier (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press), 108.
35. Santos Benavides, "How I Spent My Vacation," St. Edward's Echo 2:3
(Jan., 1890) 5-6 (hereafter referred to as Echo).
36. Catalogue 1885-1886, p.5; Franciscus to Sorin, Oct. 10, 1885.
37. Franciscus to Sorin, Oct. 10, 1885; General Directory, p.l94.
38. Franciscus to Sorin, Feb. 15, 1886.
39. Franciscus to Sorin, Feb. 8, 15, 26, 1886.
40. Franciscus to Sorin, Feb. 15, May 7, 1886.
41. General Directory, 242.
42. Franciscus, Report of May 1, 1886.
43. Franciscus to Sorin, Feb. 8, 1886.
44. Franciscus, Report of May 1, 1886.
45. "Catalogue of Students," Catalogue 1885-1886, pp.11-12.
46. Franciscus, Report of May 1,1886.
47. Franciscus to Sorin, May 7, 19, 1886.
48. Catalogue 1885-1886, pp.l3 -16, 18.

Chapter 4: The Last Years of Old College.
l. For example, Echo 1:1 (July 1888), 16.
2. "Prospectus," Catalogue 1885-86, 5-8.
3. "General Regulations," ibid. 9-10.
4. Catalogue 1887-88, 12-14; Catalogue 1888-89, 19-24.
5. In a letter of May 20, 1886 to Sorin, Franciscus noted that the boys
then in school ranged in age from seven to fifteen years.
6. Catalogue 1887-88, p.14.
7. Chronicles, 1895.
8. See faculty listings in catalogues.
9. "Catalogue of Students," Catalogue 1887-88, 17-20.
10. Texas Vorwaerts, 5:32 (May 25, 1888), 2 (hereafter referred to as Vorwaerts).
The Texas Vorwaerts is in the Texas newspaper collection of the University of
Texas at Austin.
11. Catalogue 1887-88, 16.
12. Echo 1:1 (July, 1888), 2.
13. The school authorities went out of their way later to make it clear that
time was not taken from studies to prepare the musical and other parts of the
program. Echo 1:1 (July, 1888), 1-2.
14. Ibid. 1-2, 11-12. The report "St. Edward's College" on pp.ll-12 is
taken from the Austin Daily Statesman of June 16, 1888 (hereafter referred to as
Statesman.)
15. Echo 1:4 (April, 1889), 5-7.
16. Echo 1:2 (Oct. 1, 1888)
17. Hurth to Sorin, Sept. 7, 1888, and note in Sorin's hand on reverse of
the same letter; Hurth to Sorin, Dec. 12, 1888; Echo 1:4 (April, 1889), 9.
18. Ibid. 1:1 (July, 1888), 1.
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19. Phonography is shorthand writing.
20. Echo 1:1 (July, 1888), 1-2.
21. Ibid. 1:1 (July, 1888), 13, 16.
22. Ibid. 13; Catalogue 1887-88, 5-6.
23. Minutes of Board of Directors of St. Edward's College, July 20, 1887.
Minutes of the Board of Directors of St. Edward's College, Dec. 28, 1887. In
SEUA there are plans for a new building drawn up by Clayton in 1884.
24. "Minutes of Provincial Council," April 10, June 9, July 9, 1888.
25. Chronicles, 1895.
26. Quoted in Echo 1:1 (July, 1888), 13.
27. Catalogue 1887-88, 5-6; Vorwaerts 5:42 (Aug. 3, 1888)
28. Hurth to Sorin, Sept. 7, 1888.
29. Ibid. Statesman of Sept. 18 quoted in Echo 1:2 (Oct. 1, 1888), 5-7;
Vorwaerts 5:50 (Sept. 21, 1888)
30. Quoted in Echo 1:2 (Oct., 1888), 5.
31. Ibid. 5
32. Ibid. 6-7.
33. Ibid. 7.
34. Ibid. 7; Vorwaerts, 5:50 (Sept. 21, 1888).
35. General Directory, p.l81; Minutes of Provincial Council, July 27, 1888.
36. Hurth to Sorin, Oct. 12, 1888; statement in behalf of Mr. Ol!mert by
local council of St. Edward's College, Dec. 12, 1888.
37. News note, Echo 1:3 (Jan. 1889), 2.
38. Ibid.
39.Echo 1:3 (Jan., 1889), 11.
40. News note in Echo 1:3 (Jan. 1889), 2, 11, and Statesman, Dec. 23, 1888,
quoted in Echo 1:3 (Jan. 1889), 2-3.
41. Statesman quoted in Echo 1:3 (Jan. 1889), 2.
42. Ibid. 3.
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The undefeated football team of St. Edward's College-1923. From l to r, upper
row: Aillet, O'Connor, Harrington, Evans, Vignos, Durrenberger, Halm. Middle
row: Meredith, Kelly, Swanson, Williams, Gannon, Niemic, V. Daniel, Kinane,
Meagher (Coach). Lower row: Lavin, Polisky, Ryan, Stuessy, Woeber, (Captain),
Zarsky, Valenta, Schloegel, Reilly.
Brothers with Bishop Louis}. Reicher c. 1948. Seated l to r-Brother Edmund
Hunt, Bishop Reicher, Brother Bonaventure Foley. Standing l to r first row.
Brothers Rembert Sorg, Myron Roes (back), Emmett Strohmeyer (forward), Paul
Schwoyer, August Dilley, Lucian Blersch, Innocent Stacco, Patrick Cain (forward),
Kenan Judge. Second row standing-Brothers Silverius Adelman, Marcus Coogan,
Kieran Ryan, Malcolm Campbell, Lucas, Lambert Barbier. Top row, standingBrothers Frederick Ludwig, Fergus Burns, Simon Scribner, Raphael Wilson, Vincent
Foken.
Big State Conference Champions 1969.
Standing, l to r: Joe Fritsch, Manager, Tom Hamilton, Coach, Manny Rosales,
Mike Murphy, Jack Singleton, Art Torres, Mick Jahn, john Stephenson, Joe
Striewe, Greg LaValle, Mike Dillard, Mike Shane, Asst. Manager; Kneeling:
Bob Pool, Pete Zenner, Roger Metzger, unidentified, Mitch Baldoni, Tony Arias,
Larry Carroll, Buck Glenn, Tony Zappia, Bob Beck.
1962 graduates. Bottom row: Jerome Egan, Tom Kaiser, Wm. Straney, Claude
Blanchard, Jim McDermott, Wm. Vanderweele. Second row: Bob Zapalac, Jim
Hesse, Dave Eckstein, John Bauer, Leo Braun. Third row: Fred Crowe, Rudolph
Timpte, Theodore Wierzbinski, Matt Landry, Jim Walkowski, Charles Rollo.
Fourth row: Fred Arms, Joseph Van Gale, Brother Richard Morand, Ed. Henderson, Richard Shannon, Sidney Marceaux. Top row: joseph Fran;:;etti, Erwin
Becker, Louis Amezuita, james O'Keefe, Bill Winkley, James Walsh.
Student Senate c. 1963. First row l to r - George Natsis, Leo Juneau, Bob Biehl;
Second row: Paul McDermott, Jorge Esparza, Luis Luis, Jim Barajas, Hershey
Montemayor, Ralph Voorhies; Third row: Dominic Culotta, Mike Dant, Larry
Abbott, Steve Pedro, Dave Hardin, Al Cisneros.
House of Clubs, student government body 1963. First row l to r - Jim Kulleck,
Frank Bratina, Joe Kissell, Paul Borowski, Jim Trunk. Second row: Tom Krysinski, Rene Greenwald, Chris Mayzner, Ken Pearce, Joe Kennedy, Mark Walters,
Dan Rosprim.
Student body officers c. 1965. l to r - W Henning, Treasurer; T Nate, President;
D. Dwyer, Secretary,· Bro. Simon Scribner C.S.C., F. Harning, Vice President.
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Omni Singers, Front l to r - Karol Ann Badgett, Brenda Murray, Rebecca Martin,
Tom Shindell, Gary Cadwallader. Second row l to r-Kathy Harris, Deborah
Harris, Lori Fagan, Alan Lee, Kevin Montgomery. Third row l to r-Angela
Lanza, Robert Long, Michael Stack, Pedro Ramiriz, unidentified. Back row l to
r - john Eagan, Evan Kelly, Douglas Rhodenbaugh, Tony Cutaia
Holy Cross Religious at St. Edward's with President Hayes, August 1984. Front
row, behind Dr. Hayes, l to r - Brothers Jeremias Mysliewic, Philip Odette,
Daniel Lynch, William Dunn. Second row-Brothers Cornelius Corcoran, Gerald
Muller, Simon Scribner, joseph Harris, Silverius Adelman, james Hanson. Third
row: John Perron, Felix Schoen, John Thornton, Louis Coe. Father Robert Wiseman
at right. Fourth row- Brothers Hilarion Brezik, Eagan Hunter, Lucian Blersch,
Richard Daly. Rear-Brother Thomas McCullough.
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Adelsperger, E. R., 74
Adolphus, Brother, 100, 125
Advertisement, 27, 65, 86, 146
Aerial view (1940), 245
AFL-CIO, 288, 310
Agatha, Brother, 32
Agnew, Donald, 263
Agricultural education, 147-148, 179
Alamo, 182
Albert, Brother, 40, 43, 44, 55, 58, 68
Alcohol, 260
Allan, John T., 12
Allred, James, Gov., 233
Aloysius, Sister, 35
Alpha Chi, 228, 288
Alpheus, Brother, 29, 36
Altmiller, Henry, 325, 336
Alumni, 347
American National Bank, Austin, 201, 206
Amencan Tamburitza String Orchestra, 233
Amyette, 208
Ancient Order of Hibernians 104
Andersen, Br. Charles, 298, S06
Anderson, Andy, 358
Anderson, Hunk, 224
Andre Bessette, Brother, Blessed, 212, 255
Andre Hall, 212, 255, 280, 343, 347
Angela, Sister, 19
Angermeier, Br. Andrew, 260, 342
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Annex, The, 255, 257, 281, 348
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Apicella, Br. Raymond, 346-347
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Arab nations, 343
Arbor Day, 78
Armijo, Larry, 277
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Austin National Bank, 169
Austin Opera House, 80
Austin Senators (baseball team), 155
Austin Statesman, 116
Austin Symphony Orchestra, ISO
Austin Verein Germania, 90
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Ave Maria Press, 9, 69
Avenue Hotel, 86
Awards, 37
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Badget, Anne, 341
Bahic, Francis Adler, 234
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Booth, John, 129, 139
Borchers, Elmore, 188, 189, 197, 213, 229, 248
Bosco, Ron, 267
Bourgeois, Ray and Gregg, 343
Bowles, Br. Dunstan, 291, 292, 298, 327, 328, 345

Index
Bowling, Sr. Anne Virginia, 284, 286, 290, 297, 331
Boxing, 222, 269
"Boy Guidance," 180
Boy Scout movement, 180
Brackenridge Hospital, 211
Brady, John T., Senator, 84
Brady, Br. Ubaldus, 16, 18
Bransby, Br. Elmo, 257, 260, 262-265, 283, 348
Brashears, 7

Breckenridge, Captain John, 129
Bremond, John C., 86, 94
Brendan, Brother, 19, 24
Brennan, Thomas F., Bp., 84
Brezik, Br. Hilarion, 358, 386
Brodie, Jim, 27
Brodie Lane, 28
Brokas, Br. Caius, 211
Brooklyn Tablet, 267
Brooks, Robert, 307
Brotherhood Week (1965), 313
Brothers of Holy Cross. See Congregation of Holy
Cross.

Brown, Alfred]., 144, 150, 151, 159
Brown, R., 30 I
Brown, Walter J., 334
Brownson Literary Society, 73-75, 101
Brownsville, 5

Brownwood, 218, 221
Buckley, Br. Alexander, 219, 231
Building stone, 21
Buildings (c. 1880), 27
Burba, Sr. Jean, 363
Burger, Anton (Toney), 219
Burke, Fr. Joseph, 173-181 passim, 184, 190,
195-198, 211, 221, 237, 240, 249, 250
Burkitt, George, 106
Burnett, Jack, 271
Burns, Fr. James, 176, 200, 202, 207, 213, 240
Burt, H. R., 128
Burton, Doug, 328
Buses, 210, 228
"Blue Goose," 257, 270
Business studies, 39, 67, 140, 338
See also Master of Business Administration.
Butler, John F., 167, 169
Butler, Thomas J., 126, 195
Butler Brick Company, 258
Butts, Mr., 47
Byers, Robert, 331
Byrne, Bernard, 27, 54, 133, 278
Byrne, Bp. Christopher E., 169, 172, 250
Byrne, Edward, 54
Byrne, John, 27
Byrne, Joseph Uoe), 22,27-29,55,67-69, 110,
116-122 passim, 194, 195
Byrne, Margaret, 144
Byrne, Myles, 278
Byrne, Tom, 144, 157
Byrne family, 22, 110

c
C.S.C. (the initials), 2, 21
Cabada, Francisco, 55
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Cafeteria, 256
Cain, Br. Joseph, 285, 288, 292
Calcasieu Lumber Company, 139
Calderon, Luis, 21 0
California, 261
Callistus, Brother, 212
CAMP, 339, 379
Camp Hood, 242
Camp!, Roy, 328
Campus ministry, 346
Canon law, 182
Cantu, Annabelle, 371
Capital City Cavalry Company, 79
Caples, Ossie, 239
Capitol in Austin, 41, 42, 58, 61, 127
dedication (1888), 90
Carberry, Br. Robert, 283
Carriage House, 256
Carrico, Fr. Leonard, 170
Carroll, Fr. Patrick, 136
Carroll, Edward, 75, 79
Carson, William (Kit), 313
Cartoons, 277
Castaneda, Carlos Edouardo, 16, 215
Catalogue (in the 1890s), 65
first extant, 38, 39

Cather, Willa, 182
Catholic Archives of Texas, 183, 405(n.25)
Catholic Daughters of America, 184
Catholic education, 6, 172, 174,184
Catholic Educational Association, 164, 172, 181
Catholic Farm. See Farm.
Catholic Knights of America, 82-84, 104, 106, 118
Catholic Library Association, 214
Catholic periodical index, 214
Catholic Theatre Drama Festival, 327
Catholic tradition, 350
Catholic University of America, 164, 174
Catholic women's colleges, 284
Catholics, 62
Cattle, 264
Cavanaugh (Austin builder), 21
Censorship, 38, 136
Centenary, 349, 384
Centennial Exposition, Dallas, 233
Center for Creative Ministry, 346-347
Center for Teaching and Learning, 288, 290, 338
Chambodut, Fr., 12
Chapel, 21, 99, 135, 139, 242, 292, 316, 347, 355
Our Lady of Victory Chapel, 256
Our Lady Queen of Peace, 99
proposed, 209
Charles, Brother, 12
Charter, 32
Chauvin, Julie, 370, 375
Chavez, Cesar, 314
Chemistry Building, 256
Chevigny, Jack, 217, 224-226
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 150
Chicano Association/movement, 314
Choir, 100, Ill, 258, 305
Christian Brothers, 4
Christian Young Adults, 346
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Christmas, 310, 328, 344, 380
"Chronic Pickers," I00

Chrysostom, Brother, 204, 205
Citizenship, 48, 52
City Coliseum, 256
Civil rights, 277, 312
Civil War, 42, 63
Clappert, Charles, 27
Clark, Hugh, 210
Clarke, Br. Stanislaus, 40, 43, 44, 53, 68, 69, 76,
96, 97, 100, 103, 125, 143
Class attendance, 289
Classical studies, 66
Classroom benches, 58
Clay, Frank, Lieutenant, 78
Clay, Rev. Mr., 86
Clayton, Nicholas J., 30, 45, 57, 70, 93, 94, 108,
131-132,134
Clegg, John, I 05
Clementich, Fr. Leroy (Fr. Clem), 346, 364
Clements, Charles, 325
Cleveland, Grover, 4 7
Cliff, Betty, 366
Climate, 17, 30, 34, 38, 68
Coe, Br. Louis, 345, 361, 386
Coeducation, 211, 264, 283-284, 286, 289, 310,
318, 330, 331, 343, 378
construction related to, 282
coordinate system abandoned, 286, 318-319
coordinate women's college, 282
decision process, 283

first woman-graduate, 283, 299
Coffin, Rod, 269
Cold War, 277
Colegio de San Eduardo, 65
Coleman, Edward, 229
College (the word), 39-40
College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP),
339, 379
College cadets, 127, 253
College Echo, See Echo.
College life, 51
College of the Sacred Heart, I 0
Collins, Betty, 231
Collins, Peter, 188
Colorado River, 8, 17, 20, 87
Colorado Springs, 289
Columbia College, Portland, 136
Columbian Exposition, 74
Columbus Day, !92, 229
Comanche country, 6
Combe, Dr. C. B., 58
Combe, Emile P., 82, 83, 118, !19, 120, 122
Commencements:
of 1888, 41
of 1889, 54
of 1894, 90-91
of 1927, 195
of 1957, 265
of 1985, 384
rationale for, 231
Commerce Forum, 274-275
Commercial courses. See Business Studies

Committees, 317
Communism, 230, 234, 235, 277
Compensation, 138, 321
Computer center, 287
Condon, Patrick, 93
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine, 332
Congregation of Holy Cross, I, 5, 7, 9, 12, 20,
132, 137, 254, 279, 344, 386
alienation ofSEU (1967), 318
brothers: three jurisdictions, 264
centenary of Constitutions, 265
century of service (Hayes), 350
dissolved, in France, 131
educational work in Texas, 5, 48
mission in East Bengal, 91
in secondary education, 240
statistics: brothers and priests in the U.S., 3

Congress Avenue, 72, 177
Congress Avenue Bridge, 35, 36, 88
Connor, Mayor Walker C., 59, 120
Connor, Captain Walker C., Jr., 77
Conoly, Walle, 342, 363
Conscientious objection, 315
Conservatism, 309
Convent, 138
Conventions, Austin (1891), 86-87
Coogan, Br. Marcus, 241, 264
Cooney, Fr. Peter, 21
Cooper, Oscar H., 59
Corbett, James ("Gentleman Jim"), 187
Corbett, Thomas, 144
Corby, William, 45, 63, 72, 87, 93, 94, 96, 103,
!526, 189, 264
Corcoran, Br. Cornelius, 260, 298, 342, 386
Corcoran, Jack, 234
Corpus Christi, 293
Corpus Christi procession (1891), 83
Costa, Judge John, !9, 21
Cothron, Judge, 130
Cottages, I 76
Cotton, 199
Counterculture, 288, 311
Courses of study. See Curriculum.

Cousineau, Fr. Albert, 206, 210, 215
Cousineau, Br. Thomas, 282
Craftsmanship, quality of, 350
Crain, Frank H., 75, 194
Crane, Anne, 361
Creech, B. F., 145
Creech, George and Ernest, Nellie and Irene, 145

Criminal justice, 338
Cronin, G. E., 277
Cross country runners (1985 photo), 375
Crosson, Thomas, 50, 119
Crouch, Chris, 333
Crowley, Dan, 358
Crusader Broadcasting System (CBS), 232
Cuba, 64
Cubs, 320, 326 330
Cuernavaca, 291

Cullinan, Br. Francis de Sales, 181, 213, 219, 237,
249
Cuneo, Andrew, 81

Index
Cuneo, Anthony, 42, 82
Curran, Br. Henry, 257, 288
Curriculum, 39, !40, 147, 179-180,347
classical, 140
commercial, 140-141
evaluation of, 66

general education requirements (1960s),
286-287
requirements (1950s), 259
sciences, 140
Curtain Club, 231
D

Dailey, Virginia, 342, 360
Dailey family, 343
Daily Texan, 311, 326
Dallas, 85, 126, 178, 179
Daly, Br. Richard, 386
Dam, on Colorado River, 87, 127
Damian, Brother, 36

Dances, 191, 272, 333
Danforth Foundation, 289
Daniel Baker College, 188
Daniell, L. E., 89
Daniels, Diane, 346, 371, 373
Darilek, William, 460
Darrouzet,Jacques, 272, 388(n.26), 390(n.9)
Davis, Bob, 268
Day, Dorothy, 314, 361
Day, typical, 50-51
Deaf Institute See Texas School for the Deaf.
Dean's List, 288
Debates, 73, 188, 214, 231, 275
de Czeke, Alexander, 67
Degree (in 1886), 37
Delaney, Mike, 3!5
Delaware Club, 315
Delgado, Alfredo, 314
Del Valle, Santiago, 6
Demers, Fr. Guillaume, !8, 22, 23
Depression, the Great, 176, 199,219,224
Devaney,John, 125
Development program, 280
DeWulf, Fr. Ernie!, 136, 141, 144-147, 152, 196
de Ybarrando, Julianne, 371
Diamond Jubilee (1953), 278
Diaz, Porfirio, President of Mexico, l45

Dickson, Dave, 362
Dietsch, Terry, 271
Disch, George, 156
Disch, William]. (Billy), 125, 144, 153-159
passim, 162
background, 153
football, !58
"Uncle Billy," !57
Disch-Falk Field, !57
Discipline, 38, 136, 137, !85, 260, 289, 309, 325
Discrimination, 313

Dispenza, Joseph, 292, 305
Doctoral degree granted, 180
Dolores Church, 258
Dominican Fathers, 283, 287, 288, 316, 340, 350
Donahue, Fr. James W., 197, 203
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Donahue, Fr. William, 358
Donovan, Mr., 154
Dormitories, 21, 175-176,280, 3!6, 353,355,365
staff photos (1980, 1983), 365
Doyle, James C., 6, Jl, 53
Doyle, Mary, 6-12, 19, 23, 48, 6!, 71, 109, 281
benefit of Catholic education 6 8
' '
death of, II
eulogy on, 11-12
legacy for St. Mary's school, 13
will of, 9, 12, 20, 21, 23, 24, 30
Doyle Hall, 210, 242, 281
Doyle heirs, 30
Doyle house, 16, 109
Doyle place, 25, 35, 207, 278
Drake, Carl, !30
Drama/Dramatics. See Theater.

Drapela, Dave, 329
Driscoll, Joseph I., 183, 188, 189, !93, 197
Driskill Hotel, 127, 128, 130, 191
Drossaerts, Abp. Arthur J., 167, 169, 170, !97, 198
Drought, 264
Dubray,Joseph, 181, 191, !93
Dubuis, Claude-Marie, Bishop, 2, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 20
Dufal, Most Rev. Pierre, 18
Dujarie Hall, 256, 262
Dunlap, Steve, 346
Dunn, Br. William, 260, 277, 290, 291, 316, 351,
364, 379, 386
Dunne, Bp. Joseph, 126
Dunstan's Shack, 292
Duquesne University, 234
Dwyer, 20

E
"E" Club, 276, 304
E (rock formation), 285, 311
Eagan,John, !89
Eagon, Sam, 122
Eanes, Rad, 339
East, Alice Kleberg, 286
East Hall, 282, 285, 311
Echazarreta, Ramon, Jr., 339
Echo, 38,43-44, 53, 75, 76, 165, 186, 238, 325, 326
first issue, 43-45, 112
Eckstein, Dave, 267
Ecumenism, 310, 3!6
Eddie the Edsman, 326
Edsmen, 276, 344
Education, 61
as work of religion, 60

Educational Studies to Influence Migrant
Advancement (ESTIMA), 339
Edward the Confessor, Saint, 26, 192, 193, 285
St. Edward's Day, 230
statue of, 107, 281
Edwardian,276, 344
Edwards, Harry, 342, 358
Eggleston & Goldbeck, 86
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 277
Electives, 44, 141, 259
Electric lighting, 72, 95
Electric railway (planned), 88

/
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Elias, Brother, 68
Elliott, Mrs. Martyn, 190, 232
Ellis, Br. Hugo, 241, 260, 324
Elocution, 98, 321
Endowment, 71
Engineering majors/studies, 141, 147, 175, 179,
205
English, 140
Intensive English Program, 291, 293
English as a foreign language, 291
Enos, Br. Gerald, 357
Enrollment, 26, 29, 31, 33, 35-36, 40, 45, 47, 64,
124, 142, 145, 259, 279, 282, 347
in 1911, 201
in 1943, 236
in 1946, 255
in 1957, 309
in 1969, 318
in 1973 & 1983, 343
canvassing for students, 146

first student body, 23
high school, 238, 241, 255, 320
from Mexico, 36, 145, 150,291, 321
women. See Coeducation.
student characteristics (1886), 35, 36
World War I, 146, 150
Entrance drive, 210

Eppley, Br. Jacob, 324, 328, 358
ESTIMA program, 339
Eton, 266
Europe, 4
Eusebius, Brother, 205
Evening College, 259
Everett, Zembra, 268

Everyman, 344
Evolution, 88, 140
Examinations, final, 41

the "Semis", 50
Exhibition Hall, 99, 103, 114, 129, 130, 141
Exploration, 336
Ex-students association, 194, 198

Extracurricular activities, 228, 242, 266, 381, 382
F
Faculty, 195, 213, 309
committees, 287
degrees, 177
in the sciences, 67
women, 259
of the 1920's, 181, 251 (photo)
in 1952, 260
Fahey, Edward P., 273
Fairview Team, 116
Faith, 350
Falbo, Gilbert, 188, 258, 262
Falconio, Abp. Diomede, 135
Falk, Bibb, 157
Falk, Chester and Carl, 218
Farley, Francis, 192

Farm, 12, 15, 17, 22, 125, 147, 177,200,241,263,
264
additional acreage (1881), 18
agriculture courses and, 14 7

Index

religious at the, 19
"Sacred Heart Farm," 17, 18

Farmer, James, 313
Farmers, and recession, 165

Farragher, Jim, 209
Faulk, Mary, 190
Fayad, Ismael, 275
Federal Bureau of Community Facilities, 256
Federal Emergency Relief Administration, 201
Fees, 38
Feltin, Fr. Andrew, 6, 9-13, 40, 44, 49, 55, 67, 70

summer coaching institute, 180

Fordham University, 262
Foreman, Percy, 189

Forest, John Anthony, Bishop, 99, 102, 104, 135
Forrestal, Fr. Peter, 144, 181, 185
Fort Sam Houston, 214
Forty Acres Conference, 288
Founder's Day, 77, 122, 126, 192, 229-230
Francais, Fr. General Gilbert, 93, 131
France, 4, 6, 16, 212
anti-clerical, 131
missionaries, 2, 13

Ferguson, James, Governor, 152, 251

Festival of Lights, 344
Fidelis, Brother, 21
Fiedler, Joseph H., 189, 239
Field day, 122, 230
Field events, 157, 221, 222, 269, 330
Fight Night, 276
Finances:

in the 1930s and 1940s, 261
in 1973-74, 340
Finley, Bob, 337
Finnegan, Fr. George, 174
Fire, 128-132, 142
Fire-safety features, 133, 134
Fischer, Beverly, 331
Fischer, Francis, 132, 133, 170
Fischer and Lambie, 132
Fisher, Lewis, 42, 121
Fisher, Major Rhodes, 54
Fitzgerald, Br. Columbkille, 209
Fitzgerald, Mrs. M., 134
Flag, 192
Flahive, Michael, 329
Flanagan, Frank, 81, 82
Flanagan, Br. Kilian, 26, 36, 44, 49, 63, 68, 83,
92, 94-95, 124, 128, 143, 144
Flanagan, T. A., 83, 90
"Flats" the 185
Fleck,'Rayn:ond, 279, 285, 290, 307, 309, 312,
314-318, 348, 359
Fleck Hall, 280, 307
Fleming, Ed, 220, 231, 329
Fleming, Mrs. Edmund, 283
Fletcher, J. J., 367
Florek, Anthony, 342
Florida, 339
Flynn, Br. Theodosius, 258
Foik, Fr. Paul, 181-184 passim, 185, 188, 205,
214-215, 221, 250, 252
Foken, Br. Walter, 269, 270
Foley, Br. Bonaventure, 256, 321
Food service, 21 0
Football, 122, 158-159, 188, 192, 194, 202, 207,
217, 218, 222-226, 257
1912 team photo, 162
1920 schedule, 222
1923 season, 222, 246 (photo)
1933 season, 224-225
high school, 239-240, 294, 330
intramurals, 271

ringers, 159
"Rock Bowl," 258

religious orders suppressed in, 13 7

Francis, Dale, 264, 280
Franciscans in Texas, 48

Franciscus, Fr. Peter, 30-36, 110
Franzetti, Robert, 325

Fredericksburg, 182
Freedmen, 12

Frei, Robert, 19
Freshman orientation, 272-273, 304, 310-311
Freshman Studies Program, 336-337
Freshman Teachers Association, 287

Fritsch, Robert, 347, 362
Fry, Dickie, 277, 304
Fulmore, Judge Z. T., 59, 98
Fund-raising campaigns, 164-166, 169-170, 282,
332
G
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Gilles, Ronald, 70
Gillespie, Mother Angela, 7
Gillis, (the contractor), 83
Gillis, Mr. & Mrs., 54, 84
Gillis, Ronald, 70
Gilstead, J unie, 343
Glee Club, 100, 191, 328
Godinich, Jerry, 270, 301
Goertz, Fr. Victor, 358
Goldbeck, L. N., 132
Go1denJubilee (in 1931), 25, 196
Goldstein, David, 187
Goldwater, Barry, 326
Golf, 219, 221-222, 269, 302, 330, 346, 375
Gonzales, Jim, 366
Gore, Robert, 329
Gough, Charles, 45
Gough, Michael, 70
Gouze, Matt, 220, 232, 233
Governor's Cadets, 129
Governor's Guard, 79

Grace National Bank, 200
Graduate school (of·l924); 180
Grammar school (c.l910), 142
Granger, 238
Graves, Louis, 220

Greek studies, 67, 140
Greenwald, Rene, 306, 312, 317
Gregorian, Vartan, 341
Gresham Mansion, 45

Griffin, John Howard, 313
Griflith,James, 128
Grissom, Marguerite, 259, 275

G. I. Bill of Rights, 255
Gallager, Bishop Nicholas, 59
Gallagher, Fr. Joseph, 170
Gallagher,John, 103, 105
Gallagher, Pat, 154
Galligan, William P., 181, 187-189, 197,229,238,
250
Galveston, 4, 5, 7, 9, 22, 196

Groos, William, 81
Grotto, 208
Guadalajara, 215
Guardemal, L. S., 231
Guatemala, 291

Garcia, Francisco, 232
Gardiner, Alexander, 70

Gymnasium, 71, 123, 153, 163, 209, 241, 256, 267
Alumni Memorial Gym, 242, 258-259
dedication ( 1945), 242
"Temporary Library," 242
"Women's Gym," 242; destroyed (1983), 340
Gymnastics, 158, 163

Gardner, William, 217,218,222
Garrett, Billy, 221
Garza, Beto, 269
Garza, Reynaldo, 31 0
Garza, S. A., 358
Gazagne, Br. Louis, 138, 144, 148, 149
Geisen, Hilmar, 285
Geohegan, Sr. Mary Mercy, 285
George, Fred, 358
Georgetown, 36
Georgetown University, 348

Georgia, 231
Gergen, Bp. Rudolph, 197
German Saengerfest, 52
Germans/German-Americans, 13, 41, 90, 91

Germany, 40
Ghio, Anthony, 78, 117
Gibbons, Fr. James, 241, 255, 260, 278
Gilbert, Captain Joe, 132
Giles, Jill, 357

Guerrero, Andre, 315

Gunn, Willis, 232
Gutierrez, Armando, 222

H
Habit (religious dress), 317
Hagerty, Fr. Cornelius, 175, 180-183, 193, 203,
205, 212, 228, 235, 287
Hagerty, Denis, 92
Haggerty, Pat, 240
Hailandiere, Bp. Antoine Blanc, 2
Hallettsville, 278
Hallgren, Monica: assistant indexer.

Halm, John, 191
Halpin, Richard, 315
Hamberlin, Professor, 98
Hamby, Ro,bert, 37, 41, 44, 54
Hamby, General W. R., 41, 77
Hamill, Pat, 291
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Hamilton, Arthur, 106
Hamilton, Clarence S., 78
Hamilton, Tom, 268, 270, 301, 345, 368
Hancock, Lewis, Mayor, 98
Hancock's Opera House, 105
Handball courts, 282
Hanigan, Henry D., 74
Hankins, Leon, 328
Hannan, Dan, 221
Hannefin, Helen, 321
Hanratty, Br. John of the Cross, 15, 16, 18, 20
Hansen, "Swede," 260, 299
Hanson, Br. James, 386
Ham, john F., 98, 101
Harper, Jess, 159
Harris, Bp. Vincent, 212, 348, 349
Harriss, Bayliss E., 120, 195, 248
Hart (contractor), 97
Hart, Br. Ambrose, 181, 196, 237, 249
Hart, Weldon, 226
Hartman, Br. Vincent de Paul, 40, 696
Hayes, Patricia A., President, 348, 349, 383, 385,
386
"Afterword" by, 350
Haynie, Hugh, 27
Hayrides, 273
Hearne, Texas, 36

Hearne, Captain William, 77, 78
Heating, 72
Hebb, Moe, 329
Heichelheim, Adolph, 100, 125, 126, 143, 148
Heichelheim, Louis, I 00
Heiser, Fr. Alan, 181, 239
Heiser, Br. Conrad, 97, 99, 124, 141, 143, 144,
147, 148, 181, 213, 237, 248
Heiser, Fr. Leo, 181
Hell Week, 310
Hemmersbach, Carl, 190
Henrick, John, 188
Henske, Br. Norbert, 237, 238
Hentges, Fr. Oscar, 146
Hernandez, Hector, 329
Herman, Brother, 99
Herrera, Armando, 267

Herring, Charles, 265, 279, 326
Hervey, J. F., 74
Herzog's orchestra, 47

Hickman, Joseph, 102
High school, 171, 256, 263, 309, 320-334
athletics, 238-240, 330
brothers' role in (1945), 243
catalogue (1921), 236
closing, 332
curriculum, 239

enrollment, 238, 241, 255, 321
faculty, 321
military academy proposed, 240
names for the, 236
origins on the Doyle farm, 236
practice teaching in, 256- 25 7
principals, 321
publications, 242
"Saint Edward's Military Academy," 236, 241

separation from the college, 181, 240, 262
space problem, 330
staffing by brothers, 240
team names, 237, 242
the term, 171
yearbook, 327
High School Athletic Association, 238
High school system, 141
Hilary, Brother, 96, 97
Hilliard, Bob, 372
Hills, 8
Hilltop Capers, 277
Hilltopper, 276,.311, 344
Hilltop per Chorale, 341, 244, 345
Hinkle, Glenn, 290, 346, 356
Hispanic Americans. See Mexican Americans.
History (curriculum), 179, 182
Hitler, Adolph, 234
Hogg, James S., 89
Hogg Foundation, 28
Holderith, Fr. George L., 237
Holidays, 52, 83, 191, 230
Holistic education, 260, 317
Holmes, Major Henry J., 59, 60
Holton, Barry, 294
Holy Cross College (name proposed), 286
Holy Cross Hall, 133, 134, 167, 169-171, 176,
183, 186, 197, 210, 214, 226, 228, 255, 256
theater in, 292
tornado damage (photo), 244
Holy Cross High School, San Antonio, 268
Holy Cross Hospital, 258
Holy Cross Sisters, 14, 19, 126, 331
Hong Kong, 343
Honors/Honor roll/Honor students, 54, 55, 228,

288, 337
Harkin, Patrick, 231
Rosinski, Br. Peter, 203, 209
Hospitals, 128
Housekeeping, 19
Houston, 5, 6, 327
Houston Astros, 268
Houston Endowment, 340
Houston High School, 154
Houx, Captain, 77, 78, 80
Howard Payne University, 237, 274
Hubert, Brother, 36
Huck, Francis, 128
Hudson, Daniel, 69

Hughes, Jack, 121
Hughes, Richard, 311, 342, 359
Human Rights Center, 312
Hunt, Br. Edmund, 254, 255, 258, 260, 261, 262,
264, 348, 412(n.l)
Hunter, Br. Eagan, 386
Hunting, 83
Hurth, Fr. Peter, 31-33,36,37,40, 43, 45,46-49,
53-59,60,62-64,68,69,71-72,74,77,80,
82-83,89-90,92-93,95, 105, 109, 165, 190,
195,200,211
consecrated bishop, 91
health problems, 33, 90
popular in Austin, 89
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Index
Hurth Rifles, 77, 78-80, 83, 93, 102, 106, 115, 195
Huston-Tillotson College, 313

Identity question, 317-318
I.H.M. Sisters, 284, 285, 350
Ikard, john, 269, 342, 414(n.l2)
Ill, Berhard, 99
Ill, Br. Emilius, 96, 99
Illig,Joseph, 126, 128
Illinois, 259
Incarnate Word College, 233
Indebtedness, 170
India, 149
Indiana, 220, 259
Indiana Province, 3

Indianapolis, 268
Indians, 2, 28, 74
Insurance, 168

Interdisciplinary studies, 289-290, 337
Internal Revenue Service, 16, 319, 320, 331
International Catholic Scientific Congress, 140
International students, 259, 289, 343
Internship program, 338
Interstate Highway 35 (I-35), 16, 264, 319
Intramural sports, 270-271, 302, 303, 377
Irish Americans, 14
Isidore, Brother, 18
Isolationism, 234, 235
Italo-Latin American Club (!LAC), 275

1
Jacoby, Walter, 91
Jacques, Br. Reginald, 282
James, Julius (Curly), 219, 220
J ansing, Harold, 265, 343
Jansing, Henry, 103
Jansing, Nancy, 265, 343
January term, 289, 291
Janus (god), 348
Jensen, Russell, 321, 329
Jesuits, 172, 173, 260
Jews, 47
john XXIII, Pope, 316
John Chrysostom, Brother, 20
Johnson, Bernard, Inc., 340

Johnson, Ed and Joe, 22
johnson, Fred K., 317
johnson, Lyndon B., 255, 293, 313, 314, 315
johnson, Oscar, 42
Johnson, William R., 32
jones, 119
Jones, Edward, 36
Jones, Fr. Thomas P., 237
Jones, Walter, 312
Jordan, Barbara, 293
Joseph, Eddie, 239
joseph, Ernest, 238
Joseph, Saint, 193, 212, 230, 231, 350-351
statue of, 103, 281
joseph-Celestin, Fr., 18
journalism, 180
Juarez, jose Roberto, 265, 275, 358
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Juarez, Manuel, 345, 376
julian, Br., 81-83
Julian and White, architects, 262
just, Alphonsus, 148
Just, Fr. Joseph, 124-126
Justice, 351
justinian, Brother, 105

K
Kaiser, Tom, 309
Kamm, Bob, 310
Kaniaru, Duncan, 313

Katholischer Verein of America, 184
Keil, Br. Mel, 321
Kelbaugh family, 343
Kelley, Joseph, 103, 105
Kelsey, Charles, 265
Kelly, Captain Amzy B., 78-80 passim
Kelly, Charles, 186
Kelly,Julia, 190
Kelly, Tom, 128
Kemper, Fr. Henry, 182
Kenealy, Fr., 312
Kennedy, John F., 309
Kenny, Sr. Mary Kevin, 285, 298
Kent, William, 188, 229
Kent State University, 316
Kerrville, 182
Kerwin,]. M., 152
Kieffer, Peter j., 98, 197
Killifer, Bill, 156
Kinane, F. James, 238, 239, 296
Kinane,]. Ferdinand, 192, 197, 273, 321
King, Dr. John, 321
Kinsey, Richard, 362
Kintz, Margie, 344, 347
Kirwan, Harry, 271
Kirwin, james M., 126, 135
Kitchen, 210, 256
Kivlin, Joe, 224
Klein, Br. Adolphus, 96, 97, 125
Klein, Fr. Peter, 92, 96-106, 111, 278
Kleinow, Johnny, 154, 156
Kmiecik, Joseph, 166
Knights of Columbus, 169, 170, 172, 180-193
passim, 214, 222, 256, 268, 344
1924 photo, 251
St. Edward's Council, 229, 273-274
Student Loan Fund, 184
Texas Catholic history project, 182
Knorr, John, 345, 346, 374
Koch, James, 298, 342, 346, 414(n.l2)
Koegler, joseph, 183, 196
Koeppen, Br. Hubert, 237, 323, 328, 358
Koock, Chester, 188, 25
Kopecky, C. L., 195
Kopecky, joseph, 278
Kopka, Gustave, 316
Korean War, 261
Kozmetsky, Gregory A., 316, 342, 348, 358, 383
Kraus, Herman]., 42, 55,116-117, 118, 119
Kraus, Mrs. J. ]., 54
Krause, Ed ("Moose"), 225
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Kreisle Furnishing Company, 58
Kreitner, William, '1.77
Krider, Jim, 270
Kromminga, Louis, 275

Kruhl, Oscar, 144, 151, 188, 260, 342, 367
Krus, Gena, 312
Ku Klux Klan, 183
Kubala, Stephen, 65
Kuempel, Grover, 129, !59
L

Laboratories, 67, 71, 287
Laity, 172, 213
Lambert, Brother, 210, 321
Lambie, H.L., 170
Lambour, Br. Barry, 257
Lampasas, 36
Lamy, Ken, 380
Landry, Tom, 270
Landscaping, 283
Lane, Fr. John, 237
Lane, John J., 55
Lange, Fr. Bernard, 180, 198, 208, 238
Langford, Daniel, 329
Language laboratory, 287
Languages, 35
Laredo, 5, 222
Latin America, 64
Latin American students, 151

Latin studies, 67, 140
Laundry, 210
Laurel, Oscar, 314
Lauth, Jacob, 25
Lauth, John, 18, 25-28, 32, 34, 36, 40
Lauth, Michael, 25, 49, 54, 98, 100, 102
Lauth, Peter, 25, 27, 31, 49, 54, 57, 83, 92, 96
Lavatories, 134, 135
Lawrence, James J., 49
Leadership, 284
League of Nations, 188
League of the Sacred Heart, I 0 I
League of United Latin American Citizens
(LULAC), 314
Leal, Maria, 321
Learning Resource Center, 287
Lecturers, 187

Lee, Fr. Bernard, 69, 77, 83, 122, 211
Lee's Rifles, 69, 77, 78, 83, 127
Lefebvre, Fr. Camille, 20
Lema, A. R., 269, 271
Lemoine, William, 190, 252
Lemonnier, Auguste, 7, 8

Leo XIII, Pope, 47
Leonard, Millie, 358
Lessner, Mike and Jim, 269, 302
L'Etourneau, Fr. Louis, 26
Letters, censored, 38, 136

Letts, Winifred M., 4ll{n.27)
Leven, Bp. Steven A., 265
Lewis, Dr. J. D., 337
Lewis, Marty, 315
Liberal arts, 259
Liberalism, 309

Liberty of conscience, 61
Liborius, Brother, 32, 71
Library, 27, 58, 196, 214, 215, 256, 261, 262, 325
destroyed in fire, 130
new building started, 340
Texas Catholic history project, 183
See also Scarborough-Phillips Library.
Lightning rods, 30
Linn, Emma Lou, 371
Linus, Brother, 144

Lions Clubs, 233
Liquor, 38
Lisewski, Fr. Stanislaus, 207, 236, 240, 249
Literary Club, 276
Littlefield, Clyde, 157
Littlefield, Major, 129
Liturgical change, 316
Live oak{s), 1, 9, 18
Livestock, 36
Lochon, Emile, 68
Logsdon, Fr. Peter, 348
Lombardi, Lee, 366
Longoni, Robert, 265, 275

Long, Emma, 318
Long, Meredith, 358
Long, Walter, 122
Long-range planning, 283, 284
Lopez, Mario, 345
Los Angeles Times, 189
Loughran, Susan, 345, 357
Louisiana, 226, 231
Lourdes, 208
Loyola of New Orleans, 224
Lubbock, Francis J ., 54, 59, 62
Lucas, John, 269, 414{n.ll)
Luna, Josie, 344
Lundberg's New. Orleans Bakery, 86
Luxembourg, 64
Lynch, Br. Daniel, 269, 283, 342, 363,. 386
Lynch, Bp. Joseph P., 178, 197

fire destroys, 128-132, 142
first printed usage of "main building," 134

ground brealting, 46
porches, 133
stone for, 133
tower, lighting, 210

Majestic Theatre, 231
Majewski, Jim, 269
Maloney, Albert]. (Bert), 342, 358
Maloney, William, 148
Man of the Year, 277
Mang, Br. William, 288, 290, 359
Mang House, 340
Mangum, Edward, 291, 292, 345, 356
Mangum, Johnny, 200
Manson, Richard, 188
MAPP, 339
Maranto, Br. Peter Celestine, 321, 324, 333, 334,
358
Marcellinus, Brother, 124

Marengo, Br. Don, 347
Margil, Fray Antonio, 189
Marie Isabel, Sister, 284
Marine, Fr., 16

Martin, Bill, 316
Martinec, Joe, 331
Martinez, Balthasar, 303
Martinez, Mercurio, 103, 343

Mary Moody Northen Theater, 283, 345
Maryhill College, 283-286, 288
Mass, changes in, 316
Massachusetts, 261
Master of Accounts, 37

Master of Business Administration (MBA), 292,
338-339, 347
Master plan, 282
Mata, Eduardo, 150
Matthews, W. J., Dr., 68, 99, !55
Mauger, Marie-Lucie, 366
Maul, Myron, 260, 275, 277
Maximilian, Brother, 151

M

Mabel Davis Park, 16
Mabry, Camp, 104
Mabry, Wood, 79
Maca tee, Joseph, 42
Macatee, Leonard, 44

Macfarlane, Alexander, 59
Maciula, Bob, 312
MacNamara, Fr. George, 144, 146, 151, 152, 166,
185, 193, 231, 250
Maguire, Fr. Joseph, 168,176-179,183,189, 190,
193, 203-205, 209, 211, 213, 222, 230, 231,
251
Maher, John, 329
Maher, Timothy, 47
Mahoney, Sr. Mary of the Five Wounds, 34, 35
Main Building, 21, 23, 45, 46, 53, 54, 57, 61, 70,
93, 105, 107, 115, 131, 139, 168, 210, 215,
256, 262, 324, 341, 349
addition of East wing, 93, 97, 99
cornerstone, 47
cost, 46
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MBA program, 292, 338-339, 347
McAllen, 191
McAllister, Fr. Joseph, 322
McCall, John, Mayor, 105
McCann, John, 291
McCarthy, Frank, 37
McCarthy, Owen, 120
McCarthy, Robert, 311
McCarty, Harry, 26, 27
McCauley, Fred, 135
McCloskey, James, 229
McCrary, Merry Ann, 3 73
McCullough, Br. Thomas, 298, 306, 342, 386
McDonald, Angus, 101, 120
McDonough, Fr. James, 298
McDowell, Sam, 265
McGee, Br. Victor, 326
McGrath, Br. Sixtus, 26, 28, 36, 49, 54, 68, 96,
117, 125, 143, 194
McGrory, Andrew, 166-168
McGuire, Fr. Joseph, 335
McKey, David, 346

McMahan, John, 263
McNally, Owen]., 126
McNulty, Superintendent, 130
McTeigue, Edward, 67, 84
McWilliams, Perry, 365
Meagher, John F., 181, 217-219, 222-224, 246,
250, 251
Meaney, Bill, 327
Meaney, John, 326
Meanwell, Walter, 180
Meinrad, Brother, 32
Melpomene, 63
Memorial Day, 80
Mendel, Sam, 100, I 04
Menger, Joseph A., 167
Menger, William, 170, 215
Mentally ill, 50
Mercantile-Commerce Bank and Trust Company,

200, 201
Meredith, James, 312
Metzger, Roger, 268
Mexican Americans, 150, 209, 290, 314, 321, 343
Mexican students, 36, !45, 150, 291, 321
Mexico, 40, 64, 65, 145, 150, 215, 238, 259, 290,
343
revolution (1910), 145
Mexico Project, 312
Meyer, Jean, 339
Migrant Attrition Prevention Program (MAPP),
339
Milburn, Mrs. Malcolm, 348
Mildred, Sister, 19
Military academy (proposed), 240
Military chaplains, 152
Military companies/programs, 77, 79, 101, 127
Military service, 236
Miller, Clarence H., 61, 139
Miller, Joaquin, 229
Miller, Joe, 183, 185
Miller, Kenneth, 328
Miller, Tom, Mayor, 225, 230, 242, 280
Millet, C. F., 59
Millet's Opera House, 41, 82, 84, 118
Mills, Dorothy, 366
Minims, 35, 39, 117, 142, 237
Minorities, 321

Minstrel show, 100, 231
Misch, Fr. Edgar, 146, !52, 168, 181, 237
Mishler, Melba, 357
Missions, 3

East Bengal, 91, 323
San Antonio, 209
Missionaries, 2, 13

Mitchell, John, 328
Model Q, 289- 290, 336
Molloy, Fr. Francis, 68, 92, 96, 124, !43
Molloy, William T., 118, 122
Moloney, William H., 124, 144, 237
Money, 137
Monks, Bill, 237
Montgomery, Dan, 345
Moody, William L., 258
Moody Foundation, 292, 339
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Moody Hall, 282, 285, 287, 292
Mooney, Fr. Vincent, 180, 238, 239, 247, 329
Moore, Dave, 329
Moore, John M., 47, 48, 53
Moore, Maud, 80
Moral education, 67, 261
Moral virtues, 62
Moreau, Fr. Basil Anthony, 2, 18, 108
Morgan, James P., 345
Morris, J. B., 342
Morris, Joe, 344
Morris, Myles, 276, 344
Morrissey, Andrew, 96, 132, 152
Mosby, James, 321
Motion pictures:

The Hunchback of Notre Dame, 187
The jazz Singer, 185
Moustaches, 310
Mount Carmel Hospital, 341
Mount St. Austin, 17
Mueller, Rev. Peter, 215
Muher, Br. Boniface, 4, 5
Mullen, Ron, 348
Muller, Charles, 335, 342
Muller, Br. Gerald, 341, 345, 364
Murphy, Fr. Edward, 92-96
Murray, James, 262

Museum of Natural History, 67
Music, 81, 190, 328
faculty, 67, 148
groups, 100
Musical Union of Austin, 60, 62
Mysliwiec, Br. Jeremias, 386
N

Nalle, Joseph, 47
Nash, james, 241
Natatorium, 71, 134, 139, 155, 158, 163 (photo),
340
National Barn Dance, 233
National Catholic College Tournament, 266
National Catholic Education Association, 202, 240
National Defense Education Act, 287
National Federation of Catholic College Students,
274, 305
National Honor Society, 325
National Orchestra of Mexico, 150
National Youth Administration (NYA), 233
Nationalism, 151, 315
Neis, Charles, 194
Nee-Scholastic Society, 182, 228
Neraz, Bp.John C., 13,47-50,59,60, 62,92
Neuning, Charles, 59, 87, 88, 116
New College, 339, 344, 347
New Deal, 234
New Iberia, La., 16
New Mexico, 194
New Orleans, 2, 5, 7, 29, 138
Ney, Charles, 357
Nicaragua, 291
Nicholas, Brother, 36
Nieto, Joe, 330
Nighthawk Restaurant, 314

Nigrelle, Frank, 329
Nolen, Claude, 260, 298, 342, 417(n.34)
Non-Catholics, 29, 34, 35, 38, 47, 61, 62, 98, 101,
136, 137, 144, 150, 316
Noonan, Tom, 31
Norris, Ed, 220, 260, 266, 267, 268, 270, 297, 301,
321, 329, 342, 345, 368, 374
Northen, Mary Moody, 285
Norton, Fr. James, 231
Notre Dame, University of, 1, 3-5 passim, 7, 10,
11, 14, 16, 17, 21, 32, 38, 43, 46, 53, 57, 63,
64, 66, 91, 96, 97, 99, 04, 106, 124, 132,
134, 141, 142, 164, 165, 166, 169, 170, 174,
175, 180, 182, 183, 184, 198, 199, 203, 204,
205, 206, 208, 213, 215, 225, 234, 237, 254,
256, 261' 322, 325
baseball, 268
football, 159, 179, 213, 217, 223, 224, 225, 226
Victory March, 226
Notre Dame of the Hills, 8
Nursing education, 211, 259

0
Oak Cliff (Dallas suburb), 178
Oblate community, 4, 343
O'Brien, Fr. James, 144, 146, 152, 181, 184, 193,
195, 214, 218, 225, 229, 230, 255, 260, 280,
296, 322
O'Brien, John, 193,217,225,226
Ochoa, Manuel, 190
O'Connor, Fr. Edmund, 120, 126, 144
O'Connor, George, 144, 147-148
O'Connor, Shannon, 145
O'Connor, Thomas, 343
O'Connor, Thornton, 193
Odette, Br. Philip, 342, 366, 386
Odin, Bishop Jean, 2, 4
O'Donnell, Fr. Charles, 164, 172, 185, 199, 201,
202, 208, 224, 225, 228, 237, 240
O'Dwyer, Br. Ephrem, 200, 201, 240, 254,
261-263, 265
O'Hara, Fr. Frank, 229
O'Hara, John, 235
O'Hare, William, 260, 276, 277
Ohio, 259
Ohls, Sr. Grace Mary, 285
Oil exploration, 176- 177
O'Keefe, Jim, 267
O'Keefe, Fr. John, 42, 128
"Old College", 38
Older students, 344
Ollmert, Fr. William, 40, 42, 55, 66, 68, 83, 92,
96, 125, 143
ordination of, 48-49, 102
Olsen, Homer, 193

O'Malley, Frank, 342
Omar Khayyam, 208
Omni Singers, 341, 345, 379
O'Neill, Ann, 283, 299
Onion Creek, 52, 70
Opinion poll (1938), 234
Oratory, 189, 329
Ordination, 49, 102

O'Reilly, Kelly, 373, 375
O'Reilly, Thomas, 130
Orfila, John, 118
O'Rourke, Peter, 345
Orr, Jack, 275
Osburn and Terry (livery), 86
O'Shaughnessy, Mike ("Shag"), 218, 246
Osterhaus, Leo, 361
O'Sullivan, Fr. T. D., 63, 64, 70, 87, 121, 388(n.23)
Otolski, Mike, 268
Ott, Edward, 229
Our Catholic Heritage in Texas, 16, 215
Our Lady of the Lake College, 13, 172, 180, 189,
191' 224, 233, 274
Oxford University, 188

Pacifism, 230, 235
Painter,Johnj., 154
Palmer, Lester, 313
Pan American University, 267
Papich, Rudolph, 193
Pappas, George, 267
Parents, 38
Pareti, Joseph A., 98

Pinnell, Fr. john, 36, 41, 70, 197,211
Pms IX, Pope, 4
Plauche, Chris, 312
Pluta, Joseph, 365
Pocket money, 39, 137
Poe, Edgar Allen, 275
Popp, AI, 277
Popp, Ted, 358
Populist Party, 75
Porfiriato, 145
Port Arthur, 168
Portland University, 96, 201
Powder Puff Bowl, 310
Powers, Maurice, 195
Practice teaching, 290
Prather, A. M., 218
Prefects, 137, 260
Pre-law/Pre-med studies 179
Premont, Mary, 281
'
Premont Hall, 281
Presentation Convent, 209, 219
now called Sarin Hall, 139
Presentation Sisters. See Sisters of the Presentation
Presidential Task Force (Walsh), 336
Pressler, August, 129

Pari sot, Pierre, 105, 126

Pressler}s Garden} 90

p

Parker, Elton, 36
Parochial schools, 320
Pate, Tom, 368
Patrick, St., 83, 193, 230, 311
Paulisseri, T. A., 281
Paulists, 152
Peace Corps, 312
Pearl Beer Brewing Company, 274
Pearl Harbor, 235
Peebles, Otto, 155
Peeler, judge A.]., 30, 32
Pe.nnington, Mel, 268
Percy, John, 375
Perron, Br. john, 336, 386, 423(n.4)
Pesoli, Peter, 260, 277, 287, 298, 342
Petit, Br. Maximus, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 28, 30, 36,
100, 125
Petmecky, Fred, 118, 119
Petry, Albert, 68, 96, 97, 102-103
Phi Beta Chi, 325
Philharmonic Society, 74
Philip, Brother, 15
Philips, Mrs. Lavon, 341
Phillips, Loyce and Inez Scarborough, 341
Ph!lomathean Literary Society, 73, 74, 82
Philopatrian Society, 73, 74, 101
Philosophy, 182, 287, 310
Phonothon, 347
Photo-communications, 338
Physical education, 123, 179
Physical exercise, 122
Physical plant, 318 staff ( 1985 photo), 367
Picciandra, Remolo, 260, 307
Pickle, Han. J. J ., 285, 348
Pieau, Br. Vincent, 257

Pierce, A. Lester, 232
Pierce, Billy, 217,219,220,226
Pietrosante, joe, 270

Priestley, Albert, 314
Processions, 83, 25 7, 307
Project Future, 336
Prospectus ( 1886), 70
Prosper, Brother, 141
Protestants. See Non-Catholics
Provincial superior: annual visits} 66

Prud'homme, Eck, 157
Pryor, "Skinny," 187
Public schools, 143
Puig, Emilio, 3 7
Pulley, Connie, 366

Q
Quarry, 70, 133, 281
Quinlan, Fr. James, 221
Quinlan, Fr. Michael, 180, 181, 182
Quinn, John, 179, 181
Quinonez, Frank, 339
Quintanilla, Nato, 188
Quonset huts, 340
R

Race relations, 180
Racism, 234, 313
Radio station KBTC, 242; KNOW, 232, 233;
KSEU, 275; KUT, 234
Raffaelli, John, 190, 221
Raggio, Andrew, 54, 59, 81, 82, 122
Railroads, 7, 8, 50, 86, 130
Rail, Jim, 269
Ramblers, The, 328
Rathskeller, 340
Rationalism} 4

Ray, Earl, 129
Ready, Fr. James, 181
Recession, of 1873, 12; of 1920-21, 165
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Reconstruction, 169

Recreation, 82, 185
Recreation Hall, 58, 187
Reddic, Mandell, 260, 283, 342, 367
Reggio, Br. Edwin, 328
Regulations. See Discipline.
Reicher, Bp. Louis]., 258,273, 280,281,295,
313, 322, 331, 332
Reilly, Hamilton & Walter, 27
Reimer, Ken, 342, 347, 358, 374
Religious institutions, 62

Religious instruction, 136, 260
Religious studies major, 338
Remigius, Brother, 36

Remy, Henry, 93
Renz, Francis, 106, 195
Renz, Raymond, 54, 86
Republican Club, g26
Repucci, Br. Stanley, 325, 329
Research and Critical Missions (RCM), 337
Resident assistants) 317

Reukauf, William H., 144, 157
Reunion, The, 340
Revueltas, Silvestre, 148-150, 194
Rice University, 217, 224
Richardson, William, 326
Rick, Fr. Joseph, 323
Rielly, Thomas, 201
Ries, Richard, 265
Rifle Club, 329
Rifle Range, 211
Rio Construction Company, 341
Rivera, Vic, 337
Road work, 51-52
Robards, Col. Willis L., l, 8, 9, 11, 22, 28, 38
Roberdeau, Captain, 79
Robert, Brother, 35, 36, 57
Roberts, William, 311, 326
Robinson, Fr. Michael, 24, 27, 28, 29, 31
Robinson, Fr. William, 241-243, 250
Rocha, Marcel, 268
Rockne, Knute, 159, 180, 208, 218, 222-225, 251
Rodriquez, Agustin, :; 14
Roes, Br. Myron, 241
Rolling Prairie, Indiana, 241
Roman us, Brother, 97, l 00

Rome, 262, 338
Room and board, charges, 138
Room check, 260
Roosevelt, Franklin Delano, 200, 215, 234
Rosary, 274
Rose, Sister, 19

Rose Anthony, Sister, 328
Rose window, 134, 135
Rosenthal, Alfred, 121
Ross, Gov. Lawrence Sullivan, 41, 47, 55, 59

Rovira, Stanley, 331
Rovira, William, 332- 333
Roy, Edgar, 286, 318, 319, 359
Rubio, Ruth, 312, 314
Rural Upward Bound, 339
Russell, Stillwell, 44
Russian Cossack Chorus, 231

Russian flag, 315
Rwija, Fr. Pascal, 346, 376
Ryan, Charles, 331
Ryan, William, 188, 189, 198, 229, 238
Ryan family, 343
Ryker, Malcolm, 316

s
Sabbath, 123
Sabinus, Brother, 209
Sacred Heart College, 134, 153
Sacred Heart Parish, Galveston, 172
Saengerfest, 52
Saengerrunde, 91 Safady, Randa, 339
Saint Aloysius College and prep. school, 23
Saint Andrew, Mother, 13
Saint Austin's Church, 258
Saint Edward's Academy, 26
beginnings, 22
first schoolhouse, 25
first president: Spillard, 22
name adopted, 25
Saint Edward's College, 94, 245
assets, value of, 36

date of foundation, 24, 25
dedication of New College, 59
evaluation of college program, 66
first catalogue, 38, 39
first college building, 23
first graduate, 37
first teacher (Demers), 23
land acquisition (30 acres), 35, 72, 177
"New College" (i.e. Main) building (photos),
113
university status [see below: Saint Edward's

University]
upper division work begins ( 1922), l 71
Saint Edward's Echo. See Echo.
Saint Edward's High School. See High School.
Saint Edward's Military Academy, 253, 354
Saint Edward's University, 4, 172, 183
academic divisions (1949), 259
acquisition of seven lots, 177

building needs (1926), 175
centennial, 349
"church~related,"

317

corporate title, 318
future of (Hayes), 350
junior college status suggested, 207
the name, 286
new charter (1925), 172
senior college status questioned, 207

Saint Edward's University Foundation, 318
Saint Ignatius Catholic Church, 348
Saint Isidore's College, New Orleans, 92
Saint joseph's Church, Brownsville, 5
Saint joseph's Church, San Antonio, 13, 70, 90,
105
Saint joseph's College, Brownsville, 14
Saint joseph's College, Cincinnati, 31
Saint joseph's Hall, 133, 255, 281, 294
Saint joseph's Industrial School, 126
Saint Louis College, San Antonio, 170

Index
Saint Mary's Academy, 7, 14, 19, 61, 83, 89, 94,
119, 159, 170, 275, 325, 327, 329, 331, 332,
378
Saint Mary's Cathedral, 258, 322
Saint Mary's Church, Austin, 7, 10, 13, 15, 18,
20, 22, 25, 30, 45, 63, 99, 126, 190, 196, 214
Saint Mary's College, Galveston, 2, 4-6, 18, 22,
172, 173
Saint Mary's College, San Antonio, 170, 267, 268
Saint Mary's colony, 12
Saint Mary's of the Lake, 3, 7, 19, 126
Saint Mary's parochial school, Austin, 19
Saint Mary's University, San Antonio, 202, 205,

220, 229, 258, 273
Saint Patrick's Church) Galveston, 89

Saint
Saint
Saint
Saint
Saint
Saint

Patrick's Church, South Bend, 13
Peter the Apostle Church, 22
Stephen's Academy, 330
Thomas College, Houston, 267
Thomas College, St. Paul, 232, 267
Thomas Philosophical Society, 182

Sainte Croix, 2

Salaries, 321
Salinas, Ezequiel, 166, 167
Saloons, 127
Sam Houston State Teachers College, 212
San Antonio, 6, 7, 34, 36, 42, 203, 205, 209, 233,
239, 240, 255, 327, 330, 345
diocese created (1874), 20
San Jose (mission), 4-6
San Saba, 36
Sanatoriums, 7

Sanchez, Adolfo, 345
Sanchez, Florentino, 314
Sanctuary Society, 75, 101
Santa Rita well, 176
Sarafiny, Barry, 217, 221, 224
Sarialp, Rudi, 269
Saturday classes, 311
Saudi Arabia, 343
Scarborough-Phillips Library, 242, 281, 341
dedication, 341
staff (1981 photo), 366
Scarlet fever, 36
Schaefer, Br. Chrysostom, 203, 241
Scheier, Fr. John B., 40, 49, 55, 66, 68, 82, 83,
92-95, 96, 108, 122, 165, 196
Schirmer, Br. Bill, 258
Schlereth, Thomas J., 3
Schmelter, Br. Peter, 125
Schmitt, Fr. Joseph!., 331, 332
Schmotzer, Ray, 345
Schneider, Charles J., 126, 191, 250
Schneider, Leonard]., 112, 167, 192, 195, 201,
226, 250
Schneider, Nettie, 129
Schaedler, A. F., 37, 67 Schoenbrun, David, 315
Scholarship Societies of the South, 228
Scholarships, 184
Scholastic Athletic League, 330
Scholasticate, 255-257, 275, 282, 290, 309
Scholz Garten, 91
School calendar, 289
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Schoo~!~~

the Deaf. See Texas School for the

School songs, 226-227, 272
Schoolhouse, 23
Schools, Austin in the 1870s 19
Schreyer, Fr. Andrew, 239 '
Schuetze, julius, 40, 67, 87, 9!, 105
Schuetze, julius, Jr., 129
Schuh, Albert, 67-68, 81, 96, lOO, 101
Schuler, Bp. Anthony, 197
Schulze, Charles, 358
Schumacher, Clinton, 325
Schumaeher, Frank, 231, 234
Schumacher, Fr. Matthew A., 164, 166 - 173 175
178, 184, 188, 192, 193, 196 197 210 ,228,
236, 248, 250
,
' -,
'
Science, 66, 140, 256, 265
building, 67, 263
Science clubs, 229, 325
Science fairs, 325
Scientific studies, 140
Scoggins, Conroy, 273
Scott, Howard, 314
Scouting, 329
\Scribner, Br. Simon, 255, 272, 279, 291, 299, 342,
348, 383, 386, 412(n.l)
Scurry Huzzars, 129
Seay, Don, 345
Selective Service, 235
Self study (1965), 288
Seminars, 338
Semmer, Peter, 314
Sengelmann, Henry, 98
Service, 350
Seton Hall, 285
Seton Hospital, 211, 259
Seton Infirmary, 128
Seton School of Nursing, 275, 277
Sevcik, Otokar, 150
Severin, Brother, 99

Shall, David joseph, 37, 42, 44, 55, 82, 120, 195
Sharpton, Tillman, 145
Shea, Fr. J. J., 18, 22, 23, 27
Sheehan, Jerry, 27
Sheffield, james, 144, 157, 217, 218
Shepperd, John Ben, 341
Sherwood Forest, 319
Shields, Loretta, 277
Shivers, Gov. Alan, 258, 273
Shocket, Eileen, 366
Shorthand, 44, 69
Shurr, Charles, 45, 86, 139, 141
Silverman, Charles, 337
Simon, Brother, 52

Simon, Harold, 275
Sinaigo, George, 119, 120, 194
Sisters (religious), 14, 19, 29, 36, 38, 125-126
Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, 128
Sisters of the Holy Cross, 14, 19, 126, 331
Sisters of the Incarnate Word of the Blessed
Sacrament, 292
Sisters of the Presentation, 126, 137-138, 157,212
Sisters Servants of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
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(IHM), 284, 285, 350
Sit-in (1960), 312
Skeeler, Frank, 179, 181
Smallpox, 31
Smelter, Br. Peter, 18, 19
Smith, AI, 177
Smith, C. D. (footware), 86
Smith, Ed, 27
Smith, Felix, 22
Smith, Gordon, 258
Smith, James, 54
Smith, Peter, 26
Smith, Tom D., 26, 27, 194, 211
Smith, V., 141
Sneed, Mary McArthur, 6
Sneed, William, 12, 17
Soccer, 330, 345, 376
Social concerns, 312, 33 7
Social Order Council, 316
Social sciences, I 79
Social Studies Forum, 276
Society of Mary, 202
Sociology, 180
Socrates, 61
Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 10]
Sohs, Rene, 252
Sons of Herman, 90
Sopher, Br. Patrick, 348, 358
Sophie Newcomb College, 285
Sonn, Fr. Edward, 1-4, 6-32 passim, 43,46-48,
59, 64, 71, 77, 107, 257, 319, 335, 348
authority, 21
building plans, 21
Founder's Day, 192
Golden Jubilee, 43
Sarin Hall, 139, 210, 257, 257, 264, 280, 283
Sonn Oak, 18, 23, 30, 46
Sarin Scholarship Society, 228
Soul Society, 344, 379
South Austin, 28, 88, 319
South Austin Livery, 128
South Bend, 2
South Plaza Hotel, 16
Southern Association, 181, 210 263 279 280
284, 338
,
,
,
,
Southern Methodist University, 178
Southpark Building, 16
Southwest Conference, 219
Southwest Texas State Normal [Teachers]
College, San Marcos, 146, 231, 275
South-West Vice-Province (C.S.C.), 318
Southwestern University, Georgetown 71 203
218-221, 224, 231
, ,
,
Southwood Theatre, 314
Spanish A~~rican War, 101, 104, 127, 195
Spamsh Ctvtl War, 234-235
Spanish House, 291
Spending money, 39, 137
Spillard, Fr. Daniel, 4, 13, 15, 17-25 27 29 92
108, 125, 138, 196
, , , ,
Spinal meningitis, 145
Sports, 116, 122
school names and songs, 226-227
Sprug, Joseph W., 337, 366

Sputnik, 287, 325
Stacy, W. H., 59
Stacy Park, 87
Stage coaches, 8
Starzecki, Rick, 345
State, cooperation with, 48

Steam house, 72
Steamboat, 5, l 00
Steck, Frances B 229
Stegall, Fred, 274
Steiner, Fr. Thomas, 170, 204, 206, 240
Stephen F. Austin College, 218
Stevens, Kermeth, 192
Stewart, "Doc," 223
Stovall, Bib, 22
Strauss, Gus, 190, 231, 258, 273
Strohmeyer, Br. Emmett, 269, 330 342 345 372
414(n.IO)
'
'
'
'
Student Act~vities Committee (1921), 187
Student Acttvltles Council, 271, 305
Student brothers. See Scholasticate
Student officers (the 1960s), 308
Student publications, 276
Student representation, 317

Sub-Academy, 237, 239
Sulak, John, 196
Sullivan, Sr. Mary Raymond, 7, 19
Sulhvan, Wilma, 321
Summer school, 180
Sunday, 127
Swastika, 230
Swearingen, Dr., 58
Swimming, 158
The Sword, 243
Sylverius, Brother, 72
T

Talent show (1948), 277; (1956) 329
Tamburitza Orchestra, 232, 233
Taylor, 36, 92
Teacher education. See Center for Teaching and
Learning

Teaching certification, 290
Teagarden and Schumate, 128
Tealy, Fr. James, 241
Telephone, 41
Tenebrae, 190
Tennessee, 231
Tennis, 121, 158, 221, 330, 345, 372, 373
Tenms courts, 210, 262, 282
Teresa Hall, 18, 282
Terrell, A. W., 105, 128
Texas, 4, 5, 7, 16, 30, 31, 32, 33, 62, 72, 84, 88,
147, 165, 170, 174, 184, 201, 206 209 213
214, 339
,
,
,
centennial, 215
Texas A&M University, 147, 148, 275, 278
Texas Academy of Science, 229
Texas Cathol~c history project, 182, 183
Texas Cathohc Interscholastic League 330
Texas Conference, 217, 222, 225
'
Texas Education Agency, 288, 338
Texas Educational Microwave Project (TEMP),

Index
287
Texas Girls State, 293
Texas Interscholastic Athletic Association, 217
Texas-Louisiana Theater Convention, 327

Texas Lutheran College, 221, 267
Texas National Guard, 241
Texas relays, 221
Texas School for the Blind, 50
Texas School for the Deaf, 50, 89, 120, 129, 130,
154, 155, 218, 220, 238, 239, 242, 330
Texas School of Mines, 225
Texas State Department of Education, 181, 261
Texas State Guard, 242
Texas State Historical Commission, 15
Texas University, See University of Texas.
Texas University (magazine), 89
Texas Weslyan College, 220
Theater, 82, !63, 189-190, 291, 338
arena theater, 292
"Beggar's Opera," 197
building, 292
"Camelot," (photo), 356
"Enter the Hero," 327
1
' Everyman," 189

"The Expiation" (melodrama), 98
"The Forest Prince," 328
golden age, 327
"Good News," 328
"Happy Days." 328
"Innocence Avenged," 100, 105
"A Night of One-Act Plays," 327
"Pizarro " 50

"Second,Shepherd's Play, 189
Shakespeare, 189- 190
"You Can't Take It With You," 327
Theology, 287
Thomas, Brother, 144
Thomas Aquinas, Saint/Thomism, 181, 182, 287
Thomas Aquinas, Sister, 284, 286
Thompson, J. Neils, 348, 358
Thornton, Br. John, 363, 386
"Three Crickets, The" 232
Tigertown, 326
Tijerina, Marina, 370

Tillotson Institute, 61
Tinsley, Bud, 117, 118
Tips, Eugene, 81, 82
Tips, Walter, 58, 59
Titzer, Br. John Baptist, 263, 264, 279, 321, 358
Tobacco, 38, 137
Tobias, Brother, 144, 148
Tobin's Barber Shop, 211
Todd, Jeff, 27
Todd Lane, 28
Toilets, 168
Tolls, 35
"Tombs," The, 292
Toney Burger Athletic Center, 219
Tonry, Captain William P., 120
Toohey, John, 5
TOP (Tigers On Parade), 327
Tornado of 1922, 166-169, 244
Torres, Lino, 70

Tower, 186, 243, 277, 327, 344, 345
Track and field events, 121-122, 157, 221, 222,
269, 330, 375
B.S.C. champions (photo), 301
meet (of 1913) !57
Tracy, C. Michael, 311
Tramonte, Sam, 358
Travis County, 1, 16, 28, 40, 52, 64
Travis High School, 263, 330
Treaty Oak, 129
T reffiich, Charlie, 221
Trek, The, 311
Trevino, Bob, 315
"Triple Alliance," 78
Triumphalism, 310
Trustees, 264, 318, 336, 342, 348 S
the !981 S Board (photo), 358
Tug of war, 272, 281, 307
Tuition, 38, 261
Tulane University, 285
Tulsa University, 222
Tyson, Diane, 366

u
Uhl, 110
Umbrella oak, 18, 23, 30, 46, 114 (photo)
Universidad Iberoamericana, 291
Universities, 121
University charter, 171
University goal: truth, 88
University of Chicago, 254
University of Dallas, 178
University of Notre Dame. See. Notre Dame,
University of
UniversitY of Texas. 26. 30, 61, 76, 88, 117, 119,
120, 233, 335
baskerball, 220
baseball, 121, 154-155, 156
entrance requirements, 88
football, 159, 199, 222, 225
Memorial Stadium rented, 223
Ursuline Academy, Dallas, 45
Uvalde, 312

v
Valis, Paula, 371
Values clarification, 336
Van Ackeren, Joseph, 231
Van Deever, W. R., 195
Van Houten, George, 307, 335, 347, 358
Vasquez, Viola, 314
Vatican Council I, 4
Vatican Council II, 4, 310, 316, 317
Venezuela, 343
Verhalen Nursery, 283
Versailles Treaty, 234
Veterans, 52, 254, 259
Viau, Urge!, 102
Vietnam War, 314, 315, 316, 326
Vincent de Paul, Brother, 329
Vincent Hall, 257, 258, 280, 343
Vista program, 293p
Voigt, Linus, 148
Volini, Br. Flavian, 40, 48, 68, 69, 99, 125, 141,
143- 144, 146, 181, 187, 196
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Volleyball, 346, 371
Volpe, Arturo, 3!2
Von Boeckmann, Eugene, 76
Von Czeke, Professor A., 81
Vukmanic, Br. Peter, 287, 296

w
Waco, 330
Waggener, President, 88-89
Wagner, Patrick, 265, 275 ·
Wagner, Br. Robert, 32
Waldron, Br. John, 202
Walker, Tim, 345
Wall, Newton, 186
Wallace, Gov. George, 277
Walsh, Sr. Marie Andre, 284, 285, 338, 356, 360,
423(n.ll)
Walsh, Fr. Matthew, 175
Walsh, Br. Stephen, 290, 335, 340, 347, 356, 358,
380
Walsh, Lieutenant, 78
Walsh, Fr. Thomas, 66, 8!, 89
Walter Tips Hardware Company, 258
Walters, Jake, 130
War surplus, 255, 283, 340
Warken, Nicholas, 105, 124
Washington, George, 52
Washington's Birthday, 192, 230
Water tank, 139
Watertown, Wis., 10

Weber, Fr. Frank, 321
Weber, Sr. Madeleine Sophie, 360
Weed, Richard, 275
Weed, Thurlow B., 161
Wehmeyer, Gladys, 232
Wells,Jim, 130
Wendels, Professor, 81
West, Texas, 239
Western Union, 45
Westminster Abbey, 285
Whalen, James, 41, 44
Whaley, Gordon, 280
Wheeler, Henry, 120
White, Ben, 313
White, Gov. Mark, 348, 383
Whitman, Charles, 293
Whitt, Pam, 345
Wilcox, Clyde, 129
Williams, John, 321
Williamson Creek, 82

Wilson, Capt., 79
Wilson, Br. Raphael, 257, 260, 275, 359, 412(n.1)
Wilson, Pres. Woodrow, 329
Wimberly, 289
Winkler, Chuck, 367
Winn, John B., 59
Winters, Mel, 326
Wiseman, Fr. Robert, 346, 386
"Witness to Peace,, 325
Wittenburg, Odus W, 82
Woeber, Edward ("Moose"), 219, 239
Wolf, John, 27
Wolf, John (trustee), 343
Women faculty members, 260
Women scudenrs. See Coeducation.
Women's athletics, 346
Wood, Tobias R., 41, 42, 44
Wood, Willie, 44
Woodrow Wilson Scholarship, 265
Woodward, D. K., 141
Woodward Street, 264, 3!9, 323
Wooten,Joseph, 144
World War I, 146, 147, 151, !52, 266
World War II, 253, 254, 266, 354
Wright, Forrest ("Tex"), 329, 330
Wright, Paul, 285
Wright family, 343
Writing, 520, 311, 344
Wyndham Hotel, 16
X
X ystus, Brother, 24

y
Yearbooks, 327 See also The Tower
Yellow fever, 34
Yemma, Andy, 323, 326, 333
Ysleta, 183, 215

z
Zahm,John A., 103, 104, 131, 140, 142
Zanardi, William, 337
Zapalac family, 281
Zapata, Sabas, 303
Zavala, Adina de, 182
Zavala, Thomas de, I 02
Zavila, Augustine de, 235
Zdaril, Henry J., 54
Zilker, A. J., 9!
Zouave Squad, 79, 80, 10 I
Zwesper, John, 41, 42

